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From the publisher

The consensual localization for Homer’s Troy is Hisarlik near the Hellespont straits.
Herr Heinrich Schliemann used this hypothesis for solemnly baptizing as “Troy” the 100
by 100 metre excavation site of a minuscule ancient settlement (such ones abound there)
that he had discovered near the Hellespont, where he announced the finding of gold of
Priam artefacts that he himself designed and manufactured by Paris jewellers.
Schliemann’s excavation of nine levels of archaeological remains with dynamite was
constructive for supporting Homer’s Iliad, but somewhat destructive for any significant
historical artefacts, including the level that is presumed to be the historical Troy. We
are grateful to Hollywood time-machine who made an excellent documentary Troy
confiring it all irrefutably. Herr Schliemann (1822-1890) was a German businessman-
adventurer of Indian Jones mold. Hissarik should be renamed from Troy into
Schliemannstadt.

The material of The Issue with Troy book crowns scores of years of meticulous and
extensive research performed by the eminent mathematician Anatoly Fomenko and his
colleagues. This book is also the 6th volume in History: Fiction or Science? e-series,
the fundamental oeuvre that exposes and expounds the numerous inveracities of the
traditional version of history.

The e-series History: Fiction or Science? contains data and conclusions that aren’t
anything short of revolutionary. The alternatives offered to classical history are
stunning, unorthodox to the extent of being labelled heretical by virtually every scholar
of history, and daring enough to be considered preposterous at first sight, although this
impression never lasts longer than it takes one to read a few pages attentively.

The author dissects every historical age and analyses the data from every source
imaginable – consensual chronology takes a good beating, and it goes rapidly downhill
from there. The Issue with Troy is actually the result of creation in XV-XVII centuries
of events that never happened by misdating mediaeval events by hundreds and thousands
of years and presenting them as very ancient ones.

Franck Tamdhu
July 2015
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History is a pack of lies about events that never happened
told by people who weren’t there.

George Santayana,
American philosopher

(1863-1952)

Be wary of mathematiciens, particularly when they speak the truth.
St. Augustine

History repeats itself; that’s one of the things that’s wrong with history.
Clarence Darrow

Who controls the past controls the future. Who controls the present
controls the past.
George Orwell, 1984



1.
Identifying the Tarquinian War of the alleged VI century B.C.
as the Gothic War of the alleged VI century A.D. with a 1053-

year shift

The parallelism defined by the chronological formula T = X + 300 that we have already
been following over a span of 200 years continues well into the VI century A.D.
Remember that a comparison of dates with the aid of this formula is equivalent to a
rigid chronological shift forward in time by about 1053 years. In fig. 2.27 we see a
rough scheme of the new parallelism that we are about to relate herein.

Fig. 2.27 The parallelism between the Gothic War of the alleged VI century A.D. and the Tarquinian War of the
alleged VI century B.C. A chronological shift of 1053 years.

1a. The Tarquinian War. King Servius Tullius (according to Livy).
n 1b. The Gothic War. King Theodoric the Goth.

1.1a. The Tarquinian War. Servius Tullius is the last king who died when the
Regal Rome had still existed ([482]). According to Livy, “he had involved himself in



affairs of peace… created the canon law, and there is a rumour amongst his offspring
calling Servius the founder of the system of social estates and degrees… he had also
founded the census, an institution that is most beneficial for the state” ([482], Book
1:42). Also: “even his kind and modest successor had found it hard to compete with
his glory… which was also amplified by the fact that the reigns based on law and
order had ended with him” ([482], Book 1:48).

n 1.1b. The Gothic War. Theodoric had been the last emperor of the Third Empire
in the West. His death in the alleged year 526 marks the beginning of a period of
anarchy in Italy. Theodoric’s policy in domestic affairs, as we have already
mentioned in Chapter 1 of Chron2, was famous for its flexibility. He was the founder
of the Ostrogothic kingdom, patronized arts and sciences, gave foreigners and
Romans equal rights and instigated some great migrations ([579] and [196]).
Caracalla, his double in the Second Empire, performs similar feats, qv in Chron2,
Chapter 1.

1.2a. The Tarquinian War. A shift forwards by 1053 years (following the formula
T = X + 300), the death of Servius Tullius falls on the year 518 A.D. ([482]). We
shall replace all of Livy’s ab urbe condita datings with the “new era” T-datings by
the formula T = X + 300.

n 1.2b. The Gothic War. Theodoric dies in the alleged year 526 A.D. If we
compare this date with 518 A.D. for Servius Tullius, we shall see that the difference
only equals 8 years. By the way, this is precisely the difference between the general
time span covered by the Regal Rome and the Third Empire. What we thus see is a
very good correlation of dates with the 1053-year shift taken into account.

2a. The Tarquinian War. Events that follow the death of Servius Tullius. The
Tarquins come to power. The tale of Tullia and Lucretia according to Livy.

n 2b. The Gothic War. Events that follow the death of Theodoric the Goth. The
Ostrogothic dynasty of the Amalings coming to power. The tale of Amalasuntha and
Matasuntha.

2.1a. The Tarquinian War. After the death of Servius Tullius, the power is
inherited by his daughter Tullia and her consort Lucius Tarquin the Proud ([482],
Book 1, pages 80-81; also [269], page 9. Many Tarquins group themselves around
Tullia, Lucius Tarquin the Proud being one of them – their leader, after a manner
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([482], Book 1). Let us point out the similarity between the names Tullia and Julia
which we are about to study as a pair.

n 2.1b. The Gothic War. After the death of Theodoric, the empire falls into the
hands of his daughter Amalasuntha and the Amaling dynasty of the Ostrogoths. This
dynasty is the double of Livy’s Tarquinian clan. A large group of the Ostrogoths
forms a party of avid supporters around Amalasuntha ([695]). The Ostrogoths
constitute a clan impenetrable for the outsiders, likewise the Tarquins. Due to the
parallelism between the Second Empire and the Third, Amalasuntha’s double in the
Second Empire is Julia Maesa, qv in Chron2, Chapter 1. Her name (Julia) is similar
to the one used by Titus Livy – Tullia. We must also emphasize that the name
Amalasuntha can be a derivative of “Amala-Santa”, or St. Amal (or Alan, if we are
to consider the flexion of N and M).

2.2a. The Tarquinian War. The reign of the Tarquins (between the death of
Servius Tullius until the fall of Lucius Tarquin the Proud) equals 25 years. Tarquin
the Ancient, the stranger who came to Regal Rome, may be an ancestor of Tarquin the
Proud. According to [482], he is a foreigner. The name Tarquin is possibly a
derivative from Terra Aquilonius, or “the northern land” ([237], page 88). Also, if
we are to read the name Tarquin backwards – in the Hebraic or Arabic fashion – we
shall get “Neukrat” (spelt phonetically); this may be a variation of “Nov-Grad”, or
“Novgorod” (the New City). In this case, the name Tarquin may apply to someone
from the New City. A propos, the Latin dictionary ([237]) fails to provide a
translation for the name Tarquin for some reason. One also has to note that Tarquin
the Proud fights a war with either a city or a state by the name of Ardea ([269], page
9). It might be a reflection of later mediaeval events – the war between Italy and the
Horde, Ardea being a possible variation of the latter’s name.

n 2.2b. The Gothic War. The period when the Ostrogoths had been in power,
begins with the death of Theodoric and ends with their final rout in the alleged year
552, thus equalling 26 years. We see a substantial propinquity between the values 25
and 26. One also has to mention that the Ostrogoths came to the Third Empire as a
foreign nation, unrelated to the Italians. This is, what the famous mediaeval author
Procopius tells us, at least. His book (The Gothic War – [237]) is a source that we
shall be making numerous references to hereinafter. Now, the Goths presumably came
to Italy from the North – “a northern land”. This indication concurs well with our
suggestion that the name Tarquin really stood for “stranger from the North”. What
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we get in this case is that the last king of the First Empire (according to Livy), L.
Tarquin the Proud, is a collective personality that fills the entire “northern” dynasty
reignant in the alleged years 526-552 A.D. All these events are most likely to reflect
what happened much later, in the Middle Ages – qv in Chron6.

2.3a. The Tarquinian War. The Tarquins are soon to be banished from Rome, qv
below. Their name without vocalizations is transcribed as TRQN. One should bear in
mind that there is a similar name Torquatus, translating as “Laurelled for Battlefield
Valiance” ([237]). The name of the ruler preceding the Tarquins had been Servius.
Thus, we have a pair of “key names” for this epoch – “Servius” (or Severus), and
TRQN (without vocalizations).

n 2.3b. The Gothic War. Shortly before the death of Theodoric, there were reports
of repressive sanctions against Boetius and Symmachus, cf. with the prompt ousting
of the Tarquins, qv above. The full name of Boetius turns out to contain the family
names Torquatus Severus ([64], pages 45-46). Therefore, we learn of the existence
of two powerful clans in the epoch of Theodoric and before him, in the alleged VI
century A.D., by the names of Severus and Torquatus (or TRQN?). Also, the word
Severus may be related to the Russian “Sever”, or “North” and mean “Stranger from
the North”.

2.4a. The Tarquinian War. The clan of the Tarquins as described by Livy may be
referred to by the unvocalized root TRQN (see discussion above).

n 2.4b. The Gothic War. The Franks take part in the Gothic war of the alleged VI
century as the allies of the Goths. Considering the flexion of F and T, the word
“Frank” (FRNK, or TRNK without vocalizations) may be related to the unvocalized
root of the name Tarquin, or TRQN. One should also remember a similar unvocalized
version of the word Pharaoh (or “Faraon” in Russian) – TRN, which can also be
found in the Bible as related to this epoch. Ergo, we can be relatively certain of the
following: in both wars, Tarquinian as well as Gothic, the enemy of Rome was
known by the name of TRQN or TRNK – therefore, Tarquins = Goths = Franks =
People from the North (People from the New City). We shall also learn that there is
also a superimposition of the mediaeval Franks over the “ancient” Persians (PRS
unvocalized) to be taken into account. France still reads FRNC (or TRNK)
unvocalized, whereas the name of its capital is Paris, or PRS without vocalizations,
likewise the words Persia and Prussia. Unvocalized PRS could also be used for
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referring to P-Russians, or White Russians (cf. with modern Byelorussians).

2.5a. The Tarquinian War. According to Livy, Tullia hands the state over to
Tarquin ([482]). This reign is still considered to belong with the dynastic sequence
of Regal Rome, Tarquin being the last ruler of the First Empire. However, the
Tarquins shall soon be dethroned and banished ([482]).

n 2.5b. The Gothic War. Amalasuntha (and her double in the second empire –
Julia Maesa) hands power over to her son, Amalaric the Goth. This reign also
belongs to the sequence of the Third Empire, since Constantinople recognized
Amalasuntha (and Amalaric) as rightful rulers in the West of the Empire ([196],
Volume 1). However, the Goths were soon chased away from Italy.

2.6a. The Tarquinian War. We see Lucretia next to Tullia. Both women are
married into the Tarquinian clan, the former being the wife of Tarquin Collatine, and
the latter espoused to Tarquin the Proud. Both women are of noble (royal) birth
([482]). They actively get involved in all proceedings concerning the throne of Rome.
Livy tells us nothing about any other women from this epoch ([482]).

n 2.6b. The Gothic War. We see Amalasuntha accompanied by her sister
Matasuntha. We see a similar pair of “reflections” in the Second Empire – Julia
Maesa and her daughter Mamea. All these pairs of women belong to royal families,
and are extremely eager to take part in ruling the Empire. We know nothing about any
other prominent Italian women of that epoch ([695]). Thus, “a pair of politically
active women” happens to be a unique detail characterizing both wars – Gothic and
Tarquinian. We shall observe a similar situation in other duplicates of the XIII
century war (Gothic = Tarquinian). We shall use the term “Legend of a Woman” for
referring to this scenario in brief.

2.7a. The Tarquinian War. Lucretia commits suicide. Tullia is banished; we
know nothing of her further fate ([482], Book 1:58, pages 93-94).

n 2.7b. The Gothic War. In the alleged year 535 Amalasuntha is assassinated,
likewise her Second Empire double – Julia Maesa, whose daughter Mamea was
murdered as well. Matasuntha, or Mamea’s double, is also reported killed ([196] and
[695]). We see that if we’re to compare the First Empire to the Third, Lucretia and
Tullia swap their respective places as related to the pair or their duplicates –
Amalasuntha (or Julia Maesa), and Matasuntha (Mamea). However, the fact of



murder is represented in both duplicate Empires. In fig. 2.28 we can see what is
presumably an ancient portrait of the Gothic queen Amalasuntha.

Fig. 2.28 “Presumably, the portrait of Queen Amalasuntha” ([196], Volume 1, page 310, ill. 60).

2.8a. The Tarquinian war. Tarquin Sextus (Tarquin Junior from the clan of the
Tarquins, or TRQN) is reported to have brought Lucretia to ruination ([269], page 9).
He is supposed to have raped her, qv in [482], pages 1:58-59). Lucretia stabbed herself
to death afterwards, unable to survive the dishonour (ibid). We shall encounter this
story of “a woman brought to ruination” in many other duplicates, or reflections of this
notorious mediaeval war.

n 2.8b. The Gothic War. In the alleged year 534 Amalasuntha gives Theodahad
the Goth a royal title, however “kept all the actual power in her hands… Theodahad
had been a sworn foe of Amalasuntha… as soon as he had had it [the crown – A. F.]
in his hands, he didn’t have to wait too long with his revenge upon the princess”
([196], Volume 1, page 318). Theodahad banishes Amalasuntha to an island, where
she is murdered – allegedly at his orders.

2.9a. The Tarquinian War. The death of Lucretia sparked the fuse of the well-
known Tarquinian war of the alleged VI century B.C., which resulted in the exile of
the Tarquins from Rome ([482]).

n 2.9b. The Gothic War. The casus belli of the Gothic war in the alleged VI
century A.D., a very well-known event, had been none other but that of
Amalasuntha’s death. The exile of the Goths from Italy can be regarded as the main
result of the war ([196] and [695]). This subject of a well-known war following the
ruination and dishonour of a well-known woman shall recur in many more phantom
reflections of this war as encountered in the “Scaligerian history textbook”. This is
what this “legend of a woman” is based upon in the first place.

3.a. The Tarquinian War. The beginning of the Tarquinian war in the alleged VI



3.a. The Tarquinian War. The beginning of the Tarquinian war in the alleged VI
century B.C. The exile of the Tarquins from Rome (according to Livy).

n 3b. The Gothic War. The beginning of the Gothic war in the alleged VI century
A.D. The exile of the Goths from Rome (according to Procopius).

3.1a. The Tarquinian War. When the news of Lucretia’s death spreads all over
Rome, animosity towards the entire clan of the Tarquins flares up instantly. Junius
Brutus assembles a large crowd at a Roman forum; according to Livy, “Brutus had
made the infuriated crowd strip the king [L. Tarquin the Proud – A. F.] of all power
and banish him together with his wife and children” ([482], Book 1:59). The
Tarquinian war commences.

n 3.1b. The Gothic War. When the news of Amalasuntha’s murder reaches
Emperor Justinian I, who rules in the East of the Empire, he gives orders for Roman
and Byzantine troops to invade Italy in order to banish the Ostrogoths ([196], Volume
1, page 319). The land forces of the Roman troops led by Mundus attack the
Ostrogoths together with the fleet of the famous warlord Belisarius that moves
towards Sicily (ibid); said events mark the outbreak of the Gothic war.

3.2a. The Tarquinian War. A short while later, Tarquin Sextus, the offender of
Lucretia and the main instigator of the Tarquinian war, gets killed ([482], Book 1:60,
page 97). It happens in the following manner: Tarquin Sextus flees, and on his way
into exile some personal enemy murders him in what is said to be an “old vendetta”
([482], Book 1).

n 3.2b. The Gothic War. After the passage of a year since the murder of
Amalasuntha, Theodahad, the de-facto initiator of the Gothic war, is killed ([196],
Volume 1, page 327). After the exile of the Goths, “Theodahad flees… to Ravenna.
Some Ostrogoth… a personal foe of Theodahad, had ambushed the latter while he
was underway and strangled him” ([196], Volume 1, page 327).

3.3a. The Tarquinian War. A great part in the ousting of the Tarquin kings was
played by the eminent Roman Lucius Junius, some of Marcus and also a Brutus
([482], Book 1:60, page 97; also [72], page 206). He had led this Roman uprising,
which resulted in a coup. “His was the glory… of the one who had banished King
Tarquin the Proud” ([482], Book 1, page 98). The roots of his full name without
vocalizations are transcribed as N MRK BRN LC – the “consonant skeleton” of the
names Junius, Marcus, Brutus and Lucius.



n 3.3b. The Gothic War. We learn of the activities of an eminent Roman that take
place around the same time as the Ostrogoths fled from Rome – in the alleged years
533-538. It was none other but Pope (Pontifex) John II Mercury son of Projectus from
the Hill [?] of Celius” ([196], Volume 1, pages 315, 325, and 335). This pope had
been head of the Roman church in 532-535, and so he must have played an important
part in the events of this epoch. However, we haven’t managed to find out about any
details of his “biography”. His unvocalized name transcribes as follows: N, MRCR,
PRCT, CL for John, Mercury, Projectus and Celius. If we are to look towards Livy’s
text for a comparison, we shall see that what we have is most probably the same
name written in two different ways. Really, Junius = John, Marcus = Mercury,
Brutus = Projectus, and Lucius = Celius. This is a perfect example of the mediaeval
chronicle duplication mechanism. Two mediaeval chroniclers – Titus Livy and
Procopius in our case – were deciphering the meagre remnants of the ancient
documents that they’d had at their disposal, trying to reconstruct the past. One of the
documents contained a rather lengthy unvocalized name. Titus Livy and Procopius
vocalized it in two different ways, and so the same mediaeval character became
duplicated in the two well-known tractates – one by the “ancient” Livy, the other by
the “mediaeval” Procopius; the names used by the two authors, albeit differently,
possess an obvious similarity.

3.4a. The Tarquinian War. Lucius Junius Brutus, son of Marcus, is one of the most
famous Romans in the entire history of the “ancient” Rome. Memories of this
historical personality can be found in Roman literature up until the foundation of the
Second Roman Empire, qv in the books of Plutarch, for instance ([660]).

n 3.4b. The Gothic War. John Mercury, the son of Projectus from the Hill of
Celius, is one of the most famous Roman pontiffs. Some of his monuments remain in
Rome to this day; one has to clarify here that only a limited number of Popes can
boast having their names recorded in one way or another on the monuments that have
survived until our age. However, one finds all sorts of references to John II (532-
535) everywhere in mediaeval Roman history ([196], Volume 1, page 335).

3.5a. The Tarquinian War. Livy calls Lucretia, the woman whose death had led to
the Tarquinian war, a Roman woman ([482], Book 1). He emphasizes her inflexible
Roman will of iron. She is supposed to have addressed all those who surrounded her
with a patriotic speech right before her death (ibid). What we have here is the



portrait of a “true Roman woman” painted by Livy – one that subsequently became a
canonical role model.

n 3.5b. The Gothic War. History considers Amalasuntha, the double of Lucretia,
to have belonged to the Amaling dynasty of the Ostrogoths. The Amaling clan had
allegedly been extremely partial to Roman culture and traditions, unlike other Gothic
kings who had reigned after Amalasuntha ([196], Volume 1, page 327). Therefore,
one of the chroniclers (Titus Livy, for instance) could have easily called this royal
woman Roman. Vittigis becomes King of the Ostrogoths after the death of
Amalasuntha, and “tramples the hereditary rights of the Amaling clan” ([196],
Volume 1, page 327).

3.6a. The Tarquinian war. Junius Brutus and Publius Valerius lead an uprising
aimed at overthrowing the rule of the Tarquins in Rome. The Tarquinian king is
declared deposed. Livy tells us that “the liberator [Brutus – A. F.] had received a
warm welcome in the camp, whilst the children of the king were cast out” ([482],
Book 1:60, page 97).

n 3.6b. The Gothic War. The Byzantine and Romean troops enter Italy. Pope John
Projectus II, the double of the “ancient” Junius Brutus, happens to be in Rome at this
time, whilst the approaching Roman troops are led by Belisarius, the double of the
“ancient” Valerius. His troops entered Rome right after Vittigis, King of the Goths,
had fled the city. “Romans were overjoyed to see the Greeks, and welcomed them as
liberators… Belisarius entered Rome on 9 December 536” ([196], Volume 1, page
329).

3.7a. The Tarquinian War. Livy tells us that “when the tidings [of his exile – A.
F.] had reached the camp [of king Tarquin – A. F.], the king headed towards Rome in
order to suppress the uprising, somewhat confused by the spontaneity of it all ([482],
Book 1:60, pages 96-97).

n 3.7b. The Gothic War. Having received the news of Belisarius invading Rome,
the king of the Ostrogoths (Vittigis) sent his troops towards the capital of Italy. “In
early March of 537 Vittigis approached the walls of Rome with so many Goths near
him that they could barely fit into one’s eyesight” ([196], Volume 1, page 339).

3.8a. The Tarquinian War. Livy tells us that “the gates were shut before Tarquin,
and he was declared an exile” ([482], Book 1:60, page 97). One would think that a



battle at the walls of Rome would ensue, since King Tarquin, who had arrived in
order to stifle the revolt, qv above, would hardly turn back confused at the news of
his being deposed. However, Livy tells us nothing of King Tarquin’s reaction to the
loss of throne for some reason ([482]). He just tells us that Tarquin heads away from
Rome. This is the so-called “Exile of the Kings” which marks the end of the
Tarquinian rule in the “ancient” Rome. Furthermore, Scaligerian history considers
this to have been the end of all royal power in Rome – until the foundation of the
Second Roman Empire, at least.

n 3.8b. The Gothic War. The gates of Rome are shut in front of Vittigis, King of
the Ostrogoths. The Goths try to storm the walls of Rome, but fail and begin a siege
([196], Volume 1, pages 348-363). This siege of Rome is supposed to have been a
breakpoint in the history of mediaeval Italy, since the Goths did not succeed, and
Vittigis was forced to retreat from Rome in 538. Ferdinand Gregorovius tells us the
following: “This siege of Rome that became immortalized in history lasted a whole
year and nine months; over this time the Ostrogoths took part in 59 battles and were
finally forced to turn away from Rome” ([196], Volume 1, page 363). Scaligerian
history considers this moment to mark the end of Gothic rule in Rome ([196]).

3.9a. The Tarquinian War. According to Livy, a certain Roman by the name of
Publius Valerius (Lucius Valerius Publicola – see [269], page 10) actively
participates in the ousting of the Tarquinian kings from Rome. He is one of the most
famous historical figures in the “ancient” Rome, qv in [482], book 2:1, page 101.
Valerius is a prominent Roman military leader who had led Roman troops when they
had fought the Tarquins. There are many legends concerning his life; he is a national
hero. After the death of Brutus, he became the primary figure in the epoch of the
Tarquinian war ([482]).

n 3.9b. The Gothic War. A Romean (Roman) by the name of Belisarius plays a
major part in chasing the Goths away from Rome. He is a famous military leader of
the Middle Ages ([196], Volume 1). By the alleged year 535 “Belisarius had already
succeeded in dethroning the Vandals in Africa… and was free… to conquer Italy…
Justinian decided to unite the Eastern and the Western part of the empire once
again… fate had given him one of the greatest warlords in history to make this plan
a reality” ([196], Volume 1, page 319).

3.10a. The Tarquinian War. The full name of Valerius is as follows: Lucius



Publicola Valerius, son of Valusius ([482], page 206; also [269], page 10. The
unvocalized skeletons of the names Valerius and Valusius are, respectively, VLR and
VLS. This could stand for Valerius + Lusius (Lucius). We see his full name to be
formed by the consonants VLSR. The term “son” may have been introduced later,
when various scribes vocalized the consonant bases of names they found in ancient
documents.

n 3.10b. The Gothic War. Unvocalized name of Belisarius (Velisarius) is BLSR
(or VLSR, if we’re to bear in mind the flexion of “B” and “V”). It coincides with the
“skeleton” of consonants for the names Valerius and Valusius from Livy’s book. It
goes without saying that all such phonetic analogies mean little per se; however, they
become more important when they appear “in all the right places” of our step-by-step
comparison involving the “ancient” history and its mediaeval original superimposed
over each other in the manner described by the rigid formula T = X + 300. Thus,
Belisarius (Velisarius) = VLSR, likewise Valerius-Valusius = VLSR. A propos, the
name of Belisarius sounds similar to the Slavic “Velikiy Tsar”, or “The Great King”.

4a. The Tarquinian War. The war between the Tarquins and Rome in the alleged
VI century B.C., or the Tarquinian war, according to Livy.

n 4b. The Gothic War. The war between the Goths and the Romans, or the Gothic
war of the alleged VI century A.D., according to Procopius (see fig. 2.27).

4.1a. The Tarquinian War. Junius Brutus is one of the key characters who had
taken part in the ousting of the Tarquinian kings from Rome. We have already
identified him as Pope John Projectus from the alleged VI century A.D. The two
military leaders – Valerius and Brutus – lead the Roman troops into battle against the
Tarquins. Junius Brutus commands the Roman cavalry and gets killed in a battle
([482]). His name is very similar to John.

n 4.1b. The Gothic War. We see the famous general John beside Belisarius, a
leader of the Roman (Romean) troops. He was known under the alias of “The Cruel
General” ([196], Volume 1, page 358). He leads the Roman cavalry as well as
Livy’s “ancient” Junius Brutus. General John was made legendary by taking Vittigis,
king of the Goths, captive. Therefore, General John appears to be a chronological
continuation of Pope John in a way, playing his part in the history of the Gothic war.
General John was killed in one of the battles with the Goths ([695], page 273).
However, Procopius mentions several Johns here, obviously confused by their



respective identities. These “multiple Johns” may have transformed into a single
unified image of the “ancient” Junius Brutus as described by Titus Livy.

4.2a. The Tarquinian War. All the Taquins act as a single united clan in this war,
forming a dynasty of sorts: Lucius Tarquin the Proud, Tarquin Sextus (Junior), Lucius
Tarquin Collatine etc.

n 4.2b. The Gothic War. The Goths also form a union and act as a single dynasty
in the war. Their kings had been elected from this closely-bound group for a rather
brief but intense period – Vittigis, Uriah, Ildibald, Totila and Teia ([196], Volume 1).

4.3a. The Tarquinian War. According to Livy, after the exile of the kings from
Rome, the institution of consulate came to existence. More specifically, Romans had
adopted the custom of electing consuls for the period of a year. This is a well-known
institution that had existed in Rome for several centuries up until the middle of the
alleged VI century A.D. ([72] and [482], Book 2:11, pages 98-99).

n 4.3b. The Gothic War. In the middle of the alleged VI century A.D. the Italian
consulate ceases to exist ([196], Volume 1), see fig. 2.27. Immediately after this, the
very same “consulate” appears in Livy’s “ancient” Rome, right before 544 A.D. =
year 244 ab urbe condita + 300 years. The year 245 ab urbe condita is considered
to be the first year of the “ancient” Roman Republic and the consulate ([72]).

Commentary. Gregorovius reports the following when he tells us about the alleged
VI century A.D.: “Decius Theodore Pauline was the last consul of Rome in 534… he is
famous for nothing else but being last in the long line of Roman consuls” ([196], Volume
1, pages 319-320). Thus we see that after a shift of 1053 years according to the formula
T = X + 300, Livy’s “ancient” consulate begins where it is supposed to have stopped
existing in the Western Third Empire, according to the Scaligerian chronology. At the
same time, Scaligerian history of the mediaeval Rome keeps showing us “traces of the
consulate”, as Scaligerite historians coyly name them, starting with the exact same VI
century A.D. – see [196], Vol. 1. In spite of the efforts made by certain historians to
“bury the mediaeval consulate” in post-VI century Rome, they have to admit every now
and then that certain mediaeval consuls “did in fact exist in Rome”. However, no
complete list of them has reached our day for some reason, notwithstanding the fact that
the lists of the “ancient” consuls from the Republican and Imperial “ancient” Rome have
miraculously survived ([72]). According to our reconstruction, these documents are the



“mysteriously missing” mediaeval lists of the Roman consuls from the Middle Ages,
which have been arbitrarily displaced into “deep antiquity” by learned historians. As a
result, mediaeval history of the XI-XIV century has became a lot poorer, obscured by
artificial darkness.

4.4a. The Tarquinian War. According to Livy, in the year 245 ab urbe condita (or
545 A.D. considering the 1053-year shift) the “ancient” P. Valerius, the double of the
mediaeval Belisarius, was made consul. Valerius and Brutus are the first consuls in
a long line of their “ancient” colleagues, whose lists have survived for the most part
([482], Book 2:1, page 101; also [72], page 206).

n 4.4b. The Gothic War. After the first stage of the war with the Goths had been
over, Belisarius was called away from Italy to fight the Persians. He returned to Italy
around the end of 543 – beginning of 544 ([196], Volume 1, page 319). We see that
the date given by Livy virtually coincides with the mediaeval date after a 1053-year
shift. Belisarius is the first consul in mediaeval Rome after the exile of the Goths, or
one of the first in the long line of mediaeval Roman consuls whose lists “haven’t
survived” ([196], Volume 1).

4.5a. The Tarquinian War. According to Livy, Valerius, the “son” of Valusius,
was consul for three consecutive years in 245, 246 and 247 ab urbe condita. He was
then suspended from consulate ([482], Volume 2:15, page 120; also [72], page 206.
A 1053-year shift of the dates forward in time shall give us the years 545, 546 and
547 A.D.

n 4.5b. The Gothic War. Belisarius returns to Italy for another 3 or 4 years in 544-
548 A.D. In the alleged year 548 Belisarius leaves Italy when Emperor Justinian I
calls him back ([196], Volume 1, pages 401-402). When we compare this information
to what Titus Livy tells us, we see that the two time intervals in question coincide in
length as well as their positions on the absolute axis of time after a 1053-year shift of
the “ancient” datings forward.

4.6a. The Tarquinian War. According to Livy, Valerius, the leader of troops, had
remained alive for some time after his suspension from the consulate in 248 ab urbe
condita (or 548 A.D. after the application of the 1053-year shift). He died in 251 ab
urbe condita, or 551 A.D. if we’re to shift the dates forward ([482], Book 2:16, page
122).



n 4.6b. The Gothic War. After his withdrawal from Italy in the alleged year 548
A.D., the eminent warlord Belisarius had remained alive for some time. He died
around the alleged year 561 A.D. – however, this information is rather vague ([64],
page 84). If we’re to compare it to Livy’s, we shall see that the date of his death, the
alleged year 561, is separated from the year Valerius died (551 A.D.) by a mere 10
years, which really isn’t all that much considering the size of the 1053-year
chronological shift. Apart from that, we are to bear in mind that all the previous
chronological landmarks of their “biographies” concur with each other perfectly after
the application of the abovementioned rigid shift according to the formula T = X +
300.

4.7a. The Tarquinian War. According to Livy, despite the suspension of his
consulate in 248 ab urbe condita (548 A.D. with the shift forward equalling 1053
years) and his inability to partake in the affairs of the state, Valerius-Valusius had
nevertheless served as consul for yet another year, shortly before his death in 251
(551 A.D. considering the shift), qv in [482], Book 2:16. This “restoration of rights”
occurs immediately before the death of Valerius ([482]).

n 4.7b. The Gothic War. Despite his withdrawal from Italy in the alleged year 548
A.D. and accusations of treason, qv below, Belisarius manages to “restore his good
name; he had soon been released, with his ranks restored and part of his estate given
back to him” ([64], page 84). All of this is very similar to what Livy tells us about
Valerius, or Valusius. This “restoration of rights” happens a short while before the
death of Belisarius. “He had received some of his estate back; however, putting it to
any use was already beyond his power, since Belisarius had died shortly” ([64], page
84). A rather obvious parallel with Livy’s description.

4.8a. The Tarquinian War. According to Livy, Valerius died in great glory. “P.
Valerius had died; everyone had deemed him the first of men in times of war and
peace alike, and his glory was truly great” ([482], Book 2:16, page 122).

n 4.8b. The Gothic War. Belisarius dies laurelled with the glory of a national
hero. “Having performed a multitude of feats that put him amongst the heroes of
ancient times, the great warlord died” ([196], Volume 1, page 402). This
characteristic is unique amongst the characters of the Gothic War epoch (the alleged
VI century A.D. – see [196]).



4.9a. The Tarquinian War. It is amazing that Valerius (Valusius), the only truly
great military leader of the epoch, should die in poverty. Livy tells us that “P.
Valerius had died… his glory was great, but his means were so meagre that there was
nothing left for his burial, which was financed by the treasury” ([482], Book 2:16,
page 122).

n 4.9b. The Gothic War. Virtually the same is told of Belisarius. The only famous
warlord from the epoch of the Gothic war also dies in poverty – he couldn’t make
any use of the estate that was returned to him, either – he dies “in such disfavour and
obscurity that proverb made him symbolize the vanity and impermanence of human
felicity” ([196], Volume 1, page 402). All of Belisarius’ possessions were
confiscated after his arrest ([64], page 84).

4.10a. The Tarquinian War. Livy tells us that “Valerius, who had been in favour,
didn’t just provoke envy [after the victory over the Tarquins – A. F.], but also fell
under suspicion twined with a horrendous accusation… Rumour had it, he aimed for
the throne… and had been building a dwelling on top of the Vellius, allegedly an
impenetrable fortress… These rumours as well as the fact that the folk trusted them
infuriated the very spirit of the consul [Valerius – A. F.]… Having called the citizens
together, he ascended the dais” ([482], Book 2:7, page 108). Valerius proceeded to
utter an inspired speech, refuting the accusation of willing to seize power. Livy
quotes his following tirade: “Will no valiancy suffice… to make you respect it
without ever considering making it tarnished by suspicion? Need I, a sworn enemy of
kings, be in fear of being accused that I want regal power?” ([482], Book 2:7, page
109). This characteristic is unique; we have found no other consul in Livy’s work
who was accused of anything like that over all the time of the “ancient” republic’s
existence up until the alleged I century B.C.

n 4.10b. The Gothic War. In the course of the Gothic War, Belisarius also
becomes accused of treason. The Goths had supposedly offered him the crown of
Italy so as to separate Belisarius from Justinian I and secure the support of his mighty
army. Vittigis, King of the Ostrogoths, was defeated by Belisarius in the alleged year
539, which is supposed to have been the time when the Goths offered him the royal
crown ([196], Volume 1, page 372). Towards the end of the alleged year 539, before
Belisarius’ departure from Italy, Ildibald, the new king of the Goths, “sends
emissaries… to tell Belisarius that he, Ildibald, shall himself come and lay his royal
robes at the feet of Belisarius, if the latter keeps his promise [sic! – A. F.] to become



crowned as king of Italy” ([196], Volume 1, page 373). However, “Belisarius
deceives the Goths and hands the crown over to the Emperor [Justinian – A. F.]”
([196], Volume 1, page 372). After that, “reluctant to rise against the emperor, he
travels to Byzantium calmly with his laurels of a hero” ([196], Volume 1, page 373).
However, the very circumstance that Belisarius allegedly promised the Ostrogoths to
be crowned king of Italy had led to his arrest and the confiscation of his property
([64], page 84).

Let us thus highlight the key points of the events related in order to make the
parallelism even more obvious.

*1a) The great warlord Valerius is accused of treason (intent to seize royal
power).

n *1b) The great warlord Belisarius is accused of treason (intent to become
crowned King of Italy).

*2a) The charge against Valerius may have been based on some real fact.
n *2b) The accusation of Belisarius was based on a real fact, namely, his

acquiescence to take the crown of Italy in his negotiations with the Goths.

*3a) Valerius becomes withdrawn from his consulate; Livy’s description suggests
that he had fallen into disfavour.

n *3b) Belisarius is called away from Italy as a result of a treason charge. His
arrest follows; he falls from grace with the Emperor.

*4a) Valerius tries to refute the accusation in a speech given before the Roman
public.

n *4b) Belisarius may have tried to refute the accusation upon his arrival to the
New Rome; however, we know nothing of the process, if there was one.

*5a) During the “trial of Valerius” a bill about “withdrawing the one who attempts
to seize regal power from the protection of law, and confiscating all of his property”
becomes ratified ([482], Book 2:8, page 109). This may be the reason why his estate
was sequestered, likewise his “death in poverty”.

n *5b) The property of Belisarius had been confiscated, and he had died in



poverty.

*6a) According to Livy, “the consul [Valerius – A. F.] had suggested a number of
bills that didn’t just free him from accusations of plotting to seize royal power, but
also… changed the direction of the process drastically, having made him a popular
favourite instantly” ([482], Book 2:8, page 109). Valerius was made consul once
again.

n *6b) Belisarius was pardoned, with his former ranks returned and his former
glory untarnished once again.

*7a) All of these events take place in 245-256 ab urbe condita, or 545-546 A.D.
(considering the 1053-year shift of datings forward).

n *7b) The events in question took place in the alleged years 544-548 A.D.
Belisarius was called away from Italy due to a treason charge in 548; we see a
perfect concurrence with the “ancient” dates after shifting them forward by 1053
years.

4.11a. The Tarquinian War. The Tarquinian War continues. The Tarquins are
located at some distance from Rome, and keep raiding it from time to time. In the
years 243-244 ab urbe condita (or 543-544 A.D., if we’re to consider the 1053 year
shift) Tarquin the Proud, king of the Tarquins, sends a missive to Rome addressed to
the Roman Senate ([482], Book 2:3, page 102).

n 4.11b. The Gothic War. The Gothic War rages on. The Goths are located at a
distance from Rome, and raid the capital periodically. In the alleged year 543 A.D.
Totila, the new king of the Goths, sends a “missive to the Roman Senate” from
Naples ([196], Volume 1, page 476. We see a very good concurrence with Livy’s
“ancient dates”.

4.12a. The Tarquinian War. According to Livy, the Senate was visited by the
“royal envoys [of king Tarquin – A. F.] whose demands included the requisition of
property – not a single word was uttered about the return of the kings. When these
claims were heard by the Senate, their discussion took several days” ([482], Book
2:3, page 102). The senators obviously took their time. Livy explains that “they were
afraid that the refusal to pay tribute might serve as casus belli, whereas their
conceding to the terms would aid the Tarquins greatly, providing them with the means



necessary for military actions” ([482], Book 2:3, page 102).
n 4.12b. The Gothic War. Totila the Goth accuses Romans of being ungrateful to

the Goths in his message to the Roman senate. However, he doesn’t say a single word
about their intention to return to Rome as rulers. Totila’s epistle contains no military
claims. The full text of this mediaeval document is cited in [196], Volume 1, pages
376-377. In particular, Totila does not demand the exile of the Romean Greeks from
Rome. The Goths delivered their letter via captive Romans ([196], Volume 1.
General John forbade to reply to Totila’s missive. Then Totila addressed Romans
with several more missives, which were of just as peaceful a nature ([196], Volume
1, page 377; also [695]).

4.13a. The Tarquinian War. Tarquin’s envoys addressed the young people of
Rome asking them for support. Livy tells us that “they secretly plotted a coup in
order to restore the royal rule… negotiating for the royal family to be admitted into
the city under the cover of night” ([482], Book 2:3-4, page 102). As a result, a
conspiracy emerges in Rome, one that involves many distinguished Romans.
However, the conspiracy becomes uncovered, and the conspirators arrested, tried
and executed ([482], Book 2:5, pages 104-105).

n 4.13b. The Gothic War. The same is happening during the Gothic War. “The
public read these proclamations, which could be encountered in virtually every part
of the city, in great agitation. The Greek rulers suspected collusion between the
Arian priests and the Goths” ([196], Volume 1, page 377). It is supposed that the
organization of this conspiracy could be aided by Cethegus, Head of the Senate
(ibid). However, the conspiracy was discovered, and the conspirators banished from
Rome (ibid).

4.14a. The Tarquinian War. Livy tells us the following: “Having received the
news [of the unsuccessful conspiracy and the execution of the plotters – A. F.]
Tarquin… decided to prepare for open warfare” ([482], Book 2:6, page 106). Livy
refers to this leader as to “Tarquin” and not L. Tarquin the Proud almost everywhere
he mentions this war, thus collecting all of the Tarquins under a single name.

n 4.14b. The Gothic War. The unsuccessful conspiracy and the exile of the cabal
are followed by a military campaign launched against Rome by Totila the Goth in the
alleged years 543-544 A.D. ([196], Volume 1, page 377). Let us emphasize that the
Goths were a very close-knit group as seen in the course of the war, and their leaders



are warlords rather than kings bound to a permanent place of residence ([695]). The
clan of the Goths is the double of the Tarquinian clan.

4.15a. The Tarquinian War. According to Livy, “Tarquin begins to perambulate
the towns and cities of Etruria” ([482], Book 2:6, page 106). He is alleged to have
begged the Etruscans to help him conquer the Roman throne back. This is most
probably a reference to the movement of Tarquin’s troops occupying Etruria. Livy
also tells us that “these negotiations proved successful”; thus, Tarquin heads forth
accompanied by his allies, who “followed Tarquin to support his claims for the
throne and wage war upon the Romans” ([482], Book 2:6, pages 106-107).

n 4.15b. The Gothic War. In the Gothic War Totila decided to “seize several
cities of Etruria, Picenum and Emilia first” ([196], Volume 1, page 378. One has to
point out that Procopius may relate more details of the events in question than Livy.
Totila doesn’t just “perambulate Etruria” with pleas for help – he takes over it and
recruits soldiers for his troops ([196], Volume 1).

4.16a. The Tarquinian War. In the years 244-245 ab urbe condita (or 544-545
A.D. with a shift of 1053 years), the troops of Tarquin and his allies approach Rome
([482], Book 2:6). The battle of Rome begins. Livy writes that “the Tarquinians…
chased away the Romans who came out against them” ([482], Book 2:6, page 107).
However, the Romans, in turn, defeated the allies of the Tarquinians.

n 4.16b. The Gothic War. We learn that “in the summer of 545 Totila fixes his
camp at the walls of Rome” ([196], Volume 1, page 378). We see ideal concurrence
between the dates of Procopius and those given by Livy (see the account of 544-545
A.D. as cited above). The battle of Rome ensues. Belisarius turns back, and the Goths
enter Rome “in full calm” ([196], Volume 1, page 385). This retreat of Belisarius had
saved the Roman troops.

4.17a. The Tarquinian War. For some reason, the Tarquins have not used the
opportunity given to them by this victory over the Romans. The Tarquins withdrew
from Rome all of a sudden. Livy claims this to have been a miracle. Allegedly, a loud
voice was heard in the night, one that claimed victory to favour Romans ([482], Book
2:7, pages 107-108). The Tarquins “scattered in terror” as soon as they had learnt of
this.

n 4.17b. The Gothic War. The Goths also fail to take advantage of their victory



and leave Rome in the most bizarre fashion. According to Gregorovius, “the most
peculiar thing is that Totila hadn’t gathered all of his resources in order to capture
Porto, so as to get the war over and done with” ([196], Volume 1, page 391). The
matter is that Belisarius and his troops were in Porto at the time.

4.18a. The Tarquinian War. Livy tells us that after the sudden retreat of the
Tarquins “following the dawn which brought no sight of enemy, the consul P.
Valerius had gathered his armour and returned to Rome triumphant” ([482], Book 2:7,
pages 107-108). This happened in 245 ab urbe condita, or 545 A.D. considering the
shift of 1053 years.

n 4.18b. The Gothic War. In the course of the Gothic war, shortly after the sudden
retreat of the Goths, “Belisarius… accompanied by the rest of his troops, enters the
city [Rome – A. F.]… As soon as the great warlord had entered the land that brought
him glory, his genius and his fortune returned to him, their power doubled” ([196],
Volume 1, page 396). Although the Goths had tried to return, they were thrown back
immediately ([196], Volume 1, page 397). “This happened in the spring of the year
547” ([196], Volume 1, page 396). The battle of Rome had lasted from 545 to 547
A.D. Yet again we see a perfect concurrence of Livy’s dating (545 A.D.) with that of
Procopius (545-547 A.D.).

4.19a. The Tarquinian War. As we have already mentioned, Livy ascribed the
victory of Valerius over the Tarquins to a miracle – namely, the voice of the god
Sylvan from the Forest of Arsia, which presumably made the enemies of Rome flee in
terror ([[482], Book 2:7, page 108).

n 4.19b. The Gothic War. Gregorovius draws our attention to a similar scenario
in his rendition of the Gothic war according to Procopius: “Everyone was deeply
amazed by the defeat of the Goths in Rome that had been half open, as well as the
success of Belisarius’ resistance, even the inhabitants of faraway towns and villages”
([196], Volume 1, page 398).

4.20a. The Tarquinian War. After the first unsuccessful battle of Rome (the first
battle after the exile of the Tarquins from Rome), the Tarquins ask king Porsenna for
assistance ([482], Book 2:9, page 111). The unvocalized name of Porsenna
transcribes as PRSNN. One has to remember that TRQN (the Tarquins) and PRSNN
(Porsenna) are allies in this war. We must point out that Porsenna might be a



derivative of P-Rasena or P-Rusena. Let us remind the reader that Raseni had been
the name used by the Etruscans to refer to themselves, qv in our discussion of this
topic as seen in Chron5. This concurs perfectly with the references to Porsenna as the
“king of the Etruscans” made by the “ancient” historians of Rome ([269], page 186).

n 4.20b. The Gothic War. After the first unsuccessful battle for Rome (the first
one fought after the exile of the Goths from Rome), Totila, king of the Goths, seeks the
assistance of Theudebert I, a Frank ([196], Volume 1, page 398). We already
mentioned the fact that the unvocalized root of “Frank”, or TRNK, is similar to
TRQN as referred to by Livy. Also, the parallelisms that we have discovered often
identify the Franks as the Persians, or PRS unvocalized. Remember that Paris = PRS;
therefore, the Parisians could well be the Evangelical Pharisees. PRS could also
have stood for “Prussians” or P-Russians (White Russians). Bear in mind that in the
Gothic war the Goths (doubles of TRQN – Tarquins) and the Franks (doubles of
PRSNN – Porsenna) also act as allies. It also has to be mentioned that the
unvocalized name TRNK as used for referring to the Franks (the Goths) could also
have been synonymic with “Turks”, or “Tartars”. This may be a reflection of the
events dating to the epoch of the Ottoman Empire.

4.21a. The Tarquinian War. According to Livy, king Larth Porsenna decided to
aid the Tarquins and joined them on their conquest of Rome. This is the second
campaign against Rome ([482], Book 2:9, page 111). The united troops of Porsenna
and the Tarquins soon approach Rome. The Roman Senate is frightened that “the
common Romans might be frightened into letting the Kings enter the City and
accepting peace” (ibid). It is possible that Livy is really referring to a campaign
launched against Rome by the joined forces of TRQN-TRNK (the Turks?) and
PRSNN-PRSN – P-Raseni, or P-Russians (the White Russians). The name of King
Porsenna, which is Larth or L-Art may refer to the “Mongolian” Horde, or Arta.

n 4.21b. The Gothic War. In his description of the Gothic War Procopius tells us
nothing of whether the Franks had taken part in Totila’s second Roman campaign.
Furthermore, Theudebert is supposed to have given the basket to Totila, who had
tried to marry his daughter ([695]; also [196], Volume 1). However, a few years
earlier, the Frankish troops led by Theudebert did take part in the war, fighting
alongside the Goths. Theudebert I of the Franks had aided the Gothic king Vittigis
when the latter was waging war against the Romans and invaded Italy. However,
Vittigis retreated upon hearing the threats made by Belisarius ([196], Volume 1).
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4.22a. The Tarquinian War. Livy dates the second Roman expedition of the
Tarquins to the year 246 ab urbe condita, or 546 A.D. considering the 1053-year
shift forwards. Valerius is the leader of the Roman troops and he fights Larth
Porsenna (L-Horde PRS) – see [482], Book 2:9, page 111.

n 4.22b. The Gothic War. The second Roman campaign of the Goths is dated to
the alleged years 548-549 A.D. In 540-544 Belisarius is called away from Italy to
lead Roman troops against the Persians (or PRS) – see [196], Volume 1, pages 401-
402. Firstly, we observe a good concurrence between the datings offered by Livy and
Procopius: 546 and 548-549 A.D. Secondly, we encounter yet another
superimposition of the “ancient” L-Horde PRSN (Larth Porsenna) over the mediaeval
PRS (Persians).

4.23a. The Tarquinian War. According to Livy, Larth Porsenna and the Tarquins
besiege Rome, but fail to capture it ([482], Book 2:10, page 112). A certain Horace
Cocles became distinguished as a heroic defender of Rome ([482], Book 2:10, page
112). His name is transcribed as CCLS without vocalizations.

n 4.23b. The Gothic War. In the course of the Gothic War, Totila had captured a
part of Rome, but could not seize the castle of Hadrian where the Roman garrison
was located ([196], Volume 1, pages 403-404). “A gallant warlord named Paul of
Cilicia” becomes distinguished for his bravery during the defence of Rome against
the Goths and the battle for Adrian’s castle in particular ([196], Volume 1, page 403).
Apparently, this native of Cilicia can be identified as Livy’s Cocles (compare CLC
for Cilicia with CCLS for Cocles). What we see is most probably the same name or
alias transcribed in two different versions.

4.24a. The Tarquinian War. Livy informs us that Larth Porsenna “withdraws from
Rome”, having failed to conquer it ([482], Book 2:13, page 118). This is the last
battle of Rome in the “ancient” Tarquinian war ([482]).

n 4.24b. The Gothic War. In the alleged year 549 A.D. the Gothic king Totila
leaves Rome ([196], Volume 1, page 404). This marks the end of the second battle of
Rome, which is also last in the course of the mediaeval Gothic war ([196], Volume
1).

5a. The Tarquinian War. The end of the Tarquinian War according to Livy.



n 5b. The Gothic War. The end of the Gothic War according to Procopius.

5.1a. The Tarquinian War. According to Livy, in the year 250 ab urbe condita (or
550 A.D. considering the 1053-year shift forwards), Valerius is elected consul one
last time. In the next year (251 ab urbe condita, or 551 A.D. with the 1053-year
shift), his involvement in the Tarquinian war finally ceases. He dies the same year
([482], page 122).

n 5.1b. The Gothic War. Belisarius is called back from Italy in the course of the
Gothic War (allegedly towards the end of 548 – beginning of 549 A.D.). He
withdraws from military action permanently, and the Gothic war ends without his
participation ([196], Volume 1, page 402). Let us point out the perfect concurrence
between the dates offered by the “ancient” Livy (550) and the mediaeval Procopius
(548-549), emphasizing the fact that we are observing this almost perfect
correspondence cover the span of two hundred and fifty years.

5.2a. The Tarquinian War. In 253 ab urbe condita (553 A.D. with the 1053-year
shift forwards) T. Larcius becomes leader of the Roman troops in Italy instead of
Valerius ([482], Book 2:18, page 123). Larcius transcribes as LRC without
vocalizations (or NRC, since N and L were occasionally subject to flexion).

n 5.2b. The Gothic War. In the alleged year 551 A.D. Justinian I appoints another
commander-in-chief of the Roman army in Italy to replace Belisarius – a certain
Narses. This is the second eminent Roman warlord of the epoch, albeit not quite as
renowned as Belisarius – a “#2” military leader of sorts. He brings the Gothic War to
its conclusion. His name without vocalisations transcribes as NRS, which is similar
to LRC or NRC (Larcius) as mentioned by Titus Livy.

5.3a. The Tarquinian War. Livy singles out Larcius as the first dictator of the
“ancient” Rome. The latter is described as vested with exclusive powers ([482],
Book 2:18, page 123).

n 5.3b. The Gothic War. Narses gathers powers of unprecedented scale in the
course of the Gothic war. He becomes the autocratic dictator of the entire Italy
([196], Volume 1, page 121).

5.4a. The Tarquinian War. According to Livy, in the year 259 ab urbe condita (or
559 A.D. with the 1053-year shift forwards) the Tarquins faced the Roman forces for



one last battle – however, this time at a certain distance from Rome. This is the last
battle of the Tarquinian war (we have listed every battle in this war that Livy
mentions in his work explicitly and with no omissions). The battle was an
exceptionally furious one, and it ended with a complete defeat of the Tarquins
([482]).

n 5.4b. The Gothic War. In the alleged year 552 A.D. the Gothic troops led by
king Totila faced the troops of the Romean Greeks for the last time – well away from
Rome. This is the final battle in the course of the Gothic war ([196], Volume 1, pages
407-408). We have listed all the major battles of the period as related by the
mediaeval sources. The battle was an arduous and bloody one. The Romans
prevailed, albeit with heavy losses, and the Goths were defeated ([695]; also [196],
Volume 1).

5.5a. The Tarquinian War. According to Livy, Lucius Tarquin the Proud, king of
the Tarquins, “was wounded in the side and carried off to a safe place by the
warriors that gathered around him” ([482], Book 2:19, page 125). He died in Cuma a
short while later ([482], Book 2:21). Apart from that, L. Tarquin the Proud was
accompanied by his son, the young Tarquin, in this last battle of the Tarquins with the
Romans. Unfortunately, Titus Livy fails to mention the son’s name ([482], Book 2:19,
page 125). It may have been the king’s young heir.

n 5.5b. The Gothic War. Totila, king of the Goths, was seriously wounded during
his escape from the battlefield, and died a short while later ([196], Volume 1, pages
407-408). In the last battle between the Goths and the Romans the young Teia or
Teias becomes king of the Goths for a short period of time just after the death of
Totila. However, in the alleged year 553 A.D. – that is, immediately after the defeat
of Totila, young Teia gets killed ([196], Volume 1, pages 408-411). Most probably,
both Livy and Procopius are referring to the same event here.

5.6a. The Tarquinian War. After this rout, the Tarquins disappear from the
political arena of the “ancient” Italy as well as the history of the “ancient”
Republican Rome in general. At least, Livy ceases to mention them after informing us
of the total defeat that they had suffered in this war. We know nothing of the
remaining Tarquins or their subsequent location. Livy doesn’t utter a word on the
subject.

n 5.6b. The Gothic War. After the defeat, the Goths disappear from the pages of



this epoch’s historical chronicles. They are supposed to have left Italy. Gregorovius
tells us that “we know nothing of… where the Goths headed after they had left the
battlefield, and their exile from this beautiful land that their fathers had conquered
[under Odoacer and Theodoric – A. F.] – a land that still bears numerous marks of
their glorious deeds in many places, is covered in utter obscurity” ([196], Volume 1,
pages 412-413).

Thus, in the overwhelming majority of cases we have witnessed an almost complete
correspondence of Livy’s “ancient” datings shifted forwards by 1053 years with the
mediaeval datings of respective parallel events. The numeric coefficient X = A/B (qv
above) equals 74% for the part of Livy’s text that refers to the Tarquinian War. In other
words, 74% of this text by Livy is covered by the parallels with mediaeval events that
we have discovered, which provides even the most “ancient” events described by Livy
with mediaeval duplicates dating to a much more recent epoch.



2.
The parallelism between the Gothic War of the alleged VI
century and the Nika rebellion that took place in the same

century. No date shift here

In Chapter 6 of Chron1 we already mentioned the Gothic War of the alleged VI century
A.D. as one of the brightest duplicates of the Eurasian war that we deem to have taken
place in the XIII century A.D., qv in the global chronological map in Chron1, Chapter 6,
and the corresponding table. This war was reflected in the chronicles of many nations.
Above we give our analysis of the texts referring to the events that allegedly took place
in and around Italian Rome. However, we have already told the reader that the most
probable dating of the Italian Rome’s foundation pertains to the epoch of the late XIV
century A.D. It wasn’t until much later that a part of the Byzantine history, as well as
that of the New Rome on the Bosporus, became transferred to these parts (on paper,
naturally). Hence one finds it hard to imagine that the Eurasian war of the XIII century
A.D. wasn’t reflected in the Byzantine chronicles that describe the reign of Justinian I,
one of the key figures of the Gothic War and its “principal monarch”, in a way. Our
expectation proves correct.

We learn that the Eurasian war of the XIII century A.D. had indeed left a phantom
trace in the “purely Byzantine” part of history known to us as the Nika Rebellion which
took place in the alleged year 532 A.D. ([486]). This coincides with the beginning of
the Gothic war – the alleged years 534-535 A.D.

If we are to consider the documents describing Justinian’s reign in the New Rome,
the ones that stand out the most are the books of Procopius of Caesarea. Some of them
portray Justinian benevolently, praising him in his royal magnitude; in others, such as
the Arcane History by the same author, Justinian is represented in an altogether different
manner. Scaligerian history went so far as to invent the theory of a “two-tongued
Procopius” who would eulogize Justinian in the daytime, and fill the pages of the
Arcane History with accounts of his atrocities after dusk. However, we aren’t
concerned with the authorship of the collection of texts written by “Procopius” at the
moment, since it doesn’t affect anything of substance, inasmuch as our research is
concerned.

A brief rendition of the events that later became known as the Nika rebellion is as
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follows (according to [468]). It was an uprising that shook the entire Third Roman
Empire in the alleged year 532 A.D. A great revolt flared up in Rome with neither any
leader striving for royal power to head it, nor any clear reason behind it. This makes the
Scaligerian version of the rebellion rather odd. The revolt is supposed to have been a
short one, but characterized by its dramatic scale of actions. Military conflicts involve
great forces, regular imperial troops as well as mercenaries. Indeed, this seems to
resemble an all-out civil war rather than a mere rebellion. The New Rome burns, and
the arsonists are active in several locations simultaneously. The main powers behind the
revolt are the two Byzantine political factions – the venetes and the pracines, united
against Justinian. His military commander-in-chief by the name of Belisarius (!), the
leader of the imperial troops, receives orders from Justinian to crush the uprising.
Belisarius deploys the powerful Gothic garrison led by Mundus to aid the Romean-
Roman army. Terrified by the sheer scale of the revolt, Justinian doesn’t take part in
military actions against the rebels himself, finding shelter in his castle instead, unlike
Belisarius. It is peculiar that the rebels didn’t attempt to storm the castle, although,
according to Procopius, there were no special fortifications to protect it. Eventually,
Belisarius managed to use his brilliant cunning and entrap a large mob of rebels in a
hippodrome = circus, slaughtering a great many of their number as a result.

a. The Gothic War of the alleged VI century A.D.
n b. The Nika Rebellion of the alleged VI century A.D.

1a. The Gothic War. Procopius of Caesarea is the most famous author to have
related the events of the Gothic war. His Gothic War has been the principal work
used for shaping the entire modern academic concept of this event (see [695] and
[696]).

n 1b. The Nika Rebellion. This rebellion is also described by a famous author –
the very same Procopius of Caesarea. His text is basically the only original source
with a description of these events hailing from the New Rome.

2a. The Gothic War. This war broke out around the middle of the alleged VI
century – the years 535-553 A.D. It is considered to have been one of the bloodiest
wars in the whole history of Rome and Romea. It had claimed a great number of lives
and resulted in the destruction of the entire Italy.

n 2b. The Nika Rebellion. This event also dates from the middle of the alleged VI



century – the alleged year 532 A.D. ([468]). It serves as a classical example of a
large-scale civil war, and a very brutal one at that. Virtually the entire New Rome lay
in ruins as a result.

3a. The Gothic War. The primary royal figure here is Justinian the Great, the
Byzantine emperor who is supposed to have masterminded the military actions in
Italy remotely. He doesn’t take part in the Gothic war personally, controlling the
course of events from New Rome (Constantinople, see fig. 2.29).

n 3b. The Nika Rebellion. The principal royalty here is also Justinian, who
commands the punitive forces. As above, he doesn’t take part in any of the actual
battles and gives orders from the Palatium. He doesn’t appear before his troops once,
whereas the rebels never approach the Palatium with so much as a single attempt to
storm it (see fig. 2.29).

Fig. 2.29 Parallelism between the Gothic War and the Nika Rebellion.

4a. The Gothic War. Justinian’s main opponents in the Gothic war of the alleged VI
century are as follows:

a. the Goths (aka the Trojans, qv in Chapter 6 of Chron1 and the next section);
b. the Franks and the Persians = PRS (Porsenna and Paris in the Trojan war, qv in

Chapter 6 of Chron1 and below. TRQN and PRS are the two main forces gathered
against Justinian.
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n 4b. The Nika Rebellion. Justinian’s principal enemies are the venetes and the
pracines. The former can be identified as the Goths and the Tarquinians, and the latter
(PRSN) – as the Persians and Porsenna’s Etruscans (or P-Racines/P-Russians –
PRS). The two factions are supposed to have been “circus parties” in the New Rome,
whatever that means. Most probably, the two factions had been of a religious nature,
and united to oppose the emperor.

5a. The Gothic War. As we shall demonstrate below, in our study of the
parallelism between the Gothic War and the Trojan War, the Goths (Trojans) who
had fled from Troy after the city fell prey to the enemy (or, possibly, the victors who
were pursuing them), founded Venice and thus can be regarded as its first inhabitants.
They may have called themselves the Venetes. The Venetes (or the Vendians) are
well-known late mediaeval nations. The second power that stood against Justinian in
the Gothic was referred to as “PRS” – P-Russians, or Franks (Turks) – see fig. 2.30.

n 5b. The Nika Rebellion. The Venetes had been one of the primary forces fighting
against Justinian in the Nika rebellion. They may therefore have been the duplicate of
the Goths (or the Trojans), the heroes of the Gothic=Trojan war of the XIII century
A.D., qv in the global chronological map in Chapter 6 of Chron1. P-Racines = PRSN
= the rebels, who apparently become superimposed over the Persians in the Gothic
War (PRS). Also bear in mind the fact that, according to Titus Livy, the P-Russians
(or Larth Porsenna – L-Horde P-Racens) took part in the Tarquinian war. P-Racines
are the second key force in the Nika rebellion (see fig. 2.30).
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Fig. 2.30 The parallelism between the Gothic War and the Nika Rebellion.

6a. The Gothic War. This is a war fought by the Goths. As we shall see below, they are
identified as the Trojans in the Trojan War. The Goths oppose Justinian during the
Gothic war; however, prior to that they had been the Empire’s allies, qv in Chapter 1
of Chron2. Justinian is the victor in this war, and his involvement is rather of a
“behind-the-scenes” nature.

n 6b. The Nika Rebellion. The suppression of the rebellion is aided by the Goths,
who fight on the side of Justinian as allies of Rome and Romea. However, the Goths
burn and loot the temple of Hagia Sophia and murder a Romean priest as they tried to
hold back the rebels, actually acting against Justinian’s clergy ([468], page 60).
Justinian crushes the rebellion and also enjoys the triumph, albeit without personal
participation in military action. Thus, in both versions Justinian and the Goths are
represented as allies initially and enemies afterwards. Both schemes are shown in
fig. 2.30. It is clearly visible that they’re almost identical.

7a. The Gothic War. The troops of the Romean Greeks are led by the great military
commander Belisarius. Beside him we see the famed warlord Mundus, who actively
participates in crushing the forces of the Goths = Trojans and the Franks = PRS and
TRNK ([695]).

n 7b. The Nika Rebellion. A complete reflection of the scenario related above –
the suppression of the rebellion is headed by the same military leader – Belisarius
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([468], pages 60-61), who crushes the venetes and the P-Racines (PRSN) aided by
the very same Mundus (ibid).

8a. The Gothic War. As we shall demonstrate in the next section, the only way
Belisarius could seize Naples = The New City (or the double of the ancient Troy, qv
below) was due to exceptional cunning – getting into the city via an aqueduct. Thus,
the entire plan was based on the use of an aqueduct – the “Trojan horse”, the “aquatic
or equine duct” ([237]). See details below.

n 8b. The Nika Rebellion. The situation is quite similar: the only means of
suppressing the rebellion successfully had been guile. It is said that Belisarius had
managed to entrap the rebels in a large hippodrome (circus). There is a legend that
the proclamation of Hypatius (Justinian’s nephew) as the new emperor was a trick
played by none other than Justinian himself, with the aid of Belisarius. It had
allegedly served to fool the crowd and lure them into the hippodrome or circus,
where nearly all of the rebels got killed. “More than 30 thousand people died in this
carnage” ([468], page 61). We see a hippodrome to be the centre of the entire
subterfuge (ibid). Thus, the tale of the Nika Rebellion also includes an “equine duct”
of sorts – cf. the Gothic war.

Commentary. One shouldn’t think that the Nika Rebellion took place in the VI
century A.D. As we shall see below, it is most likely to have occurred in the XV century
and gained formidable extra age on the pages of the Scaligerian history textbooks. For
the time being, let us merely point out the following parallel, whose existence is
admitted by the very same historians who inform us of the Nika rebellion: “The first
insurgency flared up… under Justinian, in the year 532. The emperor had been on the
verge of losing his throne; however, Belisarius, his commander-in-chief, had
slaughtered 40.000 insurrectionists at the Hippodrome. The second rebellion took place
under Sultan Mehmet II, who had ordered to execute 30.000 mutinous janissaries on the
very same spot” ([1464], page 47). Apparently, we see two accounts of one and the
same uprising in the Ottoman Empire.

Thus, some of the mediaeval chroniclers would gaze at the abris of the past, which
had perhaps not been all that distant, but rather traced out quite sparsely, and, confused
by the old documents full of unvocalized words, would tell us of an aqueduct; others
descanted about a hippodrome, or a horseracing arena – all of this owing to the fact that
the Latin words for “horse” and “water” (equa and aqua) are very similar indeed



([237]). What we encounter here appears to be two different reflections of one and the
same real event that multiplied itself throughout various chronicles.

Summary. It is most likely that the “Nika Rebellion” is yet another echo of the Gothic
War that later chroniclers placed in the same century – allegedly IV A.D. The bellum
internecinum would thus transform into a simple mutiny, albeit a violent one, and the
scribes crammed it into the confines of the imperial capital – the New Rome, having
also subjected events to temporal compression (several weeks instead of several
years). However, the backbone of key facts remained intact, and they become more or
less recognizable as soon as one gets an indication of which dates should be compared.

We shall proceed to analyze a number of parallelisms generated by the 1780-1800-
year chronological shift, which we shall be referring to as the Graeco-Biblical shift. It
provides us with a superimposition of the “ancient” Greece over the mediaeval Greece
and Italy of the XI-XVI century A.D. In particular, the great “ancient” Greek
colonization of the alleged VIII-VI century B.C. becomes a mere phantom reflection of
the crusade epoch of the alleged XI-XIII century A.D., as well as wars of the XIV-XV
century. The “ancient” wars between the Greeks and the Persians transform into a
reflection of the early XIV century wars in Greece. The “ancient” Marathon battle is
most likely to have the 1316 battle of Greece as its original. The list goes on; see the
subsequent chapters for more details.

An important and representative example of how this shift manifests is the
parallelism between the “ancient” Trojan war of the alleged XIII century B.C. and the
Gothic war of the alleged VI century A.D. We shall then add thereto the parallelism
with the European war that took place in the middle of the XIII century A.D., and is
likely to have served as the original of all these “phantom” wars. The parallelism
between the Trojan War and the Gothic War can be found at the very beginning of the
1780-1800-year shift, qv on the global chronological map in Chapter 6 of Chron1.
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3.
The Trojan War of the alleged XIII century B.C. superimposed

over the Gothic War of the alleged VI century A.D. after an
1800-year temporal shift forwards

As we already pointed out above, Ramon Muntaner, a mediaeval historian and a
contemporary of Dante, tells us the following: “One of the Trojan outposts was located
on Cape Atraki in Asia Minor, near Isle Tenedos… the Romanian aristocracy would
often go there… to worship the divine effigy. And so one day Helen, the wife of the
Duke of Athens, had made a pilgrimage there, accompanied by a hundred knights.
Paris, the son of the Trojan king, noticed her, murdered all the knights and abducted
the beautiful duchess” ([195], page 188(6)).

In fig. 2.31 you can see an ancient miniature from the French “Global Chronicle”
(Chronique de la Bouquechardière by Jean de Courcy published in Rouen in the alleged
year 1470) – see [1485], page 164, and ill. 202. What we see here is the arrival of
Paris and Helen (on the left) in Troy. They are met by Priam, the Trojan king, at the
walls of the city (qv in the right of the miniature). Unfortunately, the size of the
illustration is rather small, and so one must study the colour version in order to see all
the details. It is clearly obvious that the author of the miniature didn’t for a second doubt
the fact that the Trojan War had been a mediaeval event. A similar mediaeval
representation of the Trojan war can be seen in fig. 2.32, which is yet another ancient
miniature.



Fig. 2.31 Ancient miniature entitled “King Priam meets his son Paris and the abducted Helen at the gates of Troy”
from the Chronique de la Bouquechardière by Jean de Courcy (dating to the alleged year 1470). The setting,

people’s clothes and the whole city of Troy are presented as very distinctly mediaeval in nature. Taken from [1485], ill.
202.

Fig. 2.32 A miniature from Le Roman de la guerre de Troie by Benoit de Sainte-Maure dating to the alleged XIV
century. We see a battle scene of the Trojan War with Greeks fighting the Trojans. The warriors are wearing heavy



armour and helmets, some of which have closed visors. We see warriors of the Middle Ages wearing
characteristically mediaeval armour. Taken from [1485], ill. 320.

According to modern historians, the ignorant Ramon Muntaner had been unfamiliar with
the Scaligerian chronology (which is hardly surprising, considering that it was
introduced two centuries after his death). Therefore, his presumed errancy had made
him believe the Trojan War to have taken place in the Middle Ages. The fact that it
involved dukes, duchesses, knights etc apparently didn’t baffle him at all. The authors of
the illustration to the famous Russian almanac known as the Litsevoy Svod (The State
Museum of History, Article #358), fig. 2.33. The illustration is called “The Trojan
Army Preparing for Battle” ([851], page 33). Once again, we see warriors who look
typically mediaeval.

Fig. 2.33 Mediaeval miniature named “The Trojan Army Riding into Battle” from the Russian Litsevoy Svod almanac
(State Museum of History, Museum collection No. 358). The “ancient” Trojans are portrayed as mediaeval warriors.

Taken from [851], page 33.

3.1. The first accounts of the Trojan War: their presumed



authorship, as well as geographical and temporal origins
3.1.1. The general conception of chronological shifts
In this section we shall give an account of the phenomenal parallelism between the
following events:

1. The famous Trojan War of the alleged XII century B.C.,
2. The famous Gothic War of the alleged VI century A.D.,
3. The well-known wars of the crusade epoch – the alleged XI-XIII century A.D.

In other words, the Trojan War and the Gothic War are most likely to be phantom
reflections of real wars that took place during the crusade epoch. The Trojan War is
a real event; however, it took place in the XIII century A.D. and not in deep antiquity.
Homer’s epic poem of the Trojan War is therefore an intricate compound myth telling
us about the crusades of the Middle Ages.

Our hypothesis is as follows: the fall of Troy is the fall of the New Rome =
Constantinople = Jerusalem as a result of the crusader invasion of the XIII century
A.D. The myth of the Trojan War consists of several episodes relating the events of
major crusades. The crusaders were avenging the Crucifixion of Christ that took
place in Czar-Grad in 1185.

The Trojan war of the XIII century A.D. had been one of the most important events in
the history of Europe and Asia. It became reflected in multiple written sources, the
authors of which hailed from different countries and wrote in a number of languages.
When the epoch of “streamlined history” came, the chronologists of the XVI-XVII
century started to sort through the old documents that were available to them at the time,
and have made many serious mistakes in their reconstruction of the ancient history. As a
result, a large number of authentic documents slid into deep antiquity, and served to
create a phantom reflection of the mediaeval reality. In other words, many of the events
that took place in the XI-XVII century A.D. became doubled, tripled and quadrupled.
The original would most often remain it its due place, with its duplicates taking a
voyage that was not just temporal, but also geographical – events would drift from
Rome to Greece and vice versa. Numerous misdatings led to several chronological
shifts, qv in Chron1, Chapter 6. The key ones are as follows:

1. The Graeco-Roman shift of 330-360 years;
2. The Roman shift of 1053 years;
3. The Graeco-Biblical shift of 1780-1800 years.
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The shift values are rather approximate since they vary from document to document. The
names that we offer are explained very easily:

1. The Roman-Byzantine shift had elongated the history of Rome and Byzantium and
moved it into the past.

2. The Roman shift had resulted in the elongation of Roman history, with artificial
“extra age” added thereto.

3. The Graeco-Biblical shift had made Greek and Biblical history longer and “more
ancient”.

Thus, numerous copies of the real mediaeval war that took place in the XIII century
A.D. have come into existence. Some of them time-travelled into the past and got
baptized anew. One of the phantom duplicates that wound up in the XIII century B.C.
became the “Trojan War”. Another was dated to the VI century A.D. and dubbed the
“Gothic War”. Et cetera, et cetera.

However, since both wars are but phantom reflections of one and the same real
mediaeval war, they must resemble each other. This proves to be the case. Due to the
fact that these two famous wars are of paramount importance to Scaligerian history, it
shall be expedient to discuss the parallelism that we have discovered in more detail, qv
below.

The reader is familiar with various accounts of the Trojan War from childhood. It
was described in great detail by the blind poet Homer in his two immortal epic poems –
the Iliad and the Odyssey. With great inspiration he tells us about the gods and the
heroes facing each other in the Battle of Troy, the passionate love between Helen and
Paris (casus belli), the legendary Trojan horse, the fall of Troy, the smoke from the
fires, the escape of the Trojans and the voyage of Ulysses.

The Gothic war is somewhat less popular. Many readers don’t know anything about
it at all. Mediaeval history is less vogue than that of the “antiquity”, after all. At the
same time, historians who study the Middle Ages are well aware of the Gothic War to
have been one of the most important breakpoints in the history of the Roman Empire
([196], Volume 1). According to the Scaligerian version, the Gothic war ends the
development of Regal Rome. This is supposed to have been followed by the decline of
the Roman Empire, barbaric invasions, and the transformation of the splendorous
Imperial Rome into the murky mediaeval Papal Rome, heralded the beginning of the
“Dark Ages” in Europe.

3.1.2. The strange fate of Homer’s epic poems



1. Who told Homer about the Trojan War that is supposed to have taken place five
centuries before his birth?

Let us begin with the actual legend of the Trojan War and its history. Who was the
first to have told this tale? Where and how did it happen? The Scaligerian version
tells us the following about the origins of the Iliad and the Odyssey. It is presumed
nowadays that the fall of Troy (at the end of the Trojan War, which had lasted for
several years) took place in 1225 B.C. ([72], page 243). Homer was the author whose
text had allegedly been the first to reach us (see figs. 2.34 and 2.35). However, a closer
acquaintance with the Scaligerian version of how Homer’s poems came into being
leaves one somewhat confused.

Fig. 2.34. An “ancient” bust that is supposed to represent Homer. Kept in the Capitol Museum. Taken from [304],
Volume 1, page 81.

Fig. 2.35 The “ancient” Aphrodian and Homer on the northern gates of the Blagoveshchenskiy Cathedral of the
Kremlin in Moscow ([331], Volume 1, page 182). Their famous dicta, which are very much in the vein of early

Christian patriarchs, can be seen nearby, signed “Aphrotian and Omiros”. Thus, the “ancient” Aphrodian and Homer
were considered to be in direct relation to the Christian church – it is hard to imagine a reason we should find them in a

Christian cathedral otherwise, and accompanied by quotations at that. Taken from [331], Volume 1, page 182.



See for yourselves: the Trojan War took place around the alleged year 1225 B.C. We
know nothing of when Homer had really lived. The Concise Columbia Encyclopaedia
([1447]), for instance, gingerly informs us that the poems were “written by the poet for
the aristocratic public in Asia Minor at some point before 700 B.C.”, qv in the article
entitled “Homer” (ibid). At any case, we are told that Homer had lived in an epoch
separated from that of the Trojan war by several centuries – possibly as late as the
alleged VIII century B.C. Thus, he must have “written his poems” a few hundred years
after the war.

Actually, there’s nothing too suspicious about it so far. However, we must remind the
reader that, according to the Scaligerian point of view, Homer had been blind ([1447]).
Therefore, he couldn’t have written anything on his own – at best, he could have
dictated something. The version used to prove his “authorship” of the poems is as
follows.

It is admitted that Homer was blind, but he is said to have been a genius. He wrote
two gigantic poems. They occupy seven hundred pages of the modern 1967 edition
([180]), no less, the font being rather small. The poet is supposed to have memorized
both of them, and started singing the poems to his audience. He must have been at it for
many years, since the poems had not been recorded anywhere in his lifetime! We are
surprised to learn that “both the Iliad and the Odyssey had first been written down [a
few centuries after Homer’s death – A. F.] by a special commission created for this
purpose by Pisistratus, the tyrant of Athens who had reigned in 560-527 B.C.” ([180],
page 711).

Thus, both of these titanesque poems, adding up to 700 pages of a contemporary
book, are supposed to have been recorded for the first time 670 years after the Trojan
War. This takes place more than half a millennium later, and also several centuries after
Homer’s death. All of the above spawns confusion galore. How could the words sung
by a blind poet with such great inspiration have reached the commission of Pisistratus
through many centuries in order to get written down for the first time? We’re talking
about two immense epic poems. Chanting them aloud by heart must take many hours.
One should also take good care not to make any mistakes. The allegedly veracious
picture of the events that we’re fed can be outlined as follows.

2. How does one memorize seven hundred pages of Homer’s poems for a
lifetime?

The blind poet chanted his two poems before all kinds of audience many a time. The



listeners eventually managed to memorize them. Then the poet died; however, his
compatriots remained, and they had learnt the entire volume of these 700 pages by heart
and verbatim. These people had carried on with the oral tradition, telling the poems to a
new audience. They eventually perished as well, yet their “oral tradition”, as historians
are so very keen to call it, continued and became inherited by their children. This is
supposed to have lasted for several hundred years. Towns fell and empires collapsed;
still the descendants of Homer’s first listeners would keep on chanting two gigantic
poems by heart.

Just try to memorize as little as the first hundred pages of the Iliad merely by listening
to them chanted so as to keep them in memory for about two decades. Failing that, try to
learn them by heart reading the actual text of the book – something Homer’s descendants
didn’t have. You aren’t likely to succeed. Bear in mind that there are seven times more
than a hundred pages in the book. We shall be told that “the ancients had a better
memory”, which is highly unlikely – the contrary is more probable, since there weren’t
any libraries at the time, nor anything resembling a unified educational system.

Let us return to the Scaligerian version of history for the meantime. Pisistratus the
tyrant finally hears the magnificent chant which was apparently crooned by the court
singer for several days on end and gives orders to get the poems recorded in writing for
the very first time. This must have taken several singers, since one finds it hard to
imagine that “oral tradition” had only reached one singer in the epoch of Pisistratus. In
this case, their versions of Homer’s poems must have differed from each other
considerably. Or are we being coerced into thinking that all the singers had known the
same version of the text?

This is what Scaligerian history tells us about the fate of Homer’s poems – all of this
with a straight face. We deem it to be extremely unlikely.

3. Where are Homer’s poems supposed to have been kept for two thousand
years?

Let us trace the further fate of “Homer’s poems recorded in writing”. They are
presumed to have been widely known as late as the III century B.C. ([180], page 711).
Still, there are no copies of either the Iliad or the Odyssey that could be dated to this
period. His poems had allegedly remained lost for many centuries up until the
Renaissance. And yet Homer had been popular enough for his poems to be chanted
aloud in many towns and villages of Greece for many centuries before they got
recorded. However, no texts of Homer are seen, let alone read, by anyone in the Middle



Ages. Homer’s songs have ceased to ring; the location of the unique and priceless copy
of his poems remains unknown.

This is what historians tell us: “In mediaeval Europe Homer’s texts were only known
from the quotations and references given by Aristotle and a number of Latin authors; the
poetic glory of Homer had been completely outshone by Virgil. It wasn’t until the late
XIV – early XV century that… the Italian humanists had made a closer acquaintance of
Homer. In the XV century many of them occupied themselves with translating Homer
into Latin… in 1448 the first printed Greek copy of Homer was published in Florence.
Many partial Italian translations of Homer’s texts were made in the XVI century.
However, the first complete translation of the Iliad came out as late as 1723 and is
credited to the poet Antonio Maria Salvini” ([180], pages 711-712).

Where could Homer’s dusty text have been stored for nearly two thousand years? If
we are to cast aside the highly implausible theories of oral/vocal/choral tradition that
had allegedly kept Homer’s poems alive for many centuries, it has to be admitted that in
reality both of Homer’s poems had only surfaced as late as the end of the XIV century
A.D. ([881], Volume 2, pages 97-98. There are no veracious accounts of their existence
dating back earlier than the XIV century. Therefore, we can put forth the hypothesis that
they were written around that epoch, possibly in the XIII-XIV century of the new era.
The myth about blind Homer singing them by a fire in the Copper Age Greece of the VIII
or even XIII century B.C. is nothing but a fancy of Scaligerite historians that originated
in the XVI-XVII century A.D.

3.1.3. Dares and Dictis – the “alleged participants” of the Trojan War
Scaligerian history tells us that “in the reign of the Roman emperor Claudius the
sepulchre of a certain Dictis was uncovered, which contained an “account of the Trojan
war” in a tin ark”. Towards the IV century A.D. we witness a wide propagation of the
“notes” of Dictis and Dares (Dares of Phrygia), the alleged participants of the Trojan
war, in Latin translation. The new interpretation of events and characters offered by
these two authors was deemed true in mediaeval Europe; Homer is accused of
“inveracious embellishments” and being “a touch too partial wherein the Greeks were
concerned” ([851], page 5).

It is perfectly clear why Dares and Dictis became immediately pigeonholed as
“alleged participants”, or impostors of sorts. Indeed, according to the Scaligerian
chronology, Homer’s poems had been chanted by the “ancient” Greeks for many
centuries before they finally got recorded. And what do we see in this case? An instant



discovery of Latin (and not Greek) original “notes written by the participants of the
war”! We also learn that “the Greek texts of Dares and Dictis disappeared without a
trace” ([335], page 85).

Let us enquire about the Scaligerian dating of the first surviving account of the Trojan
War. After all, other authors besides Homer have written about it. The answer is that the
first surviving description of the Trojan War is a Latin text from the alleged VI century
A.D. We proceed to find out that “some ignorant scribbler who had probably lived in
the VI century compiled the facts related to the siege in a dry and monotonous manner;
he used to be very popular in the Middle Ages” ([335], pages 85-86).

We should be aware of why this “first description” of the war became dated to the
alleged VI century A.D. In the present section we shall provide the facts indicating that
the Trojan War can be identified as the Gothic war of the alleged VI century A.D. The
chronological shift, or the difference between the respective Scaligerian datings of the
Trojan and the Gothic War, shall equal about 1800 years in this case. The Trojan War is
considered the most important event in the history of the “ancient” Greece, whereas the
Gothic War is the key event in the mediaeval Graeco-Roman history. It is little wonder,
then, that the “first surviving account of the Trojan War” became dated to the VI century
– erroneously so, as we are beginning to realize.

It goes without saying that historians treat the texts of Dares and Dictis sceptically or
even with outright hostility. They tell us the following, for instance: “the two freshly-
manufactured accounts of ‘real eyewitnesses’ were valued higher [in the Middle Ages –
A. F.] than Homer’s ‘far-fetched poem’” ([171], page 45). Also, Homer’s poem had
only been known in “short extracts” (ibid). Further on we find out that “Thucydides had
been of the opinion that the narrative of the Iliad [by Homer – A. F.] wasn’t to be
trusted” (ibid).

In general, the chronicles of Dares and Dictis served as a real apple of discord for
the scientific community. “Many XIX century scientists denied the existence of a Greek
manuscript [of Dictis – A. F.], naming Lucius Septimius as the author of this famous
forgery… However, in 1907 an excerpt from the diary of Dictis was found among the
Egyptian papyri” ([171], page 45).

Could Dares and Dictis really have been impostors, then? Homer himself provides us
with indications that the contrary is more likely to be true. The matter is that Homer, the
author of the two classical epic poems, mentions Dares directly at the very beginning of
Book V. Furthermore, Homer refers to the Cretan king Idomeneus, who was
accompanied by Dictis during the Trojan campaign ([171], page 45). Finally, Dares is



also mentioned in Virgil’s Aeneid.
The language of the Latin text by Dares the Phrygian “sets the classical philologists

ablaze with indignation… the Greek original… did not survive” ([175], page 45). Had
there actually been a Greek original? If the Trojan War wasn’t merely an event from
Greek history, but rather Graeco-Roman or even pan-European, why can’t the “diary of
an eyewitness and a participant” be written in Latin, even if it had been written rather
late? These “dry and monotonous” eyewitness diaries – especially the text from the
alleged VI century A.D. – had instigated the creation of a great many œuvres inspired by
the Trojan war; their entire collection is usually referred to as “The Trojan Cycle”
nowadays.

A propos, we find it necessary to mention that in the alleged years VIII-IX A.D. the
famous poet Angilbert had lived and worked at the court of Charlemagne, or simply
“The Great King” in translation, and his first name had been Homer! ([122], Volume 5,
page 391). Could his name been used in the future Greek account of the “ancient”
Trojan War?

I. N. Golenishchev-Kutuzov wrote that “for a whole millennium (up to the very XVII
century) the glory of Dares and Dictis had been greater than that of Homer. Isador of
Sevilla considered Dares the first historian after Moses, the precursor of Herodotus. In
the XII century Dares the Phrygian became the most widely-known writer of the
antiquity” ([171], page 47). In the Middle Ages “the epoch of Homer had been referred
to in the same terms as the age of Moses and Solomon – however, neither the devotees
nor the vituperators had been familiar with any of his texts [Homer’s; bear in mind that
the text in question had first surfaced in the XIV century A.D. – A. F.]; the only known
part of the Iliad had been a short excerpt ascribed to Pindarus for some reason…
However, the œuvres that occupied a higher hierarchical position than the passage in
question were the ones whose authorship allegedly belonged to Dares of Phrygia and
Dictis the Cretan” ([335], pages 85-86). As late as in the XII century Joseph of Exeter
concocts a recital of the Trojan war according to Dares and Dictis, claiming to describe
“real events, since Dares and Dictis were eyewitnesses”. Quote given by [171], pages
47-48.

The historians invented the “forgery” theory as late as in the XVII-XIX century, after
the creation of the Scaligerian chronology which, as we shall proceed to demonstrate, is
very obviously at odds with the diaries of Dares and Dictis. Confronted with the
necessity to choose between the two versions in question, the historians decided to
accuse Dares and Dictis of “ignorance” in order to preserve the integrity of the



Scaliger-Petavius chronology. After that they declared Homer the Greek original,
whereas the writings of Dares and Dictis became “forgeries” (in Latin).

One might think the case was closed and all the t’s crossed. However, the new
critical research of the Scaligerian chronology has made the problem resurface. This is
where we learn of the apparent error made by the historians. The diaries of Dares and
Dictis with their dry and monotonous narrative are most probable earlier originals,
whereas Homer’s Iliad, which is much more elegant and grandiloquent, happens to be
a more recent work of art that couldn’t have been created before the Renaissance; it is
the poetic epitome of the entire “Trojan Cycle”, which precedes “Homer’s Iliad”
chronologically.

In fig. 2.36 we present our graph, which provides one with an ostensive
representation of how the datings of the surviving oeuvres from the Trojan Cycle are
distributed in time. The resulting graph proved a most edifying one, since its first peak
falls on the VI century A.D., where we find the first original text that has reached our
age. Then we see the visible absolute maximum of the graph to fall on the alleged XII-
XIII century, which is the time when a particularly large number of Trojan legends
had come to existence. This alone indicates that the actual war apparently took place in
the XII-XIII century, since this is when most of its renditions had appeared.



Fig. 2.36 A chronology of literary works referring to the Trojan War.

A Trojan chronicle surfacing in the alleged VI century is most probably explained by the
quirks of the Scaligerian chronology, which had transferred the real chronicle of the
mediaeval wars (the ones that took place in the XII-XIII century A.D.) into distant past.

In fig. 2.37 one sees an ancient miniature dating to the alleged XIV century portraying
Dictis the Cretan (upper left), Dares of Phrygia (upper right), and Benoit de Saint-
Maure (below) – see [1229], page 21.



Fig. 2.37 A miniature of the alleged XIV century with the portraits of Dictis the Cretan (top left), Dares the Phrygian
(top right), and Benoit de Sainte-Maure (below). Taken from [1229], page 21.

3.1.4. The mediaeval troubadours and the Franks telling us about the
Trojan War
According to historians, “In the late XII – early XIII century, the eternally glorious
names of Ilion, Hector and Alexander have started to reach wide audiences via the
medium of French poetry… The troubadours of this cycle began with the Trojan war,
since it had almost been a national legend for them. In the VII century Fredegarius
Scholasticus calls Francion, son of Priam [Priam the king of Troy – A. F.] the first
duke of the Franks” ([335], pages 85-86). The claim made by this mediaeval author
(and many others besides him) moves the Trojan War forwards in time and places it in
the epoch of the “first Franks”. However, the “first Franks” have appeared in the
Middle Ages, which is confirmed by historians themselves ([196]). In this case, the
Trojan war is automatically lifted into the Middle Ages.

Here are some of the most famous late mediaeval œuvres of the Trojan cycle ([851],
page 6):

“Roman de Troie” by Benoit de Saint-Maure, the alleged XII century, France;
“The Song of Troy” by Herbert von Fritzlar, the alleged XIII century, Germany;
“The Trojan War” by Conrad of Würzburg, the alleged XIII century, Germany;
“The Tale of Troy’s Destruction” by Guido de Columna (Colonna), the alleged
XIII century, Sicily.



The book of Guido de Columna was translated (from Latin!) into Italian, German,
English, Russian, Hungarian and a number of Southern Slavic languages in the alleged
XIV-XV century ([171], pages 47-48). We shall omit the list of other authors and their
“Trojan œuvres”, and only point out the rather odd detail: there are no Greek authors
listed, likewise the books of the Trojan cycle: they are written in many European
languages apart from Greek for some reason. The Greek Homer shall appear much
later, as a luminous and splendid crown of the entire Trojan cycle. It is bizarre that the
mediaeval Greeks wouldn’t pay any attention to this most glorious event of their
“ancient” history.

We shall be using one of the most ancient and most famous sources for our analysis of
the mediaeval Trojan cycle – the oeuvre of Guido de Columna that dates to the alleged
XIII century, in its early XVI-century Russian translation (“The Tale of the Rise and the
Fall of Troy”) as well as “The Book of Troy” and the book entitled “The Golden Fleece
of the Magical Ram” ([851]). Let us re-emphasize that all these sources contain factual
information, which is all but identical to that of Homer’s epical poem – the events they
relate are the same. However, these books are characterized by a much drier narrative,
which does indeed resemble a diary more than a poem – therefore, they must be of a
more primordial nature. The works of Homer, on the other hand, are written in a lofty
style and very artfully, betraying their author to have been an extraordinary poet brought
up on the best literary traditions of the Renaissance, already well-developed by his
time. They contain fragments of a moralistic nature, tell us about deities taking part in
battles, the magnitude of the passion that engulfed Helen and Paris etc.

3.1.5. The ruins of a small mediaeval fortification that Heinrich
Schliemann suggested to refer to as “the remnants of the ancient Troy”
Having “lost” the “ancient Troy in the epoch of the XVI-XVII century, the XVIII century
historians started to search for it anew. It happened in the following manner. According
to the archaeologist Elli Kriesh, the author of The Treasure of Troy and its History,
“after a certain Frenchman by the name of Choiseul-Gouffier had made several
expeditions to the North-Western Anatolia at the request of the French envoy in
Constantinople (1785) and published a plan of this terrain, the discussion about the
exact location of Troy resumed with new vigour. The Frenchman’s opinion had been
that the city of Priam had been located near Pinarbasi, about 10 kilometres towards
mainland from the hill of Hissarlik; the latter was marked as the ruin site on Choiseul-
Gouffier’s map ([443], page 20). Therefore, the hypothesis that the remains of the



“ancient Troy” could be identified as some ruins near Hissarlik had been voiced a long
time before Schliemann by the Frenchman Choiseul-Gouffier.

Apart from that, “as early as 1822 McLaren… claimed that the Hissarlik hill had
once been the location of the ancient Troy… which was the reason why the Englishman
Frank Culvert, who had also been an American ambassador and lived near the
Dardanelles together with his family, tried to cajole Charles Newton, the director of the
Graeco-Roman collection of the British Museum in London, into organizing an
expedition for the excavation of the ruins on the Hissarlik hill in 1863” ([443], pages
21-22).

Schliemann himself wrote the following: “Upon having inspected the entire location
twice, I decided to agree with Culvert completely in what concerned the identification
of the table-land on top of the Hissarlik hill as the place where the ancient Troy used to
be”. Elli Kriesh proceeds to tell us that “Schliemann refers to Frank Culvert directly
here, which contradicts the popular myth about Schliemann finding Troy armed with
nothing but a volume of Homer’s works and basing his research on the text of the Iliad
exclusively. It was Culvert and not Schliemann who had made the rather confident
presumption that Troy should be searched inside the Hissarlik hill; this presumption
stemmed from the fact that the remains of stone walls had been partially visible, even if
it cannot be considered an actual discovery. Schliemann’s destiny had been to excavate
this hill and to find crucial evidence to the reality of the town which had been presumed
mythical before him” ([443], page 27).

Let us enquire about the reason why “Homer’s Troy” should be sought in this area at
all – most probably, due to the fact that a vague memory of Troy being located
somewhere “near the Bosporus” had still existed back then. However, the XVIII century
historians could no longer refer to the New Rome on the Bosporus (or Constantinople)
directly, since the fact that Constantinople and the “ancient Troy” had once been known
as the same city was already completely forgotten – moreover, Scaligerian history
forbade the very thought that Istanbul might be Homer’s Troy. However, there was
plenty of indirect mediaeval evidence that suggested Troy had been located somewhere
“near the Bosporus” that fortunately managed to escape destruction. This is why
historians and lay enthusiasts alike began their quest for the “lost Troy” in the vicinity of
Istanbul.

There are plenty of mediaeval settlement and fortification ruins all across Turkey;
thus, the choice of suitable remains that could be proclaimed “the surviving remnants of
Homer’s Troy” hadn’t been a problem at all. As we can see, the ruins on the Hissarlik



hill were regarded as one of the potential candidates. However, both the archaeologists
and the historians had been aware that one would have to unearth some kind of “proof”
that the ruins in question were in fact “the Troy of Homer”. This “problem” was solved
successfully by Heinrich Schliemann (fig. 2.38). He had commenced the excavations on
the hill of Hissarlik.

Fig. 2.38. A photograph of Heinrich Schliemann (ca. 1870). Taken from [443], page 34.

The unearthed ruins have shown that there had really been some sort of a settlement
here, one that had covered the area of a mere 120 × 120 metres. The plan of the
settlement can be seen on pages 76-77 of [443], for instance. It is natural that nothing
one could find here bore any relation to Homer at all. One comes across similar ruins
all across Turkey. Apparently, Schliemann had been aware that one needed something
quite out of the ordinary so that these meagre remnants would attract the interest of the
general public. It is most likely that the ruins in question had belonged to some minor
mediaeval Ottoman fortification or settlement. As we have already seen, Frank Culvert
was claiming the ancient Troy to have been located here for quite a while without
getting any attention, which is well understood, since there are plenty of ruins in Turkey.
One would need “indisputable evidence”. And so in May 1873 Schliemann “suddenly
finds” a hoard of gold that he hastens to claim the “hoarding of the ancient Priam”. That
is to say, “the very same Priam” as the great Homer tells us about ([1391] and [1392]).
Nowadays this set of golden artefacts travels all across the world to be presented in
museums as “the treasure of the ancient Troy”.

This is what Elli Kriesh has to say about this matter: “Heinrich Schliemann… had
found a remarkable treasure cache near the Scaean Gate (as he had erroneously thought)
in May 1873… one that he had initially deemed to belong to none other but Homer’s
king Priam. Schliemann and his work gathered wide popularity instantly. However,
there were many sceptics who weren’t too inclined to trust this finding. Even nowadays
there are researchers – first and foremost David A. Traill, the American specialist, –



who claim the “treasure cache” story to be a myth, insisting that Schliemann had either
bought most of these items, or collected them over a large period of time. The mistrust
was all the stronger due to the fact that Schliemann didn’t mention the exact date of the
finding anywhere” ([443], page 113).

Indeed, for reasons unknown to us, Schliemann had kept the information about the
exact location, time, and circumstances of his finding the “ancient hoarding” back
([443], page 120). We find out that “detailed descriptions and reports before it. What if
these rumours really reflect his negotiations about forging the “treasure of Priam” that
he had conducted prior to the moment when he had “discovered the cache” on the
Hissarlik hill, accompanied by no one?

Schliemann wrote some very interesting things, such as “the jeweller has to be a good
connoisseur of antiquities, and he has to promise me not to put his brand on the copies.
One needs to find someone who won’t betray me, and agrees to do the job for an
affordable price”. Quoting by [443], page 130. However, Baurain, Schliemann’s agent,
“was reluctant to become responsible for this dubious an endeavour… he reckoned that
‘it goes without saying the copies should in no case be presented as originals’” ([443],
pages 130-131). However, we learn that Baurain had “recommended Schliemann the
Frohmann-Meuris jewellers from Rue St. Honoré [in Paris – A. F.]. He described this
family enterprise as one that has enjoyed an outstanding reputation since the XVIII
century, employing a large number of artists and fine craftsmen” ([443], page 130). A
propos, in the XIX century “it became fashionable to wear antique jewellery in certain
social circles. Princess Canino, the spouse of Lucien Bonaparte, would often bedazzle
the beau-monde with her Etruscan necklace, which made her the indisputable centre of
every festivity” ([443], page 134). Therefore, Parisian jewellers must have been well
familiar with making replicas of antiques, and capable of making them well.

Elli Kriesh doesn’t dispute the authenticity of “Priam’s treasure”, yet she mentions
that one finds it hard to say for certain whether Schliemann had really made any
“copies”. At the same time, Kriesh gives us a kempt account of the fact that “since that
day, the rumours of copies that Schliemann had allegedly ordered never subsided for a
second” ([443], page 131).

Kriesh sums up as follows: “a number of abstrusities and contradictions in various
accounts of this event whose true date isn’t given anywhere, have led the sceptics to
question the authenticity of the finding… William M. Calder III, the Colorado
University Professor of Ancient Philology, called Schliemann an egotistical and
impertinent illusionist and a pathological liar” ([443], page 13).



By the way, Schliemann is supposed to have discovered another remarkable
“ancient” burial ground – namely, that of Mycenae. He was amazingly lucky in what
concerned finding ancient gold, wasn’t he then? In Mycenae he “discovers” a golden
burial mask that he immediately declares to belong to “the ancient Agamemnon as
berhymed by Homer”. No proof is offered whatsoever. The present day historians are
cautious enough to write that “Heinrich Schliemann had been of the opinion that the
mask he had found in a sepulchre in Mycenae had been the deathmask of king
Agamemnon; however, it was later proven that it had belonged to a different ruler
whose name isn’t known to us” ([863], page 14). One would wonder how
archaeologists managed to “prove” that the unknown mask had belonged to an
anonymous ruler.

We can therefore make the following observation in re Troy. All of the facts listed
above combine into a most curious general picture.

1) Schliemann doesn’t indicate either the place, the date or the circumstances of “the
discovery of Priam’s treasure” anywhere, making this issue oddly contentious. He never
presented any valid evidence of having “excavated the historical location of Homer’s
Troy”. Scaligerite historians weren’t too keen on demanding it from him, anyway.

2) One has reasons to suspect Schliemann of having ordered some jeweller the
manufacture of certain “ancient golden jewellery”. One has to bear in mind that
Schliemann had been a very wealthy man – for instance, “he had financed the
construction of the German Institute of Archaeology in Athens” ([443], page 55).
According to Kriesh, “his personal fortune made from leasing property in Indianapolis,
Indiana, and Paris… had served as the material base for his research, allowing him
independence” ([443], page 30).

3) It is possible that Schliemann had subsequently smuggled the jewellery into Turkey
and then reported it “discovered” among the ruins on the hill of Hissarlik – the very spot
that enthusiasts had indicated as the probable “location of the ancient Troy”. As we can
see, Schliemann didn’t even bother with searching for Troy. He merely presented the
gold as “proof” of the theory put forward by Choiseul-Gouffier and Frank Culvert. We
are of the opinion that if those two had named a different spot, Schliemann would have
found his “ancient treasure of king Priam” there with equal speed and ease.

4) Many XIX century sceptics wouldn’t believe a single word Schliemann said.
However, the Scaligerites were happy for the most part, gleefully claiming Troy to have
been “discovered at last”. Never mind the suspicious circumstances of the discovery –
they don’t affect the general value of Schliemann’s great achievement. Now we know



for certain: Priam had lived here, on the Hissarlik hill. Look, this slope of the hill is the
very slope where Achilles slew Hector. And this is where the Trojan Horse once stood.
It didn’t survive, but here’s a large modern model. A very, very precise one.

One has to admit that nowadays thousands of gullible tourists reverently hearken to
these tales.

5) The “treasure of Priam” was treated by Scaligerite historians in the following
manner. It would be rather careless to claim the gold to have once belonged to Homer’s
Priam, since a statement as bold as that would immediately ensue a demand for proof,
which naturally hadn’t existed. This was apparently obvious to everyone who had to
deal with “Schliemann’s Troy” in one way or the other.

A very elegant solution was offered eventually: they admitted the treasure to have
nothing in common with Priam – yet it was proclaimed to date back to an epoch even
more distant than the one suggested by Schliemann.

Kriesh writes that “it was the research conducted after Schliemann’s death that gave
final evidence of the fact that the so-called “treasure of Priam” had beloged to an epoch
a lot more distant that Schliemann could have imagined – the third millennium B.C. … a
culture of the pre-Greek and pre-Hittite period” ([443], page 172). That is to say, a
mind-bogglingly old treasure, boys and girls. Perfectly incredible. No one’s even heard
of either the Greeks or the Hittites back in those days. Such statements render all further
argumentation futile, since there doesn’t seem to be anything to prove. However, it
would be most edifying to learn how the devotees of this theory managed to date a
number of golden articles, when even the exact location on the Hissarlik hill where they
are supposed to have been found remains unknown, qv above. And gold itself doesn’t
provide us with any means of giving it an absolute dating so far.

6) What if Schliemann didn’t deceive us and really found some old jewellery during
his excavations on the Hissarlik? We shall counter with the following: even if the
“golden hoarding” was authentic and hadn’t been forged by Parisian jewellers, it would
still be perfectly unclear why it should prove the “ancient Troy” to have been located on
the Hissarlik hill. There isn’t so much as a single letter anywhere on the golden items
“found” by Schliemann ([443]), let alone a name. A mere verbal statement that someone
had found an ancient cache of gold in an unknown location at some vague point in time
doesn’t suffice to make a valid claim about “the discovery of Troy”.

7) Let us point out a rather interesting psychological undertone of the entire affair.
This entire amazing story of “Troy finally discovered” is living proof of the fact that
neither the “discoverers”, nor their colleagues who were involved in this activity in



some way were really interested in scientific veracity. The Scaligerite majority of the
historians and the archaeologists remained deeply convinced that “the lost city of Troy”
was located somewhere near the Bosporus straits at any rate. They must have reasoned
along the lines of “well, its real location doesn’t really matter all that much, does it?
Schliemann, for instance, suggests that Troy had once proudly crowned the summit of
the Hissarlik hill. They even report him to have found a hoarding of gold there. The
rumours that suggest there might be something wrong with the finding notwithstanding –
are the details really all that important to us? Let’s agree with Schliemann’s localization
of Troy. He’s a well-known and well-respected man, and an affluent one at that. The
place fits. There are indeed some ancient ruins there. Need one begin to split hairs and
demand “proof”? Even if Troy wasn’t located at that exact site, it must have been
somewhere nearby.

8) A while later the sceptics had got tired of pointing out obvious inconsistencies in
the tale of “the discovery of Troy”, which was when the “calm period of scientific
research” could finally begin. The excavations continued, many well-respected and
voluminous journals began to publish articles “about Troy” in great abundance. It is
quite natural that nothing remotely resembling “Homer’s Troy” has ever been found on
the Hissarlik hill. The excavations of what must have been some mediaeval Ottoman
fortification carried on without haste. Obviously, a number of assorted shards and
mutilated objects became unearthed as a result, including remains of weapons and
different utensils. However, multiple reiterations of “this is where Troy had once
stood” eventually created the tradition that claims that “Troy had really been here”,
which proved sufficient for everyone to convince themselves as well as the gullible
masses. The influx of the tourists began, and those were eager to be deceived. Thus,
another problem of the Scaligerian history became “successfully solved”.

3.2. The tale of the Trojan kingdom. A rough comparison of
the Trojan War to the Gothic War

Above we provide a detailed account of the Gothic War that took place in the alleged
VI century A.D., identifying it as the Tarquinian war dating to the alleged VI century
B.C. and described by Titus Livy. Therefore, we shall be hypothetically referring to the
Tarquinian war as to a mediaeval event that could not have taken place earlier than the
VI century A.D. The parallelism table that we present below identifies “ancient” events
as their mediaeval doubles. In particular, it gives us all we need for making the first
steps in the reconstruction of real history. Mediaeval events are of a primordial nature.



The ones we know as “ancient” nowadays are merely phantom reflections.
We shall be using the letter “a” for referring to the “ancient” Trojan war and what

had happened in its course, whereas the paragraphs marked “b” will contain mediaeval
events (their datings are also subject to multiple distortions due to the efforts of the
mediaeval Scaligerite chronologers). Therefore, we shall be trying to reconstruct the
dates that appear more precise to us – the ones that fall into the range between the XI
and the XVI century of the new era or prove even more recent. The Gothic War, for
instance, is dated to the VI century A.D. nowadays, which is incorrect, qv on the global
chronological map in Chapter 6 of Chron1. Some of its fragments should be dated to the
XI century A.D. the earliest, whereas others cannot predate the XIII century A.D. The
Tarquinian War is dated to the VI century B.C., which is also wrong, since it cannot
date from an earlier epoch than the XII-XIII century A.D., being a duplicate of the
Gothic War.

1a. The Trojan War. This war of the alleged XIII century B.C. is one of the key
events in the “classical” history of Greece.

n 1b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. This war of the alleged VI century A.D. is a
very well-known event in the Graeco-Roman (or Graeco-Romean, to be more
precise) history of the Middle Ages. We shall be using the Scaligerian dating of the
Gothic War (the alleged VI century A.D.) for the time being, despite the fact that this
war is a phantom reflection of the real Trojan/Gothic war of the XIII century A.D., qv
on the local chronological map in Chron1, Chapter 6.

2a. The Trojan War. The Trojan Kingdom is supposed to have its origins deep in
times immemorial – before XIII century B.C. ([851], page 70).

n 2b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The Roman Kingdom of the VIII-VI century
B.C. is nowadays referred to as the “First Roman Empire”, which is described by
Titus Livy, for instance, as the reign of seven Roman kings. The same empire became
reflected as the Second and the Third Roman Empire, qv in the parallelism described
above.

3a. The Trojan War. Troy is the capital of the kingdom ([851], page 70).
n 3b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Rome or the New City of the alleged VI

century A.D. is the capital of the Roman Empire. Other large cities include Naples
(translates as “The New City”) and Ravenna.
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4a. The Trojan War. The Trojan kingdom falls in the alleged XIII century B.C. in
the all-out war against the Greek invaders.

n 4b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The end of Livy’s Roman kingdom and the
Roman Empire of the III-VI century A.D. came in the alleged VI century A.D. as a
result of a great war against foreign invaders – namely, the Romean Greeks, or the
troops of the Graeco-Romean emperor Justinian I.

5a. The Trojan War. The Trojan kingdom was ruled by a sequence of seven kings.
The first of them had founded the city, as well as the entire state ([851], page 70).
The fall of Troy and the decline of the Trojan kingdom came in the rule of the seventh
king; the state has never been revived since. Unfortunately, the legends of the Trojan
kingdom tell us nothing of just how long the Trojan royal reigns had been. All we
know runs down to the names of the kings ([851], pages 70 and 198; also comment 4).

n 5b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Here we have the sequence of seven Roman
kings who had ruled Livy’s Rome in the alleged VIII-VI century B.C. The first king’s
name is Romulus, he had founded the actual city (allegedly Rome) and also the state.
Under the last king of seven, the Roman kingdom ceases to exist, and Rome
transforms into a republic. Livy specifies the reign lengths of the first seven Roman
kings in [482]; see also the comparison as presented in fig. 2.39.



Fig. 2.39 The superimposition of the Trojan kingdom over the Regal Rome of Titus Livy.

6a. The Trojan War. The duration of the Trojan War is supposed to equal 10 or 11
years ([851] pages 77 and 136).

n 6b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. According to Livy, the Gothic-Tarquinian War
of the alleged VI century A.D. lasted for 12 years ([482], Book 2:20). The Gothic
War of the alleged VI century A.D. lasts 16 years according to Procopius – 534 or
536 to 552 A.D. in Scaligerian chronology. We see that the two “oldest” versions –
Livy’s and the Trojan – concur with each other perfectly, stating the respective
periods of 10-11 and 12 years.

7a. The Trojan War. The second Trojan king is called Ilus or Ilush ([851], page
198, comment 4), which might be a version of the name Ilya.

n 7b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Livy’s second king of the Regal Rome is
called Numa Pompilius aka Julian or Elius, since we have discovered him to be a
double of the emperor Julian as well as the Biblical Elijah. We see the Trojan name
Ilus to be identical to Julian-Elius-Elijah.



8a. The Trojan War. Some chronicles tell us that Troy was founded by king
Dardan ([851], page 98, comment 4). According to the Greek mythology, the
Dardanelles straits were named after king Dardan.

n 8b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The history of Livy’s Regal Rome begins with
the foundation of the city, whereas that of its duplicate – the Third Roman Empire of
the alleged III-VI century A.D., is marked by the foundation of its capital on the
Bosporus in the alleged year 330 A.D., known as New Rome or Constantinople. The
Dardanelles straits neighbours with the Bosporus; ancient Troy is supposed to have
been located somewhere in its vicinity.

Commentary. All of this leads us to the natural consideration that Homer’s Troy and
the New Rome or Constantinople can be identified as one and the same city. The latter
is also known as the New City or Naples. Another name linked with Troy is that of the
New Ilium, or New Ilion ([443], page 28). Schliemann writes that “according to the
tradition that had been kept alive in the New Ilium (the Roman name for Ilion), ancient
Troy never saw its final demolition, nor had it been abandoned by all of its inhabitants
(Strabon)” (quoting by [443], page 28). So we see that both Constantinople and Troy
were referred to as “New”.

The name Naples (New City) could have come to the territory of Italy somewhat
later, when the Romean and Byzantine history was taken away from Byzantium and
imported to Italy. This couldn’t have happened earlier than the XIV century A.D., which
is when the Italian Rome was founded. Schliemann had no reason whatsoever to try and
persuade the public into believing the backwater settlement near the Bosporus that he
had excavated to have been the famous Troy of Homer. As we demonstrate above, he’d
had cited no proof of any substance.

One shouldn’t go far in one’s search for Homer’s Troy – it would suffice to point at
the gigantic Constantinople = New Rome = Istanbul which exists until the present day.
In fig. 2.40 one sees that Schliemann’s settlement is located near the southern exit from
the Dardanelles straits (see also fig. 2.41). Constantinople is located near the southern
exit from the Bosporus. Apparently, when the name Troy was taken away from
Constantinople, historians had to find it a new location. As we can see, it wasn’t moved
too far away – the southern exit from the Dardanelles, the neighbouring straits, is where
the city moved. This can be regarded as a “tip of a hat” to the memory of the real Troy
being located at the southern end of the Bosporus. Then Schliemann managed to find the



remnants of some small mediaeval settlement nearby, and hastened to proclaim it “the
very same Troy as described by Homer” (fig. 2.42; also [1259], page 33). Let us
reiterate that similar ruins without any distinctive characteristics can be found all across
Turkey.

Fig. 2.40 Schliemann’s Troy is really a nondescript site near the southern entrance to the Dardanelles straits. Mark the
name “Troia” on the map. Taken from [1259], page 158.



Fig. 2.41 A close-in of the map of Turkey indicating the alleged location of “Homer’s Troy”. Taken from [1259], page
158.

Fig. 2.42 Rather ordinary-looking ruins of a small mediaeval coastal fortification that received the ipse dixit reputation
of having once been “the very Troy of Homer” by H. Schliemann. Taken from [1259], page 33.

The hypothesis that Homer’s Troy is really Constantinople, and not any other city, finds
unexpected support in Scaligerian history. We learn that when the Roman emperor
Constantine the Great was laying the foundations of the New Rome – Constantinople-to-
be – he went along with the wish of his compatriots and had “initially chosen the site of
the ancient Ilion, the fatherland of the first founders of Rome” ([240], page 25). This
is what the Turkish historian Jalal Assad tells us. And Scaligerian history knows Ilion
to be another name of Troy.

Historians inform us that Constantine had subsequently “changed his mind” and
founded the New Rome in the town of Byzantium on the Bosporus. This “change of



opinion” has been part of the historical discourse from the XVII century and not any
earlier, since the epoch marks a break point when “ancient Troy” and “Constantinople”
were subject to arbitrary separation. Apparently, some memory of the “ancient Troy”
being located near Istanbul at the southern exit from “some large straits” had survived
until the XVI-XVII century; however, since the Scaligerian history already “forbade” to
point at Constantinople in this “search”, later historians would be coaxing the
archaeologists into searchiung for the city somewhere in those parts. Then came
Schliemann with his suggestion to consider some nondescript settlement near Hissarlik
at the southern end of the Dardanelles the remains of Troy (in 1870 – see [1259], page
32).

Thus, historians would occasionally come across rather obvious evidence in support
of the fact that Constantinople used to be identified as Troy in the Middle Ages.

9a. The Trojan War. Some of the chronicles name the founder of the Trojan
Kingdom and the City of Troy king Dardan; others call him king Pridesh ([851],
pages 70 and 198). Thus, we see confusion between the two founders (of the two
capitals?). Let us point out that the name Pridesh may well be a derivative from the
Slavic “priydesh” (“thou shalt arrive”) or “prihodit” (to arrive). This is pretty self-
explanatory – some king would arrive and found a city. He would therefore receive
the alias Pridesh.

n 9b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. As we already pointed out, Titus Livy also
mentions the founders of the two capital cities - Romulus and Remus, calling them
brothers, each of whom is supposed to have founded a capital city of his own ([482],
Book 1). However, Romulus had killed Remus and destroyed his capital, and so
Rome remained the only capital city. What we see in Roman history is also confusion
between the two founders of the two capitals.

10a. The Trojan War. The new kingdom and the City bore the name of their
founder, king Pridesh (as some chronicles tell us). “The king liked this place, and so
he had decided to found a city here and name it after himself” ([851], page 70). Mind
that the name of the city hadn’t been “Troy” at that point, but rather “Kingdom of
Dardan” or “Kingdom of Pridesh”! The name “Trojan Kingdom” wouldn’t appear
until much later; therefore, precision dictates the necessity of calling it “the second
kingdom”.

n 10b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The Roman Kingdom of Titus Livy, or the



First Roman Empire, was named after the founder of both the City and the state – king
Romulus. Unlike the Trojan kingdom, this one didn’t change its name.

11a. The Trojan War. The history of the Trojan kingdom reports Troy destroyed
twice – we know of the last and final destruction, which we shall be referring to as
“second”, as well as the so-called “first destruction” which is presumed to have
taken place under Laomedontes, the father of king Priam ([851], page 89). These two
destructions are the only ones reflected in the history of the Trojan kingdom.

n 11b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The history of Livy’s Roman Kingdom, as
well as that of his double, or the Third Roman Empire, also contains two accounts of
the city’s destruction. The first one took place under Romulus Augustulus; this had
marked the end of the Classical Imperial Rome, when Italy was seized by Odoacer.
The second and final destruction happened during the Gothic War of the alleged VI
century (in 535-552). These two destructions are also the only ones in the entire
history of the Third Roman Empire.

12a. The Trojan War. The first war wiped out the first kingdom of Dardan or
Pridesh. Shortly afterwards, about a generation or two later, the second kingdom was
founded, already bearing the name of the Trojan Kingdom. This occured in the reign
of the last Trojan king Priam ([851], page 89). By the way, the name Priam could
simply translate as “the first”.

n 12b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The first destruction of the Roman Empire –
namely, Italy falling into the hands of Odoacer the German – marks the end of the
“purely Roman” empire in the West. Odoacer is an alien governor, likewise his
successor, Emperor Theodoric. Immediately after the first destruction (in the alleged
years 476-526), the second kingdom is founded – the Germanic-Gothic or the
Ostrogothic kingdom in Italy governed by Theodoric and his daughter Amalasuntha.

13a. The Trojan War. The end of the first Trojan kingdom is marked by the advent
of Jason and Hercules, the two strangers that destroy the first Trojan (Dardan’s or
Pridesh’s) kingdom, come from the West. “Strangers from the West… have seized the
town” ([851], page 89). Both are foreigners in Troy.

n 13b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The two foreigners Odoacer and Theodoric –
the ones who destroy the “purely Roman” empire, which is the double of the first
Trojan kingdom, invade Italy from the North-West. They are strangers here – that is to



say, they weren’t born in Rome.

14a. The Trojan War. The kingdom of Dardan (or Pridesh) changes its name after
the first destruction. It is succeeded by the Trojan kingdom. The name Trojan is
virtually identical to the word “Franks” - both transcribe as “TRN” without
vocalizations.

n 14b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The Third Empire in the West changes its
name as well as its status under Odoacer; this takes place after the first destruction,
transforming the empire into Ostrogothic kingdom in Italy. This is where its double,
or Livy’s Regal Rome, has its ruling dynasty changed to that of the Tarquins. Their
name transcribes as TRQN unvocalized, which is similar to TRN, as well as
“Franks” and “Pharaoh”. We are beginning to understand that the Franks had a good
reason to trace their ancestry back to the kingdom of Troy, since it belonged to more
or less the same epoch as they had lived in – the Middle Ages. Modern historians
have no right to exercise their irony at the expense of these “silly fancies” of the
Franks.

15a. The Trojan War. The unvocalized root TRN, or Trojan, is derived from the
name of the new king Troilus, who had “built more of the city than anybody else and
thus called it after himself – Troy” ([851], page 70. From that moment on, the
inhabitants of the kingdom started to call themselves Trojans, and the city Troy.

n 15b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. We encounter the unvocalized root of TRQN
(Tarquin) in Roman history as the name of the new Tarquinian king. We have
demonstrated above that in the superimposition of Livy’s Regal Rome over the Third
Roman Empire king Tarquin the Ancient would become identified as the emperors
Valentinian III and Recimer (acting as their “sum”, in a way). Furthermore, Tarquin
the Proud is the collective name used to refer to the entire dynasty of the Gothic rulers
that had reigned in Rome in the alleged VI century A.D.

16a. The Trojan War. King Troilus (or Laomedon, according to several other
versions) is sixth in the sequence of Trojan kings. He had been the founder of the
kingdom with the new name – one called the Trojan Kingdom. The kingdom is
invaded for the first time at the time of his reign (see fig. 2.43).
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Fig. 2.43 The parallelism between the “ancient” kingdom of Troy and the “ancient” Regal Rome of Titus Livy, or the
Third Roman Empire.

n 16b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The sixth king of Regal Rome as described
by Livy is Servius Tullius – the duplicate of Odoacer and Theodoric from the Third
Roman Empire. Odoacer and Theodoric are the founders of the new German-Gothic
kingdom in Italy that had existed between the alleged years 476 and 552 A.D.
Odoacer (and Theodoric) were the ones to head the first invasion into the Third
Empire that brought an end to the “purely Roman” rule in Italy.

17a. The Trojan War. As we have already mentioned, a new term is coined at
some point in time closer to the end of the Dardan-Pridesh kingdom: Trojan (Troy).

n 17b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. History tells us of a new name introduced at
the end of the Second Roman Empire (the double of Livy’s Regal Rome and the Third
Roman Empire) – Emperor Trajan, the alleged years 98-117 A.D. His name is
virtually identical to the word “Trojan”.

Commentary. Let us remind the reader that all three Roman Empires – the Regal
Rome of Titus Livy, or the First Empire of the alleged VIII-VI century B.C. = the
Second Empire of the alleged I-III century A.D. = the Third Empire of the alleged III-VI
century A.D. are very close to each other statistically, being phantom reflections of one
and the same Holy Roman Empire of the alleged X-XIII century A.D., which is partially
real and partially a phantom, as well as the Habsburg (Nov-Gorod?) empire of the
alleged XIV-XVII century. It is remarkable that the following extremely similar names –
Trajan, Tarquin and Trojan – become identified as one and the same name. Among other
things, this indicates a possible identification of the Trojans as the Tarquins or the



inhabitants of Nov-Gorod (see more about the meaning of the name as transcribed in
reverse above). It would be expedient to point out that the root TRQN remains traceable
in the names of many parts of Rome – the havens, the harbour and the canal, which were
built by the Roman emperor Trajan, as well as the famous Italian city of Troy, which
exists until the present day, etc ([196], Volume 1). Trajan had also been the name of the
bodyguard of the military leader Belisarius ([695], I(V), 27 and 4; II (VI), 4, 6 and 14;
5, 4, 9, 10, 21 and 24).

18a. The Trojan War. In fig. 2.44 one sees the chronological disposition of the
Trojan period in the history of the Trojan kingdom.

Fig. 2.44 The superimposition of the final periods of the Trojan Kingdom and the First = the Third Roman Empire.

n 18b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The same fig. 2.44 shows us the period in the
history of Regal Rome that is usually referred to as Tarquinian – allegedly located
and dated to Italy of the VI century B.C. Both periods concur with each other well
due to a mutual superimposition of the Trojan Kingdom and the First = Third Roman
Empire. This concurrence shall become ideal if we are to assume that the name
Tarquin the Ancient (Trajan in the Second Empire) really applied to Odoacer and
Theodoric (in the alleged V-VI century), rather than their predecessors Valentinian III
and Recimer. Titus Livy may have confused the names of two neighbouring rulers for
each other.

19a. The Trojan War. One spells the Latin words for Troy and Trojan (adjective
and noun) as follows: Troia, Troja, Troius (Troy), Troicus, Trojanus, Trojus (Trojan



– noun and adjective) – see [237], page 1034. The Greek spellings are similar; in
Latin transliteration they look as “Troianos”, “Troakos”, and “Troieus”. One also has
to bear in mind that in the Middle Ages the letters V and U would frequently swap
positions and be used instead of each other, as one can plainly see in many mediaeval
manuscripts. The letters U and V look very similar, which might be one of the reasons
for this. Thus, if we are to collect the unvocalized versions of the words “Troy”,
“Trojan” etc. – TRN, TRK, TRQV, TRV – we shall get TRQN as the sum of the
above, which is the unvocalized root of the name of the Roman Tarquins (Nov-
Gorodsmen).

n 19b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. As we have already pointed out, the
mediaeval Franks claimed to have been the descendants of the Trojans. Scaligerian
chronology renders this impossible. Nowadays it is considered that in the times of the
Trojan War of the alleged XIII century B.C. the predecessors of the European Franks
had still remained cavemen. However, it would be expedient to revise the approach
to such mediaeval evidence. The facts that we cite demonstrate the mediaeval Franks
and the Trojans to have quite possibly been contemporaries. That said, one cannot
fail to notice that the Trojan origins of the Franks are reflected in their very name –
TRNK without vocalizations (bearing in mind the frequent flexion of F, Ph and T).
Apparently, such well-known names from Scaligerian history as “Trojans”, “Franks”,
“Turks” and “Tarquins” refer to similar, if not identical, groups of people.

20a. The Trojan War. The Trojans (TRQN) had lost the Trojan war and were
forced to go into exile. In fig. 2.32 one sees an ancient miniature from the Roman de
Troie by Benoit de Saint-Maure entitled “The Battle of Agamemnon and Menelaius
with Troilus and Diomedes” ([1485], page 246). We see both parts to be typical
mediaeval knights in heavy plate armour. Some of them have full helmets with closed
visors; there are stars painted on one of the shields.

n 20b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The Tarquins (TRQN) suffer bitter defeat in
the war and are exiled from Rome. Both wars – the Trojan and the Gothic – are
described as incredibly violent, with many battles and large numbers of casualties.
These two wars are considered major events in the history of the Trojan and the
Tarquinian-Roman kingdom.

Commentary. Apparently, what we see here is a reflection of the events that date to
the crusade epoch. The Franks – Turks (Tartars?) - Goths – Trojans – Tarquins (Nov-



Gorodsmen) – TRQN – the crusaders of the alleged XII-XIII century. The New Rome
(Constantinople) was probably founded at the beginning of this epoch. The same city
can be identified as the original Evangelical Jerusalem and the original Troy of Homer,
qv in Chapter 6 of Chron1. The siege of Constantinople by the crusaders in the alleged
year 1204 and the war of the XIII century can be identified as the siege of Jerusalem.
Other mediaeval documents might have referred to this event as to the fall of Troy, or
the Gothic=Tarquinian War. The wars and the movement of troops would aid to the
propagation of geographical names across larger areas. One cannot fail to notice the
presence of the name TRQN in Crimea, for instance, where the Tmutarakan principality
was located. The very name “Tmutarakan” (Tma-Tarakan, or “abundance of the
Tarquins”) also indicates the presence of the “Trojan terminology” on this territory in
the Middle Ages. Let us remind the reader that the Slavic word “tma” means
“abundance”, or “a large quantity”. We shall also provide information concerning the
fact that Tmutarakan used to be another name of Astrakhan. A propos, the term
“Tmutarakan” is also present in the Tale of Igor’s Campaign as “Trayan”, qv in more
detail in Suleimenov’s Az and Ya ([823], pages 118-122). This observation provides
yet another link between the concepts of “Trojan” and “Tmutarakanian”.

21a. The Trojan War. The second and final destruction is wreaked upon the Trojan
kingdom by the Greek invaders at the end of the Trojan = TRQN period in the history
of the kingdom as a result of the famous Trojan War.

n 21b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The second and allegedly final destruction of
the First=Third Roman Empire in the West in the alleged VI century is also inflicted
upon Rome by foreign invaders – the Romean Greeks. The Graeco-Romean emperor
Justinian I gives orders to destroy the kingdom of the Ostrogoths, and those are
promptly implemented. The famous Romean military commander Belisarius crushes
the Gothic troops. The Goths are forced to withdraw from Italy, qv above.

22a. The Trojan War. Trojan chronicles tell us about a large fleet of invading
Greeks that came to storm the Gothic kingdom. We even learn the number of ships, qv
in [851], page 95 and on. The fleet is supposed to have come from Greece.

n 22b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Roman chronicles, in particular those of
Procopius (the author of The Gothic War – [695] and [696]) inform us that the
Romean Greeks invaded Italy in the alleged year 535 A.D. with a large fleet that
came from Greece and Byzantium ([196], Volume 1, page 319).
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Commentary. In fig. 2.45 we see an ancient miniature from a book that unites two
œuvres – De Bello Troiano by Dictis the Cretan, and Livy’s Ab urbe condita of the
alleged XIV century. The first miniature most probably depicts the invasion into Troy
([1229], page 17). It opens an entire series of miniatures representing the Trojan War
that one finds in the section of [1229] that deals with The Trojan War by Dictis the
Cretan. It is most noteworthy that the banner one sees hoisted over the army bears the
initials SPQR. These banners accompanied mediaeval, and therefore also “ancient”
Roman troops into battle. The modern commentator tells us that “the initials SPQR on
the Roman banner identifies the soldiers as Romans fighting under the name of Senatus
Populusque Romanus” ([1229], page 17). All of this notwithstanding the fact that,
according to the Scaligerian chronology, Rome was founded five centuries after the
Trojan War.

Fig. 2.45 The first miniature from the Trojan cycle that one can see in [1229]. What we see is either the Greek army
assaulting Troy, or evidence of the artist having linked the very same event to the Roman wars as described by Titus

Livy. We can clearly see the initials SPQR (Senatus Populusque Romanus) on the banner, which are considered a sine
qua non attribute of the mediaeval (and hence also the “ancient”) Romans. Dictis the Cretan, De bello Troiano and

Livy’s Ab urbe condita. Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, Ms. lat. 5690, fol. 201v. Taken from [1229], page 17.

In fig. 2.47 we see another miniature from The Trojan War by Dictis the Cretan
([1229], pages 18-19) with a scene of battle between the Greeks and the Trojans.



According to the inscriptions on the miniature, amongst the participants of the battle are
the kings Agamemnon, Aeneas, Achilles, Hector and Troilus. All of them are
represented as mediaeval knights in plate armour and helmets with closed visors.

Fig. 2.47 A battle between the “ancient” Greeks and the Romans. All the warriors are portrayed as mediaeval knights.
Dictis the Cretan, De bello Troiano. Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, Reg. lat. 1505, fol. 85r. Taken from [1229], pages

18-19.

The parallelism between the Gothic and the Trojan War that we discovered provides
perfect explanation for the existence of these old pictures that virtually identify the
“ancient Greeks and Trojans” as the mediaeval knights.

In fig. 2.48 we see an ancient miniature from a copy of Homer’s Iliad allegedly
dating to the XV century that depicts the “ancient” Greek fleet. However, the vessels we
see are typically mediaeval. Modern commentators couldn’t have failed to notice this,
hence their cautious remark: “the ship in front looks like a Venetian vessel” ([1229],
page 54). We shall discover the participation of Venice in the Trojan War below and
from a different source.

Fig. 2.48 A miniature from an edition of Homer’s Iliad allegedly dating to the XV century. The Greek fleet is pictured
as typically mediaeval; we see a large mediaeval vessel in front (which is also marked by the modern commentator,
see [1229], page 54). Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Vat. gr. 1626, fol. 30r. Taken from [1229], page 54.



23a. The Trojan War. Troy is a seaside town located “in a valley by the sea”
([851], page 70). We also learn that there had been a river “running through Troy”
([851], page 90). In fig. 2.49 we see a miniature entitled “A View of Troy” from the
mediaeval Litsevoy Svod almanac which is kept in the National History Museum of
Moscow ([851], page 17). We see a typically mediaeval town (fig. 2.50). On the left
side of the river (straits) we see the “ancient Trojans” occupying themselves with
such crafts as shipwork, metallurgy etc. The detail that is of the utmost interest to us
is the fact that they apparently cast very large bells, qv in fig. 2.50.

Fig. 2.49. A mediaeval miniature of Troy from the Litsevoy Svod. State Museum of History, Museum collection, No
358. The miniature is entitled “A view of Troy” ([851], page 17). We see a typically mediaeval city as well as
quotidian activities of its inhabitants – the “ancient” Trojans. Among other things, they occupy themselves with

moulding large bells – in order to mount them atop a belfry in a Christian church, qv in the upper left corner of the



miniature. Taken from [851], page 17.

Fig. 2.50 A close-in of the miniature showing bells cast in the “ancient” Troy. Bells did not appear until the Middle
Ages; moreover, they were an attribute of Christian churches. Who could have erred here – the artist or the

Scaligerian historians? We shall most probably be told of the artist’s presumed ignorance; however, the opposite is
apparently true. In this case, as well as in a great many others, the mediaeval artist was correct, unlike the Scaligerites.

It seems as though the mediaeval artist of the XVI-XVII century had kept the memory of
true history, or some vague shreds thereof at the very least, and tried to provide us with
a bona fide representation of the mediaeval Troy and its quotidian realities – which
included the casting of bells to be placed upon Christian temples, no less. It wasn’t
until somewhat later, when Troy had already migrated into distant past courtesy of
Scaligerian history, that the notion of bells cast in the “ancient Troy” became a hideous
anachronism. Scaligerian history started to claim that there were no bells upon the
“ancient” Greek and Roman temples. From the XVII century and on, Scaligerite
historians have been declaring all examples of mediaeval art that contradicted
Scaligerian history “wild fancies”.

There is another noteworthy detail concerning this miniature. As we have already
pointed out, the academic edition ([851]) gives the name of the miniature as “A View of
Troy”, whereas another modern edition ([550]) contains the same miniature, but without
any name this time. The equivocatory comment runs as follows: “A mediaeval town.
Miniature from a XVI century chronicle” ([550], page 81). Why would the publishers of
[550] refrain from mentioning the name of the miniature? The answer is apparent. The
view of Troy as presented on the picture is so blatantly mediaeval, complete with
Christian belltowers, that the historians in charge of the publication ([550]) decided to
refrain from shocking the reader with such an obvious dissonance between the
Scaligerian history and some of the ancient pictures that have survived until our day.
Therefore, the reference Troy had to be kept secret, and was therefore replaced by a



mere “mediaeval town” – which is actually correct; what needed to be added was that it
also happens to be a view of the “ancient” Troy.

n 23b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. It is presumed that most of the events in the
course of the Gothic War took place in Rome and Naples. Naples is a seaside town.
The New Rome, or Constantinople, is also located by the seaside. Furthermore,
Istanbul (Constantinople) is situated on the two banks of a long and narrow straits
(the Bosporus), which may well have been referred to as “a river” (fig. 2.51). Apart
from that, there is a river that runs through Rome, the capital of the Roman Empire
and the kingdom of the Ostrogoths – the famous Tiber.

The Bosphorus and the Princes Islands



Fig. 2.51 A map of the Bosporus and the city of Istanbul located on both banks of the southern exit of the Bosporus
into the Marmara Sea. Taken from [1464], page 107.

24a. The Trojan War. For some reason, Trojan chronicles mention a large number
of watermills on the river that ran through Troy ([851], page 90).

n 24b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Mediaeval historians (Procopius in
particular) make many references to the watermills standing on the river Tiber that
runs through Rome in their accounts of the Gothic War ([196], Volume 1, pages 355-



356. They have really played an important role in the Gothic War of the alleged VI
century. These watermills have often stood at the centre of the battlefield where the
Goths fought the Romeans/Romans/Greeks. Procopius pays a great deal of attention to
the “watermill battles” ([695]). No watermills are mentioned in any other accounts of
the Third Roman Empire’s military campaigns. We didn’t find any independent
evidence to attest to the popularity of watermills in the Italian Rome; au contraire, we
have managed to find out that Czar-Grad (or Constantinople) was famous for its
watermills, which had stood right on the banks of the Bosporus – the so-called “Great
River” (see the rare mediaeval XV century engraving in fig. 2.52, which belongs to
the cycle known as Peregrination in Terram Sanctam, or “The Pilgrimage to the
Holy Land”, dating to 1486). This engraving depicts a ship approaching Czar-Grad
(Constantinople on the Bosporus). We immediately recognize the city as Czar-Grad,
since we can see the Golden Horn bay and the famous chain that used to guard its
entrance. The engraving shows us the two ends of this heavy chain that hung between
the two towers located on each side of the bay. This “chain guard” played an
important part in the history of Czar-Grad, as a matter of fact ([695]), and is
mentioned by many authors. We see a great many watermills on the engraving, they
nearly fill the entire peninsula where the centre of Czar-Grad is located. Therefore
the “numerous ancient Trojan windmills” are most probably of a mediaeval origin,
and belong in the Constantinople of the Middle Ages – as we can see, they had still
existed by the end of the XV century. Therefore, Procopius of Caesaria must have
been referring to the New Rome on the Bosporus in his account of the Gothic War.

Fig. 2.52 An ancient engraving dating from 1486 entitled “A Pilgrimage to the Holy Land that shows Constantinople



(or Czar-Grad) on the Bosporus, the Golden Horn bay and the famous chain that was locking the entrance to the bay.
There are lots of windmills on the coast – possibly the very “windmill multitude” that the old chronicles refer to. Taken

from [1189], page 31, ill. 10. Bernhard von Breydenbach. Holzschnitt in: Reise ins heilige Land. Weimar,
Zentralbibliothek der deutschen Klassik.

Commentary. As a matter of fact, the very same engraving provides us with more proof
of the theory that the Evangelical Jerusalem and Czar-Grad on the Bosporus are the
same city. Indeed, Scaligerian history tells us that the mediaeval “pilgrimages to the
Holy Land” would always have Jerusalem as the final point of their itinerary. What
Holy Land do we see in the 1486 engraving that is supposed to represent one of such
pilgrimages? As one sees in fig. 2.52, the city in question is Constantinople, or Czar-
Grad. Thus, the Holy Land had been a term associated with Constantinople, or Czar-
Grad on the Bosporus, as recently as in the XV century.

We observe the same phenomenon in another mediaeval engraving of the XV century
– Ritter Grünembergs Pilgerfahrt ins Heilige Land (“Knight Grünemberg’s Pilgrimage
into the Holy Land”), qv in fig. 2.53. We see a ship full of pilgrims that approaches a
seaside town and a good view of the bay behind the corner tower. Both engravings are
on the same page of the album ([1189]) since they belong to the same “Pilgrimage”
cycle. We are most likely to be seeing Constantinople with its Golden Horn bay once
again, hence another reason to identify the Evangelical Jerusalem as Czar-Grad.

Fig. 2.53 An ancient engraving of the XV century entitled “The Pilgrimage of Knight Grünemberg into the Holy Land”.
The pilgrim ship is approaching a coastal town; one can distinctly see a bay – most probably the Golden Horn, which

would identify the city as Czar-Grad on the Bosporus. Therefore, the Evangelical Jerusalem (the Holy Land) was
identified as Czar-Grad, or Constantinople, as recently as the XV century. Taken from [1189], page 31, ill. 11b.

Konrad Grünemberg, 1486. Gotha, Forschungsbibliothek.



25a. The Trojan War. King Priam is known to have built “a great and splendorous
palace upon a hill” in the middle of Troy ([851], page 90).

n 25b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. According to Jalal Assad, the Byzantine
palace complex of Constantinople is considered to have been one of “the most
fantastic and magnificent phenomena known to history” ([240], page 137). The main
one had been the Great Imperial Palace that would “cover… a gigantic area of
400.000 square metres near the Temple of Hagia Sophia” ([240], page 138). This
palace had been destroyed in the crusade epoch. Chronicles name it among the
wonders of the world – a gigantic edifice where a great deal of the Byzantine
Empire’s wealth was stored. One can get some idea of just how magnificent the Great
Imperial Palace had been by the grandiose Hagia Sophia, which has reached our
days. The Capitol Hill in the middle of Rome also used to be crowned by a palace
complex – the Capitol, dating back to the times of the Third Roman Empire; however,
it couldn’t have been built earlier than the XIV-XV century A.D. - already after the
fall of Byzantium and the “migration of the Roman statehood” from Constantinople to
Italy.

26a. The Trojan War. Phrygia in Asia Minor. The kingdom of Troy could have
been located in Phrygia, comprising a minor part of or it could have been a neighbour
of Phrygia. Trojan sources tell us that before the first invasion into Troy, Jason and
Hercules had “landed at the coast of the Trojan kingdom in Phrygia” ([851], page
79). Modern commentators tell us that the kingdom of Troy had been adjacent to the
land of Phrygia ([851], page 209). We find more references to the fact that the Trojan
kingdom was either located in Phrygia or a neighbour thereof in the famous book
about Troy written by Dares the Phrygian, whose very name reflects his origins.
Many mediaeval authors knew Phrygia as “the land where the Trojan kingdom was
located” ([851], page 214, comment 71).

n 26b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The mediaeval German Friesia. Nowadays
historians locate the “ancient” Phrygia in Asia Minor. However, mediaeval authors
are of a different opinion. They identify Phrygia with Friesia, a part of Germany.
Modern commentators point this out as well: “apparently, the more correct reading of
Guido’s copy suggests Friesia [instead of Phrygia – A. F.]. The north-west of
Germany has been inhabited by a tribe known as the Friesians ever since the
beginning of the new era” ([851], page 216, comment 99). In this case, the “ancient”
Trojan kingdom automatically relocates to either Europe or Byzantium, becoming



identified as either the Romean kingdom (Byzantium), or the early Ottoman (Ataman)
Empire. In the latter case the word “Phrygia” may be a slightly distorted version of
Turkey (Turkiye). Bear in mind that “Ph” and “T” would often take each other’s
place.

Commentary. Apparently, along with the toponymic migrations from the West to the
East, the reverse process also took place. The European conquests of the “Mongols”
and the Turks, who had moved westwards from the East, certain Oriental names would
make their way into Europe.

27a. The Trojan War. “Phrygians were allies of the Trojans” ([851], page 216,
comment 99). They took part in the Trojan = TRQN War. By the way, Homer calls
Dares a priest from Troy = Ilion, see Book 5, 9-11. This also implies that Dares the
Phrygian had fought alongside the Trojans.

n 27b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. In the Gothic War of the alleged VI century
the Greeks/ Romeans/Romans were forced to fight against the Goths, who had
invaded Italy led by king Theodoric, as well as the German tribes that had come to
Italy somewhat earlier with Odoacer as their leader. We recognize the “ancient”
alliance between the Friesians/ Germans and the Trojans/TRQN. Another thing that
we have to bear in mind is the superimposition of the Goths over the P-Russians and
the P-Racenes, as well as the Et-Ruscans. Livy tells us that the Tarquinian clan was
often characterized as a tribe of northerners, qv above. Tarquin the Proud, the double
of several Gothic rulers, is known to have been a foreigner, and not a Roman native.

Commentary. The peak of the toponymic migration between the East and the West
must fall on the crusade epoch of the XIV-XV century, when the Europeans had invaded
Asia, shortly before the armies of the “mongols” and the Ottoman Turk swarmed
Europe. Since Dares, the author of the first Trojan War chronicle, is known to have
been Phrygian, common logic tells us that the first legends of the fall of Troy must have
been written by the Goths who took part in the Gothic War. Amongst many other things,
this implies both Dares and Dictis to have been completely innocent of “forgery” - their
mediaeval chronicles are most probably authentic firsthand evidence of the war set in
writing by the eyewitnesses amongst the crusaders.

The Goths taking part in the Trojan war of the alleged XIII century A.D. are perfect
nonsense from the point of view of the Scaligerian chronology, which considers these



nations to have been wallowing deep in the Stone Age back in those days, whereas the
participants of the Trojan War are hailed by the gold-mouthed Homer in such passages
as “the mightiest of mortals, glorious sons of the earth”, or “Mighty Hector with his
helmet ablaze”. Therefore, modern historians try to convince us that “it is obvious that
the Friesians could not have fought in the Trojan War” ([851], page 216, comment 99).
We recommend the reader to compare the material from this chapter with the data
provided in Chron5 and Chron6 where we consider the issue of the Goths identified as
the Mongols and the Tartars, or the Russian “Mongolian” = Great Empire of the XIII-
XVI century.

28a. The Trojan War. Some well-known mountain is known to have been located
near the “ancient” Troy – Mount Ida, or the Idean mountain ([851], page 198,
comment 3), which sounds virtually identical to “Judean Mountain”.

n 28b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Naples is located at the foothills of the
famous European volcano Vesuvius. Rome isn’t too far away, either. The
abovementioned dynastic parallelisms suggest that Vesuvius can be identified as the
Judean Mountain, or the mountain of the Theocrats – a holy place of worship. What
we see at the outskirts of Constantinople (Istanbul) is the famous Mount Beykos with
its famous gigantic grave of St. Iusha (Jesus), also a holy place of worship. See
Chron5 for more details.

29a. The Trojan War. Trojan chronicles – Homer, in particular, often refer to “the
Idean heights”, “Zeus the Idean”, “the Forest of Ida” and so on. It is noteworthy that
India Minor is located near Mount Ida ([851], pages 93 and 212, comment 50; also
[180], page 264). One instantly recollects the fact that in the Middle Ages “India”
would often be used to refer to “Judea”; their respective names used to be written
similarly, with Judea spelt as “Iudia”. Mount Ida is also supposed to have been a
halidom and a religious centre ([851]), just like Mount Beykos on the outskirts of the
New Rome (Istanbul), or the Italian Vesuvius described in the Bible as the famous
Mount Sinai, or Horeb, where God had given Moses the Law. Trojan chronicles tell
us that the famous Judgement of Paris took place in the Forest of Ida (the Judean
Forest?). Let us remind the reader that Paris, the son of the Trojan king, solves the
“beauty dispute” between the three ancient goddesses, handing the prize over to
Aphrodite, the goddess of love ([851], page 93). One has to point out that the Bible
often refers to various religions as to “wives” ([544], Volume 1); therefore, the
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“judgement of Paris” may really have referred to the choice of the “ancient” Bacchic
religion made by the Trojans. They chose one of the three “wives”, or religions –
Aphrodite’s religion of love (TRDT or TRTT – Tartars). This may have been the
original Judaic (Theocratic) cult. Let us remind the reader that the mediaeval Western
European Christian religion could possibly have been superimposed over the ancient
Bacchic cult, qv above. On the other hand, one cannot fail to recollect the famous
mediaeval “choice of confession” made by Prince Vladimir in his baptism of Old
Russia. He had also chosen Christianity from several religions that he had been
offered. Could the “ancient Paris” have been a mere reflection of the P-Russian
(White Russian) Vladimir (the name translates as “the Master of the World”)? In fig.
2.54 we see a painting by Lucas Cranach (1472-1553) entitled “The Judgement of
Paris”. What we see is a typically mediaeval scene – Paris is portrayed as a knight in
heavy armour; his servant is also wearing armour and a mediaeval attire.

Fig. 2.54 “The Judgement of Paris” by Lucas Cranach the Elder (1472-1553). The “ancient” scene is represented in a
typically mediaeval setting, Paris himself being a knight in plate armour. Taken from [1258], page 45. Also see fig. 4.11

below.

n 29b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. As we have already mentioned, the Third Roman



Empire became reflected in the Bible as the history of the Judean and Israelite
kingdoms, whose original is the Holy Roman Empire of the alleged X-XIII century
A.D., and the Habsburg (Nov-Gorod?) Empire of the XIV-XVII century. Therefore,
the Trojan names containing the word “Idean”, or Judean – the Judean Heights,
Judean Zeus, and the Judean Forest have their origins in the XI-XVI century epoch. At
that time, Israel and Judea were the ecclesiastical names for large regions of Europe
and Asia. Relics of the vast mediaeval Judea and Israel can be found all over Europe
– the town of Ravenna in modern Italy, for instance, which clearly is a derivative of
the word “Rabbi”, or “The Town of the Rabbis”. Let us return to the Trojan
chronicles. After the fall of Troy, the Trojan Angenor “follows the setting sun” and
founds a city by the name of Venicea ([851], page 147). This is apparently an account
of how the mediaeval Italian Venice was founded. Let us also remind the reader that
in the Middle Ages Southern Italy used to be called Greater Greece ([196]).

30a. The Trojan War. The fall of Troy, Hattusas (Hatusa) and Babylon. According
to the Scaligerian chronology, Troy fell in the year 1225 B.C. ([72]). It is also
presumed that Hattusas, the capital of the Hittite kingdom was destroyed around the
same time, likewise Babylon ([72] and fig. 2.55).



Fig. 2.55 Scaligerian datings of the dates when certain ancient cities fell – namely, Troy, Babylon and Hattusha.

n 30b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Hittites as another name of the Goths. As we have
already mentioned in Chron1, Chapter 1, the “ancient” Hittite kingdom is most
probably a phantom reflection of the mediaeval Gothic state. Moreover, some of the
chronicles (see Chapter 1 of Chron1) use the name “Babylon” when they refer to
Rome. Therefore Scaligerian chronology is correct in its assumption that Troy,
Rome/Babylon, and the Hittite/Gothic kingdom fell all but simultaneously. The only
error of the Scaligerite chronologers is that they have misdated this event. It did not
happen in the XIII century B.C., but rather the XIII century A.D. In the present case,
the XVII century historians merely “reversed the temporal value” of the dating.

31a. The Trojan War. Helen of Troy. The casus belli for the Trojan War is known
to have been the so-called “humilation of Helen”, the wife of Menelaius. She is
supposed to have been abducted and taken away from her husband.
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n 31b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Lucretia/ Amalasuntha/Julia Maesa. The
Tarquinian War of the First = Third Roman Empire had also been caused by the death
of Lucretia/ Amalasuntha. Lucretia had been raped and committed suicide;
Amalasuntha was murdered, qv above.

32a. The Trojan War. Trojan chronicles tell us of eleven large-scale battles that
took place in the course of the Trojan War, which, in turn, fall apart into a multitude
of minor battles. The war results in the fall of Troy, which is burned and plundered
completely. We learn of the unspeakable atrocities from the part of the Greek victors,
and that there was “no stone left unturned in the city” ([851], pages 133-134). The
Trojan kingdom ceases to exist; surviving Trojans flee to distant lands. It has to be
said that mediaeval artists would paint the Trojan War in a mediaeval manner. For
example, in fig. 2.56 we see an old miniature from the Roman de Troie by Benoit de
Saint-Maure, dating from the first quarter of the XIV century ([1485], page 20). We
see the Greeks storming Troy; they are armed with crossbows (fig. 2.57). Crossbows
had been a weapon used in the Middle Ages – and late Middle Ages, at that.

Fig. 2.56 A miniature from Le Roman de la guerre de Troie by Benoit de Sainte-Maure dating to the first quarter of
the alleged XIV century. The warriors storming the walls of Troy are wearing mediaeval clothing and using mediaeval

weapons – crossbows, for example. Taken from [1485], page 20.



Fig. 2.57 A close-in with the fragment of “Greeks Storming Troy” where we can very clearly see a mediaeval
crossbow. Taken from [1485], page 20.

n 32b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Procopius eloquently and meticulously the Gothic
War of the alleged VI century, counting several dozen battles. We also learn of a
great number of battles that can be grouped into two large episodes from Livy’s
description of the Tarquinian War. The Gothic Rome had led to the pillaging and
devastation of Rome, Naples and the entire Italy ([695], [696] and [196], Volume 1).
The following is told about Naples, for instance: “The city was ransacked [by
Belisarius, Justinian’s military commander – A. F.], and its inhabitants massacred
ruthlessly” ([196], Volume 1, page 326). The Romean Greeks had been the party most
commonly associated with the atrocities. The Gothic War had often been referred to
as the Greek War ([196], Volume 1, pages 426-427). “The city [Rome – A. F.] was
besieged by the Greeks and fell prey to their wickedness… the entire Italy from the
Alps to Tarent was covered in ruins and dead bodies; famine and plague that
followed the war turned the land into a desert… at least one third of the population
had died… the horrendous Gothic War has brought an end to many an ancient
tradition in Rome as well as across the entire Italy… a dark night of barbarity had
covered the destroyed Latin world in darkness” ([196], Volume 1, pages 426-427). In
his rendition of Procopius, the XIX century German historian Ferdinand Gregorovius
is de facto telling us of the legendary Trojan War as seen by the Latins, which we
couldn’t have worked out until today.

3.3. The legend of a woman and the casus belli of the Trojan
War

33a. The Trojan War. The protagonist of the Trojan version is Helen, the beautiful wife



of Menelaius. Three “ancient” goddesses have a dispute about which one of them is
the most beautiful and ergo the best. Each goddess claims to be the one, which should
hardly surprise us ([851], page 71). This seemingly innocent dispute results in the
extremely brutal and violent Trojan War. Could the dispute in question really have
been between several religions allegorically referred to as goddesses? The Bible, for
instance, occasionally refers to religions as to female entities ([544]). In this case,
ancient chronicles must be telling us about the choice of a single religion from three.
The “ancient” Paris – most probably, an allegorical personification of the mediaeval
Franks, chooses the most “appealing” goddess, or religion – Aphrodite. One has to
remember about the erotic cult of the mediaeval Bacchic Christianity that flourished
in the XII-XV century – in France, among other places, qv above. This worship of the
“Christian Aphrodite” became reflected in numerous erotic sculptures and murals
decorating Christian temples in mediaeval France ([1064]). As we already
mentioned, something similar to the “religious choice of Paris” is known to us from
the history of Old Russia. Prince Vladimir, the initiator of the baptism of Russia, had
also listened to representatives of several creeds and chosen Orthodox Christianity as
the official religion of the Russian State. Could this choice of Vladimir become
reflected in the ancient myth of Paris, or P-Russ? Aphrodite (PhRDT or TRDT
unvocalized) may be a derivative of the word Tartar.

n 33b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. In the Roman-Gothic version we have
Lucretia as the protagonist according to Titus Livy. She is also known as Tullia, Julia
Maesa and Amalasuntha in the Second = Third Empire. All of them duplicate Helen.
Amalasuntha is one of the main characters in the Gothic War, qv above. The most
vivid account of this story is given by Titus Livy. Several husbands had entered a
heated dispute about the virtues of their wives; “each one had argued his own to be
the best one” ([482], Book 1:57). This discussion had soon led to the Tarquinian
War, also known to us as the Gothic War.

34a. The Trojan War. The key figure in the dispute between the “goddesses” is
Paris the Trojan, or TRQN ([851], page 71). He had to choose the best of the three
goddesses.

n 34b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Tarquin Sextus. According to Livy, Tarquin
Sextus is the judge in this dispute – TRQN as well ([482], 1:57).

35a. The Trojan War. A special contest of the goddesses is held to end the dispute.



Victory goes to Venus = Aphrodite, the goddess of love. Paris the Trojan declares her
to be the winner, acting as the judge in the contest ([851], page 71).

n 35b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The Roman debaters hold a contest between
their wives. Livy tells us that “Lucretia had won the contest” ([482], 1:57). Sextus
Tarquin is obsessed with his desire for Lucretia.

36a. The Trojan War. Paris the Trojan is possessed with a passion for Helen.
Aphrodite, or Venus, the goddess of love, promises him “queen Helen for a wife” as
a token of gratitude for her victory in the contest ([851], page 71). Helen is the wife
of king Menelaius. In fig. 2.58 we see an ancient miniature dating to the alleged XIV
century depicting “Paris departing on his search for Helen and finding her” ([1485],
pages 249 and 250). One has to notice the large Christian cross over the palace of
Menelaius, the Greek king. The XIV century artist had no doubts about the Trojan
War taking place in the Christian epoch.

Fig. 2.58 A miniature from Le Roman de la guerre de Troie by Benoit de Sainte-Maure dating from the alleged XIV
century ([1485], page 245, ill. 322. One sees Paris undertaking a foray (the one that resulted in the abduction of Helen)

into the palace of Menelaius, the Greek king. We see a Christian cross over the palace. Taken from [1485], ill. 322.

n 36b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Tarquin Sextus falls in love with Lucretia. Livy
tells us that “he had been possessed by a flagitious passion to bring shame upon
Lucretia, and also greatly attracted by her beauty” ([482], 1:57). Lucretia is the wife
of Collatine.



37a. The Trojan War. The arrival of Paris the Trojan. Paris arrives to the house of
Menelaius, who is unaware of the visit, and receives a friendly reception, since no
one suspects him of any malicious intentions ([851], pages 71-72).

n 37b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Livy tells us that “Sextus Tarquin went to see
Collatius… Collatine knew nothing of his arrival. He was received cordially, since
his intention wasn’t known to anyone” ([482], 1:57).

38a. The Trojan War. Paris abducts Helen by force. This happens during the night.
Trojan chronicles anything but unanimous in their account of Helen’s abduction. One
version tells us that she had gone with Paris voluntarily; another – that she had tried
to resist the violent abduction ([851], page 72). A chronicle tells us that “Paris
delivered Helen to his ship personally… and left her there with a host of
bodyguards” ([851], page 96). The current “ancient” version tells us of Helen’s
“complete innocence” - she is supposed to have remained true to Menelaius, and
Paris left with nothing but her ghost ([851], page 207).

n 38b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. According to Livy, Tarquin Sextus takes
Lucretia by force and rapes her, breaking into her chambers when she’s asleep
([482], 1:58). Here we also see an attempt of Lucretia’s exculpation – in Livy’s
rendition, she utters a passionate speech to set an example for the women of Rome
prior to stabbing herself to death in order to cleanse the disgrace. Amalasuntha,
Lucretia’s double in the Gothic War, is also taken to the island by force, where she is
kept “inside a strong fortress” ([196], Volume 1, pages 318-319; Procopius 1(5):14-
15). Thus, a violent scenario involving a woman is the casus belli in every phantom
reflection of Helen’s abduction – a real mediaeval event.

Commentary. The Trojan War, likewise its Gothic reflection, is considered to have
been instigated “to avenge the honour of a woman”; see also Livy ([482], 1:60 and 2:1-
2). This can actually be regarded as the official slogan of the Trojan = Tarquinian =
Gothic War. How could a war as brutal and violent have broken out because of just one
woman, albeit a beautiful and dignified one? This doesn’t ring too plausible, after all.
There is a rather simple consideration that makes many things clear. Various religions
were referred to as “wives” (women) in the Middle Ages; therefore, the Trojan =
Tarquinian = Gothic War could have been caused by a religious dispute about the vices
and the virtues of several creeds (“wives”). The insult of some religion may have
resulted in a war. This interpretation of the source data is in perfect correspondence



with the very spirit of the crusade epoch. Now, the crusades were ecclesiastical events
(officially, at least), whose intended purpose was the revenge of the grief caused to Our
Lady – the execution of her son Jesus Christ. The Trojan myth receives a natural
explanation of being the description of a great war fought by the crusaders in the Middle
Ages.

39a. The Trojan War. According to some Trojan chronicles, Helen had been
killed. She died already after the fall of Troy: “And he had ordered to behead both
Helen and Farizh [Parizh, or Paris, that is – A. F.]” ([851], page 76). Nowadays it is
presumed that the mediaeval tale of Helen and Paris executed at the order of
Menelaius is at odds with the “ancient” version of Homer ([851], page 207). Mark
the typical flexion between F and P – Paris – Parizh – Farizh. In the mediaeval
rendition Paris might have really referred to “a Parisian”, which should hardly
surprise us since the Franks played a major role in the Gothic War; some of them may
well have been from Paris. The Scaligerian XIII century B.C. dating of the Trojan
War renders this impossible, since Paris is supposed to have been nonexistent in that
age; however, in the XII-XIV century A.D. it must have already been about. Paris can
also mean “P-Russ”, or the mediaeval White Russians/Byelorussians/Prussians.

n 39b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. In the Gothic version Amalasuntha, the
double of Helen, is also killed; it is her death that serves as the casus belli for the
Gothic War, qv above and in [851], Volume 1.

40a. The Trojan War. Paris-Parizh (P-Russ), the offender of Helen, was killed
([851], pages 76 and 129).

n 40b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Let us remind the reader that Tarquin Sextus,
the offender of Lucretia, had also died a violent death ([482], 1:60). In the Gothic
version allegedly dating from the VI century A.D. Theodahad, who had raped
Amalasuntha, was murdered shortly afterwards ([196], Volume 1, and above).

3.4. The beginning of the war
41a. The Trojan War. Greeks begin negotiations with the Trojans in order to determine

the fate of the abducted Helen. The Trojans refuse to hand her back; the Greeks
declare war on Troy ([851]).

n 41b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. In the Gothic version the Romean Greeks
enter negotiations with the Goths/TRQN, the duplicates of the “ancient” Trojans,



about the fate of the abducted Queen Amalasuntha, who has been taken to an island by
force. However, the Goths kill Amalasuntha. Then Romea/Byzantium declares war on
the kingdom of the Ostrogoths in Italy ([196], Volume 1; also [695]).

42a. The Trojan War. A very large Greek fleet appears at the coast of the Trojan
kingdom led by Achilles ([851], page 72). Out of many Greek heroes, the sources pay
special attention to Achilles – the most famous military leader of the Greeks and the
“numero uno” hero. “The Greeks had revered him [Achilles – A. F.] as a hero”
([851]).

n 42b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. A powerful fleet of Romean Greeks arrives
at the Italian coast with a landing party led by Belisarius in the end of the alleged
year 535 A.D. “Fortune gave Justinian one of the greatest military leaders of all time
for the implementation of this plan [exile of the Goths from Italy – A. F.]” ([196],
Volume 1, page 319). Belisarius is doubtlessly the “number one hero” of the Gothic
War.

43a. The Trojan War. Achilles is accompanied by the two “most important royal
figures in Greece” on his Trojan campaign, namely, Agamemnon and Menelaius, the
husband of Helen. “And the kings made Achilles leader of the entire army” ([851],
page 72). Their own participation in the war is minute compared to that of Achilles.

n 43b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Belisarius is made commander-in-chief by
emperor Justinian – the “primary royal figure” of the Gothic war to represent the
Romean Greeks. However, Justinian doesn’t become involved in military action
personally, since he remains in the New Rome, well away from Italy (qv in fig. 2.29).
At the same time, Justinian, as well as his “ancient” double Agamemnon, did actually
take part in the war, since it was he who had suppressed the large-scale “Nika
Rebellion”, which took place within the walls of New Rome. As we already
mentioned, this rebellion is merely a duplicate of the same Gothic War that became
reflected in Justinian’s biography in a slightly distorted version. Furthermore, this is
an indication that the Gothic (or the Trojan) War is most likely to have taken place in
New Rome (Constantinople) and around it – nothing to do with Italy whatsoever.

44a. The Trojan War. The Greek fleet led by Achilles seizes Isle Tenedos upon
arrival to the shores of the Trojan kingdom, which had once been under
Trojan/TRQN rule ([851], page 100). The occupation of Tenedos marks the



beginning of the Greek invasion into the Trojan kingdom.
n 44b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The Graeco-Romean fleet of Belisarius

arrives at the coast of Italy and immediately seizes Sicily, which had been under the
Gothic/TRQN rule at the time ([196], Volume 1, page 319). This is how the
Byzantine invasion into the Italian kingdom of the Ostrogoths began.

45a. The Trojan War. The “ancient” Greeks remain on Tenedos, the island they
captured, for several months. Over this period they exchange envoys with Troy and
send some of their troops into a neighbouring country to find provisions, which they
procure after a battle ([851], pages 101-103).

n 45b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. In the Gothic War, the Graeco-Romean
troops remain on Sicily for several months – between the end of the alleged year 535
and the summer of the year to follow ([196], Volume 1, page 319).

46a. The Trojan War. The “ancient” Greeks proceed to leave the island, move to
mainland, invade into the Trojan kingdom and besiege Troy. One of the chapters of a
mediaeval Trojan chronicle is called “How the Greeks had Left Isle Tenedos and the
Siege of Troy Began”, for instance ([851], pages 103-104).

n 46b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Finally, the Romean Greeks leave Sicily and
disembark in Italy. “The land troops of Belisarius… accompanied by the fleet”
started to move up the coast. “However, they were stopped by the heroic defenders of
Naples” ([196], Volume 1, page 326). See fig. 2.59. Nowadays the Gothic War is
presumed to have taken place in Italy. However, it is most likely that the fall of
Constantinople = New Rome on the Bosporus in the XIII century A.D. provided for
the main source of legends about the fall of the “ancient” Troy. This also gives us a
new perspective on the possible meaning of the word Naples (Nea-Polis) as used in
the Trojan chronicles – it must have stood for “New City” and referred to the New
Rome, or Constantinople.



Fig. 2.59 The parallelism between the “ancient” Trojan War and the early mediaeval Gothic War. The beginning of the
war.

47a. The Trojan War. The long and hard siege of Troy begins. Chronicles describe
Troy as a powerful fortress by the seaside. Troy is all the more invincible that the
gods themselves protect the city from enemies; this fact is emphasized. “And he gave
orders to surround the city with high walls, two hundred cubits in height” ([851],
page 90). In fig. 2.60 one sees an ancient miniature entitled “The Third Battle
between the Greeks and the Trojans” from The Tale of Troy’s Destruction, the book
by Guido de Colonna (see [1485], ill. 120). Once again we see mediaeval knights
wearing heavy armour and chain mails. One of them is holding a trumpet of a rather
sophisticated shape.



Fig. 2.60. An ancient miniature from Historia Destructionis Troiae, a book by Guido de Columna (delle Colonne)
dating from the early XV century. We see the third battle between the Greeks and the Trojans in the Trojan war; once

again the weapons used are typically mediaeval. Taken from [1485], ill. 120.

n 47b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The Romean Greeks are forced to begin the siege
of Naples = New City (New Rome?). The Italian Naples was supposed to have been
an unassailable fortress. It is said that the gods themselves have chosen this site with
a rocky foundation that excluded the very possibility of the city being undermined
([196], Volume 1, page 326. Just like Naples, Constantinople = New Rome is located
by the seaside and may have been the strongest and most famous fortress of both
Europe and Asia. The legend of Constantinople’s foundation on the Bosporus around
the alleged year 330 tells that the emperor Constantine had “initially chosen the site
[for the foundation of his new capital – A. F.] where the ancient Ilion [or Troy! – A.
F.] had once stood, the motherland of the first founders of Rome” ([240], page 25).
He is supposed to have chosen a different site later on ([240]). In any case we see
that the very story of the New Rome’s foundation on the Bosporus tells us quite
unequivocally that its location used to coincide with that of Troy initially. The
gigantic walls of the New Rome and its beneficial geographical disposition proved to
protect it well against many an invasion. We can still see the most impressive ruins of
these walls in Istanbul today, qv in figs. 2.61 and 2.62.



Fig. 2.61. Ruins of Constantinople walls. Photograph taken by T. N. Fomenko in 1995.

Fig. 2.62 Ruins of Constantinople walls. Photograph taken by the author in 1995.

48a. The Gothic War. We have listed all of the major events pertaining to the beginning
of the Trojan war. What follows is the siege of Troy and its fall, see fig. 2.63.



Fig. 2.63. The parallelism between the “ancient” Trojan War and the “early mediaeval” Gothic War. The siege and the
fall of the capital.

n 48b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. We have also listed all of the basic events that
preceded the siege of Naples; they were followed by the actual siege and the
destruction of the city.

Commentary. Let us point out the rather noteworthy difference between the Trojan
version and the Gothic one. In the legend of the “ancient” Troy the city is destroyed at
the very end of the war, whereas in the Gothic version Naples falls shortly after the
beginning of military action, see fig. 2.63. However, the Romean Greeks are to seize
Rome after this victory. Apparently, in the Trojan version these two sieges – of Naples
and Rome, or Rome and the New Rome, possibly just the New Rome = Constantinople,
have merged into one siege – that of the “ancient” Troy. The fall of Naples = New City
moved towards the end of the war chronologically implies a 9-10-year fluctuation in the
dating, which doesn’t affect the general picture of this remarkable parallelism.

3.5. The fall of Naples (the “New City”) = the fall of Troy.
The mediaeval aqueduct and the “ancient” Trojan Horse

49a. The Trojan War. The fall of Troy was preceded by a long and unsuccessful siege.
Several attempts of storming the city resulted in failure. The Greek army led by
Achilles falls into despondence ([851], page 70 and on).

n 49b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The New City (Naples, or Nea-Polis) resists
the siege for a long time; some of the attempts to storm it result in a complete fiasco.
The Graeco-Romean army led by Belisarius is demoralized; the Greeks even



consider retreating from the walls of the New City ([196], Volume 1, page 326 and
on).

50a. The Trojan War. A conspiracy emerges in Troy during the siege. The
objective pursued is handing Troy over to the Greeks; the leaders are the Trojans
Aeneas and Anthenor ([851], page 131).

n 50b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. During the siege of Naples (or the New City
= Rome), a conspiracy formed in the city. It was led by Stefanos; the plotters sought
to deliver Troy into the hands of the Romean Greeks ([196], Volume 1). According to
Procopius, the siege of Rome that ensued had followed the same conspiracy scenario,
qv above.

51a. The Trojan War. The Trojan plotters lead the group of Trojan envoys and
begin negotiations with the Greeks. One of the Trojan chronicles contains a chapter
entitled “Negotiations and Treason in Troy”. The Greeks promise the Trojan
recreants that the houses of the latter shall be spared after the fall of Troy; however,
the Greeks ended up capturing Troy in an altogether different way, without the aid of
the conspirators ([851], pages 131-132).

n 51b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The information offered by the Gothic
version is more vague on the subject of a conspiracy in Naples. However, a similar
Roman plot is described in great detail ([196], Volume 1). In Naples Stefanos had
negotiated with the Romean Greeks for a long time, and apparently to no avail. The
Byzantine army captured Naples (New City) unassisted by any plotters. Also, both
“ancient” Troy and Naples in the alleged VI century A.D. are supposed to have fallen
into the hands of the enemy after the demonstration of exceptional cunning from the
part of the latter, as we shall discuss below. This phenomenon is unique in the
comparative history of both kingdoms; the parallelism discovered here is remarkable
enough for us to relate it in detail. It shall lead us to the understanding of what the
famous Trojan Horse, which symbolizes the Trojan War after a manner, had really
been.

52a. The Trojan War. We learn that the Greeks had used “something that
resembled a grey horse” in order to conquer Troy ([851], page 76). Let us emphasize
that the chronicle doesn’t mention a horse, but rather something that resembles one,
grey in colour. The difference appears marginal at first; however, we shall find out



that the chronicler was perfectly correct to mention a simulacrum of some sort and not
a real horse.

Let us open the Trojan chronicles and study their actual contents. “The seers have
announced that Troy could not be taken in battle, and that the only way to capture it was
guile. Then the Greeks made a gigantic wooden horse [? – A. F] that concealed brave
warriors… the Trojans decided to pull the horse into the city [? – A. F.] … When they
have pulled it in, they started indulging themselves in feasting and merrymaking… and
then fell asleep… The warriors that had remained hidden in the horse came out without
making any noise, and proceeded to torch the houses of the Trojans… the enormous
Greek army rushed in… through the gate that was opened by the Greeks who had been
inside the city already. Thus did the mighty-towered Troy fall. Other books tell us that
an effigy of a grey horse was forged of glass [? – A. F.], copper [? – A. F.] and wax
[which is all a fantasy of later chroniclers who failed to understand the real meaning of
what they were describing – A. F.]; three hundred armed knights hid inside” ([851],
page 76).

An effigy of a horse – not an actual horse, that is. What could it possibly be? A
different chronicle gives us another version: “a gigantic horse had been made of copper;
it could hold up to a thousand soldiers inside. There was a hidden door in the side of the
horse” ([851], pages 132-133). In fig. 2.64 one sees a mediaeval miniature from the
Litsevoy Svod almanac (No. 358 in the National Museum of History) that shows us how
the XVI-XVII century authors imagined the “Trojan Horse”. The mediaeval artist must
have already been confused by old descriptions; his knowledge of the past had been
rather poor, and so what we see is a horse with a door in its left side.



Fig. 2.64 A mediaeval miniature entitled “The Forging of a Wooden Horse” taken from the Litsevoy Svod, State
Museum of History, Museum collection No 358. Taken from [851], page 128.

Another late mediaeval artist who must have also forgotten the exact nature of the matter
drew the picture of a huge wooden horse on wheels so that it would be easier to roll it
along an uneven stony road (see fig. 2.65).

Fig. 2.65 A miniature from Le Roman de la guerre de Troie by Benoit de Sainte-Maure dating to the alleged XIV
century ([1485], pages 251 and 252, ill. 328. The artist was already only vaguely aware of the real issue, and thus he

painted a wooden Trojan horse on wheels. Taken from [1485], ill. 328.

Nowadays one can see a very impressive wooden model of the Trojan horse near
“Schliemann’s site” in Turkey that serves as a tourist attraction. This one has no wheels.
Should someone want to climb inside, they are welcome to it for a more direct
communion with the history of “ancient Troy”. This is how Scaligerian history gets
taught today.

Let us stop and reflect for a moment. Historians suggest the mention of a horse to have
been an “ancient” myth or a fairy tale, one where everything was possible. It is,
however, clearly visible that the mediaeval text that we quote doesn’t look like a fairy
tale. It is dry and sober. The chroniclers clearly referred to some real event, although
they hadn’t understood its exact nature very well anymore. However, let us treat them
with respect and suppose they had wanted to give us a bona fide account of something
interesting and very real. They hadn’t lived in the epoch of the war, and so they had
been unable to understand everything that was written in the old documents and honestly



tried to relate whatever they thought had happened in Troy.
Mere common sense suggests that one should hardly believe that the “ancient” Greeks

could really have made a gigantic hollow statue of a horse that could hold a thousand
warriors in the XIII century B.C., as well as the tale of silly gullible Trojans taking
troubles to pull this statue into the city. The nursery tale about a gigantic hollow equine
statue is just as preposterous as the Scaligerian tale of Homer’s seven hundred pages
melodiously sung aloud by the “ancient” Greek shepherds for five hundred years before
they could be written down, five hundred years after the fall of Troy.

Let’s sum up.

The Greeks had used some grey object resembling a horse to conquer Troy.
We are told about the gigantic size of this “horse look-alike”.
The “horse” had huge legs.
Some of the chroniclers say it was made of wood, others name copper, glass and
wax. We see a variety of contradictory opinions here.
The horse is supposed to have made its way into the city somehow.

Let us now turn to the Gothic version.

n 52b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The VI century chroniclers give a sober and
realistic answer to the abovementioned question about the Trojan Horse and its
identity. Naturally, there is no talk of a horse there. What we’re told is that
Belisarius had used his cunning to take advantage of a certain circumstance ([196],
Volume 1; also [695]). Apparently, there was an old dilapidated aqueduct going
through the sturdy walls of mediaeval Naples. A large pipe made of stone – a pipe,
not a dale. The aqueduct began outside the city limits and used to supply water for the
New City (Naples) at some point. There was a stone stopper with a small hole for the
water at wall level. The aqueduct didn’t function and had remained abandoned for a
long time ([196], Volume 1).



Fig. 2.66 A modern wooden model of the “Trojan Horse” built for the tourists on Schliemann’s site by the Turkish
authorities. Taken from [1259], page 33.

A special brigade of some 400 armed Romean Greeks secretly entered the opening in
the aqueduct that lay well outside city limits (another version tells us of 300 cavalry
soldiers and a hundred infantrymen). At any rate, “Operation Aqueduct” is often
mentioned together with cavalry by the chroniclers who tell us of the Gothic War. This
entire operation had been kept secret from everyone else in the Graeco-Romean army,
let alone the besieged. The Greeks reached the vallum, broke the plug with the utmost
caution, signalled to the main body of the troops situated outside and opened the gates to
the army of Belisarius that rushed into the city. The defenders of Naples barely had the
time to wake and call to arms. This is how the New City (Nea-Polis) fell.

The Gothic War historians describe the aqueduct as an enormous pipe supported by
massive propugnacula, wide enough for a human to stand in. One can still see the ruins
of an enormous aqueduct in Istanbul (qv in fig. 2.67 and [1464], page 72). Nowadays it
is called the Aqueduct of Valens – it is possible that this is the very same conduit that
the crusaders had used in the time of the Gothic War, or the storm of the New Rome =
Constantinople = Troy. Ancient authors could also have easily compared the aqueduct
to a gigantic animal (a horse?) with stanchions for legs that delivered water into the
city. Another thing that comes to mind in this respect is the fact that the same word is
used to refer to an icebreaker (pier) and an ox – “byk”. The decrepit conduit could have
been called a “great beast” poetically, see fig. 2.68. We are therefore of the opinion that
the famous Trojan Horse is a metaphor used for the water conduit or aqueduct that the
Greeks had used in their siege of the New City with such success. Let us trace this



parallel further.

Fig. 2.67 Ruins of the Valens Aqueduct in modern Istanbul. Taken from [1464], page 72.

Fig. 2.68 A schematic representation of the decrepit aqueduct that “entered the city”.

53a. The Trojan War. The Latin for “horse”. The Latin word for “horse” or “mare” is
“equa” (“equae”). See [237], pages 350-351.

n 53b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The Latin for “water”. The Latin word for
“water” is “aqua” (“aquae”). See [237], page 374. We see a great similarity
between the two words. A reference to the Latin language is quite in order here, since
most of the Trojan chronicles that reached our age were written in Latin. Apart from
that, we should consider Byzantium (Romea) and the New Rome and also possibly a
part of Italy as the arena of war.

Commentary. We must point out that the Latin for “aqueduct” or “water conduit” is
“aquae-ductio”, which is virtually identical with “equae-ductio” (or “equae-ductor” –
see [237]). All the letters but one coincide in both words. “Aqueduct keeper” and
“groom” (or “stableman”) are also very similar, as well as “aqualiculus”, which



translates as “stomach”, “abdomen”, “belly” etc. This leads us to a recollection of
Greek warriors concealed within the abdomen of a horse. The “classical” version by
Homer, which didn’t surface until the XIV century A.D., must have been more recent
than the Gothic/Roman version of Procopius. Therefore, the aqueduct (water duct)
transformed into a horse in the perception of later foreign authors, who had confused
one vowel for another. Hence the numerous legends about “a gigantic grey object
resembling a horse” a. k. a. the Trojan horse. Even its grey colour may be explained by
the real colour of a dusty aqueduct.

One shouldn’t regard such verbal metamorphoses as something out of the ordinary.
The “Literaturnaya Gazeta” newspaper (1982, 20 October and 8 December issues)
gives several superb examples of how modern names become disfigured in foreign
translation. This is a phenomenon observed in our age of university education and
readily available dictionaries. Ancient scribes would forever be confused by unfamiliar
and semi-familiar names, some of them unvocalized. Some of the XIV-XVI century
chroniclers must have honestly tried to decipher the names scattered across the pages of
whatever old manuscripts reached their epoch; however, they had to study them through
the distorting prisms of their own linguistic paradigms. Among these manuscripts one
could find the original diaries whose authors took part in the Trojan War of the XIII
century A.D.

54a. The Trojan War. The idea to use “the likeness of a horse” in the siege of Troy
belonged to the Greek named Ulysses or Ulixes, also known as Odysseus. He may
have been a double of Achilles, and the phonetic proximity of their names does
indeed suggest it – Ulysses/Ulixes/ Achilles. As we already know, a special brigade
of 300-1000 men was hidden inside “a grey object resembling a horse”; this had been
kept secret from the Trojans. The location where the warriors had entered this
“horse” lay beyond the city walls.

n 54b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. In the Gothic war the idea of using the old
aqueduct had belonged to the Romean Greek Belisarius. The parallelisms discovered
previously imply Belisarius and Achilles to be phantom reflections of one and the
same mediaeval personality. We shall discuss it in more detail below. This “special
brigade” had remained hidden in the aqueduct, which was kept secret from everyone,
even the rest of the troops. The warriors had entered the aqueduct through an opening
that was located outside the walls of the city.



55a. The Trojan War. The leader of the Greek stormtroopers was called Sinon or
Zeno. He was “given the keys and told to open the secret exit from the equine
abdomen by the Greeks” ([851], pages 132-133). As we shall see below, this figure
is also prominent in the history of the Gothic War.

n 55b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The “special brigade” of the Romean Greeks
may well have been led by Zeno – the cavalry leader in the army of Belisarius
([196], Volume 1). However, the names of the actual leaders of this brigade are given
as Magnus (or simply “The Great”) and Ennes ([196], Volume 1; also [695]). Sinon
(Zeno in these sources) is one of the major characters of the Gothic War, and also the
cavalry leader in the army of Belisarius (together with Magnus – see [196], Volume
1; also [695], 2(5); 5, 2; 6 and 13. Thus, Sinon/Zeno definitely took part in the storm
of Naples.

56a. The Trojan War. We learn that the vallum that guarded Troy had been
destroyed for the “grey object of a vaguely equine shape” to be brought into the city.
All the Trojan chronicles tell us about some destruction of the city wall that took
place at the moment this object had entered the confines of Troy. The versions of this
event offered by various authors are at odds with each other. Some tell us of “gates
taken apart” ([851], page 76). Some say that “a part of the wall had to be destroyed,
which gave the Greeks who came back to the walls of Troy an opportunity to storm
into the city” ([851], pages 206-207, comment 53. Yet another version claims that
this “pseudo-horse” lost an ear [?]. The most bizarre version informs us that “the
stone that crowned the city gates had to be taken down” ([851]). The only consensual
trend we can see in this multitude of versions is that they all clearly state that some
part of the fortifications that protected Troy were destroyed when the special brigade
of the Romean Greeks had infiltrated the city.

n 56b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The reference is perfectly clear in the context
of this war. As we have already mentioned, a part of the vallum that surrounded
Naples (or the New City) was partially destroyed so that the troopers could get out of
the aqueduct and enter the city. The soldiers of Belisarius have smashed the stone
plug that was blocking the tunnel to bits and widened the opening so that humans
could get through.

57a. The Trojan War. The Greek party gets out of the “horse” through a secret exit.
The Greeks open the city gates from the inside, and the battle of Troy that results in



the fall of the city begins in the small hours of the morning ([851], pages 132-133).
n 57b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The special brigade of Romean Greeks

infiltrates the New City (Naples) through the aqueduct late at night, and, discovering
the gap in the conduit that was invisible from ground level (secret exit!), uses it for
infiltrating the city. Early in the morning they open the gates and give orders to begin
the attack. The Byzantine army breaks into the city; the New City falls. It is possible
that the image of the Trojan Horse was also affected by the wooden mediaeval siege
towers with wheels that were rolled towards the walls of the besieged Troy. The
Trojan Horse would often be pictured as a wheeled wooden construction, after all,
since the siege towers had been mobile and made of wood. See more details in our
book entitled The Dawn of the Horde Russia.

3.6. The “ancient” Achilles = the “ancient” Valerius. The
“ancient” Patroclus = the “ancient” Brutus

58a. The Trojan War. Achilles is the leader of the Greek army. He is one of the most
famous heroes to be found in the entire “ancient” Greek epos. His name contains the
sounds LS.

n 58b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Belisarius is a famous warlord; he is the
leader of the Graeco-Romean troops in the Gothic War. Procopius calls him a
prominent statesperson of the Romean Empire. His name contains the same sounds
LS; “Belisarius” is possibly derived from the Russian “Velikiy Tsar” (The Great
Czar) or a similar phrase in one of the Slavic languages.

Commentary. A curious fact is that the very manner in which Procopius describes
the Gothic War bears great resemblance to how Homer relates the events of the Trojan
War. This isn’t even our observation – it was made by Ferdinand Gregorovius, a
prominent historian and a specialist in Roman history. He didn’t even suspect how close
to the truth he had been: “This siege [of Rome – A. F.] is one of the most important ones
in history, and one cannot help noticing strong allusions to heroic epos in the way it is
described… by Procopius, who borrows his colours from the Iliad [sic! - A. F.] He
tells us how Belisarius… rushed towards the enemy in front of his troops, much like
Homer’s heroic character [Achilles – A. F.] … the Romans observed this battle in deep
amazement, since it had been worthy of their ancestors” ([196], Volume 1, pages 339-
340).



59a. The Trojan War. Achilles, albeit a hero, isn’t the “principal monarch” of the
“ancient” Greeks, but rather made leader of the troops by two great kings –
Agamemnon and Menelaius, the instigators of the Trojan War.

n 59b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Belisarius is the military commander-in-
chief, not an emperor. He was put in charge of the army by Justinian, the Byzantine
Emperor. Thus, Justinian appears to be the mediaeval double of the “ancient”
Agamemnon and the “principal royalty”.

60a. The Trojan War. The closest friend and comrade-in-arms that Achilles had
was called Patroclus, whose name transcribes as PTRCL without vocalizations.
Another version of his name that we encounter in the Trojan chronicles is Partasis
([851], page 143), which transcribes as PRTS or BRTS unvocalized. However, this
consonant skeleton may well assume the form of “Brutus”, which is very similar to
the Russian word for “brother”, which is “brat”. Thus, the “ancient” Achilles had a
friend called Patroclus-Partasis-Brutus-Brat (Brother).

n 60b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Let us remind the reader that the Tarquinian
War is the duplicate of the Trojan War, and it is described by Titus Livy in his Ab
urbe condita. We recognize Belisarius as Valerius, qv above. During the Tarquinian
War, Valerius is also the commander of the Roman troops and has a close friend by
the name of Brutus or Projectus, or BRT-PRCT ([482]). We thus witness yet another
duplication of events: the Trojan Partasis (BRT, or “brother”?) becomes identified as
Brutus/Projectus/BRT, the hero of the Gothic-Tarquinian War.

61a. The Trojan War. In the Trojan War, Patroclus (or BRT/brother) gets killed
before Achilles dies. During the first phase of the war, Patroclus/BRT acts as the
“number two hero” in the Greek Army, second only to Achilles ([851], pages 108-
111).

n 61b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Brutus/Projectus/BRT also dies before
Valerius/Belisarius. Brutus (“brother”?) is the most important Roman warlord in the
Gothic-Tarquinian War after Valerius.

62a. The Trojan War. The “ancient” Patroclus/BRT dies in a battle fought by the
cavalry – he falls off a horse struck by a sword ([851], page 108). “The episode that
describes the duel of Patroclus [and his death – A. F.] … is one of the focal points of
Homer’s epic poem (Iliad XVI)” – see [851], page 108.



n 62b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Brutus/Projectus/BRT also dies falling off a
horse – hit by a spear, according to [482], 2:6. Titus Livy considers the death of
Brutus/Projectus to have been one of the key events in the entire course of the
Tarquinian War.

63a. The Trojan War. The “ancient” Patroclus/BRT breaks the shield of his foe, a
young prince from the Trojan camp, with a spear ([851], page 108).

n 63b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Brutus/Projectus/BRT uses his spear to break
the shield of a young prince from the camp of the Tarquins/TRQN ([482], 2:6).

64a. The Trojan War. Patroclus/BRT is killed by Hector, son of the “most
important Trojan royalty”, King Priam ([851], pages 73 and 108). Hector also dies a
short time after Patroclus/ BRT ([851], page 119). He dies in a duel, falling off his
horse run through by a spear.

n 64b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The killer of Brutus/Projectus/BRT was the
son of the “principal Tarquinian royalty”, Tarquin the Proud, by the name of
Arruntius Tarquin ([482], 2:6), who had soon been killed as well – just like the
“ancient” Hector, although in the Gothic scenario Brutus, or Projectus, gets killed in
the same battle as Arruntius – they die by each other’s hand; the latter is known to
have been hit by a spear in a duel and fallen off his horse.

65a. The Trojan War. A luxuriant mourning ceremony is held to lament and glorify
the “ancient” Patroclus. Achilles is in deep dejection; the entire Greek army is
overcome by melancholy. The body of Patroclus (BRT) is buried by Achilles
personally ([851], pages 111-112.

n 65b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Brutus (Brat/ brother?) is buried in great
sumptuousness, everyone in Rome is mourning him, all the Romans are saddened; the
troops are also in despondence ([482], 2:6-7). The body of Brutus is buried by
Valerius (or Belisarius in the Gothic version) personally.

66a. The Trojan War. The duel of Patroclus and Hector takes place before the all-
out battle with the participation of cavalry ([851], page 108).

n 66b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. According to Titus Livy, the duel between
Brutus and Arruntius Tarquin also preceded the actual cavalry battle ([482], 2:6).



67a. The Trojan War. Homer regards the “ancient” Patroclus (BRT) as the
avenger of Helen’s honour after her abduction.

n 67b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. In the Tarquinian War Brutus (BRT) also
happens to be the avenger of the raped Lucretia ([482], 1:58-60). Valerius buries his
comrade Brutus “with as much solemnity as the time allowed; yet a much greater
honour had been the public mourning, all the more remarkable that the matrons had
mourned him as a fatherly figure for an entire year since he had been such a vehement
avenger of chastity dishonoured” ([482], 2:7).

3.7. The “ancient” Achilles = the mediaeval Belisarius. The
“ancient” Hector = the mediaeval Gothic king Vittigis

68a. The Trojan War. The first phase of the Trojan War is characterized by great
hostility existing between the main two opposing warlords – Achilles the Greek and
Hector the Trojan (TRQN).

n 68b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The beginning of the Gothic War is also
marked by an opposition between the two main heroes of the period – Belisarius, the
Graeco-Romean commander-in-chief (Valerius in the Tarquinian version), and
Vittigis the Goth (Arruntius Tarquin according to Livy).

69a. The Trojan War. Trojan sources often transcribe the name of the “ancient”
Hector as “Victor”, or VCTR without vocalizations. Hector = Victor is a king and a
son of king Priam ([851], pages 11 and 74; also 204, commentary 38, and page 73).
Formally, Priam had been the most important king of Troy, however “ancient sources
tell us nothing about Priam, a rather frail elder, taking part… in actual military
action” ([851], page 217, comment 112). It is possible that Priam had been a
collective figure whose unvocalized name PRM could have contained a reference to
his relation to the city of Rome (P-Rome). Possibly, “Public Rome”, if we are to
consider “P” an abbreviation of Publius. Such an interpretation of Priam’s name
concurs with the parallelism between the history of Troy and Rome-Romea that we
have discovered. Priam can also be a version of “Pershiy” – a Slavic word for “The
First”.

n 69b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. In the Gothic version, the double of Victor =
Hector is Vittigis the Goth. His unvocalized name – VTGS – may be related to the
name VCTR (Victor) in some way. Vittigis is a royal figure – king of the Goths and a
son of a king ([196], Volume 1).



70a. The Trojan War. The “ancient” Victor/Hector is the commander-in-chief of
the Trojan army (TRQN) in the first phase of war and until his death. He is the
number one hero of the Trojans, “the master and the warlord of the entire Trojan
army” ([851], page 107 and on). He would appoint and depose military leaders in the
Trojan army. Hector/Victor is a Trojan, or TRQN.

n 70b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Vittigis had been king of the Goths and the
commander-in-chief of the Gothic army in the beginning of the Gothic War, up until
his demise ([196], Volume 1). He obviously acts as the key figure in the Gothic
kingdom, and is personally responsible for appointing military commanders in the
Gothic army. Vittigis is a Goth, whereas his duplicate Arruntius Tarquin is a TRQN.

71a. The Trojan War. The “ancient” Hector/Victor dies before his main adversary
Achilles and by the hand of the latter ([851]).

n 71b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Vittigis the Goth is captured by Belisarius
and then killed; thus, the death of the former precedes that of the latter ([196], Volume
1).

72a. The Trojan War. The “ancient” Victor/Hector kills Patroclus (BRT) and is in
turn killed by Achilles, who runs a spear through his chest and wounds him mortally
in a duel ([851], page 119).

n 72b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Arruntius Tarquin (the double of Vittigis the
Goth) kills Brutus/Projectus/BRT. His own death results from a duel in a battle; he is
hit in the chest by a spear and falls off a horse ([482], 2:6). The Gothic version is
rather vague on how Vittigis (the double of Arruntius) had died; we know that
Belisarius had taken him captive and killed him. The killer of Arruntius (Vittigis)
died in the same battle.

73a. The Trojan War. The Trojan version pays a lot of attention to the famous
“opposition of Hector and Achilles”. It’s a very popular subject in the “ancient”
literature. After the death of Hector/Victor the Greeks get hold of his body, which
they only give back to the Trojans after lengthy negotiations.

n 73b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The Tarquinian version (according to Titus
Livy) dedicates a whole half of Chapter 6 in Book 2 to the account of how Arruntius
(the duplicate of the ancient Hector) was killed. The Gothic version describes this



event in a very special pagan legend of “the battle between Vittigis and Belisarius”.
Procopius tells us a rather bizarre story of how two shepherds (?) were wrestling
with each other in the time of the Gothic War. One of them was supposed to
impersonate Vittigis, and the other – Belisarius (?). The latter shepherd won the
contest, and the former one was sentenced to a histrionic death by hanging; however,
the impersonation ended rather tragically, resulting in the death of the shepherd who
had played the part of Vittigis. The “shepherds” allegedly interpreted the tragic
outcome of the wrestling match as an omen of victory for Belisarius ([196], Volume
1, page 349). The Gothic version tells us about Vittigis taken captive and killed
shortly afterwards.

74a. The Trojan War. The demise chronology of the key heroic figures in the
Trojan War is as follows: Patroclus dies followed by Victor/Hector and then
Achilles.

n 74b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The dying sequence of the protagonists of the
Gothic-Tarquinian War is as follows: Brutus dies first, then Vittigis, and, finally,
Belisarius. A comparison of these sequences proves them to be identical.

3.8. The “treason” of the “ancient” Achilles = the “treason” of
the mediaeval Belisarius

75a. The Trojan War. The “ancient” Achilles slays Victor/Hector. The episode with the
so-called “treason of Achilles” takes place right after the battle.

n 75b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Belisarius defeats Vittigis the Goth.
Immediately after his victory over Vittigis, the “Treason of Belisarius” scenario
unfurls. Let us remind the reader that Belisarius was accused of treason in the course
of the Gothic War. The Goths offered to crown him king of Italy so as to “separate”
the military leader from Justinian and secure military support for themselves ([196],
Volume 1). Belisarius pretends to agree; then he deceives the Goths and hands the
crown over to Justinian, thus remaining loyal to the Empire. Nevertheless, this
episode served as basis for the accusation; Belisarius got arrested, and his property
confiscated. He was released eventually – however, the great Byzantine warlord died
in poverty and oblivion ([196], Volume 1).

76a. The Trojan War. After the victory of the Greeks over Victor/Hector the
Trojan, there is a ceasefire. The Trojan king offers Achilles his daughter to marry so



that the war could end ([851], pages 120-122). Achilles agrees to this. According to
the Trojan chronicles, “King Priam [P + Rome? – A. F.] said unto Achilles, If thou
givest an oath to wage no war upon us… thou shalt have my daughter Polyxena as thy
wedded wife. And King Priam was the first to give his oath… and then Achilles
bowed down to give his promise” ([851], page 75). “Achilles… was ready… to
conclude a treaty with the Trojans” ([851], page 205, comment 44). “The ceasefire
still held when… Achilles had sent his secret envoy to queen Hecuba… he would
make the entire Greek army leave the Trojan land and return to whence they came”
([851], pages 120-121).

n 76b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. After the victory of the Romean Greeks over
Vittigis the Goth, there is a ceasefire. The Gothic king offers Belisarius the Italian
crown wishing to bring the war to an end. Belisarius concedes to this ([196], Volume
1).

77a. The Trojan War. “The treason of Achilles” plays an important role in the
history of the Trojan War. In particular, it leads to the death of Achilles. As a result
of the “treason”, Achilles quarrels with Agamemnon, the principal Greek royalty, and
stays confined to his ship, being “under house arrest” in a way ([851], pages 122 and
217, comment 119).

n 77b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. “The treason of Belisarius” is a very
important event in the course of the Gothic War, one that results in the withdrawal of
Belisarius from military command. He leaves the arena of war, quarrels with
Justinian (the “main king” of the Gothic War), gets arrested and incarcerated.
Belisarius dies in disfavour shortly after the war ([196], Volume 1).

78a. The Trojan War. In spite of his initial assent to betray the Greeks, Achilles
refuses to fulfil his promise to withdraw the Greek troops. Nevertheless, Achilles
also avoids active participation in the war. He had “commanded his Myrmidonians to
refrain from battling the Trojans and aiding the Greeks” ([851], page 122).

n 78b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. His initial consent to betray Justinian and
accept the Italian crown notwithstanding, Belisarius does not fulfil his promise to
become the king of Italy and end the war (according to the Goths, at least). However,
Justinian calls Belisarius away from Italy under the pretext of the necessity to fight
the Persians, sending him to a different scene of operations. As a result, Belisarius
spends several years away from Italy.



79a. The Trojan War. The ceasefire ends, and the Trojan War breaks out again,
with new zeal. The Greeks suffer a series of crushing defeats in the absence of
Achilles: “The Trojans have burnt more than 500 Greek ships” ([851], pages 122-
123. The Trojans even manage to lay their hands on some Greek treasure which
drowns in the sea later when the Greeks try to fight it back: “a great many Greek
ships sank, and all the loot got drowned in the sea” ([851], page 134). All of this
happens already after the fall of Troy.

n 79b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The truce ends, and the Gothic = Tarquinian
war flares up again. The Graeco-Romean troops are put to countless routs in the
alleged years of 540-544 A.D. The Goths reclaim large parts of Italy that they had
initially lost ([196], Volume 1, pages 373-374). The Goths seize the Roman treasure
– the so-called “treasure of Theodoric”. The fate of the loot is virtually identical to
that of the Greek hoard – the defeated Goths drown it in a lake at the very end of the
Gothic war when they are forced to retreat in haste ([196], Volume 1).

3.9. The “ancient” Troilus = the mediaeval Gothic king Totila.
The “ancient” Paris = the “ancient” Etruscan Larth Porsenna

80a. The Trojan War. After the death of Victor/Hector, king Troilus becomes the most
important royal military commander - “number one hero”, if you please. The Trojan
chronicles tell us of the king’s “young years” ([851], page 218, comment 124). Also
mark the name Troilus.

n 80b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. After the defeat of Vittigis the Goth and his
falling captive to the Romean Greeks, the Goths elect Totila as their new king. He is
remarkably brave, and it doesn’t take him too long to become distinguished as a
valiant Gothic hero. The Gothic version tells us quite explicitly that Totila had been
very young, a juvenile royalty ([196], Volume 1, pages 373-374. There is an obvious
similarity between his name and that of his “ancient” Trojan counterpart.

81a. The Trojan War. The “ancient” Troilus happens to be a relation of king
Priam, the principal Trojan royalty – namely, a son of the latter ([851], page 123).

n 81b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Totila the Ostrogoth is a relative of the
previous Gothic king Hildibad ([196], Volume 1, pages 373-374).

82a. The Trojan War. Trojan chronicles describe the bravery of Troilus with



particular magniloquence. He is characterized in a unique manner. One of the
chronicle chapters is called “The Amazing Strength of Troilus” ([851], page 123).
Troilus leads the Trojans into several glorious victories. “Countless Greeks died at
the swords of the Trojans [led by Troilus – A. F.] today” ([851], pages 123-124).
However, Achilles the Greek doesn’t take part in the war while Troilus enjoys his
triumph.

n 82b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The Gothic version is most verbose insofar
as the bravery of Totila the Goth is concerned. The Romean Greeks were “terrified
by the advent of the new Gothic hero… this militant nation [the Ostrogoths – A. F.]
was aflame with enthusiasm yet again, and everything changed as if by magic” ([196],
Volume 1, pages 373-374). The Ostrogoths manage to change the course of war under
the guidance of Totila. “A year had sufficed for many towns and cities to be
conquered by Totila… and for the latter to infest all parts of the land with terror…
his advent would be preceded by horrifying rumours” (ibid). However, the period of
Totila’s glory coincides with the absence of Belisarius, who isn’t to be found
anywhere in Italy at the time.

83a. The Trojan War. The well-known Trojan king Paris (PRS without
vocalizations) fights alongside Troilus. Although Paris had been a veteran of the war,
Troilus and Paris only became singled out as a spectacular pair of Trojan heroes in
the reign of Troilus ([851], page 124).

n 83b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. According to the Gothic version, the Persians
(PRS) attacked the Roman Empire simultaneously with Totila the Goth, and
Belisarius was summoned to resist this onslaught. Although the Romeans have been
harried by the Persians for quite a while, the role of the latter becomes crucial in the
reign of Totila. The two main enemies that Romea and Italy have to oppose in this
period are the Persians and Totila. One finds it hard to chase away the thought that the
mediaeval Persians and the “ancient” Paris (PRS) reflect one and the same entity in
Gothic and Trojan chronicles, wherein the Persians correspond to Paris and the
Prussians, or P-Russians. 
Titus Livy relates the events in the following manner. As we already know, the Goths
are referred to as the Tarquins in his version. It turns out that this is precisely the
moment when the Tarquins (or the Goths) are joined by their ally in the war against
Rome – the famous king Larth Porsenna (L-Horde of P-Rasenes), or, as one plainly
sees, the same PRS or PRSN as before. Thus, the Trojan version refers to Troilus and



Paris as the heroic pair, whereas the Gothic version couples the Goths with the
Persians. Titus Livy tells us of yet another pair – Tarquin and Porsenna. We see that
all three chronographic traditions correspond to each other well, and must be
referring to the same mediaeval war. These three groups of texts were written in
different epochs and countries by different scribes, yet they all bear some sort of
semblance to each other in their contents. All it takes to be noticed is for one to free
one’s perception from the yoke of the Scaligerian chronology and study these texts in
an unbiased manner.

84a. The Trojan War. Paris gets killed ([851], page 129). Bear in mind that many
Trojan chronicles use the name “Parizh” or “Farizh” for referring to Paris, which
might also be the name used for the capital city of France. Thus, Paris/Parizh may
have been a collective image of the Franks, one of the main forces behind the XIII
century crusades. It is also quite clear why Paris is called a Trojan. The reason
remains the same – the Trojans (TRQN) can be identified as the Franks (TRNK).

n 84b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Titus Livy reports a very serious attempt to
assassinate Larth Porsenna, the Etruscan king. The Roman Mucius Scaevola had tried
to assassinate Porsenna the Etruscan, but to no avail. Above we already pointed out
the parallelism that identifies Livy’s Porsenna as the Franks of the Gothic War. This
concurs perfectly with the Trojan version where we see Paris/Parizh the Trojan. We
shall therefore reiterate that the mediaeval Franks must have been correct to claim
Trojan ancestry.

85a. The Trojan War. After the triumph of king Troilus, Achilles returns to the
scene of military action unexpectedly. Success immediately begins to favour the
Greeks. The troops of Troilus are defeated, and he is killed in a large battle ([851],
pages 126-127). In fig. 2.69 we see an ancient miniature that demonstrates the typical
pastime of the “ancient” Achilles withdrawn from military action ([1485], ill. 325).
We observe him indulge in a game of chess, no less. Achilles is approached by three
knights calling him to arms.



Fig. 2.69 A miniature from Le Roman de la guerre de Troie by Benoit de Sainte-Maure dating to the alleged XIV
century ([1485], page 245). Modern commentary runs as follows: “three mounted Greek envoys appear before

Achilles, who takes repose in a game of chess, and summon him to take part in the battle” ([1485], page 250). Taken
from [1485], ill. 325.

n 85b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. As Totila enjoys one battlefield success after
another, Belisarius finally returns to Italy. The Romean Greeks under his command
immediately prove brilliantly victorious several times in a row. In the alleged year
544 fortune forsakes the Goths permanently ([196], Volume 1, page 377). The
Ostrogothic troops led by Totila and Teia (Teias) suffer bitter defeat. The balance
shifts in favour of the Romean Empire. The violent and bloody Gothic war
approaches its end ([196], Volume 1, page 398 and on). Totila perishes in the
grandiose final battle, and the last Trojan king Teia dies a few months later ([196],
Volume 1, pages 407-408).

3.10. The end of the war
86a. The Trojan War. Troilus the Trojan dies under the following circumstances: 1)

surrounded by the Greeks in a battle; 2) killed by a spear; 3) his head is severed by
the Greeks ([851], page 127). The decapitation episode is the only such account in
the entire history of the Trojan War.

n 86b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The legendary Gothic king Teia (Teias) dies
as described below. A propos, the last two kings of the Ostrogoths (Totila and Teia)
practically merge into one and the same figure due to the brevity of Teia’s reign – a
mere few months after the death of Totila. 1) In the last battle between the Romean
Greeks and the Goths, the former manage to surround Teia; 2) Teia is killed with a
spear; 3) His head is cut off by the Romean Greeks. This decapitation episode is also
unique in the history of the Gothic War ([196], Volume 1, pages 411-412).
Comparison demonstrates the two scenarios to be identical.



87a. The Trojan War. The defeat of Troilus marks a breakpoint in the history of
the Trojan War. The Trojans cannot find any worthy heroes to fight for their cause,
and the city falls shortly afterwards. Thus ends the “ancient” history of Troy. The last
battle of Troilus, likewise his death, takes place at the walls of the perishing Troy
([851]).

n 87b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. “The history of the Goths… ends with the
famous battle… at the foot of the Vesuvius – the battle fought by the last of the Goths.
The valiant nation faced extinction here” ([196], Volume 1, pages 411-412). Teia’s
last battle is fought at the walls of the New City (Naples, or the New Rome?); this is
where he dies.

88a. The Trojan War. The demise of Achilles follows shortly afterwards as a
consequence of his “treason”. Since he had promised to marry Polyxena, queen
Hecuba suggests that Achilles come to Troy for negotiations. He is careless enough to
follow the suggestion, and gets killed insidiously from behind ([851], pages 75 and
128). Mark the fact that Achilles doesn’t die in a battle, but rather during
negotiations. He is supposed to have been stabbed in the “heel”, or in the back.

n 88b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Belisarius, the double of the “ancient”
Achilles, dies after the defeat of the Ostrogoths under unclear circumstances. Let us
remember that the withdrawal from the war, disfavour, arrest and property
confiscation resulted from his “treason”, when he had allegedly promised the Goths
to stop the war in exchange for the crown ([196], Volume 1). Belisarius doesn’t die
in a battle – he passes away in a peaceful manner soon after his release from arrest;
however, we possess no information about whether or not he had been murdered.

89a. The Trojan War. King Thoas. We see that some of the tales about Totila/Teia
(Teias) became reflected in the Trojan chronicles as the legend of Troilus, King of
Troy; we find out that the Trojan myth also kept some information about the
mediaeval Ostrogoth Teias – his name remains all but unaltered. Thus, Teis (Teias)
appears in the Trojan chronicles as two characters. See for yourselves – the famous
king Thoas takes part in the Trojan War ([851], pages 113, 125 and 218, comment
126. King Thoas fights together with the Greeks, but falls captive to the Trojans
several times, and is finally taken away to Troy.

n 89b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. King Teias. The “ancient” name Thoas is



almost completely identical to that of the last Gothic king Teias (Teia). See [196],
Volume 1.

3.11. Other legends of the Trojan War
We have listed all of the main legends that comprise the history of the Gothic War.
However, there are quite a few smaller episodes that also turn out to be phantom
reflections of mediaeval events.

90a. The Trojan War. The fall of the Trojan kingdom ends with the “exile of the
Trojans”. The surviving Trojans run away from the country and scatter. Centaurs, or
semi-equine humans, are reported to take part in the Trojan War. It is possible that
“centaur” (CNTR unvocalized) is yet another version of TRQN – the same old name
of the Trojans ([851], pages 103 and 214-215, comment 78).

n 90b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. After the decline of the Ostrogothic kingdom,
the Goths and their doubles – the Tarquins, or TRQN – leave Italy and Romea. This
exile of the mediaeval TRQN is completely analogous to the exodus of the “ancient”
Trojans (TRQN). The ancient “centaurs” are probably yet another phantom reflection
of the TRQN/Tarquins/ Franks.

91a. The Trojan War. A certain King Remus fights the Greeks aided by the
Trojans. Now, Romulus and Remus are the alleged founders of Rome. Could this
“Trojan Remus” be a doppelgänger of Remus the founder of Rome? See [851], pages
109, 229 and 216, comment 96. Troy resists while Remus remains “in command of
the horses”.

n 91b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The city of Rome, or Constantinople (New
Rome) takes part in the Gothic-Tarquinian War. We see the ruins of the “equine”
aqueducts, which have sealed the fate of the Roman kingdom, in both Constantinople
and Rome. The New City had stood stalwart until the Romean Greeks managed to
capture the aqueduct.

92a. The Trojan War. Ulysses (Odysseus) is a possible double of Achilles, qv
above. He is supposed to have stolen the horses of king Remus; this results in the fall
of Troy ([851], page 216, comment 96). Some of the Trojan sources claim that “if the
horses of Roesus [Remus, that is – see [851], page 216, comment 96; another
possible meaning is “Ross” (Russian) – A. F.] drank some water from the Scamander



[the river Troy stood upon – A. F.], Troy wouldn’t have fallen” ([851], page 216,
comment 96).

n 92b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The “equine aqueduct” of the New City.
Apparently, this is a reference to a real event that took place in the course of the
Gothic War. If the “horse” (the aqueduct) remained in order, or “drank water
properly”, providing it to the New City, one couldn’t have used it for entering the
city; thus, the capital would have resisted the assault.

93a. The Trojan War. It is possible that king Remus counts among the casualties of
the Trojan War. He had “fallen to the ground from his horse” hit by a spear ([851],
page 109). We also encounter king Remus at the beginning of the Trojan War, where
he appears in the episode with the famous amazons, who fight for the Trojans ([851],
page 74, also pages 129-131). The words “amazon” and “Amalasuntha” resemble
each other a great deal; one may well be a derivative of the other. The queen of the
amazons was killed in the Trojan War. Her name was Penthesilea (Anthesilea?), and
she was killed by the Greeks ([851]).

n 93b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. King Remus, the founder of Rome, is killed
in battle by Romulus ([482]). This happens at the very dawn of Roman history, right
after the foundation of the city – in yet another phantom reflection of the Gothic-
Tarquinian War. Amalasuntha is queen of the Goths at the beginning of the Gothic-
Tarquinian War, which means that she belongs to the TRQN clan. This clan is at odds
with Romea. It is possible that another version of Amalasuntha’s name was
“Anthesilea the amazon”. She gets killed soon after the breakout of the Gothic War,
allegedly with the consent of the Romean Greeks ([196], Volume 1).

94a. The Trojan War. At the beginning of the Trojan War, the Trojans have the
military support of king Theutras, who engages in combat against the Greeks when the
latter attack his kingdom ([851], page 102). Theutras was killed in the Trojan War.
He had been the ruler of Phrygia, or Friesia (see more on the superimposition of
Friesia over either Germany, the Italian kingdom of the Germans/Goths in the alleged
VI century A.D., or the Ottoman Turkey, above).

n 94b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. At the beginning of the Gothic War
Theodahad fights the Romean Greeks who invade his kingdom. Theodahad gets killed
in the Gothic War ([196], Volume 1). He had been the ruler of the German/Gothic
kingdom. The names “Theodahad” and “Theutras” are very similar to each other.



95a. The Trojan War. The cunning of Ulysses (Achilles?) leads to the fall of Troy.
This involves “a horse”. Ulysses replaces Achilles towards the end of the Trojan
War, and concludes the war as the “successor of Achilles” ([851]).

n 95b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. In the Gothic War, Naples (New City/New
Rome) falls prey to the cunning of Belisarius, the double of the “ancient” Achilles.
An aqueduct is used for this purpose. Belisarius was then relieved by Narses, who
concluded the war as his successor.

96a. The Trojan War. Ulysses replaces Achilles for a relatively short term (as
compared to the entire duration of the Trojan War, see fig. 2.70). The “ancient”
legend of the wanderings and the poverty of Ulysses/Odysseus after the Trojan War is
known rather widely: “Ulysses had been in utter destitution when he reached the land
of Idomeneus” ([851], page 136). The poverty of the famous “ancient” Greek hero is
a unique occurrence in the course of the Trojan War.

n 96b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Narses as the successor of Belisarius. Narses
acts as the successor of Belisarius for a relatively short time at the very end of the
Gothic War, qv in fig. 2.70. The legend of the poverty that befell the great hero
(Velisarius/Valerius, qv above) is the only such legend in the entire history of the
Gothic (Trojan) War ([196], Volume 1; also [482]). It is mentioned by both
Procopius of Caesarea and the "ancient" Titus Livy, qv above.

Fig. 2.70 The parallelism between the respective biographies of Belisarius and the “ancient” Achilles.

97a. The Trojan War. These are the various names of Ulysses/Odysseus as used in the
Trojan chronicles: Odysseus, Urekshish, Urexis, Diseves, Nicyotenines, Ulyces,



Ulyxes, Ulisan and Ulysses ([851], pages 201 and 202, commentaries 21 and 33. Let
us point out that the name Ulyxes or Ulysses is most probably a version of the name
Achilles. Let us sum up. The end of the Trojan War is marked by the deeds of the two
heroes Achilles and Ulysses, where the “short-term character” Ulysses carries on
with the deeds of Achilles, the “main hero”. Their names are similar: ChLLS-
LSS/LLS. The ordeals of Ulysses after the Trojan War are related by Homer in the
Odyssey, in particular.

n 97b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Narses “carries the flag” of Belisarius in the
Gothic War. The variations of his name include Narses, Narces and Narcius. We are
most likely confronted with the variations of the name Ulysses: Ulyxes, Ulyces,
Urexis etc. Thus, we see that the end of the Gothic war is also marked by the
appearance of a pair of military leaders – Belisarius and Narses. Narses is a “short-
term hero” and fights for the same cause as Belisarius. There may be a similarity
between their names: BLSR and NRSS. The ordeals of the unfortunate Narses after
the Gothic War are described in [196], Volume 1. It is possible that the very same
“ordeal of Narses” became reflected in Livy’s Tarquinian version of the war as the
wanderings of the “ancient” Roman Coriolanus ([482]).

98a. The Trojan War. Let us point out an astonishing “ancient” story about
Achilles as a “eunuch”. It is reported that he had been a servant in a gynaeceum. This
famous event is reflected on numerous “ancient” vases and paintings. Achilles is
supposed to have “served as a eunuch” before the Trojan War. After that he had
pretended to be a woman for a certain period of time for some reason, wearing a
woman’s clothing [?!] and apparently forced to take care of a woman’s chores by
some queen or king. “And so it came to pass that Haran made him [Achilles – A. F.]
dress in a maiden’s attire, and sent him away to serve king Lycomedes as a maid
[that is to say, he was taken into the service of some king as if he were female: a maid
– A. F.] And he had lived there together with the maidens ([851], page 142). 
Nothing of the kind has ever been told about any other hero of the Trojan War. This
bizarre and unique fact – a distinguished warrior running the chores of a serving girl,
instantly draws one’s attention. It has to be said that the “ancient” sources don’t offer
any explanation; one gets the feeling that the “ancient” authors of the XVI-XVII
century had already been unable to understand the matter at hand. We had a reason to
call Achilles a “eunuch”. Below we shall see that our reconstruction of this
“gynaeceum episode” involving Achilles had been correct; however, none of the



“ancient” authors use the word “eunuch” - either owing to having forgotten the true
story, or in order to obfuscate the mediaeval nature of all the events in question.

n 98b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The chroniclers of the Gothic War report the
famous Narses to have been a eunuch! It is said that he had served in a
Constantinople gynaeceum before the Gothic War ([196], Volume 1). The following
is told about his post-war fate: “He didn’t dare to return to Constantinople… having
learnt that Empress Sophia promised to make the eunuch spin linen in the gynaeceum
together with her women [sic! - A. F.]. Legend has it, the castrate answered that he
would spin a thread that shall take the Sophia’s entire life to straighten out” ([196],
Volume 1, Book 2, pages 213-213; Savin’s translation).

99a. The Trojan War. As we pointed out, Achilles (= Ulysses?) is the only hero of
the Trojan War to have “served as a maid”; this legend is most bizarre indeed.
Achilles the “eunuch” had served at the court of a king. However, as the Trojan War
breaks out, Achilles ceases his “eunuch service” to become distinguished as a heroic
military commander ([851], page 142). He leaves to storm the walls of Troy: “When
Achilles had learnt of this, he cast the maiden’s attire away and hastened to Troy”
([851], page 142). He gathers great fame as a hero, and, as we now understand, ends
the Trojan War crushing the Trojan forces completely.

n 99b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. Narses is the only well-known character of
the Gothic War to have served as a eunuch. This legend is unique. Let us point out
that Narses the eunuch had served at the emperor’s court in New Rome. As the Gothic
War begins, Narses ends his gynaecium service and hastens to ride into battle against
the Goths. He becomes a famous military commander and a successor of Belisarius,
ending the Gothic War with a complete defeat of the Goths and their kingdom ([196],
Volume 1). Nowadays it is perfectly obvious to us why “the ancient Achilles” had
spent a part of his life “in the gynaeceum”. The famous Byzantine military leader
Narses (Achilles) had been a eunuch. Bear in mind that nothing of the kind is told
about any other hero of the Gothic War. There were no other eunuch warlords in this
epoch.

100a. The Trojan War. Chronicles tell us of a “terrifying pestilence”, or a great
epidemic that had raged in the time of the Trojan War. This is the single report of
such nature over the entire course of the Trojan War ([851], page 73).

n 100b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. An epidemic bursts out during the Gothic



War. This is also the only such mention in the course of the war ([695]; also [196],
Volume 1, pages 357-358).

101a. The Trojan War. Troy is reported to have been surrounded by “a Roman
territory” ([851], pages 210 and 212).

n 101b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War. The New City = Naples, or the New Rome
had really been the centre of a “Roman domain”. Naples is located in Roman Italy,
whereas the New Rome is the capital of Romea, or Byzantium.

See figs. 2.71 and 2.72 for a brief summary of this section.

Fig. 2.71 A brief scheme of the parallelism in secondary plots that emerge in the course of the Trojan and the Gothic-
Tarquinian War.



Fig. 2.72 A brief scheme of the parallelism in secondary plots that emerge in the course of the Trojan and the Gothic-
Tarquinian War.

3.12. What is it about the Trojan chronicles that surprises the
present day historians the most?

Let us conclude with mentioning the style and the tone of all the modern comments to
these mediaeval documents of the Trojan cycle. Modern historians never cease to
wonder about the ignorance of the mediaeval scribes who have de facto “transferred”
the Trojan War into the Middle Ages. A standard accusation of the chroniclers is as
follows: they follow an erroneous chronology and thus shift the antiquity into the
Middle Ages. Let us demonstrate some examples of these “mediaeval anachronisms”.

According to modern commentators, “the claim that Sparta had been part of the



Romanian (Roman) kingdom in the times of the Trojan War is an obvious anachronism
from the part of the mediaeval author” ([851], page 210, comment 28). It goes without
saying that, according to the Scaligerian version of history, there could have been no
mediaeval Romania (Romea/Byzantium) in the XIII century B.C. There were wild
woods where “ancient” Rome would initially be founded – according to Scaliger-
Petavius, the foundation of Rome took place 500 years after the fall of Troy, no less.
One cannot help but wonder which version is correct. The data we possess imply that
the Trojan scribes must have been right, and that their chronicles were apparently
written in the XIV-XVI century.

Another comment of the modern historians runs as follows: “the reference to Cyclad
isles being under Roman jurisdiction is an anachronism, since they only became Roman
in the II century B.C.” ([851], page 212, comment 55). We see nothing original here, so
we shall refrain from reiterating our considerations.

According to a modern historian, “they [the Trojan chroniclers – A. F.] often
misidentify Thessalia as Thessaloniki… a city that had been founded a great deal later
and became… one of the most important centres of the mediaeval Byzantium” ([851],
page 208, comment 2). What we are being demonstrated is a chronological discrepancy
of fifteen hundred years between the indications of the mediaeval scribe and the
Scaligerian chronology. We deem the mediaeval authors correct, and the consensual
chronology erroneous.

We proceed to learn that modern commentators consider the descriptions of the
weapons used in the Trojan War typically mediaeval and therefore “doubtlessly
erroneous” ([851], page 210, comment 31; also page 214, comment 73, and page 202,
comment 28).

Aeneas the Trojan is supposed to have arrived in Italy on a ship after the fall of Troy.
The “ancient” legend proceeds to tells us that Rome had been founded by his grandson
Romulus. This is the version the “ancient” authors Hellanicus and Damastus insist upon,
for instance ([579], page 23). This indication irritates the modern commentators, since it
moves the Trojan War into the immediate chronological vicinity of the “urbe condita”
date. This results in a 500-year discrepancy with the Scaligerian chronology.
Historians prefer to keep silent about this fact, as if it were nonexistent.

We also find out that, apparently, “Procopius had been flabbergasted at the sight… of
the legendary ship of Aeneas that was still kept in the arsenal of a bank on the Tiber…
one thing he had witnessed in particular is that the famous vessel had looked as though it
were freshly-made, with no signs of rot whatsoever ([196], Volume 1, page 406). To



quote Procopius verbatim, “none of the wooden parts were rotten or looked unsound –
each and every piece of the ship had looked as though they were freshly-made and stood
strong, miraculous even for someone like myself” ([696], page 89).

We believe this to be perfectly natural. Procopius is most probably a crusade
chronicler of the XV-XVII century epoch (erroneously placed in the alleged VI century
A.D. by later historians), who had observed the real ship of the real crusader Aeneas
built a short while before Procopius – possibly in the XIII-XV century A.D.

Unlike the commentators in question, we shall refrain from accusing the Trojan
chroniclers of terrible ignorance. On the contrary – as we are beginning to realize, these
chroniclers were correct for the most part. Generally speaking, such “anachronisms”
occupy a large part of the Trojan chronicles if one is to study them through the distorting
prism of the Scaligerian chronology. According to the consensual history, all these
“anachronisms” imply that a large number of mediaeval scribes had lacked necessary
competence. To us, they prove the authenticity of the chronicles.

3.13. How similar are the respective descriptions of the Trojan
and the Gothic War?

We shall proceed to discuss a very important issue – the estimation of just how many
heroes of the Trojan War are isomorphic with those of the Gothic = Tarquinian War?
For the sake of simplicity, let us merely consider characters mentioned on 20 pages of
the text at least ([851]). In other words, the personalities that interest us at the moment
are really important and turn up often. A simple calculation provides us with the
following list:

Priam is mentioned on 51 pages; this number equals 39 for Achilles, 35 for
Agamemnon, 34 for Menelaius, 33 for Hector, 32 for Paris, 23 for Ajax and 22 for
Troilus. As one can plainly see, Ajax is the only hero who remains outside the
parallelism. Therefore, 87 per cent of the “ancient” Trojan War protagonists also
spawned doppelgängers in the mediaeval chronicles relating the events of the Gothic-
Tarquinian War.

Our reconstruction is as follows: the Trojan War had been a famous mediaeval event,
possibly dating from the XIII century A.D., also known as: 1) the Gothic War; 2) the
Tarquinian War; 3) the destruction of Constantinople (or the New Rome) by the
crusaders in 1204 A.D.; 4) the Judean war of Joseph Flavius. The city of Troy is most
likely to be identified as the New Rome = Constantinople. The tales of Troy besieged
and fallen may have absorbed some real events of the XIII century war in Italy. This is



where the city of Naples is located (the New Town), as well as the mediaeval town of
Troy that still exists ([196]).

3.14. Other erroneous datings of the Trojan War
3.14.1. Phantom reflection of the Trojan War in the alleged III century
A.D.
Above we demonstrate the Second Roman Empire of the alleged I-III century A.D. to be
a statistical double of the Third Roman Empire (the alleged III-VI century A.D.). Both
of them are phantom reflections of the Holy Roman Empire of the alleged X-XIII century
as well as the Habsburg (Nov-Gorod?) Empire of the XIV-XVII century.

Among other things, the end of the Second Roman Empire (the epoch of the alleged
years 234-270 A.D.) must have become superimposed over the end of the Third Roman
Empire – that is, the period of the alleged years 536-552 or 536-553 A.D. In other
words, the Gothic = Tarquinian = Trojan War must “re-surface” as a phantom
somewhere in the III century A.D. This hypothesis finds excellent proof. For the sake of
brevity, we shall merely point out the central focal points of the parallelism in question;
should anyone wish to reconstruct the entire picture in detail, it can be done easily.

1a. The Gothic War of the alleged III century. The end of the Second Roman
Empire falls on the alleged year 217 A.D. After that, the anarchy of the alleged years
217-235 begins. A woman by the name of Julia Maesa comes to power, and the
emperors Heliogabalus and Alexander Severus are her creatures, qv in Chron2,
Chapter 1.

n 1b. The Gothic War of the alleged VI century. The Third Roman Empire ceases
to exist in the alleged year 526 A.D. after the death of Theodoric, the last official
emperor of Rome, albeit not a Roman. Then Amalasuntha and two of her minions
(Amalaric and Athalaric) come to power and reign between the alleged years 526
and 536. A partial parallelism between Julia Maesa and Amalasuntha is studied in
Chron2, Chapter 1.

2a. The Gothic War of the alleged III century. Here we have the civil war of the
alleged years 234-251. It is however more than just a civil war, but rather the famous
Gothic war. The term “Gothic War” is used officially for referring to the period of
the alleged years 238-251 A.D. nowadays ([579], pages 439-440).
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n 2b. The Gothic War of the alleged VI century. This is the famous Gothic War of
the alleged years 536-552 A.D. All available sources also call it “Gothic”. As we
point out above, this very war is also described by Titus Livy as the Tarquinian War.

3a. The Gothic War of the alleged III century. Let us list the names of several
Roman emperors, who had reigned in the epoch of the anarchy and the Gothic War of
the alleged III century. The first name we encounter is Severus (222-235).

n 3b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War of the alleged VI century. The Tarquinian clan
comes from a northern land, as discussed above. The Goths also invade Italy from the
North. The name Severus might be a derivative of the Slavic “Sever” (North) – as in
“one who comes from the North” or “Northerner”.

4a. The Gothic War of the alleged III century. The Gordian dynasty: Gordian I
(238), Gordian II (238), Gordian III (238-244). Let us point out the similarity of the
name Gordian and the Slavic word “gordiy” (proud), which, in turn, is apparently a
derivative of the word “horde”. Therefore, there may be a link between the Horde
and the Gordians (of which there were three).

n 4b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War of the alleged VI century. As we already know,
Titus Livy described the Gothic War as the Tarquinian War, while the entire clan of
the Goths received the collective name of “Tarquin the Proud”. It is very likely that
the Slavic “gordiy” (proud) and the name Gordian are two different derivatives of
“horde”. Bear in mind that Livy tells us of three Tarquins: Tarquin Collatine, Tarquin
Sextus and Tarquin the Proud.

5a. The Gothic War of the alleged III century. Valerian and Balbinus. a) Emperor
Valerian, 253-260 A.D.; b) Emperor Balbinus, 238 A.D.

n 5b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War of the alleged VI century. Valerius/Belisarius
and Baduila. a) The eminent Romean warlord Belisarius described as Valerius bu
Livy. The name Valerius also resembles Valerian to a great extent; b) The famous
military leader of the Goths named Baduila, also known as Totila ([196], Volume 1).
Balbinus might be another version of Baduila.

6a. The Gothic War of the alleged III century. The wife of Gordian III is called
Furia Tranquillina ([579], page 438).

n 6b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War of the alleged VI century. The wife of Tarquin



the Proud (the famous Tullia, according to Livy) is said to have been a real fury – a
malicious, power-hungry woman, in other words ([482]). We observe a pattern here:
Gordian = proud (“gordiy”), Tranquillina = Tarquins, Furia = “fury” (as a
characteristic of a woman according to Livy).

7a. The Gothic War of the alleged III century. The Gothic War that broke out in the
middle of the alleged III century A.D. is supposed to have shaken Europe for either
13 or 16 years: 238-251 or 235-251. The official temporal framework of the Gothic
War is supposed to fit into the period between 238 and 251 ([579], pages 439-440).
Severus, the creature of Julia Maesa, had died in 235; his demise was followed by a
period of anarchy.

n 7b. The Gothic-Tarquinian War of the alleged VI century. The Gothic War of
the alleged VI century is supposed to have lasted for either 16 or 18 years: 536-552
or 535-553. Titus Livy described it as the Tarquinian War, reporting its duration to
equal 12 years ([482]). Thus, the 13/16 years from the previous paragraph concur
well with the duration of the war given as 12, 16 or 18 years.

3.14.2. The Christian dating of the Trojan War
The Bible describes the kingdoms of Judea and Israel that had appeared under
Jeroboam I. His immediate predecessors are named by the Bible as the “famous triad”
of rulers – Saul, David and Solomon. The Scaligerian datings of their reigns are as
follows:

the alleged years 1020-965 or 1004 B.C. for Saul,
the alleged years 1004-965 B.C. for David,
and the alleged years 965-928 B.C. for Solomon ([72], page 192).

Thus, David had reigned in the alleged X century B.C. How does one make it concur
with the Trojan chronicles indicating that the Trojan War took place in the reign of King
David? For instance, one of the Trojan chronicles is called “The Tale of Troy’s
Foundation and Captivity, as well as its Last Destruction that Took Place under David,
King of Judea” ([851]). Another name is “Thus Fell Troy in the Reign of David king of
Israel in Jerusalem” ([851], page 147). However, the Trojan War took place in the
alleged XIII century B.C. (1225 B.C. according to [72]), whereas David had lived in
the alleged X century. Scaligerian chronology demonstrates a discrepancy of roughly
250 years.



The New Chronology eliminates this discrepancy. The results of our research as
described in Chapter 6 of Chron1 demonstrate that the history of the Israelite and the
Judean kingdoms happens to be the ecclesiastically-hued rendition of the events that
took place in the Holy Roman Empire of the alleged X-XIII century, as well as the
Habsburg (Nov-Gorod?) Empire of the alleged XIV-XVII century. Thus, the “great
royal trio” consisting of Saul, David and Solomon can most probably be identified as a
group of XIII-XV century characters, qv on our global chronological map in Chron1,
Chapter 6. This corresponds well with our re-dating of the Trojan War to the XIII
century A.D.

3.14.3. The datings of the Trojan War as offered by Hellanicus and
Damastus
The “ancient” authors Hellanicus and Damastus claim (in [579], page 23) that the
Trojan War was only separated from the foundation of Rome by the lifetime of a
generation or two. According to Chron1, Chapter 6, the foundation of the Italian Rome
is most likely to have taken place in the XIV century A.D. If we are to count two
generations backwards from this date – roughly 50 years, that is – we shall end up with
the XIII – early XIV century of the new era, which is when the
Trojan/Gothic/Tarquinian War had taken place according to our reconstruction. Various
scribes may have considered some of the war’s numerous reflections in the “Scaligerian
history textbook” to have been authentic. Let us point out that there are at least 13 such
reflections, no less! They are marked by black triangles on the global chronological map
in Chron1, Chapter 6.

3.14.4. The Judean dating of the Trojan War
The mediaeval “Tale of Troy’s Foundation and Captivity as well as its Last Destruction
that Took Place under David, King of Judea” tells us that “Troy was taken in the year
4016” ([851], page 136). Which chronology is this date in, and what did the chronicler
refer to exactly? Scaligerian history considers such “great datings” of several millennia
to have Genesis as the beginning of the scale, and one is to remember that there are
several datings of the Genesis itself.

Apparently, the phenomena we encounter here owe their existence to the late
mediaeval “scientific activity” of the XVI-XVII century chronologists who tried to
order and date ancient events. Having put them into a wrong sequence and extended it
arbitrarily, “experts” such as Matthew Vlastar and Joseph Scaliger would measure the
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intervals between various events in years and write the resulting erroneous figures into
ancient chronicles and other old documents. Veracious sources would thus become
corrupt with erroneous datings, and the motivations for this activity may even have been
noble.

Let us return to 4016 as the dating of the fall of Troy. What “Genesis” does it refer
to? Since the name of the book refers to David, King of Judea, it would be only natural
to assume the chronicler to use the Judaic dating of the Genesis – the alleged year 3761
B.C. in Scaligerian chronology ([72], page 68). In that case, we shall obviously get the
year 255 A.D. if we are to count 4016 years forwards. This dating falls well into the
235-251 A.D. interval where chronologists erroneously placed a phantom reflection of
the XIII century war (Gothic = Trojan), or the decline of the Second Roman Empire.
255 A.D. is in close propinquity with 251 A.D. that marks the end of the Gothic War
(the alleged III century A.D. reflection), qv in fig. 2.73.

Fig. 2.73 One of the erroneous datings of the Trojan War.

Thus, if some chronologist of the XVI-XVII century had fallaciously used a phantom
duplicate for the dating of the Trojan War – the one that wound up in the III century A.D.
– he was by all means entitled to include the words “Troy fell in 4016” into his
chronicle, which we indeed witness to be the case.

3.14.5. The Scaligerian dating of the Trojan War
The identification of the Trojan War dating to the alleged 1225 year B.C. as the Gothic
War of the alleged VI century A.D. that ended in the alleged year 553 A.D. is one of the
most obvious consequences of the rigid chronological shift of 1800 or 1780 years (1225
+ 552 = 1777, or roughly 1780 years). Thus, the Graeco-Biblical chronological shift
had transposed a duplicate of the Gothic War, which had wound up in the VI century
A.D. by mistake (the correct dating being the XIII century A.D.), into an epoch even



more ancient – the XIII century B.C. This is a perfect example of how the phantom
duplicates of real mediaeval events would “multiply” due to false datings.

As one sees from the global chronological map in Chron1, Chapter 6, the most recent
reflection of the Trojan = Tarquinian = Gothic War is located in the XIII century A.D.
(on the far right). This is the very epoch when the creation of the greater bulk of the
Trojan cycle begins, qv in fig. 2.36. Therefore, the rare “Trojan texts” that modern
historians consider to predate the XIII century A.D. need to have their datings revised.

3.15. The table of heroes who had fought in the XIII century
war (Trojan = Tarquinian = Gothic) and their phantom doubles
Let us consider the entire collection of the phantom doubles that we have discovered.
They all reflect the protagonists of the Trojan War of the XIII century A.D. We shall
also consider all of the parallelisms related in the following chapters. We come up with
the table below, which is most edifying. For the sake of simplicity, we shall limit
ourselves to just four heroes, namely:

1) Achilles; 2) Agamemnon; 3) Odysseus/Ulysses – the “sequential Achilles”; 4)
Patroclus. Let us keep their respective index numbers in order to refer to their
duplicates in other phantom reflections of the Trojan War as listed in the table.

I. The Trojan War of the alleged XIII century B.C.
1) Achilles,
n 2) Agamemnon,
n n 3) Odysseus – Ulysses - “sequential Achilles”
n n n  4) Patroclus.

II. The Tarquinian War of the alleged VI century B.C.
1) Valerius,
n 2) Tarquin the Proud,
n n 3) Larcius + Marcius Coriolanus,
n n n  4) Junius, the son of Marcus, Brutus (Brother?)

III. Civil war in Rome (the alleged I century B.C.)
1) Julius Caesar,
n 2) Gnaeus Pompey Magnus,
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n n 3) Sulla and Cicero (NRSS, qv below),
n n n  4) Marcus Brutus (Brother?).

IV. Civil war in Rome (the alleged III century A.D.)
1) Constantius Chlorus,
n 2) Diocletian the Great,
n n 3) Lucius Aurelian,
n n n  4) ?

V. Gothic War of the alleged VI century A.D.
1) Belisarius,
n 2) Justinian (and Theodora),
n n 3) Narses/Narcius,
n n n  4) John II.

VI. Civil war in Rome (the alleged years 901-924 A.D.)
1) Alberic,
n 2) Theophylactus (and Theodora I),
n n 3) Alberic I (?) and Marozia (?),
n n n  4) John X.

VII. Civil war in Rome (the alleged years 931-954 A.D.)
1) Alberic II,

n 2) Hugo (and Theodora II),
n n 3) ?
n n n  4) John XI.

VIII. War in the early days of the Holy Roman Empire of the alleged X-XIII century
A.D.

1) Alberic II,
n 2) Otto III,
n n 3) Otto I, Otto II, Octavian Augustus,
n n n  4) ?

IX. The XIII century A.D. wars in Italy and Byzantium. The fall of



Constantinople/New Rome in 1204 and 1261. The fall of the mediaeval Troy and the
New City (Naples) in Italy. All of these reflect fragments of the original Trojan War.

1) Charles of Anjou,
n 2) Innocent IV,
n n 3) Charles of Anjou (NRSS, qv below),
n n n  4) John XXI.

Let us reiterate that the Scaligerian location of the Gothic War of the alleged VI
century A.D. in Italy is highly arguable. We have already demonstrated the famous Nika
rebellion in the Byzantine New Rome to be a duplicate of the Gothic War. This is yet
another fact to indicate that the original Trojan battlefield had been in Byzantium, and
that Constantinople = New Rome = New City = Troy = Jerusalem. These events drifted
towards Italy (in documents, naturally) as recently as the XIV-XV century A.D., when
the Byzantine refugees had founded Rome here. The “ancient” Aeneas – a partial
representation of Charles of Anjou, was their leader. The founders of Rome from the
XIV century A.D. have then entered Livy’s “History” as Romulus and Remus.

See more about the escape of King Aeneas from the burning Troy and the foundation
of Rome and the Roman Empire by his offspring in our book entitled The Dawn of the
Horde Russia.

One needn’t be of the opinion that the four characters of the XIII century A.D. listed
in the table are the “true prototypes” of the Trojan War heroes. Their real biographies
have doubtlessly served as a foundation of some sort – however, a large amount of data
was introduced into their biographies by later written sources. It shall thus require a
great deal of work to separate the “reality skeleton” from the “fantasy flesh” grown
thereupon due to the efforts of the mediaeval chroniclers. We have already seen them
transform a real mediaeval aqueduct (or a wheeled mediaeval siege tower) into a
phantom Trojan Horse by a quick flick of the quill, after all – it would be naïve to
expect any less “transformation layers” to peel from the great mediaeval Achilles - an
“ancient” Greek.



4.
The Great Triad of Kings in Roman history: Sulla, Pompey
and Caesar. The parallelism with the Trojan = Tarquinian =

Gothic War

It is hard to find characters in “ancient history” whose popularity could compare to that
of Julius Caesar, Pompey, Brutus and Sulla. We are familiar with numerous works of
art, historical novels, films and the like, all of which tell of, or are inspired by, the
events of this great epoch’s legendary history. As we shall see, the “skeleton” of the
“ancient” Roman events of the alleged I century B.C. happens to be yet another carbon
copy of substantially more recent events, which took place in the XII-XIII century A.D.
The mediaeval original has travelled backwards in time and landed in the I century B.C.
due to the same primary chronological shifts of 333 and 1053 years, respectively. In
Chapter 6 of Chron1 we demonstrated the “framework” of the Roman events from the
alleged I century B.C. to mimic the events of the alleged X-XI and XIII century A.D.
The resulting shift thus approximates 1053 or 1400 years. This parallelism is of a
primary nature and stems from the already well-familiar Roman shift of 1053 years, or
the equivalent formula T = X + 300 where T stands for years Anno Domini, while X
corresponds to the Ab urbe condita dating as used by Titus Livy, for instance.

As we indicated in Chron1, Chapter 6, the following epochs duplicate the war of the
XIII century A.D.: the Trojan War of the alleged XIII century B.C., the Tarquinian War
of the alleged VI century B.C., the Gothic War of the alleged VI centuty A.D., likewise
the epoch of Sulla, Pompey and Caesar of the alleged I century B.C.

Being duplicates of one and the same original, the respective four groups of
documents must be related to each other to a greater or a lesser extent. In Chron2,
Chapter 1, we relate the parallelism between the following two “great triads” of kings:

1. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar – the alleged years 82-45 B.C., early days of the Second
Roman Empire;

2. Aurelian, Diocletian and Constantius I Chlorus – the alleged years 270-306 A.D.,
the beginning of the Third Roman Empire.

We shall proceed with a brief outline of the remarkable parallelism between the epoch
of the Sulla/ Pompey/Caesar triad and the Gothic war of the alleged VI century A.D. A
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rough scheme of the parallelism is as follows:

Pompey = Justinian,
Julius Caesar = Belisarius,
Sulla (and Cicero) = Narses (and Belisarius).

Let us point it out once again that the equal sign here must not be interpreted literally. It
merely points out a manifest parallelism and proximity of form-codes, but not a
complete similarity of descriptions. The authors of the texts differ, and belong to
different epochs besides that – therefore, there are bound to be significant variations in
many details.

a. The Gothic War of the alleged VI century A.D. See Procopius ([695]) and F.
Gregorovius ([196], Volume 1).

n b. The epoch of Sulla, Pompey and Caesar – the alleged I century B.C. See
Plutarch ([660]).

n n c. The Trojan War of the alleged XIII century B.C. See the Trojan Tales
([851]) and Homer ([180]).

n n n  d. The Tarquinian War of the alleged VI century B.C. See Titus Livy
([482]).

1a. The Gothic War. Belisarius is a prominent Byzantine (Graeco-Romean)
military leader. He is the “number one warlord” in the Gothic War of the alleged VI
century A.D. ([695] and [196]). His unvocalized name root transcribes as BLSR.

n 1b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. Julius Caesar is a famous Roman military
commander and an emperor from the early years of the Second Empire. He is also the
main military commander in the civil war and the external war of the alleged I
century B.C. ([660]). His unvocalized name transcribes as LCSR. In fig. 2.74 one
sees an old portrait of Caesar’s from Lucan’s work dating back to the alleged XIV
century entitled De bello civili. “The miniature by Niccolo da Bologna shows Caesar
after his victory over Pompey” ([1229], page 33). Julius Caesar is portrayed as a
typical mediaeval knight in armour; the setting is also distinctly mediaeval.



Fig. 2.74. A miniature of the alleged XIV century from De bello civili by Lucan that portrays Julius Caesar after the
victory over Pompey; the setting is typically mediaeval. Milan, Biblioteca Trivulziana, Ms. 691, fol. 86v. Taken from

[1229], page 33.

n n 1c. The Trojan War. Achilles is a famous Greek hero and a military commander in
the “ancient” Greece, who also ranks first among the heroes of the Trojan War of the
alleged XIII century B.C. His unvocalized name is ChLSS, or LSS (since
Ulysses/Odysseus happens to be his “successor” in this war – see [851]).

n n n  1d. The Tarquinian War. Valerius is an eminent military commander from
the epoch of Regal Rome’s decline and the dawn of the Roman republic. He is the
“number one warlord” in the Tarquinian war of the alleged VI century B.C. His
unvocalized name transcribes as VLR (Valerius) + VLS (son of Valusius, qv above
and in [482]). Thus, the complete name without vocalizations will be VLSR; one sees
that all four unvocalized names resemble each other to some extent.

Commentary. We observe a distinct phonetic parallelism: Belisarius – Julius
Caesar. We have already witnessed the superimposition of Valerius over Valusius to
produce Belisarius. The name Achilles also contains the unvocalized root LS. Let us
pay more attention to the names of Julius Caesar and Belisarius. The font that many
Latin inscriptions are set in uses the same letter for U and V (qv on page 32 of [873], for



example). Thus, the name of Julius Caesar may well have sounded as Velicaesar (or
Belicaesar, considering the frequent flexion of V and B). Also, the words Caesar and
Czar are related and possess the same unvocalized root CR. Thus, the name Velicaesar
may have sounded as Veliczar, which is also similar to Belisarius. The name Belisarius
may be a distorted version of the Slavic “Velikiy Tsar”, or “The Great King”. These
considerations aren’t aimed at proving anything whatsoever, but may turn out useful for
the understanding of the capacity of ancient names to become distorted after their
migration from one language group to another.

2a. The Gothic War. Belisarius and Narses are the two military leaders of the
Gothic War that “merge into one”, in a way. Let us remind the reader that it is Narses
who brings the Gothic War to completion, having taken over the army after
Belisarius, and crushes the Goths ([695] and [196]). We see is the pair Belisarius-
Narses. The name Narses transcribes as NRSS (or NRCC) unvocalized.

n 2b. Sulla, Pompey, and Caesar. Julius Caesar, Cicero and Sulla are all
important figures of the civil war in Rome of the alleged I century B.C. (not to be
confused with the “great triad” of Caesar, Sulla and Pompey). We are thus
considering the triad of Caesar, Cicero and Sulla. Cicero’s name transcribes as
CCRN (in its Tsitseron or Ciceron form), which is the same as the name of Narses in
reverse. We know the reason for such transformations well enough – bear in mind
that the Arabs and the Jews read from the right to the left, which may well transform
Narses into Cicero.

n n 2c. The Trojan War. Achilles and Ulysses are the two heroes of the Trojan
War of the alleged XIII century B.C. They also constitute a single military
commander after a manner, since Ulysses takes over from Achilles and brings his
cause to victory, defeating the Trojans. We see the pair of Achilles and Ulysses as
main figures ([851]). The other name of Odysseus/ Ulysses is Urexis (ibid). The
unvocalized Ulysses-Urexis shall transcribe as LSRXS, or LSSRCSS.

n n n  2d. The Tarquinian War. P. Valerius and T. Larcius are the two primary
military commanders of the Tarquinian War (in the alleged VI century B.C.). They
have already been identified as the pair of Belisarius and Narses. Livy pays special
attention to a triad of heroes here, namely, Valerius, Larcius and Marcius Coriolanus
([482]). The name Larcius (or Marcius) is obviously analogous to the name Narses
(or Narcius).



3a. The Gothic War. The primary royal figure here is Justinian I, the Byzantine
Emperor and the ruler of Greece and Romea ([695] and [196], Volume 1).

n 3b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. The “principal royalty” in the Roman war of the
alleged I century B.C. is Pompey Magnus (Pompey the Great), the Roman emperor
([660], Volume 2, page 338). Pompey Magnus is older than Julius Caesar ([660],
Volume 2, pages 539 and 543).

n n 3c. The Trojan War. The “principal royalty” is Agamemnon, the Greek ruler
([851] and [180]). His name may be related to that of Pompey Magnus. Agamemnon
is also older than Achilles, the latter being the double of Julius Caesar, qv above.

n n n  3d. The Tarquinian War. The key royal figure here is Tarquin the Proud,
King of Rome. Livy’s account ([482]) suggests Tarquin the Proud to have been older
than the Roman military leader Valerius, the double of Caesar.

4a. The Gothic War. Belisarius had obeyed emperor Justinian in the beginning of
the Gothic war, but is supposed to have plotted for the Italian throne at some point
towards its end (see above for details; also [695] and [196], Volume 1). The
relationship between Belisarius and Justinian had been an amicable one initially, but
turned hostile later on. The quarrel with Justinian and the order for the arrest of
Belisarius are soon to follow; Belisarius falls into disfavour.

n 4b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. Julius Caesar started his career with Pompey
Magnus as his superior, since the latter had held all the key military ranks. However,
Julius Caesar had gradually edged Pompey out, crushing his troops and seizing power
in Rome ([660]). What we see is a deteriorating relationship between Pompey and
Caesar – one that had led from initial amicability to a military conflict ([660]).

n n 4c. The Trojan War. Achilles obeys Agamemnon at the beginning of the war.
However, he subsequently plots for seizing royal power and ending the war with
Troy (see details above and in [851]). Once again we see friendship transform into
hostility leading to a quarrel, a severed relationship and even the “house arrest” of
Achilles – a reflection of a similar event from the biography of Belisarius, qv above.

n n n  4d. The Tarquinian War. Valerius had initially been subordinate to
Tarquin the Proud; however, mutual animosity had eventually developed between the
two; Valerius struggles against Tarquin and deposes the latter. We see yet another
neutral relationship turn hostile over the course of time and result in a violent military
conflict between Tarquin the Proud and Valerius ([482]).



5a. The Gothic War. The “second greatest” military leader in this war is Narses
the eunuch ([695] and [196], Volume 1). Thus, we see a triumvirate of important
figures in this war – Justinian, Belisarius and Narses.

n 5b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. Pompey and Julius Caesar are accompanied by
the Roman Crassus. This triad forms the group that we have dubbed the “first
triumvirate” above (see Chron2, Chapter 1). The initial leader of the triumvirate was
Pompey Magnus, likewise Agamemnon, his Trojan War double. Julius Caesar had
been the main military commander in the war of the alleged I century B.C., just like
Achilles, his double. Crassus had been a lay warrior and a wealthy citizen of Rome.
He played a secondary role in regard to the first two military leaders, likewise his
Trojan War double Menelaius. As we shall shortly witness, this power disposition in
the “first triumvirate” is very similar to the situations arising in all other duplicates of
this epoch.

n n 5c. The Trojan War. The second most important royalty here is king
Menelaius, the husband of Helen ([851] and [180]). We see yet another “triumvirate”
here – Agamemnon/Menelaius/Achilles.

n n n  5d. The Tarquinian War. The second most important king in this war is
Tarquin Collatine. There is no formal triumvirate here; however, one distinctly sees
the most prominent figures of the epoch to equal three in their number: Tarquin the
Proud, Tarquin Collatine and Publius Valerius ([482]).

We have already made numerous references to the “legend of a woman” that one
encounters in all known versions of the Trojan = Tarquinian = Gothic War. It is most
noteworthy that this very legend surfaces in Roman history of the alleged I century B.C.
that we are considering presently.

6a. The Gothic War. The protagonist of this legend in the alleged VI century A.D.
is Amalasuntha ([695]). Her double in the Second Empire is Julia Maesa.

n 6b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. The protagonist in the alleged I century B.C. is
Pompey’s woman who is in close proximity with Julia ([660]). See details below.

n n 6c. The Trojan War. The woman from the legend who had lived in the
alleged XIII century B.C. is the famous Helen of Troy ([851] and [180]).

n n n  6d. The Tarquinian War of the alleged VI century A.D. We see Lucretia
as the legendary character in this version, accompanied by Tullia ([482]).
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Commentary to 6d. Back in the day when the relationship between Julius Caesar,
Pompey and Crassus had still retained the exterior of amicability, “an unpleasant
incident took place in Caesar’s home. There had been some man from a distinguished
old gens who was renowned for his wealth . . . but his impudence and debauchery
equalled him with any famous lecher. He had fallen in love with Pompeia, the wife of
Caesar, enjoying her reciprocity… Aurelia, Caesar’s mother, would watch her
daughter-in-law closely, making every rendezvous of the lovers hard and dangerous”
([660], Volume 2, page 455, “Caesar” IX).

Every year the Romans celebrated the mysteries of Bona Dea, “the Good Goddess”;
the celebration could only be attended by the women. All of the men had vacated the
house of Caesar, and the feast commenced. Clodius, Pompeia’s lover, had sneaked into
the house hoping to meet Pompeia; however, one of Aurelia’s serving women
discovered him, and he was chased out in great disgrace ([660], Volume 2, pages 455-
456, “Caesar” IX-X). The next day the entire city of Rome was buzzing with the rumour
of the sacrilege committed by Clodius – apart from the dishonour that he had inflicted
upon the people involved, he was also guilty before the people and the gods. One of the
tribunes accused Clodius publicly of ignominy, and some of the most influential senators
spoke out against him” ([660], Volume 2, page 456, “Caesar” X). Caesar divorced
Pompeia; Clodius got killed shortly afterwards, in the alleged year 52 B.C. during a
skirmish on the Appian Way ([948], page 157). Let us now make a brief analysis.

7a. The Gothic War. Disgrace inflicted upon a woman served as a casus belli
(Amalasuntha’s arrest and her incarceration on a distant island – see [695] and [196],
Volume 1; also above). Let us point out that Amalasuntha had been queen of the
Goths. Her double in the Second Empire is Julia Maesa. Mark the name Julia.

n 7b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. The Roman war of the alleged I century B.C. is
preceded by an “affront of a woman”: the attempt of Clodius to arrange a date with
Pompeia, the wife of Caesar, during a holy feast of the women. The gender aspect is
clearly emphasized ([660]). Pompeia is a relation of the “most important emperor”
Pompey Magnus ([660], Volume 2, page 543, comment 12). See also [660], Volume
2, “Caesar” V. By her side we see Julia – the daughter of Caesar, and also the wife of
Pompey Magnus ([660], Volume 2, page 465). We thus see a pair of women here –
Pompeia and Julia, the respective wives of the “number one king” and the “number
one warlord”. Notice that the name Julia surfaces here as well as in the Gothic War.

n n 7c. The Trojan War. The casus belli in this case is perfectly similar to the



above cases. Helen is abducted by force (there are actually several contradictory
versions here, qv above) and taken away to Troy ([851]). The gender aspect of this
abduction is also emphasized. Helen is the wife of Menelaius, one of the two “main
kings”; afterwards, she becomes the wife of Paris the Trojan, or a member of the
TRQN clan; Paris = PRS or P-Russ. The names Helen and Julia may have been
identical.

n n n  7d. The Tarquinian War. Once again, the casus belli is a dishonourable
act against a woman – the rape of Lucretia by one of the Tarquins ([482]). We see
that the sexual aspect is also emphasized by Titus Livy. Lucretia is the wife of
Tarquin Collatine, or the second most important royal figure. By his side we see
Tullia (Julia?), the wife of Tarquin the Proud, the “primary royalty”. The events
unfold around the clan of the Tarquins (TRQN). The name Tullia obviously
resembles Julia, qv above.

8a. –
n 8b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. Rome of the alleged I century B.C. Aurelia is

the mother of Julius Caesar; she plays an important part in the “insult of Pompeia”,
Caesar’s wife, qv above.

n n 8c. Trojan War. –
n n n  8d. The Tarquinian War. In this war Valerius acts as the double of Julius

Caesar and is in the epicentre of events concerning the “rape of Lucretia”. Let us
point out the obvious similarity between the names of the two protagonists: Aurelia
the woman and Valerius the man. The fact that certain mediaeval scribes would
occasionally confuse male and female names for each other should not surprise us,
and we are to see more examples of such errors below.

9a. The Gothic War. One of the most important events here is the death of
Amalasuntha. Its analogue from the Second Empire is the death of Julia Maesa. Both
of the women were murdered, qv above. The Gothic War begins immediately after
the death of the queen, and it had been her demise that served as reason for the war to
break out in the first place. The affronter of Amalasuntha (= Julia Maesa) is
Theodahad the Goth who dies a violent death himself shortly afterwards ([196],
Volume 1).

n 9b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. The death of Julia takes place in the alleged I
century B.C. in Rome. It happens rather suddenly, yet there is no report of a murder



([660]). The civil war in Rome begins after the death of Julia. Plutarch, for one,
regards this death as the cause of the war. He tells us that “both Pompey and Caesar
were cast into deep dejection [after the death of Julia; compare to Livy’s version – A.
F.]; their friends were in confusion since the bond of blood that still helped to
maintain peace and accordance in the country torn apart by embroilment had been
severed… the public took the body of Julia to Campus Martius, despite the objections
voiced by the tribunes of the people” ([660], Volume 2, page 465, “Caesar” XXIII).
After the demise of Julia, the relationship between Pompey and Caesar rapidly
deteriorates, and they “rise against one another” ([660], Volume 2, page 465,
“Caesar” XXIII). Claudius, the Roman “offender” of Pompeia, is soon killed in the
civil war ([660]).

n n 9c. The Trojan War. It breaks out because of Helen, who was killed
subsequently ([851]). However, in this version she dies already after the Trojan War,
which does not stop her death from being paid particular attention as an important
event. The “miscreant” Paris, who had abducted Helen, also dies a short while later,
at the end of the Trojan War ([851]).

n n n  9d. The Tarquinian War. What we see here is the death of Lucretia. She
stabs herself to death after having been raped ([482]). It is her death that causes the
war in Rome ([482]). The “offender” of Lucretia, Tarquin Sextus who had raped her,
is soon killed in the Tarquinian War ([482]).

10a. The Gothic War. The war begins with the exile of the Goths from Rome. The
principal initiator of this exile is Belisarius, the Graeco-Romean military
commander. He leads the troops against the Goths aided by General John (the double
of the “ancient” Brutus described by Livy, qv above and in [196], Volume 1).

n 10b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. When the war of the alleged I century B.C.
began, Pompey Magnus was banished from Rome. The military leader Valerius
masterminded his exile. Together with Brutus, yet another warlord, they conducted
the campaign against Pompey Magnus ([660]).

n n 10c. The Trojan War. Achilles leads the troops to fight the Trojans
accompanied by Patroclus (= BRT, qv above). See [851] and [180]. Patroclus is the
double of Brutus from the Tarquinian War and his namesake who had fought in the
Roman war of the alleged I century B.C.

n n n  10d. The Tarquinian War. The war begins when the royal clan of the
Tarquins gets deported from Rome. The exile is a brainchild of the military



commander Valerius, who also leads the Roman revolt against the Tarquins with
Brutus as his ally ([482]).

11a. The Gothic War. When the war begins, Belisarius is outside Rome, whereas
the Goths led by king Theodahad are located in the city. Belisarius begins a military
campaign against the Romans and soon chases the Goths out ([695] and [196],
Volume 1).

n 11b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. At the beginning of the civil war that broke out
in the alleged I century B.C., Julius Caesar is initially located outside Rome, unlike
Pompey Magnus ([660]). Then Caesar launches his Roman campaign, crosses the
Rubicon (a famous “ancient” scene), and banishes Pompey and his allies from Rome.
This event may well be called the “Exile of the Kings” (see more details in the
commentary below).

n n 11c. The Trojan War. When the war begins, Achilles the Greek has his camp
outside the besieged Troy, the fortress of the TRQN = Trojans, qv above ([851]). As
a result of the war, the Greeks banish the Trojans from Troy ([851] and [180]).

n n n  11d. The Tarquinian War. We see a reversal of the scenario in this
particular case. Tarquin the Proud is outside Rome whilst Valerius is inside ([482]).
Then the Tarquins are chased away from Rome by Valerius and Brutus, which is
Livy’s famous “Exile of the Kings” from Regal Rome. The Tarquins counter with a
campaign against Rome.

Commentary to 11b. According to Plutarch, “Caesar decided to depose Pompey a
long time ago” ([660], Volume 2, page 467, “Caesar” XXIX). A civil war breaks out.
Caesar’s troops march towards Rome, cross the Rubicon and seize Ariminum. “After
the fall of Ariminum, the gates of war open wide in all the lands and on all the seas; all
Roman laws were wiped out together with the border of the province (which is the
same as Titus Livy tells us – A. F.]; it seemed as though it hadn’t just been the men and
the women roaming all across Italy in terror, but the very towns and cities themselves
left their sites and fled… as for Rome herself… authorities failed to maintain order with
either orders or persuasion… conflicting passions and violent turmoil reigned
throughout the land” ([660], Volume 2, page 471, “Caesar” XXXIII). A great
embroilment flares up in Rome, resulting in the exile of Pompey Magnus.

This takes place in the following manner. In his belief that “the war had engulfed the
entire country, he [Pompey – A. F.] had made a public declaration that the city was in



turmoil and anarchy and left the city, ordering the senators and everyone who preferred
fatherland and freedom to tyranny to follow his example… the consuls fled without even
making the usual sacrifices before their departure; most of the senators also fled in great
haste… the terrified people had lost their ability to think and allowed the current of this
stampede carry them away for no reason whatsoever… before the great storm.
Regardless of how much this mass emigration had hurt them, the Romans trusted the land
of the exile to become their new fatherland in their love for Pompey and so they were
leaving Rome” ([660], Volume 2, pages 471-472, “Caesar” XXXIII-XXXIV). Plutarch
(Petrarch?) is most likely to be giving us a de facto account of the exile of the Tarquins
from Rome (according to Livy, they were driven out by Publius Valerius), or the exile
of the Goths by Belisarius in the Gothic version. The Trojan version places this “Exile
of the Kings” at the end of the war, when Troy had already fallen.

By the way, in fig. 2.75 one can see a XV century miniature by Jean Fouquet painted
around 1420-1477/81 depicting the troops of Caesar crossing the Rubicon ([1237]). Pay
attention to the fact that we see the imperial bicephalous eagles on the flags of the
“ancient” Roman legions, as well as the caparison of Caesar’s horse. Nowadays it is
considered that they were on the official coat of arms of the “ancient” imperial Rome.
At the same time, we know these symbols quite well from mediaeval history, qv in
Chron7.

http://history.mithec.com


Fig. 2.75 A mediaeval miniature of the XV century that depicts the “ancient” Julius Caesar crossing the Rubicon (Jean
Fouquet, circa 1420-1477/81). We see the imperial bicephalous eagle on the “ancient” banners – one we know very

well from the history of the XIV-XVII century A.D. Taken from [1237].

12a. The Gothic War. Rome is abandoned by the Goths, and Belisarius enters the
city with triumph. Romans greet him as their liberator. Let us remind the reader that
Belisarius had been the main military leader of Romean Greece.

n 12b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. Julius Caesar enters Rome abandoned by
Pompey and his followers. Caesar is made dictator and vested with emergency
powers for the course of the war ([660], Volume 2, page 473, “Caesar” XXXVII).

n n 12c. The Trojan War. Achilles is the commander-in-chief of the Greek troops
that hold Troy under siege ([851] and [180]).

n n n  12d. The Tarquinian War. Titus Livy tells us the following about Brutus,
the ally of Valerius: “the city’s liberator was given a warm welcome in the camp, and
the children of the king banished” ([482], 1:60, page 97).

Commentary to 12b. “Ancient” authors point out obvious similarities between the
legends of Pompey Magnus and Agamemnon without any prompts from our part. This



superimposition had already manifested in the parallelism that we are referring to.
Plutarch, for instance, tells us that “everyone was accusing Pompey of cowardice,
mockingly calling him Agamemnon, king of kings [the Trojan version does in fact refer
to Agamemnon as the “king of kings” since he is the leader of the royal Greek heroes –
A. F.]: his reluctance to let go of undivided power was allegedly making him proud of
so many warlords having to come to his tent for orders” ([660], Volume 2, page 475,
“Caesar”).

13a. The Gothic War. One of the heroes who liberate Italy from the Goths is called
John MRC, the son of PRCT (Celius). The Roman pontifex John is also active in this
epoch, while Belisarius is accompanied by General John, the double of the “ancient”
Brutus ([695] and [196], Volume 1). See above.

n 13b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. In the alleged I century B.C., Marcus Junius
Brutus earns great fame as the liberator of the Roman people from tyranny. Also see
the references to Decimus Junius Brutus Albinus below ([660]).

n n 13c. The Trojan War. Here we see Patroclus/BRT who liberates Helen and
fights for her honour ([851] and [180]).

n n n  13d. The Tarquinian War. Junius Brutus, the son of Marcus, liberates the
people of Rome from the Tarquinian tyranny ([482]).

Commentary to 13b. We have to linger here for a short while in order to discuss
such a famous “ancient” hero as Marcus Junius Brutus (Brother?) from the alleged I
century B.C. Plutarch refers to yet another Brutus (Brother?) who is active in this epoch,
namely, Decimus Junius Brutus Albinus. A careful study of Plutarch’s works ([660])
leaves one with the impression that he confuses one of them for the other, possibly due
to the fact that they’re different reflections of one and the same mediaeval character.
Indeed:

*1) The name of the first Brutus is Marcus Junius Brutus ([660], Volume 2, page
312.
*1) The name of the second Brutus is Decimus Junius Brutus Albinus ([660],
Volume 2, page 545).

*2) Marcus Junius Brutus had initially been a comrade of Julius Caesar,
maintaining a close relationship with the latter. He had probably also been his
comrade-in-arms.



*2) Decimus Junius Brutus Albinus serves under Caesar in Gaul ([660], Volume 2,
page 545, comment 95, “Caesar” LXIV, page 488).

*3) Marcus Junius Brutus conspires against Julius Caesar ([660], Volumes 2 and
3).
*3) Decimus Junius Brutus Albinus also takes part in the plot against Julius Caesar
([660], Volume 2, page 319).

Let us now return to the comparison of the war that took place in the alleged I century
B.C. with the Tarquinian War.

n 14b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. In the war of the alleged I century B.C.,
Decimus Junius Brutus Albinus + Marcus Junius Brutus (Brother?) act as the famed
hero who saves Rome from Caesar the tyrant according to Plutarch, killing Caesar
together with other plotters. Let us point out a possible etymological connection
between the name Brutus and the word Brother.

n n n  14d. The Tarquinian War. Lucius Junius Brutus, son of Marcus, is a
famous hero of the Tarquinian war – the one who had liberated Rome from the
tyranny of the kings. His name is very similar to that of the “double Brutus” from the
previous section: Lucius may be the same as Decius, Junius = Junius, Brutus = Brutus
and Marcus = Marcus. We consider it necessary to remind the reader that, according
to Titus Livy, Lucius Junius Brutus, son of Marcus, went down in Roman history
(together with Publius Valerius) as the hero who had chased the Tarquins away from
Rome and killed the king’s son, Tarquin Arruntius, the enemy of Rome (qv above and
in [482]).

n 15b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. Marcus Junius Brutus was killed afterwards.
His father (also a Brutus, by the way), died by the hand of Pompey ([660], Volume 2,
“Pompey”, LXIV, page 379; also “Pompey” XVI, page 344. Pompey Magnus is the
“main royalty” when the war begins; he is superimposed over Livy’s Tarquins.

n n n  15d. The Tarquinian War. Lucius, the son of Marcus Junius, was killed
while fighting the Tarquins (he and Tarquin Arruntius had killed each other, qv in
[482]).

Commentary to 15. Once again we witness the ancient authors to indicate direct
analogies between Marcus Junius Brutus from the alleged I century B.C. and Lucius



Junius Brutus, son of Marcus – a hero of the Tarquinian War that took place in the
alleged VI century B.C. without any prompting from our part whatsoever and in perfect
correlation with the chronological shifts. Furthermore, this “Bruti couple” is the only
pair of famous people wearing the name of Brutus in “Classical Rome”. Plutarch tells
us that “Junius Brutus [! - the hero of the Tarquinian War – A. F.] is the predecessor of
Marcus Brutus [Marcus Junius Brutus, Julius Caesar’s contemporary, qv in [660],
Volume 3, page 312, “Brutus” I; the reference in comment 1 – A. F.]; ancient Romans
had placed his bronze statue wielding a sword on the Capitol hill among the statues of
the kings, since it was to him first and foremost that the Romans owed the fall of the
Tarquins ([660], Volume 3, page 312, “Brutus” I).

Also: “Brutus [Marcus Junius Brutus from the alleged I century B.C. – A. F.] had
been exhorted to decisive actions [against the tyranny of Julius Caesar – A. F.] for quite
a long time… the statue of the ancient Brutus, the one who had deposed the kings
[Brutus, the hero of the Tarquinian War – A. F.] was covered in numerous graffiti
saying “Oh, if you could only be with us today!” or “Had Brutus been alive!”. One
morning, the magisterian hathpace where Brutus officiated as a praetor, had been found
covered in tablets saying “Brutus, are you sleeping?” and “You aren’t a real Brutus!”.
The ones responsible for this surge of rancour against the dictator [Plutarch refers to
Julius Caesar, and Titus Livy – to Tarquin the Proud – A. F.] were his adulators who
would keep inventing new honours for him, which the Romans had loathed… in hope
that the populace would pronounce Caesar king; however, what really took place was
the opposite” ([660], Volume 3, pages 317-318, “Brutus” IX).

All these ruminations, comparisons, parallels and explanations from the part of
Plutarch (Petrarch?), possibly a late mediaeval author of the alleged XV-XVI century,
who was obviously confused wherein these two “Brutus characters” were concerned,
considering them two separate entities, whose deeds would nonetheless constantly get
superimposed over each other (under the pressure of the Scaligerian chronology,
naturally). This erroneous chronology had bound Plutarch hand and foot, and arbitrarily
divided the same Brutus (Brother?) into two duplicates, one of which became shifted
into the I century A.D., and the other – into an even earlier epoch, the VI century B.C.
This resulted in the existence of two duplicate characters sharing the name Brutus,
virtually indistinguishable from one another – Junius Brutus, son of Marcus, the
liberator of the Romans from the Tarquinian tyranny, and Junius Brutus Marcus who
delivered the Romans from the tyranny of Julius Caesar.



16a. The Gothic War. In this war we see General John, a possible “sequel” of
John MRC, the son of PRCT, qv above. The Gothic war is both civil and external.

n 16b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. We observe Marcus Junius Brutus die in the
war of the alleged I century B.C. and his great posthumous glory ([660]). This war is
also both civil and external.

n n 16c. The Trojan War. What we see here is the death of Patroclus (BRT) in a
battle at the walls of Troy and his fame of a Trojan War hero ([851] and [180]). The
Trojan War is of an external nature.

n n n  16d. The Tarquinian War. Here we witness the death of Brutus, son of
Marcus, in a battle against the Tarquins, and his Roman laurels ([482]). This war is
also civil as well as external.

17a. The Gothic War. The Goths and the PRS (= Franks, or TRNK), or PRS =
Persians, are the two primary opponents here, both defeated by the army of Romea, or
Byzantium. We also see the siege of the New City (allegedly Naples in Italy, a
famous fortress).

n 17b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. In the war of the alleged I century B.C., the
Pompeians had been the primary foe; the secondary enemy was PRS = the Gauls
(Gaul/Galicia/France) as well as PRS = the Persians. Both enemies were defeated.
We see a siege of the famous fortress Alesia in the course of this war. In the Gaulish
(Galician?) war, Julius Caesar’s main opponents are the Gauls [possibly
the Slavic tribe of Galichi?]: “The lands of the Arverni (Arventi) and the Carnutes

were the hotbed of rebellion” ([660], Volume 2, “Caesar”, XXV-XXVI, page 466. It is
possible that these RVNT and CRNT are distorted versions of the clan name TRQN.

n n 17c. The Trojan War. The Trojans are the main opponent here; the other one
is PRS, or Paris. They’re both defeated. We see the siege of Troy, a famous “ancient”
citadel. The enemies of Achilles, the double of Julius Caesar, are the Trojans =
TRQN, qv above.

n n n  17d. The Tarquinian War. The Tarquinians are the number one enemy
here, they have an ally by the name of PRS = Porsenna. Both are defeated. Rome is
under siege. The Tarquins (TRQN) are also the enemies of Valerius.

Commentary to 17b. According to Plutarch, Caesar’s Gaulish (Galician?) war was
“the greatest and the most violent [war – A. F.] … ever to rage in Gaul” ([660], Volume
2, page 466, “Caesar” XXV. Its description occupies an important place in Caesar’s



“biography” according to Plutarch (Petrarch?). The war culminates in the siege of
Alesia, a fortress of the utmost strength. “Most of the barbarians who had survived the
battle [with Caesar – A. F.] concealed themselves in the town of Alesia. Caesar
inflicted a great danger upon himself in the siege of this town that had seemed
unassailable due to high walls and large numbers of the besieged, since the elite forces
of all the Gaulish tribes… arrived to Alesia, whereas the number of the Gauls under
siege had equalled a hundred and seventy thousand at least” ([660], Volume 2, page
467, “Caesar” XXVI. Plutarch proceeds to tell us that “the battle for Alesia was a most
glorious one; no other war would give us an example of such brave and artful deeds”
([660], Volume 2, page 467, “Caesar” XXVII.

The name Alesia might be a corruption of “Achilles” – the double of Caesar =
Belisarius. The siege and the fall of Alesia made their way into every military history
textbook as examples of the art of war as practised by the “ancients” – see [172],
Volume 1, for instance.

18a. The Gothic War. According to Procopius, the war rages in Italy ([695] and
[196], Volume 1). Vittigis had been the king of the Goths shortly before the siege of
the New City (Naples) began.

n 18b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. The fortress of Alesia is located in Italy,
according to Plutarch ([660]). The defence of Alesia is led by King Vercingetorix
who presided over the tribes of the Arverni (Arventi, or RVNT) and the Carnutes
(CRNT). See [660].

n n 18c. The Trojan War. Military action takes place in the vicinity of Friesia or
Phrygia. The famous Trojan hero Hector is a royal figure leading the defence of Troy
– the leader of the TRQN, in other words. One sees an obvious parallelism: the long
name Vercingetorix is most probably a collation of two shorter names: Vittigis and
Hector.

n n n  18d. The Tarquinian War. According to Livy, the war takes place in Italy.
The double of the Trojan Hector here is most probably Tarquin Arruntius ([482]).

19a. The Gothic War. The captivity of Vittigis ([695] and [196], Volume 1). The
victor is commander-in-chied Belisarius.

n 19b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. In the alleged I century B.C. we see the demise
of Vercingetorix after his capitulation. The victor’s name is Julius Caesar, and he is a
double of Belisarius. The account of the event given by Plutarch is as follows:



“Vercingetorix, the leader of the entire army… rode out of the gates. He jumped off
his horse, removed all of his armour and sat down at the feet of Caesar, remaining
there until he was taken away to be kept under guard until the triumph” ([660],
Volume 2, page 467, “Caesar” XXVII. Also: “Caesar’s triumph could only be
celebrated six years hence. All the while Vercingetorix had remained captive; he was
killed immediately after the triumph” ([660], Volume 2, page 544, comment 49).

n n 19c. The Trojan War. The demise of Hector, whose body is taken “captive”
by the victor Achilles ([851] and [180]).

n n n  19d. The Tarquinian War. What we see here is the death of Tarquin
Arruntius in a battle ([482]).

20a. The Gothic War. The siege of the New City (Naples) resulted in the fall of
the latter. Belisarius had to resort to cunning for the city to be taken. His troops
secretly infiltrated the city through a gigantic old aqueduct that was constructed near
the walls of the New City ([695] and [196], Volume 1).

n 20b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. In the alleged year I B.C., the siege of Alesia
finally results in the fall of the city. Caesar also wins by ingenuity, ordering to erect a
gigantic construction – namely, a double wall to surround the bastions of Alesia
([660]). See below for more details.

n n 20c. The Trojan War. Troy falls after a prolonged siege. The Greek
assailants use their guile to infiltrate the city, constructing an enormous “grey effigy of
a horse” ([851]) and hiding therein (the famous “Trojan Horse”).

n n n  20d. The Tarquinian War. No analogue of the “Trojan Horse” here; this is
where the parallelism breaks.

Commentary to 20b. Plutarch informs us that “clenched tight between such great
forces (the Gauls – PRS and RVNT-CRNT – A. F.), Caesar was forced to erect two
walls simultaneously; one to defend himself against the city, and the other to hold back
the arriving Gauls, since it had been clear that the unification of his two enemies would
mean his defeat… however, the most amazing thing is how Caesar had crushed the large
army outside the city walls without letting anyone know [?! – this is a fantasy of the
mediaeval author Plutarch who tried to make heads or tails of the sparse data contained
in the old documents – A. F.]; not merely the besieged, but even those of the Romans
who were guarding the wall that surrounded the city… thus, the vast force had been put
to a complete rout, and most of the barbarians died in the battle. Finally, the defenders



of Alesia also surrendered” ([660], Volume 2, page 467, “Caesar” XXVII).
We are of the opinion that the construction of a “double wall” by Caesar is highly

unlikely, especially done furtively. We are most likely to be seeing yet another
reflection of the same old remarkable ploy of Belisarius, who had used an old aqueduct
constructed before the war – not built in several days, as Plutarch (Petrarch?) is trying
to convince us. One has to point out that ancient aqueducts would often be built as very
large chutes concealed by two vertical walls and held up with a footing, qv in fig. 2.67,
for instance. The chute would then be covered with a roof which transformed it into a
pipe. The “double wall” of Caesar is possibly a later distortion of the original image –
the chute of an aqueduct. It becomes clear why Plutarch emphasizes that the walls were
built with neither the besieged, nor the major part of the assailants noticing [?]. In our
rendition of the Gothic War we already mentioned the fact that Belisarius kept this
infiltration of a special brigade secret even from his own army.

21a. The Gothic War. Belisarius battles the kingdom of the Goths or the Germans
whose predecessors were Odoacer and Theodoric the Goth. The war had raged for
16 or 18 years – namely, between 535-536 (the advent to Rome) and 552-553 (the
defeat of the Goths). See [196], Volume 1. Justinian is the key royal figure in the
Gothic War; he does not participate in military action personally.

n 21b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. The Gaulish (Galician?) War is a conflict
between Julius Caesar and the Germanic tribes, one of which deserves special
attention from the part of Plutarch – the Tencteri tribe (TNCTR unvocalized; possibly
a duplicate of TRQN – see [660], Volume 2, page 464. The Gaulish (Galician?) war
rages for “nearly ten years” ([660], Volume 2, page 459, “Caesar” XV. Pompey
Magnus is the “Great King” of the first period; he does not take part in Caesar’s
Gaulish War.

n n 21c. The Trojan War. Achilles fights against the Trojans (TRQN) and the
Friesians/ Phrygians, who are partially identified as the Germans, qv in the analysis
above. The duration of the war is nine years and a half, or 9 (10) years according to
other versions ([851], also see above). The “main king of the Greeks”, Agamemnon,
does not participate in military action actively, which is all the more obvious from
observing the activity of Achilles in this war.

n n n  21d. The Tarquinian War. According to Livy, Publius Valerius fights
against the Tarquins (TRQN). The war lasts for 12 years; the primary royal figure (L.
Tarquin the Proud) does actually participate in combat ([482]), which is where the



parallelism breaks. However, the war durations in all four instances correlate with
each other quite well.

22a. The Gothic War. Procopius describes the Gothic war as large-scale and
extremely violent ([695]).

n 22b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. According to Plutarch, the Gaulish War (the
war in Galicia?) has been one of the greatest wars ever fought by humankind. We
learn that “he [Caesar – A. F.] had conquered more than eight hundred towns and
cities [in the course of the Gaulish or the Galician War – A. F.], and also three
hundred nations [sic! – A. F.], with three million people as his enemies, one million
of which were destroyed [!? – A. F.] in various battles” ([660], Volume 2, page 459).

n n 22c. The Trojan War. Trojan chronicles also emphasize the unusually violent
character of the war and numerous battles fought in its course)([851]).

n n n  22d. The Tarquinian War. According to Titus Livy, the Tarquinian war is
one of the most important events that took place over many centuries of Roman
history ([482]).

23a. The Gothic War. This war brings the demise of Totila and Teia (Teias), the
two last Gothic kings. They die at the very end of the Gothic War ([196], Volume 1).
The victors cut off Teia’s head, which is an important symbolic episode in the course
of the Gothic War, qv above.

n 23b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. In the alleged I century B.C., Pompey Magnus
dies trying to flee from the battlefield ([660], Volume 2, pages 477-478). Pompey
was decapitated, which is one of the war’s central episodes ([660], Volume 2, page
479).

n n 23c. The Trojan War. Here we see all the principal Trojan royal figures die
after the fall of Troy. Agamemnon, the double of Pompey Magnus, is treacherously
killed. Troilus, the double of the Goths Totila and Teia, is beheaded; this event is
also amongst the focal points of the Trojan War. Inasmuch as the original sources let
us know, the episode with the severed head of a king is unique for each of the three
wars – the Gothic War, the Trojan War, and the Roman war of the alleged I century
B.C.

n n n  23d. The Tarquinian War. In this war, king Tarquin the Proud dies after
his defeat in the battle with the Romans. He flees and dies in Cumas a short while
later ([482]). The parallelism is broken here, since we find no decapitation episode.



24a. The Gothic War. Theodahad, King of the Goths, takes part in military action
and gets killed as a result ([695] and [196], Volume 1; also see above.

n 24b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. One of the important participants of the civil
war that broke out in Rome in the alleged I century B.C. is called Theodotus ([660],
Volume 2, pages 388-390). We see his name to be virtually identical to that of his
Gothic counterpart; moreover, his fate is also similar, since he dies a violent death
([660], Volume 2, page 391.

n n 24c. The Trojan War. King Teuthrates, the double of Theodahad the Goth,
takes part in the war and also dies by violence ([851]). See above.

n n n  24d. The Tarquinian War. No duplicate found here.

25a. The Gothic War. Belisarius kills (executes?) the Gothic king Vittigis.
Likewise, the legend of the battle between Belisarius and Vittigis reports the death of
the latter ([196], Volume 1; also see above). Belisarius the military leader and his
enemies – the Gothic kings Totila and Teia – are active around the same time.

n 25b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. Pompey Magnus is killed by a certain
Achillas, the leader of the brigade responsible for the death of Pompey the enemy of
Julius Caesar ([660], Volume 2, pages 389-390). Achillas acts as the double of
Belisarius here; his death follows shortly ([660], Volume 2, page 391.

n n 25c. The Trojan War. Achilles kills the Trojan king Troilus ([851]). As we
have just witnessed, Troilus is the double of the Gothic kings Totila and Teias. Let us
also point out the stunning similarity between the names Achillas and Achilles (who
also dies in a short while).

n n n  25d. The Tarquinian War. We didn’t manage to locate a duplicate here.

26a. The Trojan War. Belisarius was accused of treason and harbouring intentions
to seize royal power in Italy ([196], Volume 1). He had presumably promised the
Goths to accept the royal crown from their hands. Belisarius himself had denied the
accusation; nevertheless, Emperor Justinian withdrew Belisarius from military action
and called him away from Italy.

n 26b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. Julius Caesar is accused of plotting to seize
royal power in Rome. Many Romans offer to crown him ([660]). See more details
below. Julius Caesar is forced to refute the accusation of treason publicly. The events
take place in peaceful Rome, there is no war at the time. According to Plutarch,



“Caesar’s aspiration to be vested in royal powers was the thing that provoked the
utmost hatred for him and the wish to kill him in the populace, for whom this was
Caesar’s main crime… the people who urged Caesar to accept this authority had
spread rumours across the nation…” ([660], Volume 2, page 485). All of this leads to
the growing unpopularity of Caesar, who claims to have no secret plans and yet
appears dangerously close to seizing actual “royal power”. Caesar, likewise his
doubles Belisarius and Volusius, does his best to demonstrate the falsity of these
accusations, rejecting the royal title that his minions had given him ([660], Volume 2,
pages 485-486). However, it does little to calm the Romans down, and the hostility
keeps on growing. Plutarch proceeds to tell us about the destruction of Caesar’s
house (or the fable thereof, qv in [660], Volume 2, page 488).

n n 26c. The Trojan War. The hero Achilles is also accused of treason and
plotting to seize absolute royal power ([851]). This results in his withdrawal from
combat – either voluntary or forced.

n n n  26d. The Tarquinian War. After the Tarquins are deposed in Rome, the
wish to seize royal power is also incriminated to Publius Valerius, who makes a
public refutation. Nevertheless, Valerius is drawn away from both the consulate and
military action ([482]). Livy also reports the destruction of the home of Caesar’s
double Publius Valerius, and tells us that the accusation of plotting to seize absolute
royal power was also supported by the fact that Valerius had been building his house
on a hill, turning it into an impregnable fortress. Valerius is said to have craved the
cessation of these rumours and ordered for the house to be destroyed, and then re-
built in a valley ([482]).

27a. The Gothic War. What we witness next is Belisarius falling into disfavour,
his arrest and the confiscation of his property, promptly followed by his death in utter
poverty ([196], Volume 1).

n 27b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. A plot against Caesar hatches up in Rome,
resulting in the treacherous murder of Julius Caesar. He is killed by a strike from
behind. Plutarch tells us that “it was Cascas who had delivered the first blow,
striking him in the hind-head with a sword” ([660], Volume 2, page 490).

n n 27c. The Trojan War. Here we also see a plot against Achilles which results
in his getting murdered perfidiously – once again, with a blow dealt from behind
([851]).

n n n  27d. The Tarquinian War. It is possible that Publius Valerius, the double



of Belisarius, also fell into disfavour, since it is reported that he had died in poverty
([482]). We learn nothing of his murder, though.

28a. The Gothic War. No duplicate found here.
n 28b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. Plutarch claims that Titus Livy had written a

biography of Julius Caesar ([660], Volume 2, page 488). Plutarch refers to the part of
Livy’s Ab urbe condita, which had allegedly failed to reach our time ([660], Volume
2, page 545, comment 94).

n n 28c. The Trojan War. We find no duplicate here.
n n n  28d. The Tarquinian War. Apparently, Titus Livy did in fact write

Caesar’s biography; however, he had known him under a different name, that of
Publius Valerius. In this case the respective part of Livy’s history must have been
preserved and reached our day and age ([482]). As we are beginning to realize,
Plutarch (Petrarch?) must have been absolutely right in making this claim.

29a. The Gothic War. Apart from fighting the Goths (TRQN), Belisarius also
battles the Persians (PRS), qv in [196], Volume 1. We thus see two major foes; apart
from that, Belisarius also takes part in the African campaign against the Vandals.

n 29b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. Julius Caesar launches the Persian campaign
against Farnakh ([660], Volume 2, p. 480). The name is very similar to TRNK due to
the frequent flexion of F and T. Moreover, we have already witnessed the
identification of TRNK with the Franks; “Farnakh” and “Franks” are all but identical
phonetically. Julius Caesar also launches an African campaign ([660], Volume 2, p.
482).

n n 29c. The Trojan War. Achilles fights against Paris (PRS) and the Trojans
(TRQN). We see the same pair of PRS and TRQN/TRNK.

n n n  29d. The Tarquinian War. Valerius battles against the Etruscan Larth
Porsenna (L-Horde PRSN) and the Tarquins (TRQN). The two groups of foes prove
similar yet again.

30a. The Gothic War. After the withdrawal of Belisarius from military action, the
final defeat of the Goths is carried out by Narses (Narces), qv in [196], Volume 1. He
finishes that which was started by Belisarius and acts as his successor. His
unvocalized name transcribes as NRSS or NRCS.

n 30b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. Cicero also acts as the successor of Julius



Caesar, after a manner, being a legate and a legion commander in Caesar’s army
([660], Volume 2, page 544; also see below). The unvocalized transcription of the
name Cicero (CCR, or CCRN) would transform into NRCC when read back to front,
in the Hebraic or Arabic manner. Let us also point out a certain similarity between
the names of Caesar and Cicero (Tsitseron in Russian): CSR and CCR (CCRN)
unvocalized.

n n 30c. The Trojan War. Ulysses (Odysseus) treads in the footsteps of Achilles,
bringing the war to a victorious finale. The names of Ulysses and Achilles are
similar.

n n n  30d. The Tarquinian War. Larcius (or Marcius Coriolanus) picks up
where Publius Valerius had left off. Larcius defeats the Tarquins and acts as the
successor of Valerius, bringing his cause to a victory. The name Larcius is similar to
that of Narces or Narses.

Commentary to 30b. In the time of the Gaulish War (the Galician War?) Cicero had
been a legate in Caesar’s army, according to Plutarch ([660], Volume 2, page 465,
“Caesar”, XXIV. Historians consider this Cicero to have been a “brother” of Marcus
Tullius Cicero, the famous orator. However, Plutarch doesn’t mention any “brothers”
whatsoever, and refers to this character simply as “Cicero”. Nowadays it is presumed
that the famous “ancient” Cicero the orator had not been a professional military man,
likewise Narses, his double in the Gothic War, who had allegedly been a eunuch at the
court of Justinian. However, Cicero the orator had been Caesar’s ally, and often took
part in military action – for instance, during the occupation of Cilicia, Cicero was
commanding an army of 1200 infantrymen and 2600 horsemen ([660], Volume 3, page
180, “Cicero” XXXVI). Plutarch tells us that “he [Cicero – A. F.] also took part in
combat… and the soldiers had titled him emperor” ([660], Volume 3, page 185. Cicero
had been a consul, and it is known that “he did not participate in the plot against
Caesar” ([660], Volume 3, page 185).

After the death of Julius Caesar, a popular movement burgeoned in Rome. It had
brought Cicero to the crest of the political current that would make him the successor of
Caesar. “Cicero’s name would get mentioned often… it held a special charm for the
populace, being the symbol of the republic ([948], page 174). Therefore, according to
Plutarch (Petrarch?), Cicero acts as Caesar’s incomer, in perfect accordance with
similar scenarios for Narses/Belisarius and Ulysses/Achilles.



31a. The Gothic War. Narses and Belisarius are presumed to have been friends.
Narses took no part in the arrest of Belisarius and the repressions against the latter.
Narses had been a eunuch (orbator in Latin), qv in [237], pages 709-710. The word
orbator means “infecund” or “childless”; it can also mean “a eunuch” when applied
to a man.

n 31b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. Cicero and Caesar had also been on friendly
terms. Cicero did not participate in the conspiracy against Caesar ([660]). Cicero had
been an orator ([237]).

n n 31c. The Trojan War. Ulysses (Odysseus) was a friend of Achilles. He didn’t
take part in the Trojan plot against Achilles ([851). As we already know, certain
authors may have referred to Achilles as a eunuch, since he had once “served in the
gynaeceum”, qv above. The Latin for “eunuch” is orbator ([237]).

n n n  31d. The Tarquinian War. Titus Livy does not report any animosity
between Larcius and Publius Valerius. We learn nothing of either Valerius or Larcius
(Marcius) being a eunuch here.

Commentary. The words orator and orbator are obviously similar; therefore,
mediaeval authors could easily confuse them. Some of the chroniclers – Procopius, for
instance – would try to decipher the sparse and random data that had reached them and
then give us flowery accounts of the alleged infertility of Narses = NRCC, which
brought Narses the eunuch into existence. Other authors, such as Plutarch (Petrarch?)
would read the word in question as orator and glorify Cicero (CCR/CCRN) as a
talented speaker. The reference to Latin is quite in place here, since it is Roman history
that we’re analysing. What we see in action is obviously the same psychological
mechanism as in the case of a mediaeval aqueduct transforming into the Trojan horse. A
foreign scribe would misinterpret the vaguely familiar word, giving it a new meaning
due to similar phonetics, and then use his own considerations to provide the details
which were often of a fanciful nature; all of this literary activity would then make its
way into history textbooks.

32a. The Gothic War. Narses is the only eunuch (orbator) mentioned in the case of
the Gothic War ([695] and [196], Volume 1).

n 32b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. Cicero and Caesar are the only famous orators
mentioned by Plutarch in the context of the Roman War that took place in the alleged I
century B.C. Caesar is supposed to have been the second best orator after Cicero.



The fact that CCR (CCRN) acts as the successor of Caesar is also manifest in
Plutarch referring to the pair as to “gifted orators”. Both Cicero and Caesar have
studied elocution in the same school of Apollonius ([660], Volume 2, page 451,
“Caesar” III). Plutarch tells us nothing about any other participants of the alleged I
century B.C. war being renowned for eloquence.

n n 32c. The Trojan War. Achilles is the only “eunuch” mentioned in the course
of the Trojan War ([851] and [180]).

n n n  32d. The Tarquinian War. No duplicate was found here.

33a. The Gothic War. The first scenario: after the end of the Gothic War, Narses
has to go into exile (we can refer to this episode as “the ordeal of Narses”). The
second scenario: Narses soon returns to Rome triumphant ([196], Volume 1). The
third scenario: we know nothing about the death of Narses and its circumstances.

n 33b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. The first scenario: the exile of Cicero after the
Gaulish (Galician?) War – “the ordeal of Cicero” ([948], page 156). Cicero
remained in exile for a year and a half (ibid). “His house in Rome was destroyed, his
villas looted, and a great part of his property became confiscated… giving shelter to
the fugitive was forbidden on the pain of death (if he were to appear anywhere within
the radius of 500 miles from Rome)” ([948], page 156). The second scenario: despite
all of this, Cicero soon returns to Rome triumphant. “Over the time [of Cicero’s exile
– A. F.] the political climate in Rome had changed… a council of the people decided
to call Cicero back to Rome. In August of the year 57 Cicero lands in Brundisia, and
his journey to Rome… becomes a march of triumph. He gives speeches of gratitude to
the senate and the people of Rome” ([948], page 156). Third scenario: the tragic
demise of Cicero during his escape ([660], Volume 3, page 189).

n n 33c. The Trojan War. First scenario: the wanderings of Ulysses (Odysseus)
after the Trojan War, qv in Homer’s Odyssey, or “the ordeal of Ulysses/Odysseus”.
Second scenario: Ulysses returns home triumphant. Third scenario: we know nothing
of how Ulysses/ Odysseus had died.

n n n  33d. The Tarquinian War. First scenario: Marcius (Coriolanus) has to
roam for some period after the end of the Tarquinian War, which can be referred to
as “the ordeal of Marcius”. Second scenario: Marcius Coriolanus returns to Rome as
the leader of troops menacing his home town ([482]). Third scenario: the tragic death
of Marcius Coriolanus during his escape ([482]).



We have exhausted all the primary scenarios in each of the four versions under
comparison: we see their “skeletons” are identical. Therefore, one has a reason to
consider them four different accounts of the same sequence of events that took place at
some time in the Middle Ages. Let us now compare the remaining scenarios of minor
importance, concentrating our attention on the comparison of the Gothic War with the
Roman war of the alleged I century B.C.

34a. The Gothic War. Antonine, the wife of the military leader Belisarius, is one
of the central figures emerging in this period ([695] and [196], Volume 1). She
accompanies Belisarius for the entire duration of the Gothic War and is reported to
have been a powerful and intelligent woman with a great influence over her husband.

n 34b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. Antonius is the closest comrade-in-arms of
Julius Caesar; he is one of the primary characters emerging in the Roman civil war.
Antonius accompanies Caesar for the entire duration of his war with Pompey ([660],
Volume 2, page 474, “Caesar”). Let us remind the reader that the war in question is a
duplicate of the Gothic War; one cannot help but notice the striking similarity
between the names of Antonine and Antonius.

Commentary. What we see is obviously a result of confusion that arose somewhere
in the mediaeval chronicles. The texts of the Gothic War consider “Antonine” a woman,
whilst Plutarch tells us that “Antonius” had been a man. Also, Plutarch keeps comparing
the Roman war of the alleged I century B.C. that he describes with the Trojan War,
apparently under the influence of the parallelism and without any prompting from our
part. He is also forced to compare Antonius the “man” with Helen the “woman”:
“Cicero in his Philippics tells us that while the Trojan War began because of Helen, the
civil war was started by Antonius ([660], Volume 3, page 230). We shall see many
more examples of gender confusion in the analysis of “ancient” Greek history; below
we shall see that some of the scribes were making references to “the woman” Mathilda,
while the others would tell us about “the man” Milthiades.

35a. The Gothic War. Antonine had been a famous prostitute. According to
Procopius, she had only been second to Empress Theodora, the wife of Justinian and
“prostitute number one”, in that respect ([695]). Therefore, Antonine could easily
have been called a hetera.

n 35b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. The history of the civil war of the alleged I



century B.C. calls Antonius an utterly debauched person. Plutarch tells us all sorts of
legends about his depravity, qv below.

Commentary to 35b. According to Plutarch, “Antonius had been unbelievably
handsome in his youth… Curio had aided him [Antonius – A. F.] to develop a taste for
drunkenness, debauchery and wasting money in the most horrendous manner” ([660],
Volume 3, page 227, “Antonius” II). Plutarch carries on with the description of
Antonius and his favoured pastimes for many pages on end. Respectable civilians were
“repulsed by the entire lifestyle of Antonius – his constant inebriation, throwing money
left and right, as well as endless wenching” ([660], Volume 3, page 232, “Antonius” IX.

All of these characteristics make Antonius quite unique, since Plutarch doesn’t reveal
any details of this sort in his description of any other characters that had lived in the
alleged I century B.C. Thus, the automatic superimposition of Plutarch’s “debauched
Antonius” over “Antonine the prostitute” serves to confirm the correctness of the
parallelism that we observe manifest in Roman history yet again. The chronicles that
modern historians date to the VI century A.D. call Antonine a hetera. However, one
needn’t be of the opinion that the word “hetera” only translates as “prostitute”. It turns
out that heterae had also been a word used for referring to horsemen from elite Roman
troops ([660], Volume 2, page 531, comment 7). Therefore, a man from these troops
could also become dubbed a “hetera”, which means we may have discovered the real
reason why Antonius (male) had transformed into Antonine (female). Some mediaeval
scribe came across the words “Antonius the hetera” in an ancient text and translated
them erroneously as “Antonine the prostitute”, having instantly invented countless
piquant details to embellish “her” biography.

36a. The Gothic War. Antonine the hetera, who had been the wife of Belisarius,
the empire’s commander-in-chief, was obviously a frequent visitor at the court of
Emperor Justinian ([695]).

n 36b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. Antonius the “hetera” had indeed been the
leader of elite cavalry in Julius Caesar’s troops ([660]), qv below.

Commentary to 36b. Antonius the “hetera” was the leader of Roman cavalry ([660],
Volume 3, page 228, “Antonius” III) who had personally commanded the troops on the
battlefield – in the battle against Octavian Caesar, for instance ([660], Volume 3, page
270). Apart from that, we have to remember that Antonius commanded the cavalry of



Julius Caesar, the double of Belisarius - “the great king” of the Gothic War, as Plutarch
tells us; Procopius, on the other hand, tells us of Antonine the hetera who was obeying
her husband Belisarius. Plutarch emphasizes the fact that “the leader of the cavalry was
only second to the dictator” ([660], Volume 3, page 231, “Antonius” VIII. The persons
he refers to are, respectively, Antonius and Julius Caesar.

37a. The Gothic War. Antonine the hetera is the wife of Belisarius ([695]).
n 37b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. In the alleged I century B.C., the Roman

“hetera” Antonius was married to “Julia from the house of the Caesars” ([660],
Volume 3, page 227, “Antonius” II). We see an obvious confusion of two similar
verbal formulae: 1) Antonine is married to Belisarius (Julius Caesar), and 2)
Antonius is married to Julia from the house of the Caesars.

38a. The Gothic War. The famous hetera Theodora was married to the “main
king”, Emperor Justinian I ([695]). According to Procopius, she eventually became
the empress of Romea. Her numerous portraits adorn the temples of the New Rome
(Constantinople), qv in [196], Volume 1. Theodora had been the most famous
empress in Rome. Her name is similar to that of Flora that we are about to introduce
into the narrative, and the two names may be related to each other. In fig. 2.78 one
sees a golden medallion with a portrait of Justinian; in fig. 2.79 we see an old mosaic
portraying Justinian from the church of St. Vitalius in Ravenna, and a similar mosaic
with the portrait of his wife Theodora in fig. 2.80.

 

Fig. 2.78 A portrait of Justinian from a golden medallion that is currently lost. The medallion was kept in the British
Museum (London). Taken from [1122], p. 1.



Fig. 2.79 Justinian. An inlay from the Church of St. Vitalius (Ravenna, Italy). Taken from [1122], p. 12. See also [328],
p. 94, and [196], Vol. 2, p. 188, ill. 32.

Fig. 2.80 Theodora. An inlay from the Church of St. Vitalius (Ravenna, Italy). Taken from [1122], p. 13. See also
[196], Vol. 2, p. 189, ill. 33.

n 38b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. In the alleged I century B.C., the famous hetera
Flora had been the lover of the “main king” Pompey Magnus, the double of Justinian
([660], Volume 2, pages 334-335, “Pompey” II). According to Plutarch, Flora’s fame
had been so great that her portraits would adorn temples (?!) and be offered to the
gods (?!), see [660], Volume 2, page 335, “Pompey” II. This seems an unlikely
manner for treating a prostitute; however, the parallelism that we discovered gives us
an instant explanation. Flora’s portraits were hung in temples since she is the double
of the Romean empress Theodora in Plutarch’s rendition of the events, and not
because of her fame as a prostitute, great as it may have been. However, her lifetime
is misdated to the VI century A.D. – the correct dating would be a late mediaeval one.
We do indeed see portraits of empress Theodora in the holy temples of Romea
([196], Volume 1). Once again we witness how our parallelism helps us understand
the true events of the Middle Ages, wiping away confusion and distortions.



We shall proceed with comparing several more scenarios pertinent to the Roman war
of the alleged I century B.C. (“b” series) and the Tarquinian War of the alleged VI
century B.C. (“d” series).

n 39b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. According to Plutarch, in the epoch of the
alleged I century B.C. a certain incident occurred, involving Romans called away
from Rome “to seek freedom upon a mountain” ([660]; also see the details below).

n n n  39d. The Tarquinian War. According to Titus Livy, the Roman plebs had
left Rome to search “freedom upon a mountain” ([482]).

Commentary. In his rendition of the XIII century events from the course of the Trojan
= Tarquinian = Gothic War, the mediaeval Plutarch (Petrarch?) informs us of the fact
that the proclamation of “freedom upon a mountain” had been rather famous in this
epoch; the first and only time it ever sounded in the entire history of Rome up until the
alleged I century B.C. had been in the epoch of the war with the Tarquins.

Therefore, Plutarch gives us direct indications of parallels exactly where they are
supposed to be as a result of chronological shifts. In this case, he points out the
parallelism between the war of the alleged I century B.C. and the Tarquinian War of the
alleged VI century B.C., telling us that “Catullus had made a speech with numerous
arguments against the law… however, since he hadn’t manage to convince anyone in the
Popular Assembly, he addressed the Senate, shouting repeated proclamations from the
orator’s dais and telling the senators that they should follow the example of their
ancestors [sic! – A. F.] and retreat to some mountain or rock, which had to be found first
in order to save freedom from peril” ([660], Volume 2, pages 354-355, “Pompey”
XXX). Modern historians comment as follows: “he [Plutarch – A. F.] is referring to the
first years of the Roman republic when the plebs, frustrated by the endless and fruitless
struggle against the patricians, had left Rome and found retreat on the Holy Mountain”
([660], Volume 2, page 536, comment 41). A propos, Plutarch also mentions Catullus
addressing the “popular assembly”, or the plebs.

n 40b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. In his description of the Roman war that broke
out in the alleged I century B.C., Petrarch makes the sudden reference to an allegedly
ancient event – namely, the rape of the Sabine women. The reference is a very timely
one, since this is precisely where our parallelism places this scenario.

n n n  40d. The Tarquinian War. Titus Livy cites the famous legend of the rape



of the Sabines when he tells us about the foundation of the City (allegedly Italian
Rome, see [482]).

Commentary. Once again, Plutarch (the mediaeval Petrarch?) doesn’t require our
prompt to include the legendary rape of the Sabines into his rendition of the war that
took place in the alleged I century B.C., emphasizing its “repetition/revival” in the
epoch of Julius Caesar. Let us remind the reader that Titus Livy places this legend in the
epoch that precedes the foundation of Rome – the alleged VIII century B.C. As we
already understand, the “rape of the Sabines” is an integral part of the Trojan =
Tarquinian = Gothic War. Plutarch tells us that “Antistius the praetor… had felt
sympathy for Pompey and offered the latter to marry his daughter… Pompey agreed to
this, and so they signed a secret agreement” ([660], Volume 2, page 336). Bear in mind
that, according to Livy, the rape of the Sabines was also plotted in secrecy.

Plutarch proceeds to tell us that “all secrecy notwithstanding… the populace learnt of
the deal… as Antistius was voicing the verdict, the people started to shout “Talassia”,
an ancient wedding exclamation… this custom harks back to the day when the bravest of
Romans were abducting the Sabine women…” ([660], Volume 2, page 336, “Pompey”
IV). Plutarch proceeds with his rendition of the actual legend. It has to be noted that
Plutarch doesn’t mention the epoch that this custom belongs to originally; his mere
mention of its being “old” does not imply that the legend has to be shifted several
centuries backwards.

We shall end our brief overview of the parallelism between the Roman war of the
alleged I century B.C. and the Trojan = Tarquinian = Gothic War. A concise graphical
scheme of the parallelism is shown in figs. 2.81-2.84. We are using arbitrarily chosen
geometrical figures in lieu of numbers; this provides for a more representative graph
demonstrating each row to consist of different scenarios unrelated to each other. The
parallelism that we have discovered manifests in the quadruple multiplication of one
and the same row.



Fig. 2.81. A brief scheme of the parallelism between the Gothic, Trojan and Tarquinian War, as well as the Roman
war of the alleged I century B.C. Part one.



Fig. 2.82. A brief scheme of the parallelism between the Gothic, Trojan and Tarquinian War, as well as the Roman
war of the alleged I century B.C. Part two.



Fig. 2.83. A brief scheme of the parallelism between the Gothic, Trojan and Tarquinian War, as well as the Roman
war of the alleged I century B.C. Part three.



Fig. 2.84. A brief scheme of the parallelism between the Gothic, Trojan and Tarquinian War, as well as the Roman
war of the alleged I century B.C. Part four.



5.
The rebellion of Spartacus as a vague and fragmented

reflection of the Trojan = Tarquinian = Gothic War of the XIII
century A.D.

Apparently, when the Scaligerites were busy shuffling mediaeval chronicles and their
fragments, another partial duplicate of the XIII century war (Trojan = Tarquinian =
Gothic) made its way into the epoch of the “Great Triad” – the kings Sulla, Pompey and
Caesar, that is. The situation we encounter here is perfectly similar to what we observe
in the course of the Gothic War of the alleged VI century A.D. – its history contains a
brief account of itself disguised as the so-called Nika Rebellion in Constantinople =
New Rome, all courtesy of the Scaligerian school in history. The documented history of
the Roman civil war that took place in the alleged I century B.C. includes a concise
rendition of the very same war – we're referring to the famous rebellion of Spartacus. In
both cases we see that these “compressed versions” are referred to as mutinies or
rebellions.

As we have already seen, in the war of the alleged I century B.C. the Romans oppose
the TRQN as well as the PRS. What we provide below is but a brief outline of a
possible parallelism here; enthusiasts are by all means welcome to delve further.

41a. The Gothic War. The war of the Romean Greeks and the Romans against the
Persians (PRS) and TRQN (the Franks and the Goths). The war is dated to the
alleged VI century A.D. It was won by the Romans/Romeans, Italy being the alleged
primary battlefield ([695] and [196], Volume 1).

n 41b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. In the alleged I century B.C. the Romans have
an armed conflict with Spartacus, whose unvocalized name transcribes as SPR-TC.
This may be a merged form of PRS and TK, which had once been used for referring
to the Franks or the P-Russians, as well as the Turks. The war with Spartacus (SPR-
TC) ends with a victory of the Romans ([660]), and supposedly takes place in Italy.

42a. The Gothic War. In all three primary duplicates of the XIII century war
(Trojan = Tarquinian = Gothic), the enemies of Rome are the TRQN – that is, the
Goths = the Trojans = the Franks = the Turks (or the Tartars?), qv above. We shall



re-emphasize the fact that the two primary opponents of Rome that we see here are
the PRS and the TRK.

n 42b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. Spartacus was Thracian by birth ([660],
Volume 2, page 242). He is known to have been a sworn enemy of the “ancient”
Rome. Thracia may well be Turkey (TRC or TRK sans vocalizations). We learn that
most of the mutinous “slaves” (gladiators) in the Capuan school have been of Gaulish
and Thracian origins. The actual word “gladiator” may be a derivative of the words
“Gaul” and “Tur” (Gauls + Turks or Gauls + Tartars). We should also remember
the famous mediaeval Galicia, which may have been known as Gaul at some point in
time; apart from that, the name was also used for referring to France. Thus, we see
two forces opposing Rome: PRS (Galicia/France, Paris or P-Russians) and TRK (the
Franks, the Turks and/or the Tartars).

43a. The Gothic War. The Trojan = Tarquinian = Gothic War is considered to
have been one of the greatest and bloodiest wars in the history of the empire.

n 43b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. The war with Spartacus in the alleged I century
B.C. had been an extremely hard and violent one. It had led to the devastation of the
entire Italy. Plutarch wrote that “all of Italy was swept over by a wave of looting
during the gladiator's rebellion, also known as the Spartacian War… the senate's
irritation at the low and ignominous nature of the rebellion [of Spartacus – A. F.]
gave place to fear and awareness of peril; therefore, the Senate sent both consuls to
suppress the rebellion, as it would in case of an all-out war, brutal and bloody”
([660], Volume 2, pages 242-243.

44a. The Gothic War. Commander-in-chief Narses (the double of Julius Caesar
and Cicero) finally triumphs over the PRS (Persians, or P-Russians) and the TRK
(Franks/Goths) together with his liege, Emperor Justinian I (the double of Pompey
Magnus), qv in [695] and [196], Volume 1.

n 44b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. In the alleged I century B.C. Crassus and
Pompey Magnus defeat Spartacus (SPR-TK), qv in [660], Volume 2, page 246. We
have already witnessed the superimposition of Pompey over Justinian; the possible
identification of Crassus as Narses is a novelty. The unvocalized name of Crassus
transcribes as CRSS, which may be a misinterpretation of NRSS (Narses) resulting
from the graphic similarities between the Slavic letters K and H (used for sounds K
and N, respectively), as well as the Romanic N.



45a. The Gothic War. Bear in mind that during the siege of Alesia (the double of
Troy = the New City = Naples) Julius Caesar builds a “double wall” around the
besieged. As we have already pointed out, it is a distorted recollection of the
aqueduct. Paris (PRS, or P-Rus) got killed in the Trojan War ([851]).

n 45b. Sulla, Pompey and Caesar. We discover that a similar scenario applies to
the rebellion of Spartacus. The Romans take the camp of Spartacus by guile: Crassus,
the double of Narses and/or Caesar orders for the camp under siege to be surrounded
by a wall and a moat “whose size and fortitude had been truly formidable” ([660],
Volume 2, page 244). Spartacus (the double of Paris) also dies a violent death
([660], Volume 2, page 246.

Thus, what we see in the Byzantine/Romean history of the alleged VI century A.D. is:
primo, a detailed account of the war known as the Gothic War from the alleged XIII
century A.D. (subsequently described as the Gothic War of the alleged VI century A.D.);
secundo, a brief version of the same war under the alias of “the Nika Rebellion”. The
Roman history of the alleged I century B.C. is virtually the same – an in-depth rendition
of the same XIII century war presented as the civil war in Rome (Sulla, Pompey and
Caesar), and its shorter version, the story of Spartacus and his rebellion. This alone
demonstrates us that both mediaeval Byzantine history of the alleged VI century A.D.
and “ancient” Roman history of the alleged I century B.C. are but later copies of the
same mediaeval original dating to the XIII century – or, quite possibly, an even more
recent epoch.



6.
A general picture of the 1053-year chronological shift

6.1. The identification of the First Roman Empire (Livy's
Regal Rome) as the Third Roman Empire of the alleged III-VI

century A.D. and the 1053-year shift
We have already made quite a few references to this parallelism above. Therefore, let
us simply remind that it happens to mark the beginning of an extremely lengthy
parallelism between the “ancient” and mediaeval Roman history; one that covers a span
of some 1,500 years.

Let us now consider the next sequence of the parallelism that manifests if we consider
the 1053-year shift.

6.2. Identifying the Second Roman Empire as the Holy Roman
Empire of the X-XIII century as well as the Habsburg Empire

of the XIV-XVII century. Two shifts – of 1053 and 1400
years, respectively

The superimposition of the “ancient” history over that of the Middle Ages (with the
chronological shift of 1053 years taken into account) continues into the subsequent
epochs. In particular, the Second Roman Empire (of the alleged centuries I B.C. – III
A.D.) becomes identified as the Holy Roman Empire of the alleged years 962-1254
A.D. (see fig. 2.85). Bear in mind that the proximity coefficient for both of these
dynasties equals 1.3 × 10–12.





Fig. 2.85 The parallelism between the Second Roman Empire of the alleged I century B.C. – III century A.D. and the
Holy Roman Empire of the alleged X-XIII century A.D.

It is significant that the Holy Roman Empire of the X-XIII century fits into the
parallelism that we discovered perfectly – all the years that had passed between 1002
and 1271. Of all the rulers that the Second Roman Empire ever had, starting with
Octavian Augustus and ending with Caracalla, only nine aren't represented in the
parallelism, namely, Galba (who had reigned in the alleged years 68-69 A.D.), Vitellius
(69 A.D.), Nerva (96-98 A.D.), Pertinax (193 A.D.), Didius Julianus (193 A.D.),
Clodius Albinus (reigned as an independent ruler for less than one year in 193; also in
193-197), Pescennius Niger (around a year in 193-194 A.D.) and Geta (around 3 years
in 209-212 A.D.), see [72] pages 236-237. They have all been short-term emperors, in
other words, and may thus have been excluded from the parallelism as secondary
figures.

Thus, insofar as the indicated timeframe is concerned, the parallelism exhausts the
entire Holy Roman Empire of the alleged X-XIII century, and almost all of the Second
Empire, excepting several short-term rulers. Let us remind the reader that every ruler of
the Holy Roman Empire had simultaneously been a German king and an emperor of
Rome in that epoch, hence the double inauguration dates and double reign durations (one
for Germany, the other for Rome). It is significant that in each case the parallelism in
question relates to the German reign durations of the Holy Roman Empire rulers in the
X-XIII century ([64], see table on page 250). The parallelism looks like this:

1a. Henry II the Holy + Conrad (Horde Khan?) Salian – 37 years (1002-1039
A.D.) Both reign durations are German, qv above. The name Henry (Heinrich) can be
related to the words “Khan” and “Reich”, or “Rex”. The name Conrad may have
meant “Khan of the Horde”.

n 1b. Octavian Augustus – 37 years, or the first version of the reign (23 B.C. to
14 A.D.); see Chron2, Chapter 1.

2a. Conrad II Salian – 15 years: 1024-1039 A.D. The second Khan of the Horde?
n 2b. Germanicus – 13 years between 6 and 19 A.D. This pair can be excluded,

as a matter of fact, since despite the royal status of Germanicus in the Second Empire,
he had been a co-ruler of a more renowned ruler – Tiberius.
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3a. Henry III the Black – 28 years (1028-1056 A.D.)
n 3b. Tiberius + Caligula – 27 years (14-41 A.D.)

4a. Henry V – 53 years between 1053 and 1106. The parallelism is broken here,
since there is no similar reign in the Second Empire.

n 4b. The parallelism is instantly restored if we are to study the full names of the
Second Empire rulers. We find out that the four emperors Tiberius, Caligula,
Claudius and Nero can be united into a sequence resembling a long reign of a single
emperor. The matter is that all four of them had the formula Tiberius Claudius Nero
as part of their name, which is their unique characteristic in the entire Second Empire
([72], page 236-237). Apparently, the scribes have collated them together, which
resulted in a 54-year reign of a single “ruler” – Tiberius Claudius Nero. Thus,
Tiberius + Caligula + Claudius + Nero – 54 years between 14 and 68 A.D.

5a. Henry V the Black ([64], page 227); German reign duration – 27 years
between 1098 and 1125 A.D.; Roman reign duration – 14 years between 1111 and
1125 A.D.

n 5b. Claudius + Nero – 27 years: 41-68 A.D., or 14 years for Nero alone (54-68
A.D.)

6a. Lothair – 12 years: 1125-1137 A.D.
n 6b. Two kings sharing the name of Titus Vespasian – 12 years between 69 and

81 A.D.

7a. Conrad III Hohenstaufen – 14 years (1138-1152 A.D.) There is a possible
link between Conrad and “Khan of the Horde”.

n 7b. Domitian – 15 years (81-96 A.D.)

8a. Frederick I Barbarossa (a barbarian from Russia?) – 38 years between 1152
and 1190 A.D.

n 8b. Trajan + Adrian – 40 years: 98-138 A.D. The unification of these two
rulers may result from their sharing the name Trajan as part of their full names, qv in
[72], pages 236-237.

9a. Henry VI – 28 years (1169-1197 A.D.)



9a. Henry VI – 28 years (1169-1197 A.D.)
9b. Antoninus Pius – 23 years (138-161 A.D.)

10a. Philip of Swabia – 10 years (1198-1208 A.D.)
n 10b. Lucius Verus – 9 years (161-169 A.D.)

11a. Otho IV of Brunswick – 20 years (1198-1218 A.D.)
n 11b. Marcus Aurelius – 19 years (161-180 A.D.)

12a. Frederick II – 39 years (1211-1250 A.D.) 1211 here is the date of the second
inauguration in Germany – the final crowning.

n 12b. Commodus + Caracalla – 37 years (180-217 A.D.). The reign of
Commodus is calculated from the end of the reign of Marcus Aurelius; this is
therefore the second version (see Chron2, Chapter 1, the Second Empire list). We
must point out that the merging of these two rulers into one and the same person is
most probably explained by the fact that the full names of both Commodus and
Caracalla contain the formula Marcus Aurelius Antoninus, which happens to
comprise half of each full name in question.

13a. Conrad IV – 17 years (1237-1254 A.D.). Conrad – Horde Khan?
n 13b. Septimius Severus – 18 years (193-211 A.D.)

14a. Interregnum – 17 years (1256-1273 A.D.)
n 14b. Interregnum (Julia Maesa and her minions, qv in Chron2, Chapter 1) – 18

years (217-235 A.D.)

Since our proximity coefficient is defined by the formula 1.3 × 10–12, both dynasties
superimpose over each other quite well, considering the same universal rigid shift of
1053 years. We shall now give a brief outline of the biographical parallelism manifest
here (the form-code parallelism).

1a. The Second Empire. The total lifetime of the Second Roman Empire equals
about 299 years – the total period between the alleged years 82 B.C. and 217 A.D.,
qv in Chron2, Chapter 1. This empire is considered “purely Roman”, and its parent
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state is allegedly Italy.
n 1b. Empire of the X-XIII century. The entire period of the Holy Roman

Empire’s existence covers the span of roughly 292 years, starting with either 962 or
965 A.D. and ending with 1254 A.D. This state is supposed to have consisted of
Italian and German lands, the parent state being Italy. The lengths of the temporal
spans covered by both empires are quite similar.

2a. The Second Empire. A shift of 1053 years forward shall date the formation of
the Second Roman Empire to 971 A.D. (the year 671 ab urbe condita + 300 years =
971 A.D.) Sulla, the first emperor of the Second Empire, was titled “Restorer of the
City/State/Peace”. See Chron2, Chapter 1.

n 2b. Empire of the X-XIII century. This empire came into existence in either 962
A.D., the year Otho was crowned in Rome, or 965 A.D., the year he conquered Italy
([64], page 205). Otho I, the first emperor of the Holy Roman Empire, is said to have
“resurrected the Roman Empire” ([64]). Mark the parallelism with Sulla. This deed
of Otho’s is important enough to make the headings of historical reviews. For
instance, Paragraph 14 of [64] is entitled “The Revival of the Western Empire for the
Benefit of Otho I (962)” ([64], page 206). Thus, we see the rulers standing at the
roots of the two empires under comparison to bear the same title of “Restorer” or
“Reviver” of the City (or the State). Let us point out the fact that the dates 962 and
965 all but coincide with the parallel date – 971 (see above).

3a. The Second Roman Empire. After a 1053-year shift forward in time, the
dissolution of the Second Empire falls on the year 1270 A.D. This is where the end of
Caracalla’s reign gets relocated (the alleged year 217 A.D.) Caracalla is the last
emperor of the Second Empire; what we see after his reign is an 18-year period of
wars (the alleged years 217-325 A.D. – the so-called Gothic War of the III century
A.D. This is the epoch of Julia Maesa and her minions (see Chron2, Chapter 1).

n 3b. Empire of the X-XIII century. The decline of the Holy Roman Empire is
somewhat “marred” by the war and covers the period between either 1252 or 1254
and 1256 ([64]). 1254 is considered the year when the Empire of the X-XIII century
ceased to exist officially, according to the Scaligerian chronology ([64], table on
page 250). It is significant that the year 1254 is very close to the “parallel date” –
1270 A.D., qv above. Therefore, we witness the datings of the rise and the fall of
both empires under comparison to concur very well with each other, if one is to
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consider a 1053-year shift. This period (ending in 1256) is followed by 17 years of
anarchy and interregnum in Italy and Germany (1256-1273, qv in [76], Table 25. The
durations of both “parallel wars” identifying as one and the same war are almost
identical – 18 and 17. The parallelism is thus manifest in a very obvious manner.

4a. Second Empire. A large amount of “ancient” Roman golden coinage from the
epoch of the Second Empire has reached our day (see [1070], [1163] and [1164]).
See Chron1, Chapter 1 for more details. For the most part, these coins are of very
fine mintage and resemble the golden coins of mediaeval Europe in quality as well as
subjects – for instance, the ones minted in the XIV-XV century Italy. It may well be
that these coins were made in the Holy Roman Empire of the X-XIII century A.D., but
became misdated by chronologists and “time-travelled” into a “distant age”.

n 4b. Empire of the X-XIII century. It is most peculiar that there are hardly any
golden coins of the Holy Roman Empire left in existence ([1070], [1163] and
[1164]). See Chron1, Chapter 1. This bizarre fact was noticed by numismatists a long
time ago, spawning a great many explanatory theories in numismatic literature. These
coins are most probably known to us under a different name and erroneously dated to
the epoch of the Second Empire, the chronological shift equalling 1053 years.

5a. Second Empire. The decline of this empire is roughly dated to the alleged year
217 A.D. It is interesting that in the Third Roman Empire of the alleged III-VI century
A.D. the amount of golden coinage is drastically lower than in the Second Empire that
is supposed to have preceded it. Our explanation of this effect is a very simple one:
most of these coins had remained in their “rightful place”, that is, the XIV-XVII
century A.D.

n 5b. Empire of the X-XIII century. In 1252 Italy “begins” to mint full-weight
golden coins – quite unexpectedly for Scaligerian history ([1070], pages 20-21).
Bear in mind that the end of the Second Roman Empire falls on the alleged years
1263-1270 A.D. after a 1053-year shift forward. This dating is very close to 1252
A.D. Thus, the numismatic data for both of the parallel empires concur well with
each other, if we are to consider the 1053-year shift.

6a. Second Empire. This state is of a distinct republican/imperial character, and
combines elements of a republic with those of an empire.

n 6b. Empire of the X-XIII century. The Holy Roman Empire also has manifest
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characteristics of both a republic and an empire; said institutions managed to coexist
in some way. The famous mediaeval Roman republic blossoms in the period of 1143-
1155.

7a. Second Empire. Some of the emperors here share the formula of Germanicus
Caesar Augustus between themselves as a common part of their respective full names
– the emperors Germanicus, Caligula, Claudius, Nero and Vitellius, for instance
([72]; see also Chron2, Chapter 1).

n 7b. Empire of the X-XIII century. The rulers of the Holy Roman Empire have
simultaneously been Roman emperors and German Kaisers Augusti ([64], page 250).
Thus, their full names would include the same formula of “Germanicus Caesar
Augustus”, Kaiser being a version of Caesar.

8a. Second Empire. A famous eruption of the Vesuvius took place in the alleged
year 79; this resulted in the destruction of Pompeii, the “ancient” town ([389]). This
eruption is the only one observed over the first two centuries of the new era
according to the Scaligerian chronology, qv in fig. 2.86. Let us quote the entire list of
Vesuvius’ eruptions that became reflected in the chronicles of the last two alleged
millennia (taken from page 28 of [389]). We have the Scaligerian Anno Domini
datings before us: 79 A.D., 203, 472, 512, 685, 993, 1036, 1049, 1138, 1139, 1306,
1500, 1631, 1660, 1682, 1694, 1698, 1701, 1704, 1712, 1717, 1730, 1737, 1751,
1754, 1760, 1766, 1767, 1770, 1771, 1773, 1774, 1775, 1776, 1777, 1778, 1779,
1786, 1790, 1794, 1804, 1805, 1806, 1810, 1811, 1813, 1817, 1822, 1822, 1831,
1833, 1834, 1835, 1839, 1841, 1845, 1847 and 1847.

Fig. 2.86 The eruptions of Vesuvius according to the Scaligerian chronology. It is plainly visible that the two “ancient”
eruptions, of 79 and 472 A.D., respectively (the ones that destroyed the “ancient” Pompeii) are most likely to be

reflections of the eruptions that took place in 1138-1139 and 1500 across the 1053-year shift. Taken from [389], page
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28.

The following report of V. Klassovsky is of a great interest to us: “some scientists (N.
Ignarra, Laporte-du-Theil. v. magasin encycloped. 1803. t. IV. P. 145 Sqq.) tried to
prove that it had not been the 79 A.D. eruption of the Vesuvius that brought Pompeii to
the condition it was discovered in at the end of the XIX century. Indeed, Suetonius and
Cassius Dio testify that Emperor Titus gave orders to rebuild it forthright, and so
Pompeii continued to exist as a town under Hadrian and the Antoninii; it can even be
seen on the Peutinger Map (Tabula Peutingeriana), which is dated to the IV century.
However, since there are no subsequent references to Pompeii anywhere, it is presumed
that it was destroyed by the eruption of 471 the earliest” ([389], pages 28-29).

Thus, we find out that Pompeii may have been destroyed a great deal later than 79
A.D. – in the alleged years 471 or 472 A.D., or four centuries later. Now let us try and
estimate whether these two “ancient” eruptions of the Vesuvius can be phantom
reflections of their mediaeval originals misplaced due to the 1053-year shift.

n 8b. Empire of the X-XIII century. In fig. 2.86 one sees perfectly well that all
three Vesuvius eruptions of the first alleged centuries of the new era (the ones dated
to 79, 203 and 472 A.D.) are most likely to be phantom reflections of mediaeval
eruptions dating to 1138-1139, 1306 and 1500 A.D. Thus, the “ancient” town of
Pompeii had most probably been wiped out by the eruption of 1500 A.D. – in the
beginning of the XVI century, that is. Its first partial destruction could have taken
place in 1138-1139 A.D. Then both these eruptions “time-travelled” into the past as a
result of the 1053-year shift and transformed into the eruptions of the alleged years 79
and 472 A.D. Let us point out that the 1138 eruption of Vesuvius had been an
extremely powerful one ([544], Volume 2, page 106; also [389], page 28). It is
reported that “Mount Vesuvius has been disgorging fire for 40 days” (quoting after
[544], Volume 2, page 107). The chronicle of Falcone Beneventano dates this
eruption to 1139. Let us point out that after a 1053-year shift forwards, 79 A.D.
becomes 1132 A.D., which is a mere six years away from 1138 A.D. This
discrepancy is infinitesimal considering the millenarian value of the chronological
shift. Fig. 2.87 depicts the 1822 eruption of Vesuvius (an old engraving taken from
[544], Volume 2, page 124, ill. 60).



Fig. 2.87 An engraving depicting the Vesuvius eruption of 1822. Taken from [544], Volume 2, page 124, ill. 60.

Commentary. In Chapter 1 of Chron1 we already discussed the fact that the
archaeological findings from the “ancient” Pompeii are amazingly similar to their
mediaeval counterparts in style and nature. Everything fits perfectly. If the eruption of
1500 (or even that of 1671) is to blame for the fate of Pompeii, it makes perfect sense
that the destroyed city was mediaeval. The fossilized dust was removed during
excavations, unveiling the quotidian realities of an Italian town the way it had been in
the end of the XV century A.D. One should hardly wonder that V. Klassovsky cannot
refrain from making the following perplexed comment to the engravings included in his
book entitled A Systematic Description of Pompeii and the Artefacts Discovered
There: “The picture of a bronze saucepan from Herculaneum can be seen in engraving
XIII, number eight; if we’re to compare it to the kind used nowadays, we shall discover
the two to be completely identical, which is most curious in itself” ([389], page 238).
Nothing curious here; the “ancient” inhabitants of Pompeii were using saucepans
resembling modern ones towards the end of the XV century. We begin to realise why
Rafael’s frescoes are so much like the ones found in Pompeii (see Chron1, Chapter 1).
Rafael and the “ancient” Pompeian artists had lived in the same epoch and the same
country (Italy); thus, they all painted in a similar manner.

The famous astronomer Claudius Ptolemy is presumed to have lived in the II century
A.D., or the epoch of the Second Roman Empire. In fig. 2.88 we can see a portrait of the
“ancient” Ptolemy from a star chart by Albrecht Dürer dated to the alleged year 1515
([515], page 185; also [90], page 9). Ptolemy’s “ancient” attire is most peculiar indeed!
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For instance, he is wearing a silk hat, which hadn’t been worn at any epoch preceding
the XVII-XVIII century. Historians have naturally discovered this fact a long time ago,
but tend to comment it with the utmost caution, rounding off rough chronological corners
– for instance, they say that “one can see Ptolemy dressed in quite as strange a manner in
the top right corner [of the map – A. F.]” ([515], page 187). A propos, modern
historians are also irritated by how the “ancient” astronomer Aratus is represented in
the top left corner of the map ([515], page 187) since it contradicts the consensual
concept of “ancient clothing”.

Fig. 2.88 Fragment of a star chart drawn by Albrecht Dürer in the alleged year 1515. We see a portrait of the
“ancient” Ptolemy who is supposed to have lived in the II century A.D. However, his attire cannot possibly predate the

XVII century – mark the top hat on his head! Taken from [90], page 8.

Another question that arises in this respect concerns the real dating of Dürer’s star
chart. It appears that early XVI century is too premature a dating – no silk hats had
existed at that time. Dürer’s famous work isn’t likely to predate the XVII century.

Let us now return to the time when the Holy Roman Empire of the X-XIII century was
just being founded. We find out that yet another duplicate of the Trojan = Tarquinian =
Gothic War wound up right here, in the X century. We shall linger on it for a short
while.

6.3. Empire of the X-XIII century. The parallelism between the
X century war and the “ancient” Trojan = Tarquinian = Gothic

War
9) Empire of the X-XIII century. Senatrix Marozia = the “ancient” characters
Tullia/Lucretia, Julia Maesa and Amalasuntha. The epoch in question is the X century,



the very dawn of the Holy Roman Empire. Scaligerian chronologers have placed
another duplicate of the XIII century war here (the original of the “ancient” Trojan War,
that is). We shall point out all the main parallels between the events in the X century
Rome (presumably in Italy) and those of the Trojan = Tarquinian = Gothic War.

The duration of the period between 931 and 954 A.D. equals 23 years, which is
rather close to the 26 years of the Gothic war that took place in the alleged VI century
A.D.: 536-552. The “legend of a woman” plays an important part in the history of the
Tarquinian = Gothic War; the woman in question is either Amalasuntha (the alleged VI
century A.D.), Tullia/Lucretia from the same century, or Julia Maesa from the alleged III
century A.D.

The X century duplicate of this scenario is the story of Marozia, the Roman Senatrix.
Let us remind the leader that Titus Livy mentions a strong will for power among
Tullia’s primary qualities ([482]); the Tarquinian coup in Rome had been her idea.
Chronicles dated to the X century A.D. nowadays characterize Marozia in the same
way, telling us that “two minor popes had come in the wake of John X; there aren’t any
doubts about both of them being creatures of Marozia, who had become omnipotent by
that point” ([196], Volume 3, page 240).

This story is most likely to duplicate the legend of the “ancient” Amalasuntha = Julia
Maesa. Bear in mind that Amalasuntha had made her sons Amalaric and Athalaric
Gothic kings of Rome, whereas in the X century Marozia handed power over to her son
John XI and then to two other servitors of hers. Just as it had been in the “ancient” days
of Amalasuntha = Julia Maesa, “she [Marozia – A. F.] became the de facto secular ruler
of the city [Rome – A. F.], with power to appoint popes… thus came the time when the
Church and all of Rome were tyrannized by a woman” ([196], Volume 3, page 240).

10) Empire of the X-XIII century. Hugo, the X century King of Italy vs the
“ancient” Tarquin the Proud. We have already witnessed the “ancient” husband of the
ambitious Tullia, Tarquin the Proud, become superimposed over the Goths of the
alleged VI century A.D., as well as the Hohenstaufens of the XIII century A.D.
Apparently, Hugo, the husband of Marozia, King of Italy, also happens to be a phantom
reflection of the Hohenstaufen (Staufen) clan shifted backwards in time by roughly 333
years. Don’t forget the negative attitude of the “ancient” Titus Livy to Tarquin the Proud
and his wife Tullia; we witness the chronicles dated to the X century A.D. to refer to
Hugo with similar animosity. We learn the following of King Hugo: “a perfidious,
avaricious and lecherous schemer, bold and lost to shame, ready to use any means to



further the borders of his Italian kingdom in the most unscrupulous manner imaginable
([196], Vol. 3, p. 241). As for Senatrix Marozia, we learn the following: “ambition
made her send envoys to Hugo with the offer of her hand and power over Rome… her
limitless greed for fame fed on the thought of changing the titles of senatrix and patricia
for the royal crown” ([196], Vol. 3, p. 243).

11) Empire of X-XIII century. The legend of “a woman wronged”. Let us remind the
reader that this legend plays a crucial role in the inchoation of the Trojan = Tarquinian
= Gothic War (the rape of Helen in the Trojan War and Lucretia in the Tarquinian; the
Gothic version of the alleged VI century tells us about the humiliation and incarceration
of Amalasuntha. According to Titus Livy, this “harm inflicted upon a woman” led to a
coup d’état, the exile of the kings from Rome and the subsequent formation of the Roman
Republic. The same scheme is present in the chronicles dated to the X century
nowadays.

The motif we encounter here is just the same – some woman was insulted during a
marital rite. We learn of the following: “the scribes remain taciturn about the festivities
that had accompanied this amazing wedding [of Marozia and King Hugo – A. F.]…
however, an unanticipated political upheaval in Rome makes it impossible for Hugo to
become crowned Emperor… certain of his imminent and utter triumph, Hugo [the
double of the “ancient” Tarquin the Proud – A. F.] had adopted the manners of an
arrogant suzerain, treating Roman aristocracy with the utmost scorn” ([196], Volume 3,
page 245). The X century king Hugo is an outsider in Rome, as well as the “ancient”
Tarquin.

Then King Hugo “mortally affronted his young stepson Alberic, who had been against
his mother’s wedding, since it had stood in his own way” ([196], Volume 3, page 245).
Thus, Alberic is a double of the “ancient” Valerius, the hero of the Tarquinian War.
Even their names possess a slight similarity if we’re to consider the flexion of B and V.

Hugo insults Alberic mortally “by proxy of a woman”, likewise the “ancient” clan of
the Tarquins, one of which had raped Lucretia and thus humiliated Valerius, the double
of Alberic. Both duplicate versions emphasize the sexual undertones in this struggle for
power.

The story dated to the X century nowadays informs us of the following details:
“Insidious Hugo was already plotting to do away… with Alberic at the first
opportunity… serving his stepfather as a page at the insistence of his mother, the youth
had one day started to pour water over the king’s hands with resolved indexterity… and



the latter had struck him in the face” ([196], Volume 3, page 245).

12). The Empire of the X-XIII century. The uprising in the X century Rome = the
exile of the kings in the “ancient” Tarquinian War. Going back to the history of the
Tarquinian War, let us remind the reader that, according to Livy, the “humilation of a
woman” leads to a civil uprising in Rome. The X century scenario is just the same:
“burning with desire for revenge, Alberic… had called upon the Romans and inspired
them with a speech wherein he had made it clear for everyone what utter humiliation it
was to obey a woman and allow… ill-mannered barbarians to be their rulers” ([196],
Volume 3, page 245).

As we already know, the “ancient” Livy describes a similar situation, emphasizing
the fact that the Tarquins had been of a foreign origin, which made their rule a disgrace
for Rome. The following happened in the X century: “the Romans rose in indignation…
the people grabbed whatever arms they had and… rushed to besiege the castle of St.
Angelus, the residence of Hugo and Marozia. The king decided to flee, since he did not
aspire to face out the siege” ([196], Volume 3, page 245). This is most probably a
reflection of the event described by the “ancient” Titus Livy as the exile of the
Tarquinian rulers from Rome. Both duplicates (Livy’s as well as the X century version)
tell us of the king fleeing Rome and surviving the upheaval.

We learn some curious details concerning these events: “like a runaway galley-slave,
he [King Hugo – A. F.] climbed across the wall using a rope… and hurried to the camp
of his troops” ([196], Volume 3, page 245). The “ancient” Titus Livy tells us the exact
same thing, reporting that the troops of the banished king Tarquin had been camped
outside Rome. In the X century A.D. king Hugo “was forced to make his retreat with
them, covered in dishonour… for he had lost his wife as well as the imperial crown”
([196], Volume 3, page 245).

Both duplicate versions that we have under study tell us that this event marks the end
of the royal period in Rome; Titus Livy also tells us the “ancient” Valerius had become
a de facto ruler of Rome with the aid of Brutus. We see the same motif in the X century:
“the Romans managed to liberate themselves from the king, the emperor and the
temporal power of the pope with just one blow, having claimed the city’s
independence” ([196], Volume 3, page 245). According to the “ancient” Titus Livy, this
is how the Roman Republic came into being. The parallelism that we observe here is a
very explicit one.

Alberic was “pronounced ruler of Rome… his first action had been the incarceration



of his mother [Marozia – A. F.]” ([196], Volume 3, page 245). One should bear in mind
the similarities in the Gothic War, namely, queen Amalasuntha thrown into prison, qv
above. F. Gregorovius is perfectly correct to point out that “the masterminds of this
uprising had been of noble birth, and thus Rome transformed into a republic for the
patriciate” ([196], Volume 3, page 245). This is exactly how Livy describes the
proclamation of the “ancient” republic.

Further we learn that “the revolution of 932 made away with the illegitimate power
of a woman who abused the power of her gens… and her husbands, who had not been
Roman [sic! – A. F.]” ([196], Volume 3, page 245). The “ancient” Titus Livy was
telling us the same story: the Romans overthrew the power of Tarquin, a foreigner, and
his hyper-ambitious wife Tanaquil. We see this parallelism with the Tarquinian war
continue into the X century: “the exile of Hugo [or the Exile of the Kings in Livy’s
rendition – A. F.] was the means used by the Romans to make a loud and clear statement
that they would never accept foreign rule, neither royal nor imperial, and that the ruling
power should be of a national origin… Rome transforms into a free secular state”
([196], Volume 3, page 246).

As is the case with “Livy’s ancient Rome”, the Republican senate “makes a sudden
comeback” in the X century. We are surprised to discover the fact that “the historians of
the IX and X century make numerous references to the Senate, likewise the documents of
the epoch. Since the revival of the Roman Empire, when the titles of Emperor and
Augustus were restored and even the post-consulate of the emperors made a comeback
[cf. the “ancient” Rome – A. F.], memories of the old days became animated again… the
word “Senate” was used often enough for us to encounter it among the decrees of some
church council” ([196], Volume 3, page 247.

Therefore, the historians who deny “the effective functioning of the Senate” in
mediaeval Rome have reasons to reconsider their point of view. We see all of the so-
called “ancient institutions” present in mediaeval Rome – not as “vague recollections”
of any sort, as we are told nowadays, but rather as real and valid structures of Roman
power. The only question that remains concerns the geographical identity of Rome in
question; as we already mentioned many a time, it is most likely that the city in question
is the New Rome on the Bosporus, or some other Rome – however, it could not have
been the Italian Rome due to the nonexistence of the latter in the epochs preceding the
XIV century (in its capacity of a capital, at least).

13) The Empire of the X-XIII century. The X century Alberic = the “ancient”



Valerius. According to Titus Livy, Publius Valerius, the leader of the Romans, becomes
consul in the very first days of the “ancient” Roman republic. We observe the same in
the X century: the Romans vest all power in Alberic: “having made him [Alberic – A.
F.] a lifelong consul, the Romans have marked his exclusive powers in the new Roman
Republic [sic! – A. F.] by the title of the Senator of All Romans” ([196], Volume 3,
page 250). All of the abovementioned events follow the version of the “ancient” Titus
Livy almost word for word.

14) The Empire of the X-XIII Century. The demise of Alberic in the X century and
the inauguration of his son Octavian. “Ancient” history describes it as the death of
Julius Caesar and the inauguration of his stepson Octavian Augustus. The motif of the
Greek woman Helen, who had played an important role in that epoch, is prominent in
the course of the Trojan War. The X century chronicles also emphasise the Greek
connections of Alberic. It is said that “Alberic’s aspirations to the hand of a Greek
princess had been frustrated… this marriage did not take place. The successes of the
Greeks brought them closer to Rome day by day” ([196], Volume 3, page 255). The
following events of “Alberic’s biography” – the wars with the banished king Hugo, the
siege of Rome etc – are very similar to the respective events from the history of the
Tarquinian War in the version of the “ancient” Titus Livy. We shall skip this material,
since a list of all parallels would prove rather bulky, and the general concept of this
particular parallelism is becoming quite clear, at any rate.

Alberic’s epoch in the X century is followed by that of his son Octavian. Bear in
mind that the double of Alberic in the Second Roman Empire is none other but Julius
Caesar. The following is told of the X century: “the temporal power vested in Alberic
was inherited by his young son after the death of the father… we must… find the most
honourable place amongst all mediaeval Romans for this “senator” [Alberic – A. F.].
The glory of Italy had become synonymous to his name in that epoch… he was worthy of
being a Roman, and had deserved the title of Magnus [sic! – A. F.] well enough… the
line of Alberic did not die with him and his son Octavian” [196], Volume 3, page 270.
As we shall see below, this X century Octavian becomes identified as the famous
Octavian Augustus from the Second Empire.

6.4. The “ancient” Second Roman Empire in the X-XII century
A.D. and the XIII-XVII century A.D.

Apart from the parallelism mentioned above, the respective historical currents of both



the Second Empire and the Holy Roman Empire of the X-XIII century have three famous
and powerful rulers at their very beginning. Lucius Sulla, Pompey Magnus and Julius
Caesar constitute such a triad in the Second Empire; in the Holy Empire of the X-XIII
century we see a similar trinity consisting of Otho I (The Great), Otho II (The Fierce),
and Otho III (the Red, or Chlorus – compare to the Third Empire). Let us now study
their respective “biographies”.

15a. Second Empire. The famous emperor Octavian Augustus from the alleged I
century B.C. – the beginning of the I century A.D. Let us remind the reader that
Octavian Augustus had been the adopted son of Julius Caesar, qv in Chron2, Chapter
1. It has to be pointed out that a large number of “ancient” golden coinage minted
under Octavian Augustus had reached our day. The numismatic catalogue [1142]
dedicates several pages to the description of these coins ([1142], pages 44-46). As
we shall witness, this “ancient Octavian” is also a prominent figure in the Scaligerian
history of the alleged X century A.D.

n 15b. Empire of the X-XIII century. The mediaeval Octavian from the X century
A.D. The immediate predecessor of Otho I is Octavian, the son of Alberic. Bear in
mind that the mediaeval Alberic is a double of the “ancient” Valerius, or Julius
Caesar, qv above. The name Alberic (or Alveric) is somewhat similar to that of
Valerius. F. Gregorovius tells us that “upon the demise of Alberic, his young son…
Octavian became recognized as the legitimate ruler and senator of all Romans, with
no objections from any part… he inherited full temporal power… no coins from
Octavian’s epoch have survived until the present day, but it is certain that he had
minted coins with his name and title engraved thereupon” ([196], Volume 3, page
278. Let us point out that “ancient” coins of the “ancient” Octavian Augustus had no
problems with surviving until our age, qv above. Therefore, these golden coins were
probably minted by the mediaeval Octavian in the alleged X century and subsequently
thrown backwards in time, winding up in the phantom Second Empire and having thus
effectively disappeared from the Middle Ages. And so, what we see in the
numismatic catalogue that we are referring to is but a variety of mediaeval Octavian’s
coins – the ones ascribed to the “ancient Octavian”.

16a. Second Empire. The “ancient” Octavian Augustus, stepson of Julius Caesar,
had been 19 when he was crowned emperor in Rome. See Chron2, Chapter 1.

n 16b. Empire of the X-XIII century. Virtually the same is reported of the
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mediaeval Octavian: “Octavian [son of Alberic, Julius Caesar’s double – A. F.] had
hardly been 16 years of age when he became the ruler of Rome” ([196], Volume 3,
page 278). The identification of the “ancient Octavian” as his mediaeval namesake
that was made with the use of our empirico-statistical methods had been manifest in
certain episodes before; an expert in the history of the “ancient” and mediaeval Rome
of such magnitude as Gregorovius couldn’t fail to notice the parallelism in question.
This is how he comments upon it: “pride and ambition made Alberic call his son
Octavian, possibly harbouring the bold hope that his line would become imperial at
some point” ([196], Volume 3, page 278).

17a. Second Empire. The “ancient” Octavian had received the title “Augustus”
(The Holy). He had been both the temporal and the ecclesial leader of the Second
Empire ([327]). This concurs well with the fact that his mediaeval double and
namesake had occupied the Holy Papal See, as we shall witness below ([196],
Volume 3, page 278).

n 17b. Empire of the X-XIII century. “In autumn 955… the young ruler of the
Romans becomes a pope. No one, excepting the Soractine scribe, mentions Octavian
receiving any kind of theological education… Octavian had changed his emperor’s
name to that of John XII” ([196], Volume 3, page 278). Also bear in mind that the
“ancient” Octavian remained the temporal ruler of Rome after having received the
title of Augustus (the Holy); the same is true for his mediaeval namesake, who
remained the temporal ruler of Rome despite his holy papal title. “However, John’s
[XII – A. F.] propensity for being a secular ruler was a lot greater than his
willingness to take on ecclesiastical duties, and so his two natures – Octavian’s and
John’s, were locked together in unequal struggle… Pope John XII… had given
praises to the ancient gods” ([196], Volume 3, page 279). What we observe here is
easily understandable. We see Gregorovius the historian run into multiple indications
suggesting mediaeval Rome to be full of “anachronisms”, which makes him theorize
about mediaeval Romans being extremely fond of “recollecting the antiquity” and
“reviving ancient customs”.

18a. Second Empire. The “ancient” Octavian Augustus spreads the Roman
influence over vast territories ([327]).

n 18b. Empire of the X-XIII century. The mediaeval Octavian does the same.
“We know little about the state of affairs in Rome in the first years of John’s



pontificate… the young man… being both the sovereign and the pope, decided to
launch several daring projects and extend his power far into the South” ([196],
Volume 3, page 279).

19a. Second Empire. The “ancient” Octavian Augustus had reigned for 37 years:
23 B.C. to 14 A.D., qv in CHRON2, Chapter 1. He was succeeded by Tiberius, who
had ruled for 23 years between the alleged years 14 and 37 A.D.

n 19b. Empire of the X-XIII century. The mediaeval Octavian soon hands power
over to Otho I the Great, who succeeds Octavian in a peaceful manner and proceeds
with making Rome a stronger state. Octavian crowns Otho I in the alleged year 962:
“Imperial power was thus… handed over to a foreign house of Saxon kings. One of
Charles’ greatest successors was crowned by a Roman, whose name had been
Octavian – what a bizarre twist of fate!” – as we can see, Gregorovius remains
perplexed ([196], Volume 3, pages 280-281). If this transfer of power had also given
a new name to Otho I (that of Octavian, which is what some of the chroniclers
believe), we get a very important reign length correspondence – Otho I had reigned
for 37 years (936-973 A.D.) as a German king; the reign duration of his “ancient”
double Octavian also equals 37 years, qv above. Furthermore, his successor, Otho II,
had ruled for 23 years (960-983 A.D.), which equals the reign duration of his double,
Emperor Tiberius, qv above.

20a. Second Empire. This empire fights large-scale wars in the East ([327]).
n 20b. Empire of the X-XIII century. This is the epoch of the famous crusades.

Once again, F. Gregorovius, being well aware of both the “ancient” and the
mediaeval history of Rome, points out an obvious parallel: “these bicentenary
military developments in Europe [the crusades – A. F.] were a very strong influence,
much like the Eastern Wars fought by the ancient Rome” ([196], Volume 3, page
410).

21a. Second Empire. Lucius Sulla rules in Rome between the alleged years 82 and
78 B.C.; he had presumably been titled Restitutor Urbis, or “Restorer of the City
(State)”. Lucius Aurelian, the first emperor of the Third Empire, is supposed to have
possessed a similar title (see the parallelism described in Chron2, Chapter 1).
Therefore, we come across the title of “Restorer” in the early history of the Second
Empire, likewise the Third, likewise the Holy Roman Empire of the X-XIII century
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(Otho I had been titled similarly, qv above).
n 21b. The Habsburg (Nov-Gorod?) Empire. A summary shift of 1386 years

(1053 years + 333 years) identifies the Habsburg (Nov-Gorod?) Empire of the XIII-
XVII century as the Second Roman Empire, qv in Chron1, Chapter 6. This places the
beginning of the “ancient Sulla’s reign” somewhere around 1304 A.D. The ruler that
we see at the very beginning of the Habsburg Empire is Rudolf Habsburg (1273-
1291). He is also known for his title of the “Restorer of the Empire” ([196], Volume
5, page 368). Scaligerian history therefore reports yet another “revival” of this
sonorous title – however, these “revivals” are most likely to be of a mythical nature.
Considering the shifts that we have discovered and discussed above, one sees several
rulers with the same title of “Restorer” superimpose over each other and transform
into the same king (from Nov-Gorod, or “New City”), who had founded the Empire at
the end of the XIII – beginning of the XIV century A.D.

Commentary. The wrath of the XIII century Pope = the wrath of the “ancient”
emperor Sulla. The parallelism between the Second Empire and the Habsburg Empire is
so obvious that the historian F. Gregorovius could not fail to mention it in the following
rather grandiloquent piece of commentary: “Palestrina [Pale-Strana, or Belaya Strana –
the Slavic for “White Land”? – A. F.] surrendered to the pleas [of Pope Boniface – A.
F.] Both cardinals… came dressed in funereal garments [in 1298 – A. F.]… and fell to
the Pope’s feet… Palestrina and all of the fortifications… were surrendered instantly.
Pope’s hatred for the mutineers… knew no limits. The punishment that he hastened to
inflict upon Palestrina revealed his intentions. A strange fate poured the same cup of
wrath over this city of fortune twice, with a long interval [one of 1386 years – A. F.].
After the capitulation of Praeneste, Sulla had levelled the town; 1400 years later
[Gregorovius rounds 1386 off to 1400 – A. F.] the same town of Praeneste surrendered
to the Pope, who had also stamped it out of existence with ancient Roman wrath”
([196], Volume 5, page 431).

In full accordance with the “ancient” events that were supposed to have taken place
1400 years earlier, “all of it ceased to exist in a mere couple of days… the ruins were
ploughed over and salted. Boniface VIII apparently liked to emulate ancient Romans in
his actions [theorizes Gregorovius – A. F.]” ([196], Volume 5, pages 432-433). The
“emulated ancient Roman” in question is Sulla.

Therefore, according to the opinion of an eminent Scaligerite historian, the mediaeval
Pope had been exceptionally well-read and fond of ancient history, trying to emulate the
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“role models from the days of yore” in every which way. What we’re being told is that
the pope artfully copied his own life from the “ancient books” – rising early in the
morning just to open the “classics” on the right page and learn about the course of his
actions for the day. All this bizarre and far-fetched explanatory activity becomes useless
once we realise that what we see is but a manifestation of the chronological shift that
has duplicated real mediaeval events and sent their copy into a distant epoch in the past
(see fig. 2.89).

Fig. 2.89 Separate remarkable parallelisms between the Habsburg (Nov-Gorod?) Empire of the XIII-XVII century and
the “ancient” Second = Third Roman Empire.

F. Gregorovius describes the end of the parallelism as follows: “he [Boniface – A. F.]
had really destroyed one of Italy’s oldest cities, which had once perished in its ancient
past… Boniface followed the example of Sulla, who had made a military colony settle
on the site of the destroyed city, when he had ordered the wretched townsfolk… to build
their new homes nearby. They built their huts upon a lowland” ([196], Volume 5, pages
432-433).

22a. The Second Empire. Ptolemy’s famous Almagest is supposed to have been
written in the reign of Antoninus Pius, the Roman emperor who had reigned in the
alleged years 138-161 A.D., qv in Chron1, Chapter 1.
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n 22b. The Habsburg (Nov-Gorod?) Empire. The famous emperor Maximilian I
reigns in 1493-1519 A.D. A shift of about 1386 years identifies his reign as that of
the ancient Antoninus Pius (see fig. 2.89). Indeed, a summary shift of 1053 + 33 =
1386 years places the “ancient” Antoninus Pius into the XVI century A.D.,
superimposed over the period of 1524-1547 A.D., which is close to the epoch of
Maximilian I. Let us also remind the reader that it was in the reign of Maximilian I
(1493-1519) and Maximilian II (1564-1576) that the publications of Ptolemy’s
Almagest began – presumably “re-discovered at last” after many centuries of
oblivion. The first Latin edition comes out in 1537, the Greek one – in 1538, the
“translation” of the Trebizond edition is published in 1528 etc. Let us also recollect
the fact that Maximilian’s name contains the formula Maximilian Kaiser Pius
Augustus, qv in Chron1, Chapter 6 (Dürer’s engravings). It turns out that the
Almagest could really have been created in the XVI century A.D. “in the reign of
Emperor Pius”, or Maximilian Pius, hence the reference to a “Pius” in the Almagest.
Therefore, the XVI century author of the Almagest didn’t deceive anyone by the
inclusion of the ruler regnant at the time of the observations. As we are beginning to
realise, most of the latter took place under Maximilian I; however, some of the data –
the star catalogue, for instance – could have been obtained from earlier works on
astronomy – those dating to the XI-XV century A.D. See Chron3, and also fig. 2.89.

23a. The Second Empire. The second half of the alleged I century A.D. is marked
by the activity of the famous Vitruvius, “a Roman architect and engineer… the author
of the tractate entitled Ten Books on Architecture containing a study of many issues
pertinent to urbanism, engineering, technology and art, and encapsulating the entire
body of Greek and Roman architectonic science” ([797], page 227). Modern
scientists have made numerous references to the far-reaching parallels between the
works of the “ancient Vitruvius” and the mediaeval architect Alberti ([18] and
[544]).

n 23b. The Habsburg (Nov-Gorod?) Empire. The famous Italian architect Leon
Battista Alberti (1414-1471) lives and works in the XV century ([18], page 3). In
Chapter 1 of Chron1 we point out obvious parallels between his work and that of the
“ancient” Vitruvius ([18] and [544]). In particular, Alberti writes a famous tractate in
the XV century that happens to bear the very same name – Ten Books on Architecture
([18], page 50). It turns out that a shift of approximately 1386 years makes the epochs
of Vitruvius and Alberti coincide for the most part, qv in fig. 2.89. Apparently, the
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“ancient Roman architect Vitruvius” is merely a phantom reflection of the mediaeval
Italian architect Alberti. Even the name “Vitruvius” contains what can be seen as
traces of “Alberti” (or “Alverti”). Scaligerian history had created an ink-and-paper
duplicate of Alberti and sent it 1400 years backwards in time, where it had
transformed into “the great ancient scientist Vitruvius”, whilst the original remained
in its due place. We did not compare their “biographies” in detail, which would be
an interesting undertaking.

24a. The Second Empire. The famous Roman historian Tacitus is said to have been
active in Rome around the alleged years 58-117 A.D. ([797], page 1304). Some of
his books contain descriptions of “the ancient Rome”.

n 24b. The Habsburg (Nov-Gorod?) Empire. In Chapter 7 of Chron1 we were
telling the readers about Poggio Bracciolini, a famous Renaissance writer who had
lived in the first half of the XV century ([21], [1195] and [1379]). Scientific literature
contains many rather explicit indications of the fact that Poggio himself had in fact
written the “ancient œuvres of Tacitus” that he had “discovered” ([1195] and
[1379]). As we understand now, the 1386-year shift does indeed superimpose the
epoch of the “ancient Tacitus” over that of the mediaeval Poggio Bracciolini (see fig.
2.89). Ergo, what we observe here is most probably yet another case of what had
happened to Vitruvius and Alberti – “Tacitus” is but an alias of the XV century writer
Poggio Bracciolini, who had spawned a doppelgänger on the pages of the Scaligerian
history – one that wound up in the alleged I century A.D. under the name of Tacitus,
while the original remained in the XV century.

25a. The Second Empire. The famous “ancient” Greek writer and historian
Plutarch is active in the alleged years 45-127 A.D. ([797], page 1012).

n 25b. The Habsburg (Nov-Gorod?) Empire. The famous writer and poet Petrarch
is active in Rome in the XIV century (1303-1374; see [797], page 993. In Chapter 7
of Chron1 we entertained the idea that the “ancient Plutarch” might be a phantom
reflection of the mediaeval Petrarch. In addition to those considerations, we discover
that a shift of approximately 1386 years brings the two epochs close together, qv in
fig. 2.89. By the way, this scheme demonstrates that Petrarch “predates” Plutarch on
the time axis. According to another theory that we propose in the same chapter, the
dating of Petrarch’s lifetime needs to be brought somewhat closer to our epoch.

26a. The Second Empire. We can call this empire “Holy” in the sense that all of its
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26a. The Second Empire. We can call this empire “Holy” in the sense that all of its
rulers, beginning with Octavian, bear the title “Augustus” – “Holy”.

n 26b. The Empire of the X-XIII century. Its official name is “The Holy Roman
Empire”, and it has been known as such ever since the XII century. Historians are of
the opinion that this empire had been a “holy institution” ([459], Volume 1, page
153).

27a. The Second Empire. The “ancient” emperor Marcus Aurelius had reigned in
the alleged years 161-180 A.D.

n 27b. The Empire of the X-XIII century. A shift of approximately 1053 lifts
Marcus Aurelius into the late XII century at the very least, and identifies him as
Emperor Otho IV the Guelph (1198-1218). In Chapter 7 of Chron1 we report that,
according to certain mediaeval sources, the famous equestrian statue of Marcus
Aurelius was made in the XII century and presumably erected in Rome ([196],
Volume 4, page 568), comment 74. All of that notwithstanding, this statue is also
considered “extremely ancient” – an artefact of the Second Empire, no less. It is one
of the most famous “ancient” Roman relics. The explanation of this fact already
presented itself to us: the “ancient Marcus Aurelius” is merely a reflection of Otho
IV; therefore, his statue could not have been erected before the XII century, and its
“journey backwards in time” is merely a consequence of the erroneous Scaligerian
chronology.

6.5. Identifying the Third Roman Empire as the Holy Roman
Empire of the X-XIII century as well as the Habsburg Empire
of the XIV-XVII century. A 720-year shift and a 1053-year

shift
In fig. 2.90 we see the already familiar parallelism between the Third Roman Empire of
the alleged III-VI century A.D. and the Holy Roman Empire of the alleged X-XIII
century A.D. The proximity coefficient here equals 2.3 × 10–10, qv in Chron1, Chapter
6. The superimposition is observed with a 720-year shift; the primary common points
are as follows:
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Fig. 2.90 The parallelism between the “ancient” Third Roman Empire of the alleged III-VI century A.D. and the Holy
Roman Empire of the alleged X-XIII century A.D.



1) Empire of the X-XIII century. The mediaeval Frederick II = the “ancient”
Theodoric.

The end of Friedrich’s reign in the mediaeval Holy Roman Empire of the X-XIII
century (namely, the alleged year 1250) coincides with the last reign year of Theodoric
the Goth – 526 A.D. (after a 724-year shift).

2) Empire of the X-XIII century. The mediaeval Henry = the “ancient” Valens.
The mediaeval pair of Emperor Henry IV and “Hildebrand the Roman Pontifex”

becomes identified as the “ancient” couple of Emperor Henry IV and St. Basil the
Great, his famous contemporary. Bear in mind that the death of “Hildebrand” in 1085
coincides with that of St. Basil in the alleged year 378 after a 707-year shift, which is
very close to 720 years, the average value of the shift.

3) Empire of the X-XIII century. The mediaeval Otho III “the Red” = the
“ancient” Constance Chlorus.

Furthermore, the mediaeval emperor Otho III (“the Red”), who died in the alleged
year 1002, can be identified as the “ancient” emperor Constance I Chlorus, the latter
being the word for “ginger”. We thus get a correspondence of names; both these
emperors, in turn, merge into the single figure of the “ancient” Julius Caesar from the
Second Empire, qv in Chapter 1 of Chron2. It would be interesting to find out whether
or not Julius Caesar had ginger hair.

4) Empire of the X-XIII century. The mediaeval Conrad IV = the “ancient” Gothic
kings.

The mediaeval emperor Conrad IV (Horde Khan?) from the Holy Roman Empire of
the X-XIII century becomes superimposed over the “ancient” dynasty of male Gothic
rulers from the Third Empire after the shift – he had ruled after the death of Theodoric
the Goth in the alleged year 526 A.D. and until the death of the Gothic king Totila in the
alleged year 541 A.D.

5) Empire of the X-XIII Century. The mediaeval Manfred = the “ancient” Totila.
The mediaeval Manfred is identified as the “ancient” Totila, whilst the mediaeval

Conradin’s double is the “ancient” Teia. The average date shift here equals 723 years –
very close to 720. Let us relate the parallelism between the respective declines of both
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empires (the Third and the Holy).

6) Empire of the X-XIII century. The mediaeval embroilment = the “ancient”
strife.

History of the Third Empire tells us that Rome had been cast in turmoil and anarchy
in the alleged year 455 A.D., which is the epoch of Recimer and his minions (see
Chron2, Chapter 1). A shift of 720 years reveals to us the fact that Recimer also has a
double in the Holy Empire of the X-XIII century: the reign of Philip the Ghibelline also
ends in turmoil and anarchy. According to F. Gregorovius, “in 1198 the last visible
remains of imperial power in Rome were finally wiped out” ([196], Volume 5, page
13).

A war breaks out, likewise in the Third Empire ([196], Volume 5, page 21). “The
war broke out anew at the end of the same year 1199, when the strong man Pandulf from
Subur became senator” ([196], Volume 5, page 23). It is possible that this mediaeval
Subur (a native of Subur – possibly Siberia, or Sever – “the North”) became reflected
in the “distant past” as Emperor Libius Severus (the alleged years 461-465 A.D.)

7) Empire of the X-XIII century. Mediaeval anarchy = “ancient” anarchy.
The following rulers are considered to have been principal figures in the epoch of the

Third Empire’s decline (455-476 A.D.): Petronius Maximus, Avitus, Majorian,
Recimer, Libius Severus, Anthemius (Procopius), Olybrius, Julius Nepos and Romulus
Augustulus ([72]). 720 years later we observe a similar situation in the mediaeval Holy
Roman Empire of the X-XIII century: “Rome was divided by the two opposing factions
– the papists and the democrats… this violent urban conflict had been of a political
nature” ([196], Volume 5, page 27).

Apart from the good concurrence of dates after a 720-year shift, we also see very
conspicuous parallels between names: the “ancient” Severus = the mediaeval Subur; the
“ancient” Petronius = the mediaeval Petrus; the “ancient” Recimer = the mediaeval
Rainerius ([196], Volume 5, page 27).

8) Empire of the X-XIII century. The mediaeval Otho IV = the “ancient” Odoacer.
We proceed to discover the superimposition of the mediaeval Otho IV over the

“ancient” Odoacer. Their reign durations concur with each other very well indeed, qv in
fig. 2.90. Otto IV is considered to have been German, whereas Odoacer had been the
leader of the Germanic Heruli. The name Odoacer (Odo + CR) may have meant “Otho
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the Kaiser” or “Otho the Czar”. The “ancient” Odoacer had ruled in Rome; the
mediaeval Otho IV was “declared king upon the Capitol Hill” ([196], Volume 5, page
52).

9) Empire of the X-XIII century. The mediaeval reign of Otho IV = the “ancient”
reign of Odoacer.

The mediaeval Otho IV had reigned for 21 years as a German king: 1197-1218. His
double, the “ancient” Odoacer, remained on the throne for 17 years (476-493 A.D.) The
following fact is most curious: according to Volume 5 of [196], the mediaeval Otho IV
was crowned King of Rome in 1201, which makes his “Roman reign” exactly 17 years
long, 1201-1218, which coincides with the reign duration of the “ancient” Odoacer
completely.

10) Empire of the X-XIII century. Parallels in the respective reign ends of the
mediaeval Otho IV and the ancient Odoacer.

The end of the “ancient” Odoacer’s career was in close relation to the activity of
Theodoric the Goth, who had succeeded Odoacer on the Roman throne. Theodoric must
have been a great deal younger than Odoacer. The career of Otho IV in the Holy Roman
Empire of the X-XIII century is also closely linked to the early activities of Frederick II,
who had also been a great deal younger than Otho IV.

11) Empire of the X-XIII century. Mediaeval feud = “ancient” vendetta.
In the Third Empire Odoacer is at feud with Theodoric. As one should rightly expect,

in the Holy Empire of the X-XIII century Otho IV also has a feud with Frederick II:
“Otho… had a mortal foe in the heir to the Hohenstaufen estate… Frederick’s youthful
figure lurking in the distance would never fail to make a strong impression” ([196],
Volume 5, page 57).

12) Empire of the X-XIII century. The mediaeval Frederick = the “ancient”
Theodoric.

The “ancient” king Theodoric had been a Goth by birth, but his life was committed to
the Third Roman Empire. The end of his reign marks the outbreak of the Gothic War of
the alleged VI century. Similar events take place 720 years later, in the Holy Roman
Empire of the X-XIII century: “Frederick became alien to the German nation from his
early childhood… he had once again bound the destinies of Italy and Germany together,



having immersed both nations… into a ceaseless struggle that would take over a century
to die out” ([196], Volume 5, page 57). The epoch in question is the XIII century.

13) Empire of the X-XIII century. The mediaeval Friedrich Gattin = the “ancient”
Theodoric the Goth.

One cannot fail to notice the obvious similarity of the names Theodoric and Frederick
(Friedrich). The “ancient” Theodoric had been king of the Goths; the title of his double,
the mediaeval Friedrich (or Frederick – however, the I and not the II) also contains the
word Goth in the form Gattin, qv on his coins in [1435], No 26 (the table). Furthermore,
the word “Gattin” is very similar to the word “Hittite” – and we have already
discovered the superimposition of the mediaeval Goths over the “ancient” biblical
Hittites. Therefore, Friedrich must have been known as a Goth or a Hittite in the Middle
Ages. It would also be appropriate to remember the German city of Göttingen – its name
is probably derived from “Hettin” and “Gens”, or “the Hittite Gens”.

14) Empire of the X-XIII century. The two mediaeval Fredericks = the two
“ancient” Tarquins. Events of the XII-XIV century A.D. on the pages of the Bible.

We have seen the two Tarquinian rulers of the First Roman Empire described by the
“ancient” Titus Livy: the kings Tarquin the Ancient and Tarquin the Proud. A similar
pair is present in the dynastic current of the Holy Empire in the X-XIII century – namely,
the emperors Frederick I and Frederick II.

We have already pointed out the parallelism between the “ancient” Judean and
Israelite kingdoms, and the Third Roman Empire. However, since the Third Empire is
but a reflection of the Holy Roman Empire (X-XIII century) and the Habsburg Empire
(XIII-XVII century), the Biblical kingdoms must also be reflections of the same empires.
This was discovered independently with the use of the dynastic parallelism method, qv
related in Chron1, Chapter 6; also see Chron6 for more details. We shall just examine
one of such parallel scenarios herein.

Above we have already given an account of our discovery that Frederick II can be
identified as Theodoric the Goth. One also has to bear in mind that a number of
mediaeval documents dating to the XVI century confuse Friedrich (Frederick) I
Barbarossa and Frederick II. For instance, we learn that one of the legends about
Frederick II “was transposed into the biography of Frederick I, year 1519” ([459],
Volume 1, page 220). Owing to the fact that Frederick I Barbarossa (Ross the
Barbarian?) and Frederick II became reflected in the phantom past as the “Tarquinian
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pair”, there may be similar confusion in their respective “biographies”.

14a. Empire of the X-XIII century. Frederick II or Frederick I. Frederick I
Barbarossa is a Roman and German emperor. He fights against Rome in 1167; his
primary Roman opponent is Pope Alexander III ([196], Volume 4, page 483).
Frederick I attacks Rome and suffers defeat ([196], Volume 4, pages 483-484). In fig.
2.91 we can see a mediaeval picture dating from the alleged year 1188 A.D. that
portrays Frederick Barbarossa ([304], Volume 2, pages 294-295).

Fig. 2.91 Frederick Barbarossa dressed as a crusader. A miniature by an anonymous Bavarian clergyman, circa 1188.
An exact copy from the original kept in the Library of Vatican. Taken from [304], Volume 2, pages 294-295.

n 14b. The Third Roman Empire. Theodoric the Goth. He happens to be the ruler of
both Rome and the Gothic Kingdom. Theodoric wages war on the New Rome; his
troops are led by Vitalian. The main opponent of Theodoric is the Eastern Roman
regent Anastasius, ruler of the New Rome. Vitalian leads Theodoric’s army against
New Rome, but sustains a defeat.

n n 14c. The Bible. II Kings. King Sennacherib. Sennacherib is the king of
Assyria. As we have demonstrated above, Assyrians merge with the Goths, P-
Russians, Germans or Russians. Sennacherib attacks Jerusalem, which once again
becomes identified as the New Rome, or Constantinople. Sennacherib’s enemy is
Hezekiah, king of Judah, whom we have already identified as Emperor Anastasius,
qv in Chron1, Chapter 6. Sennacherib launches an unsuccessful assault against Rome
(II Kings 19:35).
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14'a. Empire of the X-XIII century. This defeat of Emperor Frederick I
Barbarossa (Ross the Barbarian?) is a well-known event in the history of the Middle
Ages, described in mediaeval chronicles in the following manner (according to
modern historians, the chronicle in question refers to the Bible, which presumably
already existed at that time, and draws parallels with Biblical events): “And the Lord
sent an angel, which cut off all mighty men of valour, and the leaders and captains in
the camp of the king of Assyria. So he returned with shame of face to his own land.”
(II Chronicles 32:31). Gregorovius insists that “such is the imagery that Thomas of
Canterbury weaves when he congratulates Alexander III [presumably the Pope – A.
F.] with the retreat of Sennacherib, whose army was destroyed by the Lord… nearly
all of the chroniclers [in their rendition of Frederick’s rout – A. F.] speak of divine
retribution” ([196], Volume 4, page 496, comment 89).

n n 14'c. This is how the famous legend of Sennacherib, king of Assyria, and his
defeat, is told by the Bible: “And it came to pass that night [when Sennacherib the
Assyrian besieged Jerusalem – A. F.], that the angel of the Lord went out, and smote
in the camp of the Assyrians an hundred fourscore and five thousand: and when they
arose early in the morning, behold, they were all dead corpses. So Sennacherib king
of Assyria departed, and went and returned, and dwelt at Nineveh” (II Kings 19:35-
36).

Commentary. Nowadays historians try to convince us that the mediaeval chroniclers
deliberately employed the “ancient” Biblical imagery due to the Bible’s long-term
existence as a source of great authority that it had been customary to refer to, which is
presumably the very reason why mediaeval scribes would often use archaic Biblical
language to describe the events of their own epoch, disguising the contemporaneity in an
“ancient Biblical attire”. Our results demonstrate that the reverse is more likely to have
been the reality. Only parts of the Bible had existed back then, qv in Chron1, Chapter 6;
its entire bulk was created around that very epoch, the XI-XVI century. Therefore, what
we see is not a case of chroniclers referring to the Bible, but rather that of assorted
mediaeval chronicle fragments comprising the final canon of the Bible, which was
created relatively recently – in the epoch of the XV-XVI century.

We shall conclude with some details pertinent to the abovementioned famous event
(allegedly dating to the XII century A.D. – the defeat of Frederick Barbarossa, or
possibly Ross the Barbarian, which would then become reflected in the second book of
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the Kings as the defeat of Sennacherib, king of Assyria (Russia?). F. Gregorovius
relates the contents of mediaeval chronicles in the following manner: “Rome became the
second Jerusalem, with emperor Frederick playing the part of the loathsome
Sennacherib. On 2 August [of the alleged year 1167 – A.D.] dark clouds erupted over
the city in a thunderstorm; the malaria, which is so perilous here in August, assumed the
semblance of plague. The elite of the invincible army died a honourless death;
equestrians, infantry and sword-bearers alike would fall ill and perish, often
unexpectedly, riding or walking along a street… Frederick lost his finest heroes in just
seven days… death claimed a great multitude of hoi polloi and aristoi alike. Rome
suffered from the plague just as much… the city hadn’t faced afflictions this horrendous
for centuries… the Germans were gripped by panic; they were saying that the Lord
poured his anger over them for attacking a holy city… the emperor was forced to break
camp in despair already on 6 August; his army of ghostlike warriors set on their way
back… more than 2000 of his people had died en route” ([196], Volume 4, page 484).

15) Empire of the X-XIII century. The parallelism between the Roman campaigns
of the mediaeval Otho IV and the “ancient” Odoacer.

Likewise the “ancient” Odoacer, the mediaeval Otho IV the Guelph was “crowned
king [of Germany – A. F.]… it had been declared that Otho would set forth against
Rome” ([196], Volume 5, page 58). In full accordance with the scenario, the “ancient”
Odoacer launches a campaign against Rome and conquers the city. We see history
repeat itself in 720 years, when Otto IV gathers a great army in 1209 and conquers
Rome after a successful campaign, becoming crowned king of Rome as a result.
However, “the Senate and the armed citizens held the Capitol hill… the decisive battle
took place in Leonine city; both sides sustained heavy casualties; finally, Otho managed
to smite the opposition and become King and Emperor of Rome, conquering the entire
Italy subsequently” ([196], Volume 5, page 66). Thus, the conquest of Italy by Otho in
the Middle Ages became reflected as the Italian conquest of the “ancient” Odoacer after
a shift of roughly 720 years backwards.

16) Empire of the X-XIII century. The mediaeval Otho I = the mediaeval Otho IV.
Actually, the 333-year shift is also manifest here. Indeed, 1209, the year Otho IV

conquers Italy, becomes the year 976 after a shift of 333 years backwards. It is
significant that the conquest of Italy by Otho I falls over this very year – more precisely,
the period between 962 and 965. Otho I also conquers all of Italy; thus, certain



biographical fragments pertinent to Otho I may reflect passages from a more recent
“biography” of Otho IV.

17) Empire of the X-XIII century. The mediaeval Otto IV = the “ancient” Odoacer.
The Pope summons young Frederick II to Italy so that he could assist him with getting

rid of Otho IV ([196], Volume 5, page 66).
The “ancient reflection” of this event is a similar appeal of the Byzantine emperor

Zeno to Theodoric the Goth – to lead the Gothic troops to Italy and rule there instead of
Odoacer. We re-emphasize the superimposition of the mediaeval Hohenstaufen dynasty
over the “ancient” Goths. In Chron5 we also point out the parallel between the Goths
and the nations of Gog and Magog – the Tartars and Mongols, in other words.

6.6. War of the XIII century as the original reflected in the
“ancient” Trojan = Tarquinian = Gothic War

18) Empire of the X-XIII century. The mediaeval war of the XIII century = the
“ancient” Trojan = Tarquinian = Gothic War.

Bear in mind that the Gothic War began when the hostile Greek troops had
disembarked in Sicily. The Trojan version reflected this as the invasion of the “ancient”
Greeks onto Isle Tenedos. We observe the same in the XIII century: Frederick II, the
young king of Sicily in the Middle Ages, initiates an all-out war ([196], Volume 5, page
74).

His main ally was Anselm von Justingen ([196], Volume 5, page 71). We instantly
recognize the “ancient” Justinian in this hero, the contemporary of the “ancient”
Theodoric the Goth and the double of Frederick II. The Trojan = Gothic War is a
crucial event in the “ancient” history; its original is the war of the XIII century A.D., of
which we learn that “the moment that he [Pope Innocent – A. F.] had offered the King of
Sicily [Frederick II – A. F.] to capture the Roman Crown had been one of the most fatal
ones in the entire history of papacy. It had led to the struggle that proved destructive for
both the church and the empire, and eventually the domination of the House of Anjou as
well… as well as the “Avignon captivity” ([196], Volume 5, page 75). Below we shall
see that the mediaeval “Avignon captivity” is the double of the “ancient” Babylonian
captivity of the Judeans described in the Bible.

19) Empire of the X-XIII century. The mediaeval couple of Otho IV and Frederick
= the “ancient” couple of Odoacer and Theodoric.
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In 1212 Frederick II enters Rome as king, and becomes the de facto co-ruler of Otho
IV, who hadn’t been stripped of his rank yet. We see a carbon copy of this very situation
in the “ancient” Third Empire, where Theodoric and Odoacer had ruled jointly for a
while (see Chron2, Chapter 1). Then Theodoric the Goth defeated Odoacer the German
in the Third Empire; we see the same happen in the Holy Empire of the X-XIII century:
“after his triumph over the wretched enemy [Otho IV – A. F.], whose glory was
tarnished on 27 July 1214 after the Battle of Bouvines, Frederick II became crowned…
in Aachen” ([196], Volume 5, page 78).

20) Empire of the X-XIII century. The XIII century succession = the “ancient”
succession.

Theodoric proceeds to concentrate all power in his hands in the alleged year 493,
after the death of Odoacer in the Third Empire. A similar scenario develops in the Holy
Empire of the X-XIII century: Frederick II inherits absolute power in 1218, after the
death of Otho IV, the double of the “ancient” Odoacer. The dates (1218 and 493) are
725 years apart, which is close to the 720-year value of the shift.

21) Empire of the X-XIII century. The XIII century reforms = the “ancient”
reforms.

In 1220 Frederick II gives Rome a constitution and instigates serious reforms ([196],
Volume 5, page 97). This activity resembles the legislation reforms of the “ancient”
Theodoric a great deal (see Chron2, Chapter 1). Just like the “ancient” kingdom of the
Ostrogoths, the mediaeval Italian state of Friedrich II is also called a kingdom ([196],
Volume 5, page 104).

22) Empire of the X-XIII century. Parallels between the Middle Ages and the
antiquity that F. Gregorovius could not fail to notice.

The parallelism between the “ancient” Third Empire and the mediaeval Holy Roman
Empire of the X-XIII century is conspicuous enough to have been commented upon by
several historians in a variety of contexts. F. Gregorovius, for instance, writes that “in
the Middle Ages, Viterbo had played the same role for the Romans as Veas in the
antiquity… the Roman populace [in the middle of the XIII century – A. F.] was riding a
new wave of inspiration; just as it had been done in the distant days of Camillus and
Coriolanus [the epoch of the “ancient” Tarquinian War, according to Livy – A. F.], they
set forth to conquer Tuscia and Latium… the battlefields would once again see Roman
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banners bearing the ancient initials S.P.Q.R. against a golden-red field, as well as the
national army of Roman citizens and their allies from vassal cities led by senators”
([196], Volume 5, pages 126-127). Gregorovius is also perplexed by the fact that “it is
amazing how… the Romans recollected the Roman customs, having put up border stones
with the initials S.P.Q.R. to mark the boundaries of Roman jurisdiction” ([196], Volume
5, pages 129-130).

23) Empire of the X-XIII century. The mediaeval Roman colours = the “ancient”
Roman colours.

The official colours of the “ancient” Rome are considered to have been red and gold,
qv above. However, we find out that the official colours of the mediaeval papal Rome
had been the same: “red and gold remain the colours of the city of Rome until this day. It
has been so since times immemorial, and the colours of the church had been the same…
only in early XIX century the popes adopted white and gold as the ecclesial colours”
([196], Vol. 5, p. 141, comment 34).

24) Empire of the X-XIII century. The XIII century titles = the “ancient” titles.
We proceed to find out that “right about this time [in 1236 – A. F.], the Roman

aristocracy had added another title to the ones already in use, one of ancient origins –
Romans of noble birth have started calling themselves proconsuls of the Romans upon
the occupation of a high rank in the city council, without so much as a shade of self-
irony”, as Gregorovius tell us in amazement. “The ancient title of Consul Romanorum…
had still been in use by that time” ([196], Volume 5, page 148).

We hear the voice of the “antiquity” ring loud and clear from the pages of mediaeval
documents. To continue with quoting, “the loot taken at Milan was put up for
demonstration on the Capitol hill, upon the hastily erected ancient columns” ([196],
Vol. 5, p. 151).

25) Empire of the X-XIII century. The mediaeval Peter de Vineis = the “ancient”
Boetius.

Let us reiterate that F. Gregorovius with his extensive knowledge of the Roman
history keeps pointing out the parallels between the “antiquity” and the Middle Ages,
which can be explained well by the chronological shifts that we have discovered. For
instance, he writes that “the death of Peter de Vineis, the famous capuchin citizen, cast a
black shadow over the life of the great emperor [Frederick – A. F.], just like the death



of Boetius had been the harbinger of Theodoric’s demise [sic! – A. F]. Both of these
German kings [the mediaeval Frederick II and the “ancient” Theodoric – A. F.]
resemble each other in what concerns the end of their lives as well as the fast and tragic
decline of their gentes” ([196], Volume 5, pages 202-203).

Both the mediaeval Vineis and the “ancient” Boetius fell prey to the emperor’s
suspiciousness ([196], Volume 5, page 202). Kohlraush also compares Theodoric the
Goth to Frederick II in [415], praising their wisdom and religious tolerance, among
other things.

26) Empire of the X-XIII century. The XIII century Frederick II = the “ancient”
Theodoric the Goth.

Kohlraush points out the following in his story of Frederick II: “he hadn’t been of
great utility to Germany because of his partiality to Italy… a great many Germans would
follow the Hohenstaufens to Italy” ([415], Volume 1, page 309). We observe a similar
process in the “ancient” Third Empire – namely, the “hoards of Goths” that fill Italy.
Titus Livy reports the same telling us about the advent of the “ancient” Tarquins to Italy.

The “ancient” Theodoric dies a natural death, just like the mediaeval Frederick II.
Both of them act as the last rulers of Italy before the outbreak of a disastrous war. One
of the reign duration versions for Theodoric the Goth is 29 years (the alleged years 497-
526 – see version #2 in Chron2, Chapter 1). The Roman reign of Frederick II lasted 30
years. He was crowned in 1220 and died in 1250 ([5]). Reign durations are similar.

27) Empire of the X-XIII century. Frederick II as the “Pharaoh” in the XIII
century.

F. Gregorovius refers to a number of ancient documents telling us that “Innocent IV
had seen his great opponent [Frederick II – A. F.] as the very antichrist, or the
Pharaoh” ([25], Volume 5, page 205). The term “Pharaoh” that appears here
corresponds perfectly to the superimposition of the mediaeval epoch that we have under
consideration presently over the Biblical description of the Trojan = Tarquinian =
Gothic War, qv in Chron2, Chapter 1.

When certain ancient documents use the word “Pharaoh” for referring to Frederick II,
they confirm the parallelism between the mediaeval Roman history and the Biblical
history of Israel and Judea. Frederick II had really been a pharaoh. However, we must
also note that all these documents – papal epistles and the like – were edited in the
XVII-XVIII century, when historians had already been of the opinion that the XIII
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century war and the Biblical war with the pharaoh were two unrelated events.
Therefore, the entire Biblical terminology was declared to be “referring to deep
antiquity” in mediaeval documents, notwithstanding the fact that it had really referred to
mediaeval contemporaneity. Another detail that drew our attention was that the name
Innocent may have originally sounded as “John the Khan”.

28) The X-XIII century Empire. Beginning of the XIII century war as the original
of the Trojan = Tarquinian = Gothic War.

The primary parallelisms with the “antiquity” are as follows. The mediaeval Conrad
IV can be identified as the “ancient” group of Gothic kings from the alleged VI century:
Amalaric + Athalaric + Theodahad + Vittigis + Uriah + Hildebald, their summary reigns
adding up to the period between the alleged years 526 and 541 A.D.

Further on, we discover that the mediaeval Manfred = the “ancient” Totila, the
mediaeval Conradin = the “ancient” Teias (Teia), the mediaeval Charles of Anjou = the
“ancient” Narses, and the mediaeval Innocent = the “ancient” Justinian.

Thus, the reign of Conrad IV (1237-1254) becomes superimposed over the dynasty of
the Gothic kings (excluding queen Amalasuntha) that had reigned in the alleged years
526-541 A.D. A comparison of durations gives us 17 and 15 years, respectively –
almost equal values. In 1252 Conrad IV invades Italy, starting one of the greatest wars
in European history, which would immerse the entire continent into the vortex of chaos
for many a decade” ([196], Volume 5, page 213).

“The barons swore fealty to him… all cities up to Naples acknowledged his power”
([196], Volume 5, page 213). In the Gothic War of the alleged VI century, the ascension
of the Goths to the Roman throne in 526-541 coincides with Justinian, Belisarius and
Narses turning their attention to Italy and beginning an invasion. We see the same
happen in the XIII century: “the achievements of Frederick’s sons [or, as we now
understand, Theodoric’s “ancient Goths” – A. F.] made Innocent [John the Khan? – A.
F.] set about the plan that was conceived a while back in Lyon… he decided to hand
this kingdom over… to a foreign prince; this démarche proved fatal for Italy [a war
began – A. F.]… he offered the crown of Sicily to Charles of Anjou, the brother of the
French king” ([196], Volume 5, page 214).

29) Empire of the X-XIII century. Identifying certain mediaeval characters as their
“ancient” doubles.

The mediaeval Charles of Anjou can therefore be identified as the “ancient”



Belisarius/Narses. Bear in mind that Narses the commander-in-chief acts as a successor
of Belisarius in the Gothic War of the alleged VI century. Innocent [John the Khan?]
becomes identified as emperor Justinian – “the just”.

If we’re to reverse the unvocalized root of Conrad’s name (CNRD), we shall get
DRNC – or the already well-familiar TRNK – Trojans/Franks/Turks/Tartars. The name
Conrad can also be a reference to “Horde-Khan”, or the Khan of the Horde. Also, the
title of the mediaeval Manfred von Tarent (see [196], Volume 5) transcribes as TRNT
unvocalized. It is likely to be yet another modification of the name TRQN which is
already known quite well to us. Thus, the names of the two key leaders of the
Hohenstaufen dynasty (the Gog dynasty?) that appeared on the historical arena after the
death of Frederick II are distinctly similar to the name TRQN. A propos, the successor
of Manfred and the one to end the war is Conradin, whose unvocalized name also gives
a version of TRNK reversed. The name Conradin might also stand for “Khan-Horde”,
“KHAN ORDYNskiy” (“Khan of the Horde”) or “Khan Ratniy” (“The Warlord Khan”).

30) Empire of the X-XIII century. The XIII century Manfred = the “ancient”
Totila.

Conrad IV dies in 1254 “lamenting his fate and the misery of the empire whose
decline he had foreseen” ([196], Volume 5, page 216). He is succeeded by the famous
hero Manfred – the double of the “ancient” Gothic king Totila. Bear in mind that Totila
had reigned for 11 years in 541-552. Manfred had ruled for 12 years, 1254 (the year
Conrad IV died) to 1266, the year of his death on the battlefield. The same fate befalls
his “ancient” double Totila (see Chron2, Chapter 1). Thus, we see that the durations of
the parallel reigns (11 and 12 years, respectively) concur well with each other.

31) Empire of the X-XIII century. Brancaleone in the XIII century and the
“ancient” Goths.

Before the very death of Conrad IV, temporal power in Rome is inherited by Senator
Brancaleone (BRNC + Leo?). This mediaeval Roman ruler had been an ally of
Frederick II: “he has taken part in the Lombardian War fighting on the side of
Frederick” ([196], Volume 5, page 226). Brancaleone is a foreigner – not of Roman
birth, which makes him similar to the “ancient” Goths.

“When the foreign senator arrived in the city that had called him, he was given a
honourable welcome [just like the “ancient” Goths that had ruled in Rome after
Theodoric – A. F.]… this had been the first time [since the alleged VI century – A. F.]
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that the cream of the urban magistracy had consisted of foreigners exclusively” ([196],
Volume 5, page 233). It is reported that “the spirit of the ancients… was reborn in this
great citizen of Bologna [Brancaleone – A. F.]” ([196], Volume 5, page 252).

It is most peculiar that there are no traces of Brancaleone’s activities left anywhere in
the Italian Rome – there are neither inscriptions nor monuments of any sort ([196],
Volume 5). One is only right to wonder whether it is in fact true that the events in
question took place in the city of Rome in Italy. Could it be that the chronicles were
referring to an altogether different city – the New Rome on the Bosporus, for instance?

32) Empire of the X-XIII century. Brancaleone and Manfred in the XIII century =
the “ancient” Goths.

The enemies of Conrad and Manfred (the doubles of the “ancient” TRQN clan and
Totila) in the XIII century war are the Pope and his ally, Charles of Anjou. The Pope is
the “master of Rome”, and thus can be regarded as the “primary ancient king” of the
Trojan = Gothic War. The Pope attempts to drive Manfred out of Italy ([196], Volume
5). The “ancient” Justinian was doing the very same thing in the alleged VI century,
chasing the Goths away from Italy. Troy suddenly surfaces in many ancient chronicles in
the context of this mediaeval war – particularly the references to Naples, or the New
City. We learn that “the legate fled Troy; his army was scattered, and he hurried to
Naples” ([196], Volume 5, page 238). Brancaleone in Rome and Manfred in Sicily
enter into a pact, and face the “Pope/King” united, just like the “ancient” Goths.

33) Empire of the X-XIII century. Galeana/Helen in the XIII century = the
“ancient” Helen.

The wife of the mediaeval Brancaleone was called Galeana; her name is evidently
similar to that of the Trojan Helen. Indeed, Helen (Helena) may well have been
transcribed as Gelena or Galeana. Apart from that, there was a “real Helen” in the XIII
century war – the wife of Manfred, a key historical figure of the epoch ([196], Volume
5, page 274). Moreover, this mediaeval Helen turns out to have been “a daughter of the
despot of Epirus” ([196], Volume 5, page 174), which makes her Greek – likewise the
“ancient” Trojan Helen.

34) Empire of the X-XIII century. The destructive war of the XIII century = the
destructive Trojan War.

In the XIII century Italy was cast into utter devastation. For example, it is reported



that in 1257 more than 140 fortified towers were destroyed in Rome ([196], Volume 5,
page 250); the city in question is most likely to have been the New Rome on the
Bosporus. The war had dire consequences for Germany as well: “exhausted by Italian
wars [of mid-XIII century – A. F.], Germany drifted into a state of inner corruption and
impuissance, which the old empire never truly emerged from again” ([196], Volume 5,
page 267).

35) Empire of the X-XIII century. The XIII century Charles of Anjou = the
“ancient” Belisarius/Narses.

In the Gothic war of the alleged VI century, the warlord Belisarius/Narses invades
Italy from a foreign territory; the scenario “recurs” in about 720 years, when the Pope
“made Italy open for a foreign ruler yet again, who had come filled with greed and
whose victory eradicated the national mentality” in the XIII century ([196], Volume 5,
page 276).

Charles of Anjou was rather unexpectedly elected senator in Rome; he is supposed to
have come from France as the leader of the French army. We see yet another
superimposition of the French (PRS) over the “ancient Persians” (PRS once again).

Let us remind the reader that in the “ancient” Gothic War the Byzantine army of the
Romean Greeks invaded Sicily first, qv above. The mediaeval invasion of the XIII
century began similarly – Charles of Anjou launched a campaign against Sicily, which
had been the domain of Manfred, the double of the “ancient” Goth Totila. We learn the
following: “the Sicilian campaign of Charles of Anjou ranks amongst the boldest and
most victorious undertakings of the crusaders in that epoch” ([196], Volume 5, page
286). In 1266 Charles of Anjou becomes crowned King of Sicily. Once again, F.
Gregorovius confirms the existence of a chronological shift without even being aware,
pointing out the parallel that corresponds to the results of our research ideally. The text
of Gregorovius deserves to be cited in its fullness:

“The sinister figure of Charles of Anjou enters the ancient arena that had seen many a
battle between the Romanic and the Germanic nations just like Narses, whilst Manfred
became the tragic representation of Totila. History made a cycle [sic! – A. F.] –
although the balance of powers had been different, the actual scenario was virtually the
same – the Pope summoning foreign invaders to Italy in order to liberate it from the
German rule. The Swabian dynasty [of Frederick and the Conradines – A. F.] fell just
like its Gothic predecessor. The amazing decline of both kingdoms and their heroes
marks history by a double tragedy on the same classical arena, the second tragedy being



a twin of the first” ([196], Volume 5, page 287).
It has to be mentioned yet again that all the parallels pointed out by F. Gregorovius

are explained perfectly by the system of chronological shifts discovered by the authors
inside the “Scaligerian textbook”.

36) The reasons why “King of Anjou” may have been read as “Narses”.
The discovered superimposition of the mediaeval Charles of Anjou over the

“ancient” Narses is unexpectedly confirmed by a comparative study of how these names
were written.

The name Charles used to mean “king”, which is plainly visible on Charlemagne’s
coins, for instance. On the XIII century coins we also see the name Charles transcribed
as Karolus or Carolus ([196], Volume 5, page 296, comment 42) - “The King”, in other
words. Therefore, the name Charles of Anjou may have simply meant “King of Anjou”,
or Caesar (Cesar) D’Anjou; a shortened version would transcribe as Cesar-An; it
obviously transforms into Narasec when read back to front, after the Hebraic or Arabic
manner – virtually the same as “Narses”.

Therefore, some of the chroniclers may well have turned Charles of Anjou into
Narses having reversed his name or vice versa. It goes without saying that the
consideration in question is of a hypothetical nature and neither confirms nor disproves
anything per se; however, in the row of consecutive parallelisms that we observe over a
rather lengthy time period, it becomes worth something.

Let us conclude with the observation concerning Charles of Anjou being
characterized as “a cold and taciturn tyrant” ([196], Volume 5, page 314) – in exactly
the same terms as his “ancient” double Narses.

37) The “exile of the kings” in the XIII century = the “ancient” exile of the kings.
Bear in mind that in the Gothic War of the alleged VI century Belisarius captures

Rome and banishes the Gothic kings that reign there ([695]). This event is identical to
the exile of the kings described by Titus Livy ([482]). We see the same happen in the
XIII century. Charles of Anjou, the double of the “ancient” Belisarius/Narses, captures
the city of Rome: “his escapade of mad daring was accompanied by blind luck” ([196],
Volume 5, page 287).

Charles of Anjou encounters no opposition in his invasion of Rome; his troops arrive
from both the sea and dry land – the same happens in the VI century, qv in [196],
Volume 5, pages 286-287. This “exile of the kings” from the XIII century Rome takes



place in a relatively peaceful manner, without excessive bloodshed. The same is
reported by Livy in his rendition of the Tarquinian War, ([482]) as well as the history of
the Gothic War by Procopius ([695]). For instance, according to Procopius, Belisarius
entered Rome peacefully, already after the departure of the Gothic troops, qv above.
The troops of Charles were met with similar exultation in the XIII century Rome.

38) Empire of the X-XIII century. The “poverty” of Charles of Anjou in the XIII
century = the poverty of the “ancient” Belisarius/Valerius.

History of the alleged VI century characterizes Belisarius/Narses as a fortunate
military leader. The same is told about the XIII century Charles of Anjou ([196],
Volume 5, page 288). The motif of the “poverty” that befell Belisarius/Valerius is
emphasized in the history of the Gothic War dating to the alleged VI century A.D. and
the Tarquinian War of the alleged VI century B.C.

A similar scenario is constantly discussed in the chronicles referring to Charles of
Anjou. Mark that the actual motif of a great hero being poverty-stricken is unique in
itself, and its resurgence after many centuries cannot fail to draw our attention. We learn
that “the Count of Anjou arrives in Rome empty-handed” ([196], Volume 5, page 288).
As the XIII century war progressed, there were more references to the poverty of
Charles, such as “Manfred… was well aware of just how great a need for money was
experienced by Charles in Rome… it was seldom that an enterprise as great would be
undertaken with such sparse funds… the poverty of Charles had been great, and his
debts were numerous…” ([196], Volume 5, page 300). The lamentable financial
condition of Charles of Anjou is described on several pages of [196], Volume 5 – 300
to 304.

39) The XIII century quarrel with the Pope = the “ancient” quarrel with the “King
of Kings”.

The quarrel between Belisarius/Valerius/Achilles and the “main royalty” is paid a lot
of attention in chronicles relating the events of the Gothic War (the alleged VI century
A.D.), the Tarquinian War (the alleged VI century B.C.) and the Trojan War (the alleged
XIII century B.C.), qv above. A similar event takes place in the XIII century.

What we see here is a somewhat odd quarrel between the Pope and Charles of Anjou,
which is supposed to have happened “because of a house [sic!]” ([196], Volume 5, page
289). And it was precisely that, “a dwelling-place”, which served as reason for
Valerius being accused of treason (see above). The XIII century events unfurled as



follows: Charles of Anjou, upon his arrival in Rome, “had occupied quarters in Lateran
without giving it a second thought” ([196], Volume 5, page 289). This had infuriated the
pope, which led to a quarrel. Despite the fact that Charles had found a different
residence eventually, animosity prevailed in his interactions with the pontiff, since both
had suspected each other of harbouring ambitions to seize absolute power. This
opposition becomes particularly pronounced towards the end ot the XIII century war
([196], Volume 5, page 303). We have witnessed the same happen in the “ancient”
biographies of Narses, Valerius and Achilles.

40) Empire of the X-XIII century. The XIII century letter to the Romans = the
“ancient” letter to the Romans.

Narses was appointed vice-regent of Italy in the Gothic War of the alleged VI
century, whereas his double, Charles of Anjou, received the right of “temporary rule
with terms defined in the agreement” ([196], Volume 5, page 290). The situations are
similar.

Furthermore, the chronicles of both the Gothic War and the Tarquinian War tell us
that the king who had been banished from Rome addressed an admonitory epistle to the
Romans, qv above. This missive is discussed in detail by the chroniclers of both
duplicate wars, and deemed extremely important - Titus Livy and Procopius even quote
its content. The same thing happens in the XIII century. Manfred, the double of the Goths
and the Tarquins, sends a letter to the Romans. The second chapter of the 10th book
from Volume 5 of [196] begins with a special paragraph entitled “Manfred’s epistle to
the Romans” ([196], Volume 5, 298). Manfred’s missive is similar to its “ancient”
duplicates from the Gothic and the Tarquinian versions.

41) Empire of the X-XIII century. The XIII century Battle of Troy = the “ancient”
Battle of Troy.

The final phase of the Gothic War in the alleged VI century is marked by the brilliant
victories of Belisarius and Narses; the XIII century war ends similarly.

We learn that “the conquest of Charles had been nothing but… endless scenes of
disruption, misery and death. This campaign is distinguished by the rampancy and the
ferocity of the French [PRS = Persians or P-Russians – A. F.]… the French started with
assaulting the Cyclopean castle of Arce that stood on a steep slope and was considered
an impregnable fortress [successfully – A. F.]… the entire vicinage was shaken by so
unanticipated an event: 32 fortresses capitulated to Charles” ([196], Volume 5, page



305).
The fall of the New City = Naples = Troy signifies the culmination of the Trojan =

Gothic War. We see the same events recur in the XIII century: the fierce battle of
Beneventes and the New City (Naples, which is located in the vicinity of Beneventes)
taken. The famous Italian city of Troy is located nearby (it exists to this day); we find
out that “the Greeks had built a fortified town not far from Beneventes [the epoch in
question is mediaeval – A. F.] and named it after the immortal ciry of Troy” ([196],
Volume 4, page 20). Apparently, this name appeared in Italy as recently as the XIII
century, when the entire country was occupied by the troops of the king known to
modern historians as Charles of Anjou. Then the events of the XIII century Trojan War
were copied into the Italian chronicles; their epicentre had originally been in the New
City = the New Rome on the Bosporus. We can thus compile the following parallelism
table:

a. The Trojan version of the alleged XIII century B.C.: 1) The battle of Troy. 2) The
fall of Troy.

n b. The Gothic version of the alleged VI century A.D.: 1) The New City (Naples)
captured. 2) The final battle of Naples (New City). The death of Totila, King of the
Goths.

n n c. The war of the X-XIII century A.D.:

1. The battle of Beneventes (in the vicinity of Troy and the New City, or Naples).
2. The fall of Beneventes and the New City. The death of Manfred (the double of

Totila, King of the Goths).

42) Fierce battles of the XIII century war = the “ancient” Battle of Troy.
Let us provide a brief rendition of the final phase of the XIII century war, since it had

most probably served as the original for all the “ancient” wars – the Gothic, the Trojan
and the Tarquinian. However, we must re-emphasize that the Scaligerian rendition of
this war known to us today is very likely to contain severe distortions, the first of them
being the transfer of the key events from the New Rome on the Bosporus to Italy, which
had not possessed any sort of capital in Rome at that epoch.

Manfred, the double of Totila the Goth, “hastened to move his troops to Beneventes
in order to block the passage to Naples [New City – A. F.] for Charles and engage in
battle with the latter” ([196], Volume 5, page 307). The fall of the New City (Naples =



Troy) is considered a great and tragic event in the “ancient” history of the Gothic War
and the Trojan War, likewise the final battle at the walls of the city. We are told the
same about the XIII century war: “each of the parties had 25.000 people maximum. It
took several hours to bring the long and terrible war between the church and the empire,
as well as the Romanic and Germanic peoples, to its final conclusion on a two-by-twice
battlefield” ([196], Volume 5, page 309).

The looting and the destruction of the “ancient” Troy = New City after its fall is
emphasized in both the Gothic and the Trojan version; the destruction of Beneventes is
described in similar terms ([196], Volume 5, page 313). After that, Charles of Anjou,
the double of Belisarius = Valerius = Achilles “entered Naples triumphant… this was
the advent of the French [PRS, or P-Russian – A. F.] tyranny” ([196], Volume 5, page
315).

43) Empire of the X-XIII century. The death of young Manfred in the XIII century
= the demise of young Totila in the alleged VI century.

The double of Manfred – Totila, King of the Goths, dies in the last battle of the
Gothic War – the battle of Naples, or the New City. The Goths are defeated.

The very same situation repeats in the XIII century: “the valiant Germans, [the army
of Manfred – A. F.] the last representatives of the German nation that ceased to exist
with Frederick II, had fought and fallen as doomed heroes, just like the ancient Goths” –
Gregorovius doesn’t hesitate to point out the parallel in [196], Vol. 5, p. 310. Manfred
is killed in this battle, and becomes a legendary hero of the XIII century (ibid).

Bear in mind that Totila, King of the Goths also dies a young man (see [196], Volume
1, and above) – likewise Manfred, his double: “Manfred died at 34; he had been as
gallant as Totila in life and death alike. Just like this Gothic hero, whose brief life was
full of glory, had restored the empire of Theodoric, Manfred made the Italian empire of
Friedrich rise from the ruins and… fell prey to the luck of a foreign invader armed by
the Pope” ([196], Volume 5, page 312).

Gregorovius is perfectly correct to point out the parallels between the “ancient”
Totila and the XIII century Manfred as well as the “ancient” Theodoric, the XIII century
Frederick II, and their respective empires.

We thus see that certain experienced historians would constantly refer to the most
obvious parallels between the “antiquity” and the Middle Ages in a variety of contexts.
However, they were forced to interpret them as either chance occurrences, or strange
cyclic phenomena, trusting the Scaligerian history and possessing no objective dating



methods; either that, or they would ignore the multitude of such facts altogether. Either
stance is easy to understand: they had no comprehension of the general picture of
chronological shifts that spawn all such parallels.

44) Empire of the X-XIII century. The tragic fate of the XIII century Helen = the
tragic fate of the “ancient” Helen.

A brief rendition of Helen’s biography in the history of the Trojan War is as follows:
beauty – bride – war – death (see above and in [851]).

The very same scheme can be applied to the life of one of her originals, namely,
Helen, the wife of Manfred in the XIII century. “The victor [Charles of Anjou – A. F.]
had been a cold and taciturn tyrant. Helen, the young and beautiful wife of Manfred…
fled… abandoned by the barons in her misery, she arrived in Trani, where she was
welcomed with splendorous festivities as a princess in 1259” ([196], Volume 5, page
314).

Thus, we see the mediaeval town of Trani – or Troy, in other words, and so one can
say that true history does in fact reach us through the documents of the Middle Ages,
their thorough editing and processing by the Scaligerites in the XVII-XVIII century
notwithstanding. Let us remind the reader that Helen had received a grandiose welcome
in Troy, where she came with Paris (P-Russ?) as a Greek princess.

The fate of the “ancient” Helen was tragic: death, qv above and in [851]. The very
same thing happens in the XIII century: “Helen had died after five years of imprisonment
[she was handed over to the mercenary cavalry of Charles of Anjou – A. F.]… her
daughter Beatrice remained incarcerated for eighteen years in a fortress… in Naples”
([196], Volume 5, page 314). We already know the legend of the incarceration and
death of a queen from the history of the Gothic War (Queen Amalasuntha, “the instigator
of the war”). Let us point out that the old documents concerning Helen and Manfred are
kept in Naples ([196], Volume 5, page 326, comment 37). It would be most interesting
to study them now, from an altogether new viewpoint, since they are bound to contain a
large amount of valuable data.

45) Empire of the X-XIII century. Young Conradin succeeding Manfred in the XIII
century = young Teias succeeding Totila in the “ancient” Gothic War.

Let us remind the reader that the history of the Gothic War of the alleged VI century
A.D. contains a very remarkable final episode – the story of the brief reign of Teias
(Teia), the young king of the Goths who had succeeded Totila. Teia had reigned for two



years maximum – in 552-553; he died on the battlefield, and his death had decided the
final outcome of the entire Gothic War.

The XIII century prototype of the “ancient” Teia is most probably the famous young
hero Conradin (Horde Khan?), the last representative of the dying dynasty (presumably
German). His brief career is practically identical to that of the “ancient” Teia. Conradin
had been only 14 years of age when Manfred, the original of Totila, died. Gregorovius
tells us the following: “political history knows very few such… cases as the destiny of
this youth” ([196], Volume 5, p. 322). The “ancient” Teia had ruled for a year or two,
allegedly in 552-553; the mediaeval Conradin’s reign length also equals 2 years (1266-
1268, A.D., qv in [196], Volume 5, page 340). Their reign durations coincide.

46) Empire of the X-XIII century. The beheading of Conradin in the XIII century =
the decapitation of the “ancient” Teia.

In 1268 Conradin (Horde Khan?) led his troops forth in an attempt to reclaim the
crown of Manfred, the double of the “ancient” Totila. However, he was defeated by the
army of Charles of Anjou ([196], Volume 5, pages 341-342). The “ancient” reflection
of this event is the rout of Teia’s army in the battle with Narses in the alleged VI
century.

An important detail of the “ancient” Gothic War is the decapitation of Teia the Goth.
This episode is the only one of this kind in the entire history of the war, and a lot of
symbolic meaning is attached thereto. We see the same happen in the XIII century:
Conradin was beheaded in Naples (the New City, which figures as the double of Troy
yet again) in 1268 ([196], Volume 5, page 348). This episode finalizes the history of the
Gothic dynasty in Italy, whereas its double marks the end of the Swabian dynasty, which
had “reached its final demise claiming Conradin as the last victim” ([196], Volume 5,
page 349-350).

We shall conclude with the following detail of the parallelism that pertains to a
different shift, the 333-year one. It identifies the Habsburg Empire as the Empire of the
X-XIII century: “it is known that Conradin was executed in Naples… the marble statue
of the last Hohenstaufen is kept in the church… it was erected by Maximilian II the
Bavarian, and the remains of the wretched Swabian prince are buried under its
pedestal” ([196], Volume 5, page 360, comment 66). Pay attention to the fact that a 333-
year shift backwards transposes Maximilian II (1564-1576) into the period of 1231-
1243, which is very close to Conradin’s epoch (the alleged years 1266-1268). The
discrepancy is minute, considering the summary length of the empires compared – a



mere 25 years. It would be interesting to study the history of this statue, especially
bearing in mind that Conradin had been from Bavaria, just like Maximilian II ([196],
Volume 5, page 322).

47) Empire of the X-XIII century. The death of Charles of Anjou in the XIII century
= the death of the “ancient” Belisarius/Narses.

The further biography of Charles is largely parallel to the final period of the military
leader Belisarius/Narses in the alleged VI century. The quarrel between the Pope and
Charles of Anjou develops despite their alliance in the struggle against the Conrads
(Horde Khans?) in the XIII century. Charles of Anjou falls into disfavour, just like
Belisarius, his “ancient” double. After that, Charles becomes “stripped of senatorial
power” ([196], Volume 5, page 316).

The “ancient” reflection of this event (which took place in 1266) must be the legend
of Valerius = Belisarius = Achilles falling from grace and losing power. It has to be
emphasized that the “disfavour of Charles” preceded the final defeat of the Swabian
dynasty in the XIII century. In exactly the same manner, the “ancient” disgrace of
Belisarius (the Great King?) began before the final defeat of the Goths in the alleged VI
century. The parallel continues; one is to remember that Belisarius = Valerius was
exculpated. Similarly, in the XIII century the Pope restores the influence of Charles after
the disfavour. “He had even appointed the king [Charles – A. F] paciarius” ([196],
Volume 5, 330). As a matter of fact, the senatorial palace in Rome still contains a statue
of Charles of Anjou – or, as we understand now, the symbolic representation of
Belisarius/Narses = Valerius = Achilles.

48) Empire of the X-XIII century. The equestrian statue in the XIII century Naples
and the “ancient” Trojan horse (aqueduct).

The famous tale of the Trojan horse, or aqueduct, is know to us from the history of the
Trojan – Gothic War, qv above. We could not find its complete reflection in the XIII
century; however, we learn of an odd occurrence that deserves to be mentioned here.
We have already discovered the siege of the New City (Naples) to be the duplicate of
the siege of Troy. And so, it turns out that “there was a curse on Conrad [in the XIII
century – the Horde Khan? - A. F.]… which didn’t stop him from conquering Naples;
however, the Neapolitans have hated him ever since his order to put a rein on the old
equestrian statue that stood on the city square and was revered as a political halidom”
([415], Volume 1, page 309).



Let us emphasize that the statue in question was that of a horse and not of a mounted
person; therefore, the New City had a statue of a horse, most probably without a rider,
standing on the city square – moreover, the statue was considered a political halidom of
the city! This very circumstance is far from typical, and therefore draws our attention
instantly. Indeed, does one see a statue of a horse without a rider on many city squares?
It is most likely that what we see is yet another distorted version of the legend of the
Trojan Horse – the one that the besieged Trojans are supposed to have brought into the
city and mounted in the middle of a square.

One needn’t get the impression that Kohlrausch, the author of the book that we are
quoting from, mentions equestrian statues on every page – far from it. The entire first
volume of his book, the one that deals with the history of the “ancient” and mediaeval
Germany and Italy, only contains two references to a “horse statue” - the first one being
to the Italian equestrian statue of the alleged VI century A.D., no less; the second – to the
“political halidom” of the XIII century Naples (New City) that we were discussing
above ([415], Volume 1, pages 166 and 309). It is significant that the first such
reference should be made to the VI century A.D. - the epoch that the Gothic War is dated
to nowadays.

49) The Habsburg (Nov-Gorod?) Empire. Dionysius Petavius of the XVI-XVII
century = the “ancient” Dionysius Exiguus.

A 1053-year shift backwards identifies Dionysius Petavius, the famous chronologist,
as his phantom colleague and namesake Dionysius Exiguus, who had lived in the alleged
VI century A.D. and presumably died in 540 or 556 (see fig. 2.89). We already
discussed the parallelism between these two characters in Chapter 6 of Chron1,
providing a table to illustrate it. Bear in mind that “petavius” is the Gallicized version
of the name “little” (petit).

As we are beginning to understand, the falsification of ancient history and the
introduction of the erroneous chronology are the fault of the school of J. Scaliger and D.
Petavius; therefore, it shouldn’t surprise us that the parallelism in the “Scaligerian
history textbook” ends with none other but Dionysius Petavius.

Furthermore, his phantom duplicate, “Dionysius Exiguus” from the alleged VI century
had calculated the date of Christ’s birth as preceding his own time by 560 years and
declared it the beginning of the “new era”. If we are to count 560 years backwards from
the epoch of Dionysius Petavius, we shall come up with roughly the year 1050 A.D.
Now, Petavius had lived in 1583-1652; therefore, the epoch that we come up with falls
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on the middle of the XI century, which is the time when Jesus Christ had lived,
according to the mediaeval tradition that we managed to reconstruct (one that contains a
centenarian error). The character identified as Jesus had really lived in the XII century,
qv in our book entitled King of the Slavs.

Therefore, Scaligerian history is more or less correct (in a way) when it tells us that
Christ had been born some 500 years before Dionysius Exiguus. It just has to be
elaborated that under said character we have to understand the real chronologist
Dionysius Petavius, who had died in 1652. If we are to subtract roughly 500 years from
this date, we shall come up with the middle of the XII century as the epoch when Christ
had lived.

50) The Habsburg (Nov-Gorod?) Empire. The orders of the Franciscans and the
Dominicans.

In 1534 Ignatius Loyola founded the famous monastic order of the Jesuits – “The
Society of Jesus” (Societas Jesu), qv in [797], page 476. The order was officially
established in 1540. This organization is considered to have been “a tool in the hands of
the Counter-Reformation” ([797], page 476). A shift of 333 years backwards
superimposes the foundation of the Jesuit order over that of the Dominican order around
1220, approximately 1215 ([797], page 406), as well as the foundation of the
Franciscan order around the same time, in 1223 (the alleged years 1207–1220–1223).
Ignatius Loyola dies in 1556, which becomes 1223 after a 333-year shift.

It is therefore possible that the Franciscan and the Dominican orders were but other
names of the Jesuit order founded in the XVI century A.D. – its reflections, as it were.

As we are told nowadays, the struggle against the Reformation was defined as one of
the Jesuit order’s primary objectives. It is also presumed that the Dominicans took
charge of the Inquisition as early as the alleged year 1232 ([797], page 406).
Nowadays, “Dominicans” translates as “God’s Hounds” – however, the name may also
be a derivative of the Slavic “Dom Khana” – “The Khan’s House”, or maybe “Domini
Khan” – “The Divine Khan”. The actual word “order” may also be derived from the
word “Horde”, which is considered to be of a “Tartar-Mongol” origin nowadays.



What mainstream historians say about the New Chronology?

The New Chronology is a fringe theory regarded by the
academic community as pseudohistory, which argues that the
conventional chronology of Middle Eastern and European
history is fundamentally flawed, and that events attributed to
the civilizations of the Roman Empire, Ancient Greece and
Ancient Egypt actually occurred during the Middle Ages,
more than a thousand years later. The central concepts of the
New Chronology are derived from the ideas of Russian scholar Nikolai Morozov
(1854-1946), although work by French scholar Jean Hardouin (1646-1729) can be
viewed as an earlier predecessor. However, the New Chronology is most commonly
associated with Russian mathematician Anatoly Fomenko (b. 1945), although published
works on the subject are actually a collaboration between Fomenko and several other
mathematicians. The concept is most fully explained in History: Fiction or Science?
book series, originally published in Russian.

The New Chronology also contains a reconstruction, an alternative chronology,
radically shorter than the standard historical timeline, because all ancient history is
“folded” onto the Middle Ages. According to Fomenko’s claims, the written history of
humankind goes only as far back as AD 800, there is almost no information about events
between AD 800–1000, and most known historical events took place in AD 1000–1500.

The New Chronology is rejected by mainstream historians and is inconsistent with
absolute and relative dating techniques used in the wider scholarly community. The
majority of scientific commentators consider the New Chronology to be
pseudoscientific.

History of New Chronology
The idea of chronologies that differ from the conventional chronology can be traced
back to at least the early XVII century. Jean Hardouinthen suggested that many ancient
historical documents were much younger than commonly believed to be. In 1685 he
published a version of Pliny the Elder’s Natural History in which he claimed that most
Greek and Roman texts had been forged by Benedictine monks. When later questioned
on these results, Hardouin stated that he would reveal the monks’ reasons in a letter to
be revealed only after his death. The executors of his estate were unable to find such a
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document among his posthumous papers. In the XVII century, Sir Isaac Newton,
examining the current chronology of Ancient Greece, Ancient Egypt and the Ancient
Near East, expressed discontent with prevailing theories and proposed one of his own,
which, basing its study on Apollonius of Rhodes’s Argonautica, changed the traditional
dating of the Argonautic Expedition, the Trojan War, and the Founding of Rome.

In 1887, Edwin Johnson expressed the opinion that early Christian history was
largely invented or corrupted in the II and III centuries.

In 1909, Otto Rank made note of duplications in literary history of a variety of
cultures:

“… almost all important civilized peoples have early woven myths around and glorified in poetry their heroes,
mythical kings and princes, founders of religions, of dynasties, empires and cities—in short, their national heroes.
Especially the history of their birth and of their early years is furnished with phantastic [sic] traits; the amazing
similarity, nay literal identity, of those tales, even if they refer to different, completely independent peoples,
sometimes geographically far removed from one another, is well known and has struck many an investigator.”
(Rank, Otto. Der Mythos von der Geburt des Helden.)

Fomenko became interested in Morozov’s theories in 1973. In 1980, together with a few
colleagues from the mathematics department of Moscow State University, he published
several articles on “new mathematical methods in history” in peer-reviewed journals.
The articles stirred a lot of controversy, but ultimately Fomenko failed to win any
respected historians to his side. By the early 1990s, Fomenko shifted his focus from
trying to convince the scientific community via peer-reviewed publications to
publishing books. Beam writes that Fomenko and his colleagues were discovered by the
Soviet scientific press in the early 1980s, leading to “a brief period of renown”; a
contemporary review from the journal Questions of History complained, “Their
constructions have nothing in common with Marxist historical science.” (Alex Beam. “A
shorter history of civilization.” Boston Globe, 16 September 1991.)

By 1996, his theory had grown to cover Russia, Turkey, China, Europe, and Egypt
[Emp:1].

Fomenko’s claims
According to New Chronology, the traditional chronology consists of four overlapping
copies of the “true” chronology shifted back in time by significant intervals with some
further revisions. Fomenko claims all events and characters conventionally dated earlier
than XI century are fictional, and represent “phantom reflections” of actual Middle Ages
events and characters, brought about by intentional or accidental misdatings of historical



documents. Before the invention of printing, accounts of the same events by different
eyewitnesses were sometimes retold several times before being written down, then
often went through multiple rounds of translating and copyediting. Names were
translated, mispronounced and misspelled to the point where they bore little
resemblance to originals.

According to Fomenko, this led early chronologists to believe or choose to believe
that those accounts described different events and even different countries and time
periods. Fomenko justifies this approach by the fact that, in many cases, the original
documents are simply not available. Fomenko claims that all the history of the ancient
world is known to us from manuscripts that date from the XV century to the XVIII
century, but describe events that allegedly happened thousands of years before, the
originals regrettably and conveniently lost.

For example, the oldest extant manuscripts of monumental treatises on Ancient Roman
and Greek history, such as Annals and Histories, are conventionally dated c. AD 1100,
more than a full millennium after the events they describe, and they did not come to
scholars’ attention until the XV century. According to Fomenko, the XV century is
probably when these documents were first written.

Central to Fomenko’s New Chronology is his claim of the existence of a vast Slav-
Turk empire, which he called the “Russian Horde”, which he says played the dominant
role in Eurasian history before the XVII century. The various peoples identified in
ancient and medieval history, from the Scythians, Huns, Goths and Bulgars, through the
Polyane, Duleby, Drevliane, Pechenegs, to in more recent times, the Cossacks,
Ukrainians, and Belarusians, are nothing but elements of the single Russian Horde. For
the New Chronologists, peoples such as the Ukrainians, Belarusians, Mongols, and
others who assert their national independence from Russia, are suffering from a
historical delusion.

Fomenko claims that the most probable prototype of the historical Jesus was
Andronikos I Komnenos (allegedly AD 1152 to 1185), the emperor of Byzantium,
known for his failed reforms; his traits and deeds reflected in ‘biographies’ of many
real and imaginary persons (A. T. Fomenko, G. V. Nosovskiy. Czar of the Slavs (in
Russian). St. Petersburg: Neva, 2004.). The historical Jesus is a composite figure and
reflection of the Old Testament prophet Elisha (850-800 BC?), Pope Gregory VII
(1020?-1085), Saint Basil of Caesarea (330-379), and even Li Yuanhao (also known as
Emperor Jingzong, or “Son of Heaven”, emperor of Western Xia, who reigned in 1032-
1048), Euclides, Bacchus and Dionysius. Fomenko explains the seemingly vast



differences in the biographies of these figures as resulting from difference in languages,
points of view and time frame of the authors of said accounts and biographies.

Fomenko also merges the cities and histories of Jerusalem, Rome and Troy into
“New Rome” = Gospel Jerusalem (in the XII and XIII centuries) = Troy = Yoros Castle
(A. T. Fomenko, G. V. Nosovskiy. Forgotten Jerusalem: Istanbul in the light of New
Chronology (in Russian). Мoscow: Astrel, AST, 2007). To the south of Yoros Castle is
Joshua’s Hill which Fomenko alleges is the hill Calvary depicted in the Bible.

Fomenko claims the Hagia Sophia is actually the biblical Temple of Solomon. He
identifies Solomon as sultan Suleiman the Magnificent (1494–1566). He claims that
historical Jesus may have been born in 1152 and was crucified around AD 1185 on the
hill overlooking the Bosphorus.

On the other hand, according to Fomenko the word “Rome” is a placeholder and can
signify any one of several different cities and kingdoms. He claims the “First Rome”, or
“Ancient Rome”, or “Mizraim”, is an ancient Egyptian kingdom in the delta of the Nile
with its capital in Alexandria. The second and most famous “New Rome” is
Constantinople. The third “Rome” is constituted by three different cities: Constantinople
(again), Rome in Italy, and Moscow. According to his claims, Rome in Italy was
founded around AD 1380 by Aeneas, and Moscow as the third Rome was the capital of
the great “Russian Horde.” Similarly, the word “Jerusalem” is actually a placeholder
rather than a physical location and can refer to different cities at different times and the
word “Israel” did not define a state, even not a territory, but people fighting for God, for
example, French St. Louis and English Elizabeth called themselves the King/Queen of
Israel.

He claims that parallelism between John the Baptist, Jesus, and Old Testament
prophets implies that the New Testament was written before the Old Testament.
Fomenko claims that the Bible was being written until the Council of Trent (1545–
1563), when the list of canonical books was established, and all apocryphal books were
ordered to be destroyed. Fomenko also claims that Plato, Plotinus and Gemistus Pletho
are one and the same person; according to him, some texts by or about Pletho were
misdated and today believed to be texts by or about Plotinus or Plato. He claims similar
duplicates Dionysius the Areopagite, Pseudo-Dionysius the Areopagite, and Dionysius
Petavius. He claims Florence and the House of Medici bankrolled and played an
important role in creation of the magnificent ‘Roman’ and ‘Greek’ past.

Specific claims



In volumes 1, 2, 3 and 4 of History: Fiction or Science?, Fomenko and his colleagues
make numerous claims:

Historians and translators often “assign” different dates and locations to different
accounts of the same historical events, creating multiple “phantom copies” of these
events. These “phantom copies” are often misdated by centuries or even millennia
and end up incorporated into conventional chronology.
This chronology was largely manufactured by Joseph Justus Scaliger in Opus
Novum de emendatione temporum (1583) and Thesaurum temporum (1606), and
represents a vast array of dates produced without any justification whatsoever,
containing the repeating sequences of dates with shifts equal to multiples of the
major cabbalistic numbers 333 and 360. The Jesuit Dionysius Petavius completed
this chronology in De Doctrina Temporum, 1627 (v.1) and 1632 (v.2).
Archaeological dating, dendrochronological dating, paleographical dating,
numismatic dating, carbon dating, and other methods of dating of ancient sources
and artifacts known today are erroneous, non-exact or dependent on traditional
chronology.
No single document in existence can be reliably dated earlier than the XI century.
Most “ancient” artifacts may find other than consensual explanation.
Histories of Ancient Rome, Greece and Egypt were crafted during the Renaissance
by humanists and clergy - mostly on the basis of documents of their own making.
The Old Testament represents a rendition of events of the XIV to XVI centuries AD
in Europe and Byzantium, containing “prophecies” about “future” events related in
the New Testament, a rendition of events of AD 1152 to 1185.
The history of religions runs as follows: the pre-Christian period (before the XI
century and the birth of Jesus), Bacchic Christianity (XI and XII centuries, before
and after the life of Jesus), Christianity (XII to XVI centuries) and its subsequent
mutations into Orthodox Christianity, Catholicism, Judaism, and Islam.
The Almagest of Claudius Ptolemy, traditionally dated to around AD 150 and
considered the cornerstone of classical history, was compiled in XVI and XVII
centuries from astronomical data of the IX to XVI centuries.
37 complete Egyptian horoscopes found in Denderah, Esna, and other temples have
unique valid astronomical solutions with dates ranging from AD 1000 and up to as
late as AD 1700.
The Book of Revelation, as we know it, contains a horoscope, dated to 25
September - 10 October 1486, compiled by cabbalistJohannes Reuchlin.



The horoscopes found in Sumerian/Babylonian tablets do not contain sufficient
astronomical data; consequently, they have solutions every 30–50 years on the time
axis and are therefore useless for purposes of dating.
The Chinese tables of eclipses are useless for dating, as they contain too many
eclipses that did not take place astronomically. Chinese tables of comets, even if
true, cannot be used for dating.
All major inventions like powder and guns, paper and print occurred in Europe in
the period between the X and the XVI centuries.
Ancient Roman and Greek statues, showing perfect command of the human
anatomy, are fakes crafted in the Renaissance, when artists attained such command
for the first time.
There was no such thing as the Tartar and Mongol invasion followed by over two
centuries of yoke and slavery, because the so-called “Tartars and Mongols” were
the actual ancestors of the modern Russians, living in a bilingual state with Turkic
spoken as freely as Russian. So, Russia and Turkey once formed parts of the same
empire. This ancient Russian state was governed by a double structure of civil and
military authorities and the hordes were actually professional armies with a
tradition of lifelong conscription (the recruitment being the so-called “blood tax”).
The Mongol “invasions” were punitive operations against the regions of the empire
that attempted tax evasion. Tamerlane was probably a Russian warlord.
Official Russian history is a blatant forgery concocted by a host of German
scholars brought to Russia to legitimize the usurpingRomanov dynasty (1613-
1917).
Moscow was founded as late as the mid-XIV century. The battle of Kulikovo took
place in Moscow.
The tsar Ivan the Terrible represents a collation of no fewer than four rulers,
representing two rival dynasties: the legitimate Godunov rulers and the ambitious
Romanov upstarts.
English history of AD 640–1040 and Byzantine history of AD 378–830 are
reflections of the same late-medieval original.

Fomenko’s methods
Statistical correlation of texts
One of Fomenko’s simplest methods is statistical correlation of texts. His basic



assumption is that a text which describes a sequence of events will devote more space
to more important events (for example, a period of war or an unrest will have much
more space devoted to than a period of peaceful, non-eventful years), and that this
irregularity will remain visible in other descriptions of the period. For each analysed
text, a function is devised which maps each year mentioned in the text with the number
of pages (lines, letters) devoted in the text to its description (which could be zero). The
function of the two texts are then compared. (Chron1, pp. 187–194.)

For example, Fomenko compares the contemporary history of Rome written by Titus
Livius with a modern history of Rome written by Russian historian V. S. Sergeev,
calculating that the two have high correlation, and thus that they describe the same
period of history, which is undisputed. (Chron1, pp. 194–196.) He also compares
modern texts, which describe different periods, and calculates low correlation, as
expected. (Chron1, pp. 194–196.) However, when he compares, for example, the
ancient history of Rome and the medieval history of Rome, he calculates a high
correlation, and concludes that ancient history of Rome is a copy of medieval history of
Rome, thus clashing with mainstream accounts.

Statistical correlation of dynasties
In a somewhat similar manner, Fomenko compares two dynasties of rulers using
statistical methods. First, he creates a database of rulers, containing relevant
information on each of them. Then, he creates “survey codes” for each pair of the rulers,
which contain a number which describes degree of the match of each considered
property of two rulers. For example, one of the properties is the way of death: if two
rulers were both poisoned, they get value of +1 in their property of the way of death; if
one ruler was poisoned and another killed in combat, they get -1; and if one was
poisoned, and another died of illness, they get 0 (Fomenko claims there is possibility
that chroniclers were not impartial and that different descriptions nonetheless describe
the same person). An important property is the length of the rule. (Chron1, pp. 215–
223.)
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Sample Fomenko parallelism.

Fomenko lists a number of pairs of unrelated dynasties – for example, dynasties of kings
of Israeland emperors of late Western Roman Empire (AD 300-476) – and claims that
this method demonstrates correlations between their reigns. (Graphs which show just
the length of the rule in the two dynasties are the most widely known; however,
Fomenko’s conclusions are also based on other parameters, as described above.) He
also claims that the regnal history from the XVII to XX centuries never shows
correlation of “dynastic flows” with each other, therefore Fomenko insists history was
multiplied and outstretched into imaginary antiquity to justify this or other “royal”
pretensions.

Fomenko uses for the demonstration of correlation between the reigns exclusively the



data from the Chronological Tables of J. Blair (Moscow, 1808-1809). Fomenko says
that Blair’s tables are all the more valuable to us since they were compiled in an epoch
adjacent to the time of Scaligerian chronology. According to Fomenko these tables
contain clearer signs of “Scaligerite activity” which were subsequently buried under
layers of paint and plaster by historians of the XIX and XX centuries.

Astronomical evidence
Fomenko examines astronomical events described in ancient texts and claims that the
chronology is actually medieval. For example:

He says the mysterious drop in the value of the lunar acceleration parameter D” (“a
linear combination of the [angular] accelerations of the Earth and Moon”) between
the years AD 700–1300, which the American astronomer Robert Newton had
explained in terms of “non-gravitational” (i.e., tidal) forces. By eliminating those
anomalous early eclipses the New Chronology produces a constant value of D”
beginning around AD 1000. (Chron1, pp. pp.93-94, 105-6.)
He associates initially the Star of Bethlehem with the AD 1140 (±20) supernova
(now Crab Nebula) and the Crucifixion Eclipse with the total solar eclipse of AD
1170 (±20). He also believes that Crab Nebula supernova could not have exploded
in AD 1054, but probably in AD 1153. He connects it with total eclipse of AD
1186. Moreover he holds in strong doubt the veracity of ancient Chinese
astronomical data.
He argues that the star catalog in the Almagest, ascribed to the Hellenistic
astronomer Claudius Ptolemy, was compiled in the XV to XVI centuries AD. With
this objective in sight he develops new methods of dating old stellar catalogues
and claims that the Almagest is based on data collected between AD 600 and
1300, whereby the telluric obliquity is well taken into account.
He refines and completes Morozov’s analysis of some ancient horoscopes, most
notably, the so-called Dendera Zodiacs—two horoscopes drawn on the ceiling of
the temple of Hathor—and comes to the conclusion that they correspond to either
the XI or the XIII century AD. Moreover, in his History: Fiction or Science?
series finale, he makes computer-aided dating of all 37 Egyptian horoscopes that
contain sufficient astronomical data, and claims they all fit into XI to XIX century
timeframe. Traditional history usually either interprets these horoscopes as
belonging to the I century BC or suggests that they weren’t meant to match any date
at all.
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In his final analysis of an eclipse triad described by the ancient Greek Thucydides
in History of the Peloponnesian War, Fomenko dates the eclipses to AD 1039,
1046 and 1057. Because of the layered structure of the manuscript, he claims that
Thucydides actually lived in medieval times and in describing the Peloponnesian
War between the Spartans and Athenians he was actually describing the conflict
between the medieval Navarrans and Catalans in Spain from AD 1374 to 1387.
Fomenko claims that the abundance of dated astronomical records in cuneiform
texts from Mesopotamia is of little use for dating of events, as the astronomical
phenomena they describe recur cyclically every 30–40 years.

Rejection of common dating methods
On archaeological dating methods, Fomenko claims:

“Archaeological, dendrochronological, paleographical and carbon methods of dating of ancient sources and
artifacts are both non-exact and contradictory, therefore there is not a single piece of firm written evidence or
artifact that could be reliably and independently dated earlier than the XI century.” (Chron1.)

Dendrochronology is rejected with a claim that, for dating of objects much older than
the oldest still living trees, it isn’t an absolute, but arelative dating method, and thus
dependent on traditional chronology. Fomenko specifically points to a break of
dendrochronological scales around AD 1000.

Fomenko also cites a number of cases where carbon dating of a series of objects of
known age gave significantly different dates. He also alleges undue cooperation
between physicists and archaeologists in obtaining the dates, since most radiocarbon
dating labs only accept samples with an age estimate suggested by historians or
archaeologists. Fomenko also claims that carbon dating over the range of AD 1 to 2000
is inaccurate because it has too many sources of error that are either guessed at or
completely ignored, and that calibration is done with a statistically meaningless number
of samples. Consequently, Fomenko concludes that carbon dating is not accurate enough
to be used on historical scale.

Fomenko rejects numismatic dating as circular, being based on the traditional
chronology, and points to cases of similar coins being minted in distant periods,
unexplained long periods with no coins minted and cases of mismatch of numismatic
dating with historical accounts. (Chron1, pp. 90-92.)

He fully agrees with absolute dating methods for clay tablets or coins like
thermoluminescence dating, optically stimulated luminescence dating, archaeomagnetic,
metallographic dating, but claims that their precision does not allow for comprehensive
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pinpointing on the time axis either.
Fomenko also condemns the common archaeological practice of submitting samples

for dating accompanied with an estimate of the expected age. He claims that
convergence of uncertainty in archaeological dating methods proves strictly nothing per
se. Even if the sum S of probabilities of the veracity of event produced by N dating
methods exceeds 1.00 it does not mean that the event has taken place with 100%
probability.

Reception
Fomenko’s historical ideas have been universally rejected by mainstream scholars, who
brand them as pseudoscience, but were popularized by former world chess champion
Garry Kasparov. Billington writes that the theory “might have quietly blown away in the
wind tunnels of academia” if not for Kasparov’s writing in support of it in the magazine
Ogoniok. Kasparov met Fomenko during the 1990s, and found that Fomenko’s
conclusions concerning certain subjects were identical to his own regarding the popular
view (which is not the view of academics) that art and culture died during the Dark
Ages and were not revived until the Renaissance. Kasparov also felt it illogical that the
Romans and the Greeks living under the banner of Byzantium could fail to use the
mounds of scientific knowledge left them by Ancient Greece and Rome, especially
when it was of urgent military use. However, Kasparov does not support the
reconstruction part of the New Chronology. Russian critics tended to see Fomenko’s
New Chronology as “an embarrassment and a potent symbol of the depths to which the
Russian academy and society have generally sunk … since the fall of Communism.”
Western critics see his views as part of a renewed Russian imperial ideology, “keeping
alive an imperial consciousness and secular messianism in Russia.”

In 2004 Anatoly Fomenko with his coauthor Gleb Nosovsky were awarded for their
books on “New Chronology” the anti-prize of the Moscow International Book Fair
called “Abzatz” (literally ‘paragraph’, a euphemism for a vulgar Russian word meaning
disaster or fiasco) in the category “Esteemed nonsense” (“Pochotnaya bezgramota”)
awarded for the worst book published in Russia.

Critics have accused Fomenko of altering the data to improve the fit with his ideas
and have noted that he violates a key rule of statistics by selecting matches from the
historical record which support his chronology, while ignoring those which do not,
creating artificial, better-than-chance correlations, and that these practices undermine
Fomenko’s statistical arguments. The new chronology was given a comprehensive



critical analysis in a round table on “The ‘Myths’ of New Chronology” chaired by the
dean of the department of history of Moscow State University in December 1999. One
of the participants in that round table, the distinguished Russian archaeologist, Valentin
Yanin, compared Fomenko’s work to “the sleight of hand trickery of a David
Copperfield.” Linguist Andrey Zaliznyak argued that by using the Fomenko’s
approaches one can “prove” any historical correspondence, for example, between
Ancient Egyptian pharaohs and French kings.

James Billington, formerly professor of Russian history at Harvard and Princeton and
currently the Librarian of Congress placed Fomenko’s work within the context of the
political movement of Eurasianism, which sought to tie Russian history closely to that of
its Asian neighbors. Billington describes Fomenko as ascribing the belief in past
hostility between Russia and the Mongols to the influence of Western historians. Thus,
by Fomenko’s chronology, “Russia and Turkey are parts of a previously single empire.”
A French reviewer of Billington’s book noted approvingly his concern with the
phantasmagorical conceptions of Fomenko about the global “new chronology.”

H.G. van Bueren, professor emeritus of astronomy at the University of Utrecht,
concluded his scathing review of Fomenko’s work on the application of mathematics
and astronomy to historical data as follows:

“It is surprising, to say the least, that a well-known (Dutch) publisher could produce an expensive book of such
doubtful intellectual value, of which the only good word that can be said is that it contains an enormous amount of
factual historical material, untidily ordered, true; badly written, yes; mixed-up with conjectural nonsense, sure; but
still, much useful stuff. For the rest of the book is absolutely worthless. It reminds one of the early Soviet attempts
to produce tendentious science (Lysenko!), of polywater, of cold fusion, and of modern creationism. In brief: a
useless and misleading book.” (H. G. van Bueren, Mathematics and Logic.)

Convergence of methods in archaeological dating
While Fomenko rejects commonly accepted dating methods, archaeologists,
conservators and other scientists make extensive use of such techniques which have
been rigorously examined and refined during decades of use.

In the specific case of dendrochronology, Fomenko claims that this fails as an
absolute dating method because of gaps in the record. However, independent
dendrochronological sequences beginning with living trees from various parts of North
America and Europe extend back 12,400 years into the past. Furthermore, the mutual
consistency of these independent dendrochronological sequences has been confirmed by
comparing their radiocarbon and dendrochronological ages. These and other data have
provided a calibration curve for radiocarbon dating whose internal error does not



exceed ±163 years over the entire 26,000 years of the curve.
In fact, archaeologists have developed a fully anchored dendrochronology series

going back past 10,000 BCE. “The absolutely dated tree-ring chronology now extends
back to 12,410 cal BP (10,461 BC).”

Misuse of historical sources and forced pattern matching
Critics of Fomenko’s theory claim that his use of historical sources is highly selective
and ignores the basic principles of sound historical scholarship.

“Fomenko … provides no fair-minded review of the historical literature about a topic with which he deals, quotes
only those sources that serve his purposes, uses evidence in ways that seem strange to professionally-trained
historians and asserts the wildest speculation as if it has the same status as the information common to the
conventional historical literature.”

They also note that his method of statistically correlating of texts is very rough, because
it does not take into account the many possible sources of variation in length outside of
“importance.” They maintain that differences in language, style, and scope, as well as
the frequently differing views and focuses of historians, which are manifested in a
different notion of “important events”, make quantifying historical writings a dubious
proposition at best. What’s more, Fomenko’s critics allege that the parallelisms he
reports are often derived by alleged forcing by Fomenko of the data – rearranging,
merging, and removing monarchs as needed to fit the pattern.

For example, on the one hand Fomenko asserts that the vast majority of ancient
sources are either irreparably distorted duplicate accounts of the same events or later
forgeries. In his identification of Jesus with Pope Gregory VII (Chron2, p. 51) he
ignores the otherwise vast dissimilarities between their reported lives and focuses on
the similarity of their appointment to religious office by baptism. (The evangelical Jesus
is traditionally believed to have lived for 33 years, and he was an adult at the time of
his encounter with John the Baptist. In contrast, according to the available primary
sources, Pope Gregory VII lived for at least 60 years and was born 8 years after the
death of Fomenko’s John-the-Baptist equivalent John Crescentius.)

Critics allege that many of the supposed correlations of regnal durations are the
product of the selective parsing and blending of the dates, events, and individuals
mentioned in the original text. Another point raised by critics is that Fomenko does not
explain his altering the data (changing the order of rulers, dropping rulers, combining
rulers, treating interregna as rulers, switching between theologians and emperors, etc.)
preventing a duplication of the effort and effectively making this whole theory an ad hoc
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hypothesis.

Selectivity in reference to astronomical phenomena
Critics point out that Fomenko’s discussion of astronomical phenomena tends to be
selective, choosing isolated examples that support the New Chronology and ignoring the
large bodies of data that provide statistically supported evidence for the conventional
dating. For his dating of the Almagest star catalog, Fomenko arbitrarily selected eight
stars from the more than 1000 stars in the catalog, one of which (Arcturus) has a large
systematic error. This star has a dominant effect on Fomenko’s dating. Statistical
analysis using the same method for all “fast” stars points to the antiquity of the Almagest
star catalog. Rawlins points out further that Fomenko’s statistical analysis got the wrong
date for the Almagest because he took as constant Earth’s obliquity when it is a variable
that changes at a very slow, but known, rate.

Fomenko’s studies ignore the abundance of dated astronomical records in cuneiform
texts from Mesopotamia. Among these texts is a series of Babylonian astronomical
diaries, which records precise astronomical observations of the Moon and planets,
often dated in terms of the reigns of known historical figures extending back to the VI
century BCE. Astronomical retrocalculations for all these moving objects allow us to
date these observations, and consequently the rulers’ reigns, to within a single day. The
observations are sufficiently redundant that only a small portion of them are sufficient to
date a text to a unique year in the period 750 BCE to 100 CE. The dates obtained agree
with the accepted chronology. In addition, F. R. Stephenson has demonstrated through a
systematic study of a large number of Babylonian, Ancient and Medieval European, and
Chinese records of eclipse observations that they can be dated consistently with
conventional chronology at least as far back as 600 BCE. In contrast to Fomenko’s
missing centuries, Stephenson’s studies of eclipse observations find an accumulated
uncertainty in the timing of the rotation of the earth of 420 seconds at 400 BCE, and only
80 seconds at 1000 CE.

Magnitude and consistency of conspiracy theory
Fomenko claims that world history prior to 1600 was deliberately falsified for political
reasons. The consequences of this conspiracy theory are twofold. Documents that
conflict with New Chronology are said to have been edited or fabricated by
conspirators (mostly Western European historians and humanists of late XVI to XVII
centuries). The lack of documents directly supporting New Chronology and conflicting
traditional history is said to be thanks to the majority of such documents being destroyed



by the same conspirators.
Consequently, there are many thousands of documents that are considered authentic in

traditional history, but not in New Chronology. Fomenko often uses “falsified”
documents, which he dismisses in other contexts, to prove a point. For example, he
analyzes the Tartar Relation and arrives at the conclusion that Mongolian capital of
Karakorum was located in Central Russia (equated with present-day Yaroslavl).
However, the Tartar Relation makes several statements that are at odds with New
Chronology (such as that Batu Khan and Russian duke Yaroslav are two distinct
people). Those are said by Fomenko to have been introduced into the original text by
later editors.

Many of the rulers that Fomenko claims are medieval doppelgangers moved in the
imaginary past have left behind vast numbers of coins. Numismatists have made
innumerable identifications of coins to rulers known from ancient sources. For instance,
several Roman emperors issued coinage featuring at least three of their names,
consistent with those found in written sources, and there are frequent examples of joint
coinage between known royal family members, as well as overstrikes by kings who
were known enemies.

Ancient coins in Greek and Latin are unearthed to this day in vast quantities from
Britain to India. For Fomenko’s theories to be correct, this could only be explained by
counterfeit on a very grand and consistent scale, as well as a complete dismissal of all
numismatic analyses of hoard findings, coin styles etc.

Popularity in forums and amongst Russian imperialists
Despite criticism, Fomenko has published and sold over one million copies of his
books in his native Russia. Many internet forums have appeared which aim to
supplement his work with additional amateur research. His critics have suggested that
Fomenko’s version of history appealed to the Russian reading public by keeping alive
an imperial consciousness to replace their disillusionment with the failures of
Communism and post-Communist corporate oligarchies.

Alexander Zinoviev called the New Chronology “one of the major scientific
breakthroughs of the XX century.”

(Wikipedia text retrieved on 2nd August, 2015)

Afterword from the publisher



Dr. Fomenko et al as scientists are ready to recognize their mistakes, to repent and to
retract on the condition that:

radiocarbon dating methods pass the black box tests, or
astronomy refutes their results on ancient eclipses, or
US astrophysicist Robert Newton was proved wrong to accuse Ptolemy of his
crime.

At present, historians do not, can not, and will not comply. The radiocarbon dating labs
run their very costly tests only if the sample to be dated is accompanied with an idea of
age pronounced by historians on basis of … subjective … mmm … gutfeeling … and
the history books they have been writing for the last 400 years. Radiocarbon labs
politely bill for their fiddling and finetuning to get the dates “to order” of historians.
Circulus vitiosus is perfect. 
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Separate books on the New Chronology
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